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Hon. Randall T. Eng - Meyer Suozzi 

HON. RANDALL T. ENG 

990 Stewart AVl'rH1C 

G.rJ<ll City, :-':Y 115.,0 

rcng:@msck.Cl1m 

Direct: (516) 741·6565 

Fax: (5 Hi) 741·6706 
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See More· 

Justice Randall T Eng is Of Counsel to Meyer, Suozzi, English & Klein, P.c., 

and a member of the Litigation Department, including the Appellate Practice and 

"........ .. ! ... ~. ,I r'\ r 1.. r.o .1. .r .1 _ 1. 
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In 2018, Justice Eng received the Career Public SelVice Award at The Fund for 

Modern Courts. He was also honored at The Asian American Bar Association of 

New York's Annual Judges' Reception. Justice Eng aL,o received The Queens 

District Attorney Office Puhlic Service Excellence Award at The Annual Asian 

American Pacific Islander Heritage Celebration. 

Immediately prior to joining Meyer Suozzi, Justice Eng served as the 

Presiding Justice of the Appellate Division, Second Department - the busiest and 

largest Judicial Department in the State of New York, covering Queens, Brooklyn, 

Staten Island, the counties of Nassau, Suffolk, Dutchess, Orange, Putnam, 

Rockland and Westchester, handling over 9,000 appeab per year. The presiding 

justice is the highest-ranking judge in the appellate division, in charge of all of its 

operations, as well as a sitting practicing judge on panels of appeal. 

Born in Guangzhou, China, Justice Eng was raised in New York City. He earned 

his undergraduate degree from State University of New York at Buffalo and his 

juris doctor degree from St. John's University School of Law in 1972. 

Following law school, Justice Eng began his esteemed legal career in public service 

as an assistant district attorney in Queens COUnty. At the time, he became the first 

Asian American appointed as an assistant prosecutor in New York State history, 

and served in this role from 1973-1980. He then served as the Deputy lnspector 

General of the New York City Correction Department from 1980 to 1981, and 

later hecame the lnspector General, a role in which he served from 1981. to 1983. 
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In 1983, Justice Eng became the first Asian American to become a judge in New 

York State, when he was appointed to the Criminal Court of the City of New York 

by Mayor Edward l. Koch. He sat in the Criminal Court until 1988 when he was 

designated an Acting Justice of the New York State Supreme Court. In 1990 and 

2004. Justice Eng was elected and reelected to full 14-year terms on that bench. 

Following these terms, he was appointed Administrative Judge of the Criminal 

Term of Queens County Supreme Court in 2007, and served in that role until 

2008. In 2012, Governor Cuomo appointed Justice Eng to lead the Second 

Department, where he became the first Asian American to serve as Presiding 

Justice in New York State's history. 

Justice Eng served as President of the Association of Supreme Court Justices of the 

City of New York and as a member of the Advisory Committee on Judicial Ethics. 

He is currently a member of the Permanent Sentencing Commission for New York 

State amI the New York State Judicialln8titute on Professionalism in the Law. He 

has also served as an adjunct professor at St. John's University School of Law. 

In addition to his prolific legal career, Justice Eng proudly served his country as a 

member of the New York Army National Guard from 1970 until 2004, when he 

retired as State Judge Advocate holding the rank of Colonel. 
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BIOGRAPHICAL-JUDGE TRICIA M. FERRELL 

Tricia M. Ferrell was appointed as a Judge of the Nassau County 
District Court in March 2008. She was subsequently elected that same 
year to serve a six-year tenn and re-elected in 2014. The Judge 
adjudicates criminal matters and previously presided over the Driving 
While Intoxicated Court as well as the Domestic Violence Court. 
Presently, Judge Ferrell handles cases assigned to a criminal court part 
designated for defendants with privately retained counsel. 

Prior to sitting on the bench, Judge Ferrell was employed in 2006, 
as the Director of Compliance for Nassau County, where she managed 
the internal controls for various departments countywide. The Judge 
also formerly held the position of Deputy Village Attorney, where she 
prosecuted cases for the Incorporated Village of Hempstead. Judge 
Ferrell's legal career began as an eager Nassau County Assistant District 
Attorney in 1998, under the Honorable Denis Dillon, where she 
prosecuted both misdemeanor and felony cases. 

Judge Ferrell is actively involved in the legal arena and holds 
membership in the Nassau County Criminal Courts Bar Association 
where she was awarded the Norman F. Lent Memorial Award for 
Distinguished Jurist in March of this year. She's also a member of the 
Women's Bar Association ofthe State of New York and the Nassau 
County Women's Bar Association, where she recently presented for its 
Chamber Chat Series. As a Nassau County Ba'r Association member, 
she is a longtime and energetic youth mentor, serving the Uniondale 
middle school population and she was a Co-Chair of the Bar 
Association's Judicial Section. She is also a mem ber of the Theodore 
Roosevelt Inn of Court, the Amistad Long Island Black Bar Association, 
the New York State Bar Association, the New York State District Court 
Judges Association and the Nassau County District Court Judges 
Association, where she formerly held the office of secretary. 



Sarika KaPQor 

Sarika Kapoor is an Associate Court Attorney in the Nassau County Supreme Court Law 
Department. She was hired at the Law Department as a "Court Attorney - Pending 
Admission" in August 2004. Following her admission to the Second Judicial Department 
in January 2005, she assumed the position of Court Attorney. She served as a Court 
Attorney from 2005 through 2009, as a Senior Court Attorney from 2009 through 2011, 
and has been serving as an Associate Court Attorney since 20 II. 

Ms. Kapoor has also served an interim law clerk to .the Hon. William R. LaMarca 
(deceased), Justice of the Supreme Court, Nassau County and the Hon. Jerome C. Murphy, 
Justice of the Supreme Court, Nassau County. 

In 2005, Ms. Kapoor was appointed by the former Chief Administrative Judge of the New 
York State Courts, Jonathan Lippman, to serve as a Small Claims Assessment Review 
(SCAR) Hearing Officer. ]n 2015, Ms. Kapoor was appointed by the Nassau County 
Administrative Judge, Thomas A. Adams, to serve as a Special Election Law Referee. She 
continues to serve as both a SCAR Hearing Officer and 'Special Election Law Referee to 
date. 

Ms. Kapoor received her Bachelor of Arts, Political Science, magna cum laude, Phi Bela 
Kappa, from Queens College in 2001. She received her Juris Doctorate from the Maurice 
A. Deane School of Law at Hofstra University in 2004. At Hofstra Law, she was a recipient 
of the Walter Sackur Scholarship, the Senior Notes and Comments Editor for the Hofttra 
Journal of International Business & Law, a member of the Hofstra Moot' Court 
Association, the sole recipient of the Best Brief Award at the Hofstra Moot Court 
Competition (2003-2004) and, more recently, on various occasions, a guest lecturer at 
Hofstra Law School and a diversity program panelist. 

Ms. Kapoor's professional accomplishments include her being appointed to the Committee 
on Character and Fitness in the Second Judicial Department, a former member of the 
Hofstra Law School Alumni Association Board, a former member of the Nassau County 
Bar Association's Board of Directors, former co-chair of the WE CARE Advisory Board 
(the charitable arm ofthe Nassau County Bar Association) as well as a member of almost 
a dozen committees at the Bar Association. 

In addition, she currently serves as a member of the Board of the Theodore Roosevelt Inn 
of Court, a member of the Nassau County Judicial Committee on Women in the Courts and 
a member of the Nassau County Women's Bar Associati~n. 



Practice Areas 

Bankruptcy & Business Reorganization Law 

COfpr;trate Finance 

litigation & Dispute Resolution 

Education 

Hofstra University School of law 

J.O., 198] 

State University of New York Albany 

e. A., mogna cum laude, 1918 

Memberships 

Associilltion of the Bar of the-City of New York, 

Committee on Bankruptcy Reorganization 

Theodore Roo~lt American Inn of Court 

Admissions 

New York State 

U.S. Distrfct Coort, Soutl'lI!!rn District 

of New Vork 

U.S, District Court, Eastem District 

of New't'ork 

U.S. District Court, Northern District 

of NewVork 

U.S. Court of Appeals, Second Circuit 

www.msek.com 

Edward J. LoBello 
Member of the Firm 

1350 Broadway 

New York, New York 10018 

(212) 763-7030 

elobelio@msek.com 

:ViIYIR SUJ?ZI 

990 Stewart Avenue 

Garden City, New York 11530 

(516) 741-6565 

Edward J. LoBello is a Member of Meyer, Suozzi, English & Klein, P.e., where he 
practices in the firm's Bankruptcy & Business Reorganization, Corporate 
Finance and Litigation & Dispute Resolution groups located in Garden City, NY and 
in New York, NY. Mr. LoBelia conceQtrates his practice on business restructuring, 
bankruptcy reorganizations, work-<luts, corporate finance, creditors' rights and 
related litigation. 

For 15 consecutive years, Mr. LoBelio is rated "AV Preeminent" by Martindale
Hubbell, the highest level of professional excellence. From 2012·2018, he was 
recognized by New York Super Lowyers. 

Notable experience includes: 

• Receiver and Estate Fiduciary for National Events of America, Inc. and New 
World Events Group, Inc. 

• Conflicts counsel to Chapter 15 Foreign Representative in Mexicana Airlines 

Counsel to Chapter 15 Foreign Representative in Berau Capital Resources PTE 
Ltd. and CFG Investment S.A.C. 

Counsel to Debtor in Possession in China Fishery Group limited and US Gen New 
England, Inc. 

• Counsel to liquidation Trustee in Movida Communications 

Counsel to Committee Chair in Hipcricket, Inc., DeWitt Rehabilitation and 
Nursing Center,lnc., Metro/Atlantic Express, and Tana Seybert, LLC 

• Counsel to Committee member in Delta Air Lines, Inc. 

Counsel to Committee in JJT Energy, LlC . 
• Counsel to Non-Debtor Affiliate in Inner City Media Corporation 

• Co-counsel to Union Retirees in Chrysler and GM 

• Counsel to Prepetition Receiver and Chief Restructuring Officer in HRH - Atlantic, UC 



Edward J. LoBello 

Counsel to Indenture Trustee in Innovative Stone, LLC 

Counsel to Defendants in preference and other avoidance actions in numerous bankruptcy cases including Circuit 
City Stores, Eastman Kodak, Steve & Barry's, Visteon, American Home Mortgage, Lyondell Chemical, Value City, 
North General Hospital, Innovest Holdings, LLC, and The Standard Register Corporation 

• Counsel to Landlords in numerous bankruptcy cases including Blockbuster, Champion Motor Group, Inc., Getty 
Petroleum Marketing, Inc., Betsey Johnson LLC, Ziff Davis Inc., American Medical Utilization Management 
Corporation and Federation Employment and Guidance Service, Inc. 

Counsel to Union and Pension Fund in The Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Comp~ny, Inc. (I) 

Counsel to Key Suppliers in Lehman Brothers Holdings Inc., The Standard Register Corporation, Solutia, Inc., Global 
Crossing. Ltd., and Toys R Us 

Counsel to Prepetition Lender in Cape May Nursing Home, Cafe CNN and Pine Tree House 

Counsel to Insurance Company in A.P. Green Industries, Inc. 

• Counsel to Mortgagee of commercial property in various cases 

Counsel to Municipality in The Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company, Inc. (II) and Allegria Hotel 

• Counsel to Asset Purchaser in 19 Mad Park, LLC d/b/a SD26 Restaurant & Wine Bar, and A.l. Eastmond & Sons, Inc. 

• Counsel to Lenders, Purchasers and Debtors in numerous Manhattan restaurant/hospitality cases 

In 2018, Mr. LoBelia authored the Local Bankruptcy Rules Toolkit (Eastern District of New York) published by Thomson 
Reuters' Practical Law. The online publication compiles key resources for attorneys in the practice of bankruptcy law in 
the Eastern District of New York, including applicable statutes, rules, court procedures, and practice notes. 

Prior to joining the firm, Mr. LoBelia was a Partner in the New York City office of a national law firm where he 
represented all major constituents in bankruptcy cases including debtors in possession, creditors' committees, 
committee members, institutional lenders, trade creditors, landlords, insurance companies, equipment lessors, asset 
purchasers, and preference defendants, among others. Mr. LoBelia has represented clients in numerous large and 
significant Chapter 11 cases, including Chrysler LLC, General Motors Corp., Lehman Brothers Holdings Inc., Campania 
Mexicana de Aviacion, SA de C.V., Delta Air Lines, Inc., Solutia, Inc., A.P. Green Industries, Inc., US Gen New England, 
Inc. and Global CrOSSing, Ltd., to name but a few. 

www.msek.com 



M 
VISHNlCK McGOVERN MILIZIO LLP 

ATTORNEYS AT I.AW· 

Joseph G. Millzlo, Esq., Managing Partner 
Professional Profile 

M
anaging Partner Joseph G. Milizio leads the firm's Business and Transactional Law, exit 
Planning for Business Owners and LGBT Representation Practice Groups. He Is a key 
member of the VMM Family Institute"". 

Mr. Mlllzlo has significant experience In all areas of transactional law, with an emphasis In general 
business transactions Including acquisitions, sales, entity and owner representation, franchising. 
leasing and transactional real estate matters. He represents a wide range of buslnesses,lncludlng 
retailers, manufacturers, real estate entities, healthcare providers and other professional 
practices. 

His diverse corporate and r.al estate flnance experience Includes the representation of both 
borrowers and lenders. He regularly advises clients on corporate governance matters, dispute 
resolution and estate planning for business owners. Under the auspices oflhe firm's EJdt Planning 
for Business Owners Practice Group, he works with business owners and other advisors as a 
consultant and legal advisor In planning for and Implementing exit strategies. Mr. Mlllzlo Is a founding vice president ofthe 
Long Island Chapter olthe International Exit Planning Institute, a forum where local professional adviSOrs can collaborate; 
develop educational programs for business owners and professional advisors to build awareness and better prepare an 
owner for the successful exit of their business; encourage and foster the adoption of best prac;tlces for the exit planning 
profession; and promote the common business Interests of those business advisors engaged In the profession of exit 
planning. 

Mr. Millzlo founded the firm's groundbreaking LGBT Representation Practice Group over 15 years ago. He leads VMM In 
advocating for the legal rights of lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender Individuals, offering legal counsel and representation 
on key Issues In the LGBT community. These Include estate planning. health care proxies/living wills, employment 
law/discrimination, pre- and post- nuptial agreements, domestic partnership agreements, co-owner agreements, spousal 
rights and obligations; and adoptions. Mr. Mllizio is a longtime member of the New York Steering Committee of the Human 
Rights Campaign (HRC), America's largest civil rights organization. He Is co-chalr of the recently launched Nassa. County Bar 
Assadatlon LGBTQ committee, working with committee members to address equality and Inclusion for all minorities. In 
recognition of his longtime support of Long Island Crisis Center, particularly Its Pride for Youth Initiative, Mr. Mllizio was 
named Person olthe Year In 2017. 

Mr. Mlllzio has been quoted extensively In Newsday and Lang Island Business News and is a frequent contributor to VMM's 
quarterly newsletter, The SideBar. He received his Juris Doctor degree from Brooklyn Law School and graduated magna cum 
laude from Sl John's University. He Is admitted to practice law In the State of New York and Is a member of the New York 
State Bar AssocIation and the Nassau County Bar Assodatlon, where he serves on the Lawyer Referral Committee, as well as 
the Corporation laW and Real Estate Committees. 

A former chairperson of the board of trustees and former chair of the governance committee of the Long Island Chapter of 
the National Multiple SclerOSis Scciety, Mr. Millzlo served as captain of Vishnick McGovern Mlllzio's -Walk MS' team; the 
firm's annual participation consistently stood out as one of Long Island's top f.ndralsing groups at the event. Hels also an MS 
Society Leadership Award reCipient, which recognizes Long Island's business leaders. 

3000 Marcus Avenue, Suite lE9 
Lake Success, NY 11042 

Vishnick McGovern Milizio LLP 
jmlllzlo@vmmiegol.com 

516.437.4385 x10B 
830 Third Avenue, Fifth Floor 

New York, NY 10022 



WZMP 
Weinberg Zareh Malkin Pri(:e LLP 

OmidZareh 

Mr. Zareh is a founding partner ofWeinb~rg ~areh Midkin Price LLP. 

He focuses on the needs of executives and their companies in corporate planning 
and all phases of complex, commercial arbitration and litigation. 

He has experience in trial and appellate advocacy, state and federal courts, 
multidistrict litigation, alternate dispute resolution, hostile business divorces, and 
complex business and scientific disputes. He advises in varied areas of law, 
including attorney ethics and professional responsIbility. His clients range from 
law ftrms, entrepreneurs, start-up companies, established ftnancial companies, and 
seasoned investors. 

Mr. Zareh is a member of the bars of New York State and New Jersey, as well as 
the Federal Circuit. He is an active member of the NYU Law Alumni Association 
(a former Vice President), the Long Island Entrepreneurs Group where he serves as 
General Counsel currently, and the Nassa).l County Bar Association (former Chair 
of the Ethics Committee and former Co-Chair of the Intellectual Property 
Committee). He also has participated in a number of community and professional 
organizations, and often lectures about attorney ethics and the law. Mr. Zareh also 
serves as an officer of real estate holding companies. 

While attending New York University Law School, Mr. Zareh was the Legal 
Theory Editor of the Review of Law and Social Change. Prior to starting his own 
law firm, Mr. Zareh practiced at Coudert Brothers'LLP, Simpson Thatcher & 
Bartlett LLP, and Schulte Roth & Zabel LLP. 

WEINBERG ZAREH MALKIN PRICE LLP 
45 Rockefeller Plaza, 20'h Floor 
New York, New York 10111 
Main: 212.899,5470 
Direct Dial: 212,899.5472 
Email: ozareh@wzmplaw.com 



My name is Mirdalie Charles. I am a second-year student at the Maurice A. Deane School of Law 

at Hofstra University. 

In 2011, I earned a Bachelor's Degree in Political Science from Providence College. In 2014, I 

earned a Master's Degree in Criminal Justice (with a concentration in Criminology and Deviance) from 

The John Jay College of Criminal Justice. 

During my academic years, I have been able to gain substantial experience in the legal field. With 

an eye towards ultimately becoming a lawyer, I have been interning and gaining hands-on legal experience 

during my summers for approximately the last nine years. I have been a Certified Court interpreter for the 

last several years. In addition, I have worked at several law firms in Nassau and Queens County. Areas of 

law which I have been able to gain experience in include: Immigration, Real-Estate, Bankruptcy and 

Criminal Law. 

More specifically, in 2011, I had the privilege of working at the Kings County District Attorney's 

Office in Brooklyn. While at the Kings County District Attorney's Office I worked in the Early Case 

Assessment Bureau assisting prosecutors with screening cases brought by the New York City Police 

Department. I was directly responsible tor analyzing police reports, conducting interviews with witnesses, 

and utilizing the criminal procedure code to determine the viability of a potential case. 

I have skills that will serve me well. I have excellent research and writing skills developed while 

completing my Master's degree. I received an A- in my first semester Legal Writing class, where I was 

able to present arguments from both the plaintiff and defendant perspectives and research and analyze 

legal cases in depth. 

All of these accomplishments are helping to shape my legal career. I aspire to continue to master 

my ability to synthesize and integrate a higher volume of knowledge - a valuable skill as the field becomes 

more and more expansive. 



Domenick 1. Pesce - Bio 

Domenick graduated from Hofstra University, HonoJ;S College, where he majored 
in Political Science with minors in Philosophy of Law, Rhetorical Studies, and 
Italian. He currently is a 3L at the Maurice A. Deane School of Law at Hofstra 
University. At Hofstra Law, Domenick is the Editor-in-Chief of the Hofstra Labor 
& Employment Law Journal and President of the Federal Bar Association
Hofstra Law Division. He is also a researcher at the Hofstra Research Laboratory 
for Law, Logic and Technology (LL T Lab) and a student member of the Theodore 
Roosevelt American Inn of Court. Domenick also has nearly five years of 
experience working for Apple Inc. as a certified technician and trainer. 

During the summer of 20 17, Domenick was a judicial intern for the Honorable 
Helene F. Gugerty in Nassau County Court. This past summer he worked as a legal 
intern in the Public Corruption Bureau of the Nassau County District Attorney's 
Office. He is interested in criminal, intellectual property, technology, and 
cybersecurity law. 

In the summer of 2019, Domenick will join the Nassau County District Attorney's 
Office as an Assistant District Attorney. 



Sean Romeo 

Sean Romeo. I'm 24 years old and I'm from Sag Harbor, NY. I went to SUNY 
Oneonta for undergrad where I studied Philosophy and political science and 
graduated with honors. Time not spent on law school is spent watching sports or 
playing golf. I plan to pursue a career in litigation or representation. 
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Changes to State CLE Requirements 
Now Include Diversity, Inclusion and 
Elimination of Bias 
Beginning Jan. 1, 2018, New York's mandatory CLE reqUirements includes a Diversity and Inclusion 
component Attorneys due to re-register on or after July 1, 2018 must meet the new CLE 
requirements. 

By Betty Weinberg Ellenn. Debor.h A. Scalise and Gina 8ucclero I March 23, 2018a( 02:30 PM 

f in '" G' Q I?! (http'l!www aimreprjnts coml 

Issues of race and discrimination are in the forefront of problems 

confronting today's society, La'V't')'ers and the legal profession must take the 

lead in how to address and overcome inequities emanating from bias in 

these areas. On (he one hand, it Is crucial ror the legal profession to 

celebrate and encourage diversity at all levels, ~hile, on the other, it must 

lead in combatting bias on the basis of race, gender, ethnicity, religion, 

sexual orientation or other differences, These principles should guide 

lawyers in fulfilling their professional responsibilities as members of the bar 

generally, 35 well as In their representation of clients, One way in which the 

legal profession can sensitize itself to the scope and extent of these 

problems and potential avenues for remediation is through continuing legal 

https:lfwww.law.conv'newyorklawjournal12018f03f23fchanges-to-state-c le-requirements-n... 9/21 f20 18 
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education (ClE). Two states, California and Minnesota, already require 

attorneys to meet diversity and inclusion requirements. BeginningJan. 1, 

2018. New York's mandatory eLE requirements includes a Diversity and 

Inclusion component. Attorneys due to re-register on or after July 1,2018 

must meet the new CLE requirements. 

Background 

In February 2016, the American Bar Association's House of Delegates 

unanimously adopted a resolution entreating those regulating authorities 

that have a mandatory or minimum CLE requirement to also include a 

diversity and indusion component. ABA Resolution 197 

(http'Uwww,amer'sanbar 0rr1news/reporter resoyrces'mldY.liJr• 

meeting-2916Jbou,Hf:deleutes-resolutlonsJ197.htmI1. I n New York 

state, the resolution gained overwhelming support from a number ofl~l:al 

and specialty bar associations. 

In july 2016. Chief judge janet DIFiore received a letter signed by 13 bar 

associations urging New York state to mandate that diversity and inclUSion 

be included as a ClE requirement. The bar associations that signed the 

letter were: the New York City Bar Association, the Amistad long Island 

Black Bar Association, Association of Black Women Attorneys, Association of 

Law Firm Diversity Professionals, Dominican Bar Association, Hispanic 

National Bar Association, Jewish Lawyers Guild, lGBT Bar Association of 

Greater New York (LeGaL), Long Island Hispanic Bar Association, 

Metropolitan Black Bar Association, Muslim Bar Association of New York, 

Puerto Rican Bar Association, and South Asian Bar Association of New York. 

In response to the letter, DCA ClE Board Chair Betty Weinberg Ellerin and 

the New York State OCA CLE Board met to discuss the proposed mandatory 

diversity and indusion CLE. During their meetings, the Board examined a 

survey supplied by the New York City Bar Association, outlining CLE 

program offerings that would meet the diversity and Inclusion requirement. 

The Board also reviewed the diversity and inclusion programming being 

implemented by California and Minnesota. 

There was also it perception that the large law firms were the only ClE 

provtdefs that were offering such programs. Such was a misapprehension 

given the fact that WBASNY and the other affinity bar associations mission 

statements are dedicated to diversity and the diversity requirement. which 

atthe time had yet to be defined. "Diversity" CLE programing was regularly 

offered under different rubrics or headings. For instance, discrimination in 

employment settings; lack of civility as part of ethics programs; "Breaking 

the Glass Ceiling," "'Tips for Women on Running for Office" and the "Pink 

Bench." Moreover, the three iargest Bar Associations, WBASNY, NYSSA and 

NYSTlA, as well as other bar associations, lawyers and law firms had not 

had an opportunity to comment on the proposal. 

In trying to define the new CLE Diversity Rule, the OCA ClE Board discussed 

whether it should follow the New York Rules of Professional Conducts RPC 

8.4, which provides in pertinent part:"A lawyer or law firm shall not ... (g) 

unlawfully discriminate in the practice of law, including in hiring. promoting 

or otherwise determining conditions of employment on the basis of age, 

https:llwww.law.comlnewyorklawjoumaI!20 18/03/23/changes-to-state-cle-requirements-n... 9/21/2018 
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race. creed, color, national origin, sex, disability, marital status or sexual 

orientation .... 22 NYCRR 1200 RP( B.4{g). However, after discussion, It was 

decided that the definition would be more expansive to enable the CLE 

Providers and attendees more options for programming which would meet 

the new Diversity and IncluSion requirement. Thus. the new diversIty and 

inclusion programming must relate to the practice of law and may include. 

among other things, implicit and explicit bias, equal access to justice, " 

serving a diverse population, diversity and inclusion initiatives in the legal 

profeSSion, and sensitivity to cultural and other differences when 

interacting with members of the public, judges, jurors, litigants, attorneys 

and court personnel. 

In addition to discussing the definition of the new "Diversity Rule," the 

Board considered compliance issues as well as whether the new 

requirement would mean that we would need to add one or two additional 

CLE credits. Judge EII,rin felt and most of the OCA CLE BOARD agreed that 

lawyers should not be burdened with additional credit requirements. So, it 

was agreed that the new requirement could be a new category among (he 

24 and 32 credits that are already required for attorneys and newly 

admitted attorneys. 

In December 2016. the ~CA ClE Board proposed an amendment of the 

New York MCLE Rules for New York attorneys recommending that there by 

a one~credit ClE requirement in Diversity and inclUsion. The Board also 

issued a memorandum, calling for public comment on the proposed 

amendment, which received overwhelming support from bar associations, 

la~ers and law firms throughou~ New York state. 

The New Rule was presented to Chief Judge Janet DiFiore and the Courts 

Administralfve Board, which includes the Presiding Justices of the Four 

Appellate Divisions. The Administrative Board approved the proposal 

creating a new diversity and inclusion category for New York's mandatory 

ClE requirements. 

New Diversity and Inelusion Requirement 

The new rule can be found at 22 NVCRR 1500.2(g); It now states: "a) Credit 

Hours. Each attorney shall complete a minimum of 24 credit hours of 

accredited continuing legal education each biennial reporting cycle in ethics 

and professionalism, skllls,law practice management. areas of professional 

practice, or diversity, inclusion and elimination of bias, at least four (4) 

credit hours of which shall be in ethics and professionalism and at least one 

(1) credit hour of which shall be In diversity, inclusion and elimination of 

bias. Ethics and professionalism, skills. law practice management, areas of 

professional practice, and diversity, indusion and elimin13tion of bias iJre 

defined in §1500.2. The ethics and professionalism and diversity, inclusion 

and elimination of bias components may be intertwined with other 

courses.- 22 NYRR 1500.22(a). 

As a result, New York attorneys will have to complete one credit in the topic 

area of Diversity, Inclusion and Elimination of Bias as part of their 

mandatory continuing legal education requirements. The change will take 

effect beginning with anorneys due to re·reglster on or after July 1,2018. 

https:llwww.law.comlnewyorklawjournaIl20 18/03/23/changes-to··state-c1e-requirements-n... 9/21/2018 
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With the implementation of the Diversity and Inclusion requirement, th~ 24 

required credits for experienced attorneys will stay the same, but the 

categories of credit requirements will slightly change. Experienced 

attorneys will stili be required to complete four credit hours in ethics .and 

professionalism and will be required to complete one credit hour in 

diversity, inclusion, and elimination of bias. Newly~admitted attorneys (less 

than two years) are required to complete 32 CLE credits in their first two 

years of admission, broken down into 16 credits each year with defined 

categories and credits in Ethics in Professionalism (6); Skills (12) and Law 

Practice Management andlor Areas of Professional Practice (14). 

The elE Board members who worked with Justice Ellerln and her staff to 

adopt the changes are Prof. Melissa L Breger, Vincent T. Chang, Han. 

Leland G. DeGrasse. Hon. Timothy S. Dri"ol~ David L Edmund~ Jr .• Cynthia 

Feathers, Han. Helen E. Freedman, Nicholas A.. Gravante Jr., Linda S. Lin, 

Han. William E. McCarthy. Timothy P. Murphy. Deborah A. Scalise, Han. 

Bernice O. Siegal, and Han. Charles J. Thomas. 

Conclusion 

With the addition of the diversity and inclusion ClE requirement, the ClE 

Board has helped to educate New York attorneys to take steps to overcome 

the challenges of diversity in the legal profession. Diversity training wit! help 

New York attorneys to become better la~ers by facilitatlng improved 

attorney-client relationships, increasing attorney awareness and 

understanding diverse client needs. All of which Will not only enhance legal 

services but will inure to the benefit of the legal profession, by opening the 

legal system as well as the profession to all people, regardless of race, 

gender, ethnicity, religion, or orientation. 

Betty Weinberg Ellerln Is the chair of {he NYS DCA CLf Board and senior 

counsel at Alston & Bird She served more than 20 years as an Appellate 

DWfsion jurist. Deborah A. Scalise was appointed to the DOt CLE Board by 

Chief judge Janet DiFiore in 2016. She is a partner in the firm Scalise & 

Hamilton. Gina Bucciero works as a legal assistant at Scalise & Hamilton. 
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itbe New york mimes 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Diversity Makes Y 00 Brighter 
By Sheen S. Levine and David Stark 

Dec, 9. 2015 

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION is back before the Supreme Court today. The court has agreed 

to hear, for the second time, the case of Abigail Fisher, a white applicant who claims that 

she was rejected by the University of Texas at Austin because of her race. Ms. Fisher 

invokes the promise of equal protection contained in the 14th Amendment, reminding us 

that judging people by their ancestry, rather than by their merits, risks demeaning their 

dignity. 

Upholding affirmative action in 2003, in Grutter v. Bollinger, Justice Sandra Day 

O'Connor argued that it served the intellectual purpose of a university_ Writing for the 

majority, she described how the University of Michigan aspired to enhance diversity not 

only to improve the prospects of certain groups of students, but also to enrich everyone's 

education. 

Ms. Fisher argues that diversity may be achieved in other ways, without considering 

race. Before resorting to the use of race or ethnicity in admissions, the University of 

Texas must offer "actual evidence, rather than overbroad generalizations about the 

value of favored or disfavored groups" to show that "the alleged interest was substantial 

enough to justifY the use of race." 

Our research provides such evidence. Diversity improves the way people think. By 

disrupting conformity, racial and ethnic diversity prompts people to scrutinize facts, 

think more deeply and develop their own opinions. Our findings show that such diversity 

actually benefits everyone, minorities and majority alike. 

https :llwww.nytimes.coml2015/12109/0pinion/diversity-makes-you-brighter.htm I 9/2112018 
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To study the effects of ethnic and racial diversity, we conducted a series of experiments 

in which participants competed in groups to find accurate answers to problems. In a 

situation much like a classroom, we started by presenting each participant individually 

with information and a task: to calculate accurate prices for Simulated stocks. First, we 

collected individual answers, and then (to see how committed participants were to their 

answers), we let them buy and sell those stocks to the others, using real money. 

Participants got to keep any profit they made. 

When trading, participants could observe the behavior of their counterparts and decide 

what to make of it. Think of yourself in similar situations: Interacting with others can 

bring new ideas into view, but it can also cause you to adopt popular but wrong ones. 

You have 3 free articles remaining. 
Subscribe to The Times 

It depends how deeply you contemplate what you observe. So if you think that 

something is worth 5100, but others are bidding $120 for' it, you may defer to their 

judgment and up the ante (perhaps contributing to a price bubble) or you might dismiss 

them and stand your ground. 

We assigned each participant to a group that was either homogeneous or diverse 

(meaning that it included at least one participant of another ethnicity or race). To 

ascertain that we were measuring the effects of diversity, not culture or history, we 

examined a variety of ethnic and racial groups. In Texas, we included the expected mix 

of whites, Latinos and African-Americans. In Singapore, we studied people who were 

Chinese, Indian and Malay. (The results were published with our co-authors, Evan P. 

Apfelbaum, Mark Bernard, Valerie L. Bartelt and Edward J. Zajac.) 

The findings were striking. When participants were in diverse company, their answers 

were 58 percent more accurate. The prices they chose were much closer to the true 

values of the stocks. As they spent time interacting in diverse groups, their performance 

improved. 

https:!/www.nytimes.coml2015/12/09/opinion/diversity-makes.you-brighter.html 912112018 
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In homogeneous groups, whether in the United States or in Asia, the opposite happened. 

When surrounded by others of the same ethnicity or race, participants were more likely 

to copy others, in the wrong direction. Mistakes spread as participants seemingly put 

undue trust in others' answers, mindlessly imitating them. In the diverse groups, across 

ethnicities and locales, participants were more likely to distinguish between wrong and 

accurate answers. Diversity brought cognitive friction that enhanced deliberation. 

For our study, we intentionally chose a situation that reguired analytical thinking, 

seemingly unaffected by ethnicity or race. We wanted to understand whether the 

benefits of diversity stem, as the common thinking has it, from some special perspectives 

or skills of minorities. 

What we actually found is that these benefits can arise merely from the very presence of 

minorities. In the initial responses, which were made before participants interacted, 

there were no statistically significant differences between participants in the 

homogeneous or diverse groups. Minority members did not bring some special 

knowledge. 

The differences emerged only when participants began interacting with one another. 

When surrounded by people "like ourselves," we are easily influenced, more likely to fall 

for wrong ideas. Diversity prompts better, critical thinking. It contributes to error 

detection. It keeps us from drifting toward miscalculation. 

Our findings suggest that racial and ethnic diversity matter for learning, the core 

purpose of a university. Increasing diversity is not only a way to let the historically 

disadvantaged into college, but also to promote sharper'thinking for everyone. 

When it comes to diversity in the lecture halls themselves, universities can do much 

better. A commendable internal study by the University of Texas at Austin showed zero 

or just one African-American student in 90 percent of its typical undergraduate 

classrooms. Imagine how much students might be getti~g wrong, how much they are 

conforming to comfortable ideas and ultimately how much they could be 

underperforming because of this. 

https;llwww.nytimes.coml20 15/12/09Iopinionldiversity-makes-you-brighter.html 9/2112018 
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Ethnic diversity is like fresh air: It benefits everybody who experiences it By disrupting 

conformity it produces a public good. To step back from the goal of diverse classrooms 

would deprive all students, regardless of their racial or ethnic background, of the 

opportunity to benefit from the improved cognitive performance that diversity promotes. 

Sheen S. Levine is a professor at the Jindal School of Management at the University of Texas at Dal/as; David 
Stark is a professor of sociology at Columbia. 

A version of this article appears In print on Dec. 9, 2015, on Page ASS of the New York edition with the headline: Diversity Makes You Brighter 

https:llwww.nytimes.com/20 15/12/09/0pinionldiversity-makes-you-brighter. hlml 9121/2018 
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Program 

APPUCATION FOR ADMISSION TO PRACflCE AS AN ATToRNEY 

AND COUNSELOR-AT-LAW IN THE STATE OF NEW YORK 

APPUCATION FOR ADMISSION QUESTIONNAIRE 

(Pi .... a.e the Generallnatructtonl for guidance on filing compl.te appJlcatlona) 

APPUCATION FOR (check onfl/: ·0 Adm·~lon on Exem'"lItlo. .;. IT Adml ..... on MoUo. without EnmlnaUo •• 

APPELLATE DIVISION (check one): D 1"'OEPT. 02'·OEPT. D 3" DEPT. 04'" DEPT. 

TO mE APPELLATE DMSION OF THE SUPREME COURT OF mE STATE OF NEW YORK: 

The undersigned bereby applies for admbsion to practice as an attorney and counselor-at-law in ail courts of 
tbe Slale of New York, and in support of such application submits the foilowing sworn statement and the accompa
nying affidavits and other papers. 

A. PERSONAL INFORMATION 

1. State name in full: 

~- I~~· 
lAS1;"- -I SUFFIX (JR'-, -II) ... 

2. Have you ever used or been known by any olber name? . . . . . . .. . .................... 0 No Dy .. 
If YES. state in full each name (other than the name given above) which you have used or by which you bave 
at any time been known, the period of, and the re8son for, the use of each such name; if change of name is by 
marriage, so state; if change of name was by court order, so state. 

3. Sodal Security Number: ................................. , , ... ___________ _ 

4. BOLE ID# (NYS Board of Law Examiners Identificalion Number): ... 

5. State Ihe following: Age: ____ _ Date of birth (mmlddIyyyY,'£:.):'--__________ _ 

Place of birth: 
crri'liOWN I VilLAGe. ... 'STATE ... COUNtRy ... 

6. Are you a citizen ofth. United States? .......... , ......................... ONo DYes 
If NO, state your immigration stotu.:. __________________________ _ 

7. Present residence: 
bTD"'''''T ..... ~ "" .... m.o., ........ DRESS ... thY, toWN I vIUA~ ... 

STATIr;'" 

'rEl~NE .. 

Revised: Aprt 2015 

'zliS ..; -COUNTRY (If not USA) ... 

---E":NAIL?iiifiYj'.·---· _ .. _--
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B. Prior residence: 
Provide the last permanent residence where you resided before the address in question 7. 

PERIOD FROM (Month I V •• r): To (Monlh I Ye.~: 

STREET ADDRESS... CITY !TOWN 1 VllLAG= ... 

STATE". ZIP.. COUNTR'{11f not USA)" 

9. Office address (if applicable): 
NAME OF OFFICE ..., 

STREET AbbRESs ... CITY I TOWN I VILLAGE .. 

STATE.., ZiP.... COUNTRYj'Jf'notUSA) ... 

TELfPHONE ... e·WJ[(iJ any) .. 

B. EDUCATION 

10. List all colleges, universities and professional schools (other than law schools) attended. 
Prrwide a chronologicallisling (from earliest to latest). If you did not receive Q degree, stale the reason. 

DATES OF ATTENDANCE from (Month I Year): To (Month I Veer): 

NAME OF COLLEGE I UNIVERSfTY J CiMER ... DEGREE ... 

S"f'REE'f ADDRESS.. CITY frOWN I VILlAGe. ... 

sf ATE .., ZIP..., COUNTRY 'If not USAI ... 

REASON FOR NOT R6CEIVINGADEGREE (NappllcllbM) ... 

DATES OF ATTENDANCE from (Month J Year): To (Month J V ... ,,: 

NAME O~UE-ru: 1 UNIVERSITY 10l'lia.... DEGREe ... 

STmlAODRESS.... CITY/TOWN/VILlAGE ... 

STATE ... tIP .. COUNTRY(Wno,USAI. 

REASON FOR NOT RECEMNG A DEGREE {tf af1Pllc8bU1J ... 

DATES OF ATTENDANCE from (Month I Ve.,.: To (Month I V .. r): 

NAME OF COLLEGE I UNrYERSITY t OTI1ER.., OEGREE .., 

sma:rAl5DRESs.., CITY (TOWN/vILLAGE.., 

STATE .., ZIP. COUNTRY 7H JiOj (!$.AI.., 

REASON fOR NOT RECEIVING A OEGR@E (ifappncatJi6}.., 

AppIic:alion IOf Admlsalon to Practice as an Atlomey and Coun8C1lor-at-Lllw In 1ha State or New YDrk 
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11. List an law ",,"ools attended. 
Proyide a chronologicallisling (from eariieslto latest}.l/you did nol receive a degree, slate lhe reason. 

~!:,~~~~~'4!~~~~~4~1~~~~~~~~~~li~~j~~i~·~~;j0::!0~.1.'1~~~; 
DATES OF ATTENDANCE fn>m (Month I Yoar): To (Month I VNr): 

NAME OF LAW SCHOOL.. DEGREE .. 

STREET ADDRESS .. CiTY I TOWN I VlLLAC*'" 

STATE ... zip.. COUNTRY (If no' lIIA) ..... 

REASON FOR NOT RECEIVING A oeGREE (tf~) ... 

DATES OF ATTENDANCE "om (Month I Y .... ): _ To (Month I Ye.r': 
NAME-oF LAW SCHOOL ... OEGRt::~ ... 

STREEfAi5ORi::S8 ... CITY I TOWN J VIlLAGE .. 

STATE... ZIP.. coUNtRY (If rtOr USA) ... 

"REASOO FOR NOT RECEIVING A DEGREe (iliPPJif;81.J1e) ... 

NOTE: IfY"" answer Yes 10 question 12, 13 or 14, give the name of the Institution, and slale/ully the 
circumsltutces and date of each such occurreltCe. 

12. Have you ever been denied admission to any school, college, law school, or other similar institution for 
stated cause which might reflect upon your character? ....... 0 No 0 V.S: H 'YES' an __ 

~NSTITOfION ... CATe .. 

ReASON AND CIRCUMSTANCES ... 

13. Have you ever been placed on probatlon, dropped, suspended, expelled or otherwise heen subjected to 

discipline by any institution of learning above elementary school level for conduct which might reflect upon 
your character? ............... . . DNo Dve.: "'YES' ..,. ... rbelow 

~E OF INSTITUTION ... 

REASON AND CIRCUMSTANCES ... 
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Rule 7.6 SUPREME COURT, APPELLATE DIVISION 

(2) • profeasional announcement card stating new or changed 
888OCiations or addresses, ehange of firm hame" or similar 
matters perWplng to the professional omees of a lawyer or law 
finn or any nonlegal business conducted by the lawye~ or law 
finn pursuant to Rule 6.7. It may state biographical data, the 
names of members of the finn and associate., and the 1)Iim ... 
and dates of predecessor :tiTms in a continuing. line of succes
sion. It may state the nature of the legal practiCe if permitted ' 
under Rule 7.4; 

(3) a sign in or near the omce and in the building directory 
identifying the law office and any nonlegal b~ine .. conducted 
by the lawYer or law finn pur~t to Rule 5.7. The sign may 
&tate the nature of the IegaJ practice if permitted under Rule 
~or' , ' 

, (4). letterhead IdentifYing the lawyer by name and as a 
lawyer, and giving addreoses, telephone num"""', the name, of 
the law finn, 'associates and any ihformation ~tted under 
Rule 7.1(b) or Rule 7.4, A letterhead of a law firm may aJao 
give the names of members and associate" and names and 
date. relating to deceased and retired members. A lawyer or 
law finn may be designated "Of CounssI" on a letterhll8d if 
the~e is a oontinuing relatibnship. with a 1a~ei' or law -firin, 
other ~an as, a partner or aaaociate. A lawyer or law finn may 
be designated as "General Counsel" or by similar profeasional 
reference on stationery of a client if the lawyer 0, the finn 
devotes a subetantial amount of profeasionaJ ,time 'in the 
representation of that,cIienL The'letterhead of a law finn may 
give the names and date. of predecessor firma in a oontiriuing 
line of succession. . 

(b). A laWYBl" in private practice shall not practice under a 
trade name, a name that is misleading as to the Identity of the 
la~er or lawyers practfcing Wlder such name, or a firm name 
containing names other than those of ope or mot;e of the 
lawyers in the finn. except that the name of a profes.ional 
oorporation .ball contain "PC" or such symbols permitted by 
law, tl1e n8llli! of a limited liability company or partnership aball 
contain "LLC,"'''LLP'' OJ' such syrpbols permitted bylaw and, if 
otherwise 'lawfu~ a finn may UBe as, or continue to include In its 
name the name or names of one or more deceased -or retired 
members of the finn or ot a p,..,ctecesaor firm in 8 continuing 
line of succession.- Such tenns as ''legal clinie," j'legal ai-d," 

, "legal service ames," '~legal assistance office," "defender office" 
and the like may be used only by qriaJ!fled legal ,assistance 
organizations, except that the term "legal clinic" may be used 
by any lawyer or law finn provided the name of. a participating 
lawyer or finn i. Incorporated therein. A laW)Tefor law finn 
may not include the name of a nonlawyer in its firm name, nor 
may a lawyer or law rnm tlui.t has a contractual relationship 
with a nonlegal professional or nonlegal professional service 
finn pursuant to Rule 6.S to provide legal and other profession
al services on a systematic and ~ntinuing basis include in its 
firm name the name of the nonlegal prf?fessionaJ service firm or 
any individual nonlegalprofeasional aIIIli8ted thereWith. A 
lawyer who asaumes a judicial, legi8lative or public executive or 
adminiBtraave post 'or office ahall not permit the lawyer's name 
to remain in the name of a law't\rm or to be used In professIonal 
notices of the finn 'during any significant periOd In which the 
lawyer is not actively and regularly practicing law as a member 
of the finn and, during such period, other members of the finn 
shall not use the lawyer's name in the firm name or in 
prof"";onal notices of the firm 

700 

(c) Lawyers 'shall not hold them~ out as having a 
partnership witJi one or more other lawyers. unless they are in 
fact psrblers. 

(d) A partoershlp .hall nat be. formed or continued between 
or among lawy .... 1iceB(Ied in different jurisdictions unl ... all 
enumerations of the members and aasocIateSof the finn on it. 
letterhead and 'In other permissible listing. make clear the 
jurisilictional limitation. on tJiose members and ~tes of 
the finn not lieenBed to practice in all listed, jurisdjctions; 
hojqever, the same firm name may be uaed in eaeh juriadiction. 

(e) A lawYer or laW h may utilizO' • dom.dn name for an 
internet web siff that does not include the name of the lawyer 
or law finn provided: . '. 

(1) all pages of the wei! site clearly and conspicuously Include 
the aetusr.ame,o! tbe lawyer or law finn; 

(2) the lawyer or law finn In no way attempts to engage in 
the practice of law using the domain name; 

(8) the domain name does not imply an 'ability to obtain , 
resul~ in a matter; and 

(4) the domain name does not otherwise violate these Rules. 
(f) ~ lawy"!". or law finn may utiliae a telephone number 

which oontains a domain .name, nickname, moniker or motto 
'that does not otherwise violate the'" Rules. 

Rule 8.1. Candor in the Bar Admi88ion ~88 
(a) A lawyer shall be subject to discipline if, in co,J,ectwn 

with the lAwyer's' own .application for &dmission to the bar 
previously filed In this .tate or in any other jurisdiction, or in 
connection with the application of another peraon for admlssion 
to the bar, the lawyer knowingly: . . 

(1) has made or failed to correct a false .tatem~nt of material 
fac~ or ' 
, (2) has failed 10 disclose a material tact requested in connec· 
aon with a lawful demand for information from an 'admissions 
authority. 

Rule 8.2_ Judicial Officers andCandldates 
(a) A laWyer shall not knowingly make a false statement 01 ,,'"" 

tact concerning the quaJil!cations, conduct or integrity of • ;: 
judge or other lLIljudicaUlry officer or of a candidate for election 
or appointment to judicial offioo. . 

(b) A lawyer who is • candidate for judicial otl'ice ahsll i 
comply ~th the applicable provisiona of P;ui 100 of the RuI!lS ,; 
of the Chief Administrator .'the Courts, . 

Rule 8.3. Reporting Profe88iol)al .Mi8Conduc~ 
(a) A lawyer who know---s tJ-Jat another· lawyer has committed 

• violation of the Rules of Proleasional Conduct that raises a 
substantial question 'as to that lawyets honesty, trustworthi- '., 
ness or tltoess as a lawyer shall report sucJi' koowledg. to 
t.ribunal or other authority empowered to investigate or 
upon such violation. 

(b) A lawyer who posseaaes knowledge or evidence coneero- , 
ing another laWY,er or a judge shall not fail to respond to • , 
lawful demand tor information from a tribunal or other; 
authority empowued to investigate or. act upon such conduCt. 

(c) This Rule doee not require disclosure of; 
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Gordon v. Committee on Character and Fitness 
48 N.Y.2d 266 

State has a constitutionally pennissible interest to as~ure that those admitted to the bar 

possess knowledge of the law as well as character and fitness lequisite for an attorney 

4162959 



APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION TO PRACTICE 
AS AN ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR-AT-LAW IN THE 

STATE OF NEW YORK 

FORM LAW SCHOOL CERTIFICATE 

To Be Completed By Applicant: 

NAMIOfAPPLfCANT y 8OLIID-.· .., fN'(S II~ d laIie:r.n.w. ~ NurrMrI: 

CURReNT STREET ADDRESS (ottJce Or hon'If1) .. Clty 'TO'r\'N I VILLAGE ... 

STATE ... ZIP ... COUNTRY Of ttOI USA) ., 

PHONE ... e. .... C(if ...... blijT 

IlOCtAL Sl!CURrTY NUMBER .. 

irlAMl! OF LAW SCHOOL ... 

AOORess OFLAW SCHOO( .. 

STATE ... ZIP ... COUNTRY(If nor USA) .... 

To Be Completed By law School Only: 

DATES OF ATTENDANCE at law school: From (mm I yyyy): To Imm I my): ____ _ 

DATE GRADUATED from law Ichool: (mm I yyyy): . 

DEGREE CONFERRED by law school: ____________________ _ 

AUTHORIZATION BY APPLICANT: I (...,.oI_Q, ,hereby 

authorize (.-. oIlow .. hoof) and persons issuing this certificate to 
release to the Appellate Division of the New York State Supreme Court all information, files or records requested 
by it or its Con1mittees on Character and Fime .. in connection with the processing of my application for admis
sion to the Bar of the Slale of New York. 

Signature of Applicaf1t 

Oate~ 

Revised: 2014 
AppIIca1lon for AdmlHion to Practice •• l1l'i Altomey and CouMeior-af-lMV ~ the Stale of New Yort: Form Law khool CertlftCile 



To Be Completed By Law School: 

Please confirm whether or not the law schoollnformaUon provided by appUcanl above Is accunte: 

o v.. 0 No If NO, please explain: 

Was applicant charged with any misconduct, or disciplined, suspended, or dropped for any misconduct? 

Dvea 0 No If v •• , pleaae state fully: 

Is there any other discreditable informaUon in the personnel or other records of the law school regarding 
the applicant's conduct or activities or bearing upon applicant's chameter not otherwise set forth in thi' form 
certificate? 

o ve. 0 No If Ve., please state fully: 

Ifapplicant filed. questionnaire or written application containing data about himself or herself, please sup
ply a copy thereof, if available. 

OFFICIIIl SEIIl OF LAW SCHOOL: 

Dated , 20 __ . 

Offtciel Signature 

nUe 

tF FORM IS NOT IN ENGLISH, IT MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY A DUI.YAUTHENTICATED ENGI.ISHTRANSLATION. 
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10/512018 Matter of Gordon, 48 NY 2d 266 - NY: Court of Appeals 1979 - Google Scoo.ar 

48 N.Y.2d 288 (1979) 

In the Matter of Harry G. Gordon for Admission to the Bar, Appellant. Committee on Character and FItn8S5, 

Respondent 

Court of Appeal. of the Slate of New Yori<. 

Argued October 15. 1979. 

Decided November 13, 1979. 

John Cary Sims, Alan B. Morrison, of the Bar of the Distrit:t of Columbia. admitted on modon pro hac vice and Daniel Riesel for appellant. 

Robert Abrams, Attomey-General (Daniel M. Cohen of counsel), in his statutory capacity under section 71 of the EKecutiv9 Law and CPLR 

1012 (subO (b)). 
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269 '269Chlef Judge COOKE. 

Appellant, a resident of North CaroNna, mounts this chalenge to the constitutionality of CPLR 9406 (subd 2). That rule provides that a 

person may not be admitted as a member of the Bar of this State unless he furnishes proof -u,at he has been an actual resident otlhe state 

of New York for six months Immediately preceding the submission of his appiicatlon for admission to practice" .fl1 Among other infirmfUes, it 

is claimed that the rule Is violative of the privileges and immunities clause of article IV of the Federal Constitulion.~1 We agree with that 

contention. 

A graduate of the University of Virginia Law School and member of the Sars of Virginia and North Carolina, appellant was employed as in

house counsel to Westem EleCtric Company in New York City. After workIng in New Yorl< for over (Wo years, appellant qualified for, took 

and passed the New York State Bar EXamination In July, 1977.[:)] Before he was notified of the results of the examination. however, 

270 appellant ·270 was unexpectedly transferred to North Carolina by his employer, where he presently resides. 

Apparently under the dual impression that his Prior New York residence qualified tim lor admissiOn to the Ba~iJ and that, by virtue of his 

employment, he was engaged in the practice of law In New York, appellant file<! an application for admission to practice with the Committee 

on Character and Fitness of the First Department (Judiciary Law. § 90, subd 1; CPlR 9402; 22 NYCRR 520.9}.[i1 ln view of appellanfs 

North Carolina resfdence, the committee deferred action on his application. Appellant thereupon d'lallenged the residency reqUirement by 

peUtiOning the Appellate Division for admission without certification of the Committee on Character and Fitness (CPLR 94(4). The 

Appelale Division denied the application, holding CPLR 9406 (subd 2) constitutional (67 AD2d 215). Although appellant relies upon a 

number or constitutional proviSions in support of his claim that the residence requirement for admission to the Bar Is unconstitutional,l§J it is 

necessary only to address the claim that the rule denies nonresidents the same privi~ges and immunjties accorded residents. 

The principal purpose of the privileges and immunjties clause. like the commerce clause,lII is to eliminate protectionist bUrdens placed 

271 upon individuals engaged in trade or commerce ·271 by conftnlng the power of a State to apply Ks laws eKclusivety to nonresidents {fiM!..!l 

Vi[gi(JIa ... ~.fl~l~,.li!Q.; Tribe, American Constilutionallaw, § 6-32, P 406}. In essence, the clause prevents a Stale from 

discriminating against nonresidents merely to further its own parochial interests or those of its reslden's(1S (Hicklin v Qtbeck 437 US 518; 

~ yAndmoo, 142 US 415· Toomer y Wits'", 334 US 385). While the precise reach of the clause must await further clarification, it 

is settled that a Slate may not premise an individual's right to engage in his chosen occupation within its borders solely on residence. Thus, 

the clause has been consistentjy interpreted to prevent a State from imposing discriminatory burdens on nonresidents, whether by means 

of artificial trade barriers In the ronn of unequal licensing fees (TOQmBf v wjtSft'I...JJJIlfJ.), taxes imposed on out-of-State venclors ~ 

M!cYI..J!1!i. 12 Wail ~.!1§), or employment preferences granted only to residents (Hicklin V Qrbt:pck, suRff). 

This is not to say, of course, that the prlvlleges and immunities dause forbk:ls a State from ever differenliating between residents and 

nonresittents. Maners which directiy implicate its sovereignty, such CiS voting (Dunn v'B4:msleifJ, 405 US 330) or entit!lI3'me:nt to public office 

(~,"Jimenf2 v ~cb', 41~ ~§ §22), furnish ready examples of areas in which a State may constitutionally condition eligibility upon residence. 

MlXeover, wllere Ihe disparate treatment does no' implicate -those ·privileges' and -immunities' bearing upon the vitality of the Nation as a 

Single entity", there Is no requirement that the State treat resident and nonresident aiike[i1 (Bafdwin v Monlwra E/$h & Garno eomm. ~ 
272 !.!§..JIl,.,m). ·272 But those areas exempt from privileges and immunities protection are narrow and do not embrace the grant of a Hcense 

to practice law. 

No extended discussion is necessary to demonstrate that the right to pursue one's chosen occupation free from discriminatory interference 

Is the very O$sence of the personal freedom that the privileges and immunities clause was intended to secure (HlgJdln v Orb6ck,~ 

lli.~, supra; Warol v Maryland ..1l.YYd.(79 USltl,.!aQ, supra). It is now beyond dispute that the practiu of law, despite its 

historical antecedents as a leamed profession somehow ebove that of the common trades, is but a specles or those commercial activities 

httpS:/Ischolar.google.comIscholar_casefcase=15286495601105965905&q=gordon+v.+committee+on+character+and+fitness&hl=en&as_sdt=6,33 1/3 
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within the ambit of tile clause (cf. Bates v State Bar of Ariz., 433 us 35Q,..H..l:m Goldfad! v Virginia state Bar, 421 US U3 . .!9). From 

the standpoint of both the pubUc 800 the legal profession Itself, the practice of law Is analogous 10 any other occupation in which an 

independent agent acts on behalf of a priocipal. 

Nor can It be maintained that CPLR 9406 (subd 2) works no invidious discrimination against nonresidents. An attorney admitted to practice 

in one State who desires to practke in New York must often give up an established pradlce and residence. move to New York and forfeit 

Ihe right 10 engage in his or her chosen occupation for at least six months and often appreclabty longer. One who desires to engage in a 

multistate Pfsctice, concentrating on a particular area of expertise. is effecti\isly roreclosed from doing so by the requirements of CPLR 

9406 (subd 2). Those attorneys now employed by large corporations, currently comprising more than 10% of the legal profession 

(YovcMch, The Tense Marriage Between Business and Lawyers, Barrister, Spring 1979, p 43), whose dutle$ entail frequent interstate 

273 relocation are slmUarty penalized by the operatioll of the rule.IUll The disparity ·273 of treatment between residents of the State and 

nonresidents i~ manifest: given two equally qualified candidates who have passed the Bar examination (or, for that matter, meet the 01l1er 

requirements for admission on motion) and possess the requisite character and fitness, the rule would deny one admission based soktly 

upon residence. 

Where the State imposes a wide-ranging restriction which sgnlficantJy impairs the enorts of nonresidents to eam a livelihood, the 

discriminatory action must surmount two distinct hurdles. First the governmental interest claimed to justify the discrimination must be 

carefully examined to detennine whether that interest is substantial, that is, whether -non-cltizens constitute a peculiar source of the evil at 

which the slatute is aimed" (TOOUHlc v Witsell334 US 385,~,. supra). Assuming that nonresidents do Indeed prasenl a problem with 

which the State may legitimately address. the inquiry then focuses upon whether the means adopted to ad"1ievB tlMlt goal are narrowly 

drawn and are the least restrictive altematives available (Hicklin y OWW, 437 US 518,~. supra). 

II is undisputed that New York has a constitutionally permissible interest to assure Ihat those admitted to the Bar posses6 knowledge of the 

law as well as the character and filness requisite for an attorney (Judiciary law, § 90; Law Students Res,arch Gquacrl V Wadmood, 401 US 

~~; Schwate Y Board or Bar Exam/MrS, 353 liS 232,nID. But appellant has not been exduded from membership in the Bar due to 

any challen!}810 his knowledge of the law of this State or to his good character. Rather. the exclusion is based so~1y upon his residence in 

North Carolina - a criterion which serves no purpose other than to deny persons the right to pursue their professional career objectNEtS 

because of parochial interests. 

There is nothing in the record to lndicate that an infiu)( of nonresident practitionefS would create, or even threaten to create, a particular evil 

[within the competence of the State) to address. No valid reason Is proffered as to why admission to practice law before the courts of this 

274 State must be made dependent upon reSidency. Jndeed, aside from an oblique ~274 ~ference to the purported "dangers- said to be 

inherent In the licensing 01 nonresident lawyers, the State is at a complete loss to jusUfy the blanket discrimination against nonresidents 

arising from the operation of CPLR 9406 (subd 2). Nevertheless, some have atlSlT'pted to identify reasons supporting residency 

requirements for admission to the Bar (see Note. 92 Harv L Rev 1461, 1480). On the whole, however. these justifications serve only 

administrative convenIence and thus are oot closely taUored to serve a legitimate State interest (cf. Sosna v Igwa, 419 US 393.jQID. 

Th& ralionale most often used to uphold residency requirements is the need of Bar admission authorities to observe and evaluate the 

app~canrs character (cf., e.9., lJpman v Van Zant, 329 F Sup~,~; WePst6rv WoffOld, 321 F SuRP~.~; Note, 71 Mich L Rev 
838. 85().852). But in this State, the applican1 himself. in submitting his application for admission, is available to the Committee on 

Charactet and Flmess and is personally interviewed by one of its members. In some cases, nonresidents are permitted to fumish affidavits 

attesting to the applicant's character and fitness to practice law. Nor may the discrimination visited upon nonresidents be justified upon the 

ground that only resident attorneys will be amenable to the supervision of our courts (67 A02d 215, 217; Matter pf Tang~ 39 AQ2d 357,..JWl, 

app dsmd l5 N.Y.2d 851). To be sure, the State has a legitimate Interest i., contraling the atlomeys who appear In its courts. Again, 

however, there are alternatives which are less restrictive than denial of admissioolo practice which would further this interest. For example, 

nothing prevents the State from enacting legislation requiring nonresident attorneys 10 appoint an agent for the service of process within the 

State (cf. Hess y Pawloski, 274 US 352; ~Y.. & Co. v Goodman, 294 OS 623). Moreover. remedies currenUy a'Jallabie to safeguard 

agains.t abuses by resident attorneys - contempt, disc1plinary proceedings and malpractieEI actions - could be applied with equal force 

against miscreant nonresident attorneys. 

That the Stale has an obl~alloli to ensure the competency and rectitude of its co:.mseror at raw is a proposition with which none may 

quarrei iMBfter 01 Grimlh.s 4 i 3 US 717). This obligatioiO, ho-nevGr, may not be futf!qe(.! at the expense of co!'!stitutiooally protected rights 

(see ~ v Stars Bar 366 US 36). By denying otherwise qualified applicants Iheir right to practice their chosen occupation based 

275 solely on -275 their Stale of residence, CPLR 9406 (subd 2) works an unconstitutional discrimination against nonresidents. Any interest Ihe 

State may have in regulating nooresident attorneys is 111 served by the onerous burden imposed by tile rule. A number of less drastic, and 

constitutionally permissible, aHematives are readily available to protect the interest of the State in sUp9lVising those who practice in its 

courts (see, e.g., Note, 92 Harv l Rev 1461, 1487-1489). 

Accordingl)" the order of the Appellate Division should be reversed, without costs, and the maHer remitted to the Appellate Division, First 

Department, for further proceedings on petitioner's application for admission to the Bar. 
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Order reversed, without costs, and matter remitted to the AppeBate Division, First Department, for further proceedings in accordance with 

the oplnlon herein. 

111 In addition to thOse who are actu-' residents of New Yolk. e8Clion 464 of 1118 Judiciary Law PlOylet ... that a pel'$Ofl othetWise eigiblf for oertifiGalion by the 

Board 0( law ElIeminers for admission to the Bar shall be considered 10 be an actual resident and citizen of the Slate during any period of lime in which htt is 
employed fuW Ume v.ithIn hl Slate of New York. 

(~J -The Citizens of each Slale Ihel be entlUed to all Privileges and 5rnmunltles of Citizens. In thesevefal Slales" (US Const, art IV. § 2, d 1), 

GJ At ttla time this controversy arose, eWgibility to lake the Bar examination, like eligibility for admission to Bar, W1III premised, alleast in part. upon the 
residency of the applicant (22 NYCRR 520.2 [a1 (3]). 

141 Actually, appellant was required to satisfy two slx-month duraUonal residency lequlremen1S: one 10 take the Bar examination (22 NYCRR 520.2 [a] (31: the 
other 10 satisfy Ihe admission requirements of CPlR 9406 (SYbd 21. 

I~) In addition to meellng two duratlonal residency requirements (n 4, supra). three otMr conditions must be satisfied. Unless waMKI, the applicant must 

pau an examinatkln conducted, semiannually. by the State Board of Law examiners. Second, the applcant must posseu the requisite character and fitness 
consistent with that required of an at1omey. To assist In this evaluation, ItIe applicant must tlmlsh the Committee on Character and Fitness with affidavits 
attesting to hi! good moral character, fin out a detailed questionnaire and undergo II pen!lonal interview Vilth a committee mamb«. Finaly, !he applicant must 

swear lhat he will support the Federal and state Constitutions (see, generally, Law StudentS' Re'a'rd! Council v W,dmond 4Q1 US 154~). 

(~] It i5 8S&erted that CPLR 9406 (subd 2) denies appalant €lqual protection and dlHl process of Jaw (US Const, t4th Arndt). Although unnecessary to pass 
upon these dalms, we note that siml.r chalenges to six-month duration_I residency requir&menls have been rejectad in the past (Mgltpf pi T""!l',~ 

m.app dsmd 35 N.Y.2d 851; II!!gJl.&lqtHlftQ{y of'" t SuprJm.? Ct EbtDeqt ill FSYPQ80Q Irfd 481 Egd 138"oertden 116 US 906' ~ 
~ 416 F Suqll.i§:!. affd139 US 925:~g y Bondunmt. 339 f Syop nz a1fd wbnom. RgseyBgodyraot 4Q9US '0201. 

1Il Many have recogniud the -mutualy re'nJorcing relationship~ between the prMegBS and immunities and the eonvnerce clauses (HdIin It 0d.N!!,*.~ 
m,~ .. supt8; TOQf?J!( Y YrltsiU :pi US 385 107=409 !EBANKFURTEB..J...~l, SLlPf8; Tribe, American Constitutional Law, § 6--32, at p 404). The 
manirest rlistlnct\on bMween the- two is that the privileges aod Immunities. clause Is an affinnatiw {,Um of rights to individuals whereas the commerce clause 

has been read to limit the power of the individual States to r'e$trict 1he free now of goods and servioas across Slate lines (see Phila_hlB y No .!truy,. 437 

US617~. 

f§l AI.. one time, the priviklges. and immunities clause was thougf1t to recognize- what. wfthin ltJe ph~osphic81 terminoklgy of the day, were termed "n!tural 
rights- (see Co. v CflfllflQ. 6 Fed Cas S4§ [No 3239U. Under this earlier Iheory, the purpose orthe clause was to guarantee rwery citizen a group of 
fundamental rights which no Stale could transgress (see C8Id!r v Bu.!.1.YIIUllJ.l§.l386.JH). Wtlh the passage of time. however, it has become settled 

that the deuse does not import that a citizen carries with tllm a set of well-defined privileges and Imm ..... ities no matter where he may travet. Rather. the 
claUse Is ITI68nt '0 insuro to a citizen of Stale A who venture:s into State B the same privileges which the cillz8I15 of Slate B enjoy" (Tqqm&r v VJMHfJ.~ 
~.$tJpra). 

IV] As. noted, the breadth of the privileges and immunities clause is ptesonlly unclear. In any went, there Bro certain rights deemed fundamenla110r 
privileges and Unm\initles purposes which severely limit the pOYfflr of the Stale to discriminate agalnsl nonresidents. In adrlltion to the right 10 engage in one's 

chosen occupation, these fundamental rights Indude the right to own and alienate property within the State ($"". Y McChmq. 172 US 239), the right to 
equal trealment in the courts (Canadian Nmth!WJ Ry~ 252 US 553) and the right 10 seek services avallable In the Stale (Dqe y Bolton ~ 
!lID. A nonresident wiShing to exerdse at least these rights in a ror&ign Slate Is entided to the ¥m8 privileges Bnd Immunities a resident of that State 

receives. 

(121 These considetatlons. together wilh an often unstated reeling that durationaJ residency requirements constitute protec6onist trade barrierl for the 

economic protection of local interests. have given rise to numerous calle to nationalize admisa.ion to the Bar (IIt.O .• Smith. Time lor a National Practice of Law 
Act, 64 ABAJ 557; Brak&l & Loh. Regulating the Multistats Practice of Law, 50 Wash L. Rev 699; Note. 56 Comell L Rev 831). 
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New York Statutes Annotated - 2017 
i iO. Admils.lcn to and retrio-".f from pracUe. bY'app.il,ate divlslOif; Chara.dil;'cciini'lilttMi 
pi'( JUOSIKI !~dMkdlMwwai:DUMcYMk~t.a~'J 

Judid8f)' Law (Refs & tlt,UfllH) 

Chapter 30. Of the Consolidated Law," 

Article",. AppeUate Division (Reb & Annoo} 

Effective: July 31, 20lg 

McKinney's Judicial), Law § 90 

§ 90. Admission to and removnl from practice by appellate division; 

character committees 

CUrrr.ntllc:<':I 

1." UpoI\ the state board of law examlnert certifying thal a person has paued the required 
eltaminatiOn, or that the e-xamlnatlOn has been dispensed wllh. the appellate division of th'l' 

supreme oourt In the department to WhiCh such person shaJJ have been certified by the state 
board of law examine", if it shal be satisfied that such penon pol$elS81 the chwacter and 
general fitness requisite for an attorney and counselor-at-laW and has salbflltd the 
requirements of Mellon 3-503 of the general obligations law, shall aclmil tum to practice as 
such attotney and counsellOr-aHEM' in atl the courts. or Ihls state, provkfecllhat he has In all 
f'e$pecls complie<!' with the rules or tlte court of appeals and the rulet or Ihe appellale 
diviltons relatlno to the admission of allomeys. 

b. Upon the application, pursuant to the rules of the court of appeals, of any person who has 

been admltled 10 praClioe law In another state Of territory or the DIstriCt of Columbia of the 

United States Of In a fOreign coonlry. to be admitted Ie pradlce as an atlOfney and' 
counsellOr.at·law In the courts oIlhls state without taking the regular bar examinalion. the 

appellate dhllslon of the supreme court, if it shall be salisned thai such person i$ currently 
'dmilted to the bar in SlX11 Olhet jurisdiction or Jurisdik:tions, that at ie8st one wen 
Jurildidion in which he Js sO admitted would similarly admit an attorney or counsellor-at.law 
admitted to practice In New Yor1C state to its bar without examlnatlon and that .uch person 
pos.esses the Character and general fitness reQuisite for an atoorney and counselior..at.law 
and has satlslied the requirements or section ;,3.503 of the general obliQatfons law, Shall 

admit him to practice u such attorney and counsellOf'..at-law in aillhe covr1s orthll stale. 
pro\liOecl', tilal he has In ell respects compiled with Ihe rules of the court of appeals and the 

rules or the appeoale dlvisloM relating to the admissIOn of attorneys. SLdI application, 
which shall Conform to tha requirements Qf $ee1ion 3-503 of the general otMigalions laW, shall 
be submi1ted 10 the appellate division of the supreme cour1 in the depar1ment specified In the 

rules of !tie CO\llt of SlppeaJe. 

c. The members of the committee appointed by the appellate dWision In each department \0 

investigati!' the Character and Ntness or applicants for admission 10 lhe ber. shart be entitled 

to their Mlces$.lry traveling. hotel and olt"lef' expenses. incurred in ine pcrf()(iTlartC& Qf ihell 
duttas, payable- by the stale OUI of moneys appropriated therefor, upon c:el1H'lCSte Of the 

presiding juStice ot the appelate division by wtJich such commillee is appointed. 

d. The oommillee on characlef and fitness. appointe<! oy the appelale division of the 
supreme court in the nrst JiJdiclal department and the committe. on character and filnesa 

appoinled by the appeUafa division of !he supreme Q)ur1 of the secood judlCIat department, 
may each, with !he written consent of the justices of each of such appellate divisions oi fa 

ma}Ority of SUCh Justlcn, acting for their respecHYe appellate dholslons, from time 10 lime, 
-lIppolnl and remove II seeretary, l1enographers and aS$lstants, and procure a suitable office 
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JUROR QUESTIGi.NNAIRE UCSI40-.4-13.Q5 

Please answer all questlQi1 •• Your answers will be used to a88lat In selecting a jury. If there Is anything you prefer 
to discuss In private, p/e8se ask to speak with the judge out of the hearing of other jurors by answering yes to 
Question 18. THE QUEmONNAIRE IS IN FOUR MRTS. PLEAH PRINT FIRIILY. , 
1. Name __________ -f ______________________ __ 

2. Juror# __________ ~-----------------------

3. Age' ______ -+ ___________ _ 
4. 0 Male 0 Female 

i-
s. Town/village or geogrl'phlcal area (neighborhood) where 

you live? . 

6. Number of year. 
a. living at current address? ________________ _ 

i b. living In this counly? ____________________ ___ 
i , 

7. Where were you bom? ____________________ _ 

S. Are you currently: i 
o Single 0 Married 0 Other 

9. What Is the highest leVel of educeUon you completed? 
I o Less than high 5c~001 

o High school grad~a1e 
o More than high s';"ool 

i 
a. number o. years ______________ _ 

I b. course of stuc!Y ____________ _ 

10. Are you currently emRloyed? 0 No 

o Ves - H yes: i 
a. who Is your ernpIOyer? __________ _ 

b. what Is your 0c+:upauon? _____________ _ 

11. Occupations and relationship to you of other adults In 
your household: 

12. Gender and age of yoUr children: 

13. Old you river sit on a jury before? 0 No 

o Ves - II yes: 
a. When? ____________ ___ 

b. Where? 
c. Typa of jury: 

o Grand jury o Trial Jury o Bolh 
d. Type of case{s.: 

o Criminal o Civil o Both 
e. Old the jury reach a verdict? 

oVes oNo o Both 

14. Have you or someone cloae to you ever: 
(chack al/ that apply) 

o Been \118 vlcllm of 8 crime 
o Been accused of a crime 
o Been convicted of a crime 
o Been a witness to a crime 
o TestHI'!'Iln court 
o Sued someone else 
o Been sued by someone else. 

15. Have yO\J or someone close to you (relative or close 
friend. ever been employed by: (check al/ that apply) 

o Law Office 
o Medical profession 
o Law enforcement or criminal justice agency 

o Insurance Industry 
o Local municipality (city/county worker) 

16. Are you actively Involved in any civic, social, union, 
professional or other organizations? 0 No o y~:~ ______________________ __ 

17. What are your hobbles or recreational activities? 

18. Is there anything relevant to your jury service that you 
prefer to discuss In prlYate? 
OYes'ONO 

/ 

Signature of Prospective Juror Oab! 

RETAtN copy AS FOLLOWS, WHITE· .lUPGE, YELLOW· ATTORNEY, PtNK· ATTORNEY. GOLD· JUROR 
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Overview 
I . 

People don'ttalways say what's on their minds. One reason is that they are 
unwilling. For example, someone might report smoking a pack of cigarettes 
per day beca~e they are embarrassed to admit that they smoke two. 
Another reason is that they are unable. A smoker might truly believe that 
she smokes a pack a day, or might not keep track at all. The difference 
between beit;lg unwilling and unable is the difference between purposely 
hiding something from someone and unknowingly hiding something from 
yourself. 

The Implicit Association Test (IAn measures attitudes and beliefs that 
people may be unwilling or unable to report. The IA T may be especially 
interesting if it shows that you have an implicit attitude that you did not 
know about. For example, you may believe that women and men should be 
equally assoCiated with science, but your automatic associations could show 
that you (like many others) associate men with science more than you 
associate women with science. 

We hope you have been able to take something of value from the 
experience of taking one or more of these tests. The links above will 
provide more information about the IA T and implicit attitudes; we will 
periodicallYi update the information to reflect our current understanding of 
the unconscious roots of thought and feeling. 

~ TAKE A TEST (IIMI'1ICITIfAKEATEST.IfTMl) ABOUT us (llMPLIClTIABOUlUS.1/TML) EDUCATION (ItMPlICITIEIlUCATlON.HTML) 

BlOG (I1MPUCITIBlOG.HT1oIL) HELP (llMPLICITIHELP.HT1oIL) CONTACT us (llMPLICITICONl"ACT.HlTotL) 

, DOIIATE (KT7PS:JI4AGC.CQ.W[l()NATION..PAGESlllDOAII92~l-47E7"-D3NEBD3Af) 

httpS:llimplicit.harvard.edulimplicitleducation.html 10/512018 
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i 
About Us 

Page 1 on 

Project Impl~cit is a non-profit organization and international collaboration 
between res~hers who are interested in implicit social cognition -
thoughts andi feelings outside of conscious awareness and control. The goal 
of the organipttion is to educate the public about hidden biases and to 
provide a "virtual laboratory" for collecting data on the Internet. 

I 
Project Implicit was founded in 1998 by three scientists - Tony Greenwald 
(http://faculty.washington.eduiagg/) (University of Washington), Mahzarin 
Banaji (http://www .people.fas.harvard.edufOlo 7Ebanaj if) (Harvard 
University), ~d Brian Nosek (https:!lwww.projectimplicit.netinosek/) 
(University ~fVirginia). Project Implicit Mental Health launched in 2011, 
led by Be~y Teachman (https:!lwww.projectimplicit.netlbethanyl) 
(University ?fVirginia) and Matt Nock 
(http://nockl~b.fas.harvard.eduipeople/matthew-k-nock-phd) (Harvard 
University).iProject Implicit also provides consulting services, lectures, and 
workshops qn implicit bias, diversity and inclusion, leadership, applying 
science to pfcictice, and innovation. If you are interested in finding out more 
about these ~ervices, visit https://www.projectimplicit.net 
(https:/ /www.projectimplicit.net ). 

The Project IImplicit Executive Committee consists of the following 
individuals: I 

I 

· Kate Ratliff (http://kateratliff.com), Executive Director, University of 
Florida I 

· Yoav BarJAnan (http://www.bgu.ac.iV-barananyl). Director of 
Technology, Ben Gurion University 
· Calvin Lai (http://calvinklaLwordpress.com),DirectorofResearch, 
Washington University in St. Louis 
· Colin Tuc~er Smith (https:l/people.c1as.ufl.eduicolinsmithi), Director of 
Education, University of Florida 
· Brian Nosek (https://www.projectimplicit.netlnosek/). Board of Directors, 
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University of !Virginia 
. Tony Green}Vald (http://faculty.washington.edulaggl), Board of Directors, 
University of Washington 

For more information about the Project Implicit research group, see 
https:llwww.projectimplicit.net (https:llwww.projectimplicit.net). 

TAKE A TeST (llMPLICITITAKEATEST.tm.1I.) ABOUT us (llMPLICITIA80UTUS.~ EOUCAllON (llMPLICfTEOUCAll0N.tmIL) 

BLOG (IIMPlICITIBLOG.HTW.) HELP ~MPLICITMELP.HTML) CONTACT US (llMPLICITJCONTACT .HTML) 

DOHATE (HTTps:lAAGC.COMIOOHAnON_PAGESI8IlOAII82caM1-47E7"~ 

COPYRIGHT 2011 (llMPUCfT/cOPYRIGHT.HTML) AU RIGHTS RESeRVED 

DISCLAIMER (l,fTTPS:lI'MYIN.PROJECTlMPUCIT.NETIDISCLAlMERHTML) PRIVACY POLICY ~IPRIVACY.HTML) 
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About the IA T 

The IA T measures the strength of associations between concepts (e.g., 
black people, gay people) and evaluations (e.g., good, bad) or stereotypes 
(e.g., athletic, clumsy). The main idea is that making a response is easier 
when closely'related items share the same response key. 

When doing an IA T you are asked to quickly sort words into categories that 
are on the left and right hand side of the computer screen by pressing the 
"e" key if the word belongs to the category on the left and the "i" key if the 
word belongS to the category on the right. The IA T has five main parts. 

In the first part of the IA T you sort words relating to the concepts (e.g., fat 
people, thin people) into categories. So if the category "Fat People" was on 
the left, and a picture of a heavy person appeared on the screen, you would 
press the "e"·key. 

In the second part of the IA Tyou sort words relating to the evaluation (e.g" 
good, bad), So if the category "good" was on the left, and a pleasant word 
appeared on ·the screen, you would press the "e" key. 

In the third part of the IA T the categories are combined and you are asked 
to sort both concept and evaluation words. So the categories on the left hand 
side would be Fat People/Good and the categories on the right hand side 
would be Thin PeoplelBad. It is important to note that the order in which 
the blocks are presented varies across participants, so some people will do 
the Fat People/Good, Thin PeoplelBad part first and other people will do 
the Fat PeoplelBad, Thin People/Good part first. 

In the fourth part of the IAT the placement of the concepts switches. If the 
category "Fat People" was previously on the left, now it would be on the 
right. Importantly, the number of trials in this part of the IA T is increased in 
order to minimize the effects of practice .. 

https:llimplicit.harvard.eduJimplicitliatdetails.html 101512018 
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In the final part of the IA T the categories are combined in a way that is 
opposite what ~ey were before. If the category on the left was previously 
Fat People/Good, it would now be Fat PeoplelBad. 

The IA T score is based on how long it takes a person, on average, to sort 
the words in the third part of the lAT versus the fifth part of the lAT. We 
would say tha~ one has an implicit preference for thin people relative to fat 
people if they are faster to categorize words when Thin People and Good 
share a response key and Fat People and Bad share a response key, relative 
to the reverse. 

See the Frequcmtly Asked Questions (faqs.html) for information about other 
explanations for IA T effects. 

TAKE A TEST (llMp\'ICtTITAKEA~ST.HTMl) ABOUT US (IIMPLICIT/ABOUTUS.HTML) EDUCATION UIMPUCITIEOUCATION.HTMl) 

BLOG ViMPUCITIBLOG.HTMl) HELP tf&IPUClTIHELP.HTMl) CONTACT us (nMPUCITICONTACT.HTML) 

OONA~ (KTTPS;I4AOC.COMIDONATION_PAGESl8D0Ae82C.eAA1-47E7"~D398EB03AF) 

COPYRIGHT 2011 (IIMPUCITICOPYRlGHT.HTML) ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 

DISCLAIMER (KTTPS:OWWWPROJECTIMPUCIT.NETIDISCIAIMER.HTML) PRrvACY POlICY (llMPUCITIPRIVACY.HTML) 

hUps:I(l1\lplicit.harvard.edufl1\lplicitliatdetails.html 10/512018 



Link for video/ and jury instructions - United States District Court, Western District of 
Washington 

Honorable Ri~o S. Martinez, CbicfDistriCJ Judge 
William M. MPcooI, District Court Executive/Clerk of Court 

http://www. .wd.uscowts.gov/jury/unconscious-bias 



1be WesternlDisIriCl ofWasbington's balch and bar have lonr-SIIIncting commitments to a fair 
and IUIbiased judicial process. As a result, the emerging social and neuroscience research 
regarding unconscious biaa prompted the Court to create a beDch-bar·academic commiuee to 
explore the ~ in the context of the jury system and to develop and offer tools to address it 

One tool the committee developed waa a set of jury instructions that address the issue of 
UllCDl1ICious piaa. Research regarding the efficacy of jury insInIctions is still young and some of 
the literature baa raised questions whether highlighting the notion of WlCODSCious biaa would do 
more hann than good. I However, the body of research supports that, aa a general matter, 
awareness and mindfulness about one's own unconscious asscx:iations are important and thus a , 
decision-makier's abi! ity to avoid these associations, however that is achieved, willlikeJy result 
in fairer deciSions.2 

Accordingly, the proposed instructions arc intended to alen the jury to the concept of 
unconscious bias and then to instruct the jury in a straightforward way not to use bias, including 
unconscious bias, in its evaluation of information and credibility and in its decision-maJcing. The 
instructions thus 5el'Ve the pwposcs of raising awareness to the associations juroB may be 
making witbopt express knowledge and directing the jurors to avoid using these associations. 

The committee has incorporated Wlconscious bias language into a preliminary instruction, into 
the witness credibility instruction, and into a closing instructiOD.] In addition, the committee has 

developed an Instruction that can be given before jury selectioo if1he parties are going to ask 
I • 

questions during voir dire regarding biss, including unconscious bias. 

I See, "g.,1rene V. Blair. The Malleability of Automalic Stereotypes and Pn:judicc, 6 PERSONAlITY &: soc. 
PSYCHOL REV. 242 (2002) (eumulaling resan:b on value ofinmuction 10 ..... pIeSS -.-ypeand findi .. it 
mixal); Jennifer K. EIeI< &: ..... Ia H8nnaford-Agor. First, Do No Hmn: On Addressing the Problem of Implicit Bias 
in Jwor DecIsion Malci,.. 49 cr. REV. 190, 193 19S, 198 (2013). a ... lable at 
hltptlaiLI!!!IC.dni.ys/puhIi .. ricma'CQunry/q49::!ICR49=4E1e(c.pdf; Jennifer A. Richeson &: J. Niool. Sbcllon, 
Nqnlialinsl....mc;oIlDtcractions: COSIS, Consequences, IlId Poaibilitia, 16 CURRENT DIRECTIONS 
PSYCHOL SCI. 316 (2007); Jcquie D. Voraucr, Completinsllle Implicil ASsoc:iation Test Reduces Politi"" 
IIIICrJIOUP Inleraction BeIIavior, 23 PSYCHOL. SCI. 1168 (2012)(findinglhll While porticipancs'!lkiDg .... -
booed IA T led to their non-Whil. (Aborilinal) putncn feeling I ... well Jeprdcd than after inIcncIiOlll ettcr • non
""""""sed IA l);!Jemifcr K. E1ck &: Paula Hann."nl-Ap, Can Explicil Jamuctions Redw:e Exp"""'ioftS of 
Implicit Biu?: New Questions Followinl • Test of. Spccillli2ed Jury IIISInICIion, NAT'L CEN1'EK FOR STATE 
crs. (Apr. 2014), .... lable II h!!p;{/ncw;.mntmtdm.oclC.mlcdmheflCQUectioD!juries!jdf273 (fiDdins"1lo 
signifiCIJII.fTeccs of the insarucdon OIIjudplenls of)plilt, confidence, S1IaCIh of prosecution' I evidence, or 
.... 1eaCC lenglh";:bUl the SIIIdy's 8UIhors also reported thllllley were unable to iclcnlllY the mo'" ttlditionally· 
.,..-ed baseline biu, -which prevented • OOIIIpIcte IesI oflbc value ofllle illSll'UClional intervenlioa."). 
, See Adam Benfollldo "John Hanson, The GJeat Anribulional Divide: How Div<rJelll Vi""," ofHdman Behavior 
Are Shaping l.qol Po/icy. 57 EMORY LJ. ]11,325-26 (2007). 
, Tho committee sugests introducinslhe topic as part of!be preliminary i_Ions aslb"", is _h that 
sugests priminljurors may b. more .rr""live than waltins unlil !be end ora ...... See, "I., U .. Kern Griffin, 
Namu.e, TMh. and Trial, 101 GEO. LJ. 281.232 (2013); Kurt HuacnJ>erB, Jennifer Miller &: IIcaIhcr M. 
Claypool. CllcgorizatiOll and Individuation in IIIe ClOSS-Race Reoopitioo DctIcit: Towanla Solution to an 
Insidious Problem, 43 J. EXPEIUMENT AI. SOC. PSYCIL 334 (2007) (findina lhat wanUnp siven &had of time 
lboUllikdy mispcrccplions of OCher race rac .. mil)' be efli:clive). 



PRELIMINARY INSTRUCfION TO BE GIVEN 
TO THE ENTIRE PANEL BEFORE JURY SELECfION 

It is important that you discharge your duties without discrimiDlltion, meaning that bias 
regarding the race, color, religious beliefs. national origin, sexual orientation, gender identity, or 
gender of the [plainti~l defendant, any witnesses, and the lawyers should play no part in the 
exercise of your judgment throughout the trial. 

Accordingl~. during this voir dire and jury selection prooess, I [the lawyers] may ask questions 
{or use demonstrative aids] related to the issues of bias and unconscious bias. 



.- ·W.$'b;:.J· ... 

PRELIMINARY INSTRUCTIONS TO BE GIVEN 
BEFORE OPENING STATEMENTS 

DUTY OF JURY 

1urors: Y?U now are the jury in this case, and I want to take a few minutes to tell you 
somethin~ about your duties as jurors and to give you some preliminary instructions. At 
the end olthe trial I will give you more detailed [written] instructions that wiII control 
your deliberations. When you deliberate, it will be your duty to weigh and to evaluate alI 
the evideqce received in the case and, in that process, to decide the facts. To the facts as 
you find them. you will apply the Jaw as I give it to YOU. whether you agree with the Jaw 
or not. Yau must decide the case solely on the evidence and the Jaw hefore you and must 
not be influenced by any personal likes or dislikes, opinions, prejudices, sympathy, or 
biases, inGluding unconscious bias. Unconscious biases are stereotypes, attitudes, or 
preferences that people may consciously reject but may be expressed without conscious 
awareness, control, or intention. I Like conscious bias. uDconscious bias. too, can affect 
bow we evaluate information and make decisions.2 

In addition, please do not take anything I may say or do during the trial as indicating what 
I think of the evidence or what your verdict should bc-tbat is entirely up to you. 

Model Ninth Circuit Criminal Instruction 1.1 (modified). Criminal Instruction 1.1 is 
similar to Model Civil Instruction I.1B. 

t Definitions modified by combining writings and comments by Harvard Professor Mahzarin 
Banaji. 
1 hnp:l/facuity.washington.cdulagglpdf7Kang&al.lmplicitBias.UCLALawRcv.20J2.pdf 
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CREDIBD..ITY OF WITNESSES 

In deciding the facts in this case, you may have to decide which testimony to beJieve and 
which testimony not to believe. You may believe everything a witness says, or part of it, 
or none off 

In considering the testimony of any witness, you may take into account: 

(1) the witness' 5 opportunity and ability to see or bear or know the things 
testified to; 

(2) the witness's memory; 
(3) the witness's manner while testifying; 
(4) the witness's interest in the outcome of the case, ifany; 
(5) the witness's bias or prejudice, if any; 
(6) whether other evidence contradicted the witness's testimony; 
(7) tl).e reasonableness of the witness's testimony in light of all the 

eVidence; and 
(8) any other factors that bear on believability. 

You must ayoid bias, conscious or unconscious, based on the witness's race, color, 
religious beliefs, nationaf origin, sexual orientation, gender identity, or gender in your 
determinati~n of credibility. 

The weight of the evidence as to a fact does not necessarily depend on the number of 
witnesses who testify about it. 

Model Ninth Circuit Criminal Instruction 1.7 (modified) 
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.INSTRucnON TO BE GIVEN 
DURING CLOSING INSTRUCTIONS 

(perhap, berore 7.5 - Verdict Form) 

DVTYOFJURY 

I wanl to rdmind you about your duties as jurors. When you deliberale, it will be your 
duty to wei8h and to evaluate all the evidence received in the case and, in that process, to 
decide the facts. To the facts as you fmd them, you will apply the law as r give it to you, 
whether yojJ agree with the law or not. You must decide the case solely on the evidence 
and the law before you and must nol be influenced by any personal likes or dislikes, 
opinions, prejudices, sympathy, or biases. including unconscious bias. Unconscious 
biases are stereotypes, attitudes, or preferences that people may consciously reject but 
may be expressed withoul conscious awareness, control, or intention. I Like conscious 
bias, unconscious bias, 100, can affect how we evaluate information and make decisions. 2 

Model Ninth Circuit Crimioal Instruction J.l (modified). Criminal Instruction J.l is 
similar to ~odel Civil Instruction 1.1 B. 

I Detinitionsmodified by combining writings and commenlS by Harvard Professor Mahzarin 
Banaji. 
I hltp:llfaculty.washington.edulagWpdt7Kang&al.lmplicitBias.UCLALawRev.20l2.pdf 
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Stratewes for Confronting Unconscious Bias 
by KaIhIeen Naiy 
C IGuhknl N.IIy C:..u.Jn"l LLC 

S o-what', ip • name? Apparently, • lor. If you .,. named 
John,you will ..... allgnilican. odnnllfl'" .... JemIfa when 
applying for • poIillon,...., If you bod> ha", tile eDCt ...... 

CRdemi.la.' If your name io.Joo6,you wID get .....,.. caIIboclca If you 
dIanp it to Joe.' And If you',. namcd Emily or Ores. you will .... 
c:eMo 50% more ca!Jbocb tOr job intoMCWI than cqua1Iy qu>IIlied 
appIian" named Ij.oIcisha or J omaI.' 

A thn:c-port dIaIOJ!Ue pub1ilhal in Tbt CoIonJ .. z..".,.-rearliu 
thil )UI rUed ...... n ... abOUt the p ...... ncc of conscious and 
unconscious b;ues in the. profession.' While". mil)' be.WIJ< 
of ow c:oRJdow, attinxics toWard others. we are rypicaI1y clut:1ess 
when i. comes 10 aur unconsc:iouo (or implicit) bi-. Thit IItIi<Io 
will help )'>U recognize your unconsdoUi bi_ and provide, re
sean:h-bucd .rra.cgica £or addroAing them. 

Why Does It Matter? 
Racazch arudies ..-I just how much bi .. impacts dedoicN

no. just on a colllCidus basis, but to a much greaber""", on m un
amsci.UI bool •• Expato beIiove thl! the mind's WICOnociau. io ,.. 
sponsibklOr 8O'l6 or _ of thought pi: 'Yet tile <ODSCiaul 
mind ls ,imply no. apabIe of perOOvIng what tile ulOCOf1sdoua is 
thinking.' Y..i can i?e two people at the same rIme:. conocioUI tdf 
who JirmJy bdie¥cs,... do not ..... lOy bill agaiM ochen bccauso 
of their locial identitie't and an unconadous .1£ who harbon 
stmOll'J'Cl or bias"" anItudca that unknow;ngly leak InIO decision
maIcing anc! bchm .... ' 1n. good ...... 10 that ... can .....It to .... 

din:ct and reeducate our unCOOlCioUl mind to bmk down stereo
rypea and biuco we ldon't agree with by eng&&Ing In the reaean:h
bucd aczividcs audlhed In dliI article. 

This f<" .... is airkal to making bettor deciJIo .. in genmJ. and 
is pankularly impurtll.nt al the legal industry SINgles '0 play 
catc:h-up with respeCt to inchdi...-. In oddition to eliminating 
the hidden borrim !hat keep the legal f<"feaaionli-om being mot< 

di ...... recogNzlng and dealing with unconscioul bi ..... lCtUaJly 
helps indMduah oo'ome lmart<J,...,.. ~ I>wyers. After aJI, 
this Is a service indu!wy. and OUf ablli'Y to interact with a diverse 
community and ..... a wide .... lety of dien" clcp<nds on making 
decisions fiH li-om IUndamenllil em>tI. Finding the pitfalls in our 

· About lIle Au1hor 

dlinking.1II<ing them into....,.., .. and wOOdng to cIimiswe them 
leads to beua: cIedskm-maldng.lnclhldulls who maIce better dcci
..... abo help t'heir arpniutionl periOnn bettor. 

S. there bal •• at SIIb: in ....... of whah<r,.,. wiIllnwa the 
dme 10 be ..,.. incIu .... and become a man: ell"ecti .. J.,.,...- by 
att<ndlng to,.,.. una>nociOUI biuos. 

Types of Unconscious Cognitive Biases 
We aIIlmc unconsciow c:opitM bIa. that can, and often do, 

interfere with gnocI decIoIon-maklng.1n.n: are too mmy to odd ..... 
in this artide, but it is wotthwbiJe to loam abo", a row that lit: p"
ticularly important with n:apetI to dMnIty and inclusion. 

ConfimJIlIion Bias 
Confirmation biu is a type of vnconscious bias that tlUlel 

people 10 pay m.re .tIOnnon 10 InfiIrmation that conlhm. thei • 
..u.ring belief 'Y'I<'" and dilngard 'hit which it eontndic:tory. 
Cleuly dliI ,an harm good deciaion-making. You can probably 
thiokof at bstone In8IaDce when )'OO.adYiIed a don. or reached a 
dociJicn and laIer n:aIl2ed you d!srnlss<d or llJIinta>tionally Ignored 
aitical infimoatlon ..... would ..... J.d 10. dilTeren. and pedapo 
beua: outoome. 

ConIirmotion biao can abo ~ your evaIuationo of others'''''''' 
anc! po....a.llyJliatupt their ........ .in 71<CoIanrdou...,m ..... 
port diaJogue.Pmfaoor Eli V\IaId brieIIy menlioaed • ......-ch IIUCIy 
on canllrrnaOon bias in the legaIl.......,. that I fi:d bears Nnhcr 
elaboration he .... .in 2014, Dr_ Ann Roe ... Idessed rcsol" of a 
study ,he cootIucted 10 probe whether practicing Ittome)'S maIce 
wodq>Iaoe dccisJoM bued on confUmatlon bias.' This study tattd 
whether Ittomeya uno;onsclotWy bclIcw A6lcaD Americans PIO
du .. inferior wrinm worlt .nd thar Caucasiana "" hotter writers. 

With the help of other praaiclng attome)'l.Ree..screaled a (0-

sean:h memo that oonllincd II erron (opeIlinr. gtammat, techni
aI writing, ~ and analytical).1n. memo _ diotributed to 60 
pannm woWng in nearly two dozen Jaw &rms who though •• hey 
\nrc participating lD a ·wtiring anal)1lis study" to help young 
lawyers wI.h .heir wridng sIdIlo. All of the panldpsn" wen: told tho 
memo was written by II. (ftctitioua) tbird-yetr aSloC'iate named 

'@ 
~W 

, KaII1Ieen Hally Is alawyer/consullanl who speclaIIw in diY8IsIy end lncIuebn. She has assIsI8d dozanI It legal organiD-
1Ions In 1ha/r Iq>lemenllllon It IncIushenees illlaGOI8I IlatMenCl~ 1'miousIy, she cc-brKIed 

· the Center lot lagaIl!tcIusI •• _1n DenYerand lid "'OiQllIiZlIkii. ~ Is uer:W;e dNc1o< Eailyin her 1egaI_, ft .. · worIuid aea IodnIcMlrIg/lII ~forthe U.s. Depmnenlof JUIIic:a, _ .... prOiI8QIlId liatealmos, sIa¥oiy, and 
, police bMaIIy t:aIIII$. Much d Ihe c:onIInI of ua orIde Is Iaken from HaIIy's book GoIhg AI In 011 DMIniI)' Ilk! /ndu$kiti: 1M 
Lrir FIrm IMder's PIa)WoIt (KatI1Iaen Nally ConsuII!Iv llC, 2015). 

!lie CclIoniI*> LIW)w I ...., 2016 I 1'01. 45, No. 5 45 
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Thoma Me,.. who anduo= from New York Unl-uty Low 
5<10001. HoJ£ of die porticiponll ...... ",lei Thom .. Mep< w .. 
Clucaslan and tile other holf _'" IOId Thom .. Meyor .... 
Afrian American.!Tho law 6rm PI"'*' porIIdpoIi"ll iII .... 1IUdy 
w= ...... mpw1hc ............ ......u ..... &om 1 C-Iywrit-
tal) .. 5 (ootnmeIy wei wri ..... ). Ther- ..... uIceiI '" edit the 
memo for any mIotabo. 

The ........ Indicuod....,.-a.m.ticn _ OIl .... port 01 .... 
ewIuaIon.AKIcan American Thom .. Mcyen memo _ pen 
lIS ......, -U IuInc of 3.2 out of S.o, while .... exoc:lllJl1C 

.-fIII1InCI an:.....,. rodnc of 4.1 aut of S.O for c.''CSIj'n 
n-M.,... The ..u..- G.und twic:c -many IJICIIbw and 
pbIIItIiiaoIemmo' .... AnIc:an American'Thomao Mejor (S.8 out 
of7.0) tampered I!> CaIlCUian Thom .. M.,... (l.9 out 017.0). 
Thor aIoo G.und """" t<duUcaI and &ctuaI cnoa and made """" 
critical """' ........ !with ""Pee:! 10 AfricuI American n.o_ 
M<,.n memo. !t..;n_flpHlatndl\D<Reaa linuIdthat .... 
f ....... and ndally!etbnicIIIy cIvene pa.-who putidpaIod In 
.... RUdy _jrIII ill 6bIy .. _ male ponIdponll to be more 
dpouIln _g A6ic0n American Tho ..... Mqa'. memo 
(Ind 6nciing mOR milhka), wbUc buically giving Caucuion 
'Thomao M.,.. "_10 

The &tIOmC)'l who parddpaced In 1bI •• rudy __ probobiy 
Ibodood by .... .....,... That;, thelmidlouo oature of 'ama"""" 
bIao p'opIc an: camplcody_ oflmpllci'bkucltbey .... y 
huboo and '- ...... biases lak into their dodsion-.won, and 
beluMon. 

.. 'TIll CdcniIo ~ I IIa\' 2018 I VaI..s. No. 5 

AIIribution Bias 
Anothcrlyp<ofu-';_ .dYe~bW

_pmpIc 10 ..... ..-r.-.IU. , ...... ofbeIwvIon .... 
cl __ for tbooe in their 'In """po' (by glvlIIS ICCOnd 
ella.- and .... benefit of .... dGubt) and ID judsc poopIo in their 
'out """po'by lao r.-.bIe group I1emlCJ'POL 

AvaIIabiIIIy ~ 
Awlbbi&!y biu Inceftaa with pel docioIcm-makingbo:ouoe ~ 

CIUIOI people 10 dc&uk 10 "lop of mInd'U""U .. tiolL So, Iii< \n
_If )'O\I11itOIIIIIdaIIy pIcIID! a IIiIII when aIo:d 10 think of. 
"lcocIct" and I woman when prompted 10 think of. 'ouppon per
I0Il,' you IDly be mort uncaadortablc ....... in_iDg with • 
Cantle leader or • man In • "'I'P"" pooidoo, panicukdy at .. uo
~Ievd. 

AmniIyBlas 
The &d...ae effec:tt of many of ...... oopitiYe blues can be 

compounded by a/f1D1ty bIu, which ;, the cenden<y to pvItIIO 
IOWItd and dc>dop rclatio .... with people who ate ...... Uk: 
ounoha &nd ohue _ u.- ond badcgmlanclo. This Icodo 
people '" In"" more encIJIY and ....... rceoln ...... wbo "" in 
their oIIinity Sl""P whIIc IJIliM:DtiooaJIlcaving othcro DUt. Due 
'" the ~ena: of o8Ioity bIu, .... 1cpI ,"of ... loil can bat be 
c!scribecI ......... ortoaoc:y· __ • merI-.q<A...,u. me .. 
itomey c&n.-r _ undl indMduaI Ja,.,.... and IogaI "'Pili· 
zadoflII cornt 10 tctmf with IIIICOIIICiouI biaxo tIuou&h II1ininc 
and (oaacd work 10 in ....... p' bIasa. 

How UnconsciOus Bias Plays 
Out in the legal Profession 

Traditiono1 divenl'1cBOrts haY< ..... 1nOIlatcd inIo ..... ned 
-'1 at aD ",veIs. Yo&<.n.r yeu,lepIoopniptiofol cxperienc< 
dbproponloaatcly bigbcr attriljou ..... for ItIDmeJ'I in ah<ady 
un~(treocn"d """po-fcmolc, raciaI1y/ethnicaIIy div ..... 
LC &nd m-with di11hi111ieI." Befixe lOIl6 and die 6m of cisht nationol.-h ....n.., .. 00 __ ...... whII_.,.... 
log bigbcr .ttriIIon ..... for ........,. in "-gro ..... N_ !he 
_r;, cIeor. every IcpI c.pnIzadoo .... hidden bmicn dIU 
dloptoportiomtely impac:t and dittupt .... _ pubs of """'l' 
femoIc, LClTQ.tod.oJ¥cdu.Ic:aIIy ~ and dIaIiIed ~ 

Ac<o.ding '0 .... ..-n:h .cudico, crltic&l cuoer-enhaacing 
0J>P0I1IU>lIic0 are"""" ~ bypeople in pooitiono of ~ 
and in/Iuonce,.,tien wlthout...Jizlnc that catlin IP""P' ore dio
ptopottloDllidy .. dueled Hard work and teebuIcaIlldlI &re !lie 
foundllion of -l""B"'Mo bu. wlthou ............. to _ 
opponwll ...... .-..yo are I<a IlbIy to acMnoc in Ihcil organ;. 
-SpedA:aUJlkmale,LCBTQ.dis&bIod,and..uu,tcthni
colly divene '''omeyo haY< dispioportionaody Icso accea to !he 
following: 

,. networldog ~dco-infcnnaI and fonnol 
,. Insidu Infimnallon 
,. <kQs;nn-ma\u:n 
,. men"'" and IJIO"""1 . 
"~_k...tgnmonb 
,. candidand &equen. feedback 
> todal inl<pUion 



IMPROVING THE PROFESSION 

» "';";ng ond devdopmen. 
» clienl """""" » promOlio ..... I 
The I1Udieo 011 p.uu to bias u the major ~ of Ibeoe bidden 

barrIen. CemInlJ.' ...... dilcriminadon.an ..... ond conIribuII:o 
to dIiI dynamic. But II ....". out ..... _ apocilic kind of n. ., .. 

(ond chus uninImiional) bias plays the bigat role. AlIInhy bias, 
which __ people 10 deoeIopdccp<rwodtond !nUt rcJadonahJpo 
wich chooc who ...... similar idenlitieo, In_ and bacIrp>unds, 
is .be unoceD and ,una<knowledpl eulpril. When _ anor
neyo--the _ mtjotity of whom ... white and maIe-pvi .... 
toWUd ond .bat< opportunld .. wI.h od!.en who an: Ilkc them
.. hoa, theyunin"~lionoI1y lend to Jeave our female, LCBTQ,dis
abIcd, and nciaIIyI~lhnica1ly di ...... _nomeyo. 

Strategies for IIIenUfylng and 
Interrupting Untonsclous Bias 

Having unc:o."do,.. bias docs 110' make us bed people; II;' port 
of being human. We b."" 011 been cxpoacd 10 thouaando of iIl
IIaIICOI of """"'>'P." chal ..... ~ _bedded in our unam
tciouo mindLlI is • bit umcttllng. ~r, 10 think that good, 
~-int<ndoncd pCopIe arc actually contrlbuting-unwlttingly-
10 the l""'Iuitict thar m ..... helcgal plOlUsion one of the leas. 
dimsc. The good news I. that once you Jcam more about oogni
tiw m- ond work 10 disrupt the -IJ'POI and biucd ...nudes 
)VI> hubor 00 an ui>conodouIle>d,you can bea>mc a bcllerded
oIDn-mokor and help Umit the .. 1M impaca that .... bcpIng 
our indu'lIy Jiom ~ more dn.roe ond inc1u1hle. 

The obvious pIo<ie to stilt 10 wlch elIlnity blo; b:omIag ond..,.. 
minding yuunelf about affinity bias ,bouJd help you ....... the 
clI"cct on people in yuur "out groupL" AfIlnIoy bl .. bos boon wcll
documented in major league opono. A .. ria of........J> nudlco 
omlyzing roul caDs in NBA gama demonJlBtCO chc powafuI!al
I*' of clmpIybeing~_ of aflinioy biaL In chc 8m of ch= stud
ict caaminlng data ~m 13 ICUOIlI (1991-2004), IOICaIcbcn dil
c:om<d .ha. tef=Cs caIkd """" foub against players who we", 
not the same race .:. chc ru ..... and these dlapariticl we.. Wge 
cnovgh to affect thelouttomes in lOme games. Q: Based on • num
ber of ocudics documenting chc cxlncna: of "in group" or aIlinlty 
bias in o.her ......... the """""hers infcncd chat the dill"enmtial in 
coJJcd 1Ou1. WII moolty happening on an w>conSCIouo ........ 

The findings of.be 8m study. .. 1cucd In 2007, we.. critici<cd 
by the NBA, n:ouIting in CXlenlWe media cow:ragc. The n:ocan:hm 
oubscqucndy eonducted two additional ,tudles-onc using data 
&om bosk<thall.....ln. bcfo .. the media COY<IlIgC (lOO3-()6) and 
the ",her fOcusing o'n the .caoons after.he publicjty (2007-10). 
The ... uI" were Itr~king. In the ICISON before ..... _ became 
....... hey WC'" ~ fow. dispatatcljl the tCICI«hcn .. pIiaItcd 
the 6nd ... &om a.l initial......,.. Yet wr the widcoprcad publIc
Ity. thcR __ no apptedobIe disparili .. in JOuJ-aJDng. 

The 1cAon to be lc;amcd Jiom thiI taearch io that poyIng • tten
li<>n '" your own aIBnlty bias ond auditing)'OW" beI-.. vio ... an help 
J'lu intmupt ond perltapo ...... dlminare thIIl)'pC ofimpDdt bIaa. 
Ask yuurself the lOllowing qucotioN: 

;. How did I benefit &om aIlinlty bias in my own caroer? Did 
someone in my aflinity _ gWe me _key opportunity that 
contributed .. my ,,,,,,",,I Many ....,.... inIIot they "polIcd 
thcnucl ... up by their own bocmttaps"but upon odIection 

h .. e to acknowledge they __ gi_ Icq opporrunltico
copccDIlyfiam _ond~.Bany Swi ..... r.mo..Iy 
hlghllchqod Ihia tendeney when he ~ thai ",orne 
poopIe ... born OD thUd baa and go tluough Ufe thinIcInJ 
they hit I triple. ... 

J> Who ... my UIUIi r..omcs or "go .... ...,... In the o8ice or 
pncDoe group? 

» WIth whom am I marc IadIncd 10 spend diacrctionarytimc. 
go ... Iund>, and porticIpote in _ ..... ide of-w? 

» Do I held bad< on lllligning -" 10 attorneyI fiam under
I"f""'C"Ied B""'P' undI oIhcn IIOUCb for their obWticsl 

J> When I go on client pltcbea. do I alwl)'I.ue.he"me 
people? 

» Who maIo:s me feci uncomfombIe and why? 
» Who do I .. oid intcnaing with or BIlling <IIldId fcedbock 

10 bccNic I juR don~ koow bow 10 n:Iatc to them Of because 
I'm oDoId ru m .... ml ....... 1 

» To whom do I .... RCOnd chlnces and .h. benefi. of the 
doub. ('.g., the peopIe"n my'n group") ond who do I judge 
by group .. creotype. and, therefore, fail '0 give .. cond 
chancesl 

1.1. ""'I JOr Ibplia to dismill Inoquitia dcsaIbcd by anonu:ys 
in undcrrcprcsen!ed groupo (or ""'" the ....... h stud .... doc.· 
mailing thedi!J>l"''' Impaa ofhlddcn barrIen) until they ... J"<" 
..nled with coilcmc..;donee thai """" people oImply ..... man: 
ac=s 10 oppor!IJIliW ..... play. crilical, but moody woadcnowI
odpI.JO!e in III)' attomey's _Thus. wbcn Implementing in
cIusIYenca. inldatm:o, ilis Imporranr ... oauoJJy (QUnt who Iw 
accc .. '0 work-related opporrunitlea, IUch u going on ellent 
pItd>cI 0< puticipating in meaningfUl ................ ...."."... 
1k<pIlct'!endcncy1O _ believe what they don~ (ocwon't) .... 

RoocuclI ocientlots OR Jcuning moo: about bow implicit billa 
operate. including method. for uncovering and inteltUpdng 
dtcm." Whik It is no. yet clear whether impUc:i. blueo an be 
completely clImlna .... , certain tcchnIqu .. ba .. been shown 10 

-. biaa and dIorupt its impact. To malp. your uoc:onscious 
thoughts .nd interrupt "mpUcjt b .... e., yuo ha .. 10 work your 
"ADS"; lint, dc..JopA-...m of thooe biaaa,and then make the 
&bm ... and Stn.mmr/change. reqWrcd to disrupt them. 

Awatll/l8SS ' 
If you molce conscious nega,",,~" about groups that ... 

bucd on stucotyptl,)VI> an challenge your thinking by uking 
youndf why; Why am I bothered by people in that group? Why 
do I or why should I care about that? WIiy do I pcnIot In thinIdng 
011 membcn of chat group engage in that ItcteOlJ'PCd behavior? 
Then actMIy dWlengc thooc bcIiefJ evay time: they ... octinIed. 
o.emding 5tmOtyp<I ....... c:onsciouIlCI of will, whmas the 
activation 0( J1Ot<OtypOI doea not, bccaUIC they an: often embed
ded in yourUncoatcioul mind. 

Two ""'I WII)'IID d..elop awarcnCII of your UIlCI>IUdouo biaoct 
ue: I • 

1. Keep trade of)9W wrpriIa (i.e., imtanca when something 
,... cxpc:ctcd IUttICd out to be quite diJfacn.). "Thooc .... 
prisco ofl"cr • wUtdow into your u_. For caample, 
when JOU p .... Ww-moving car impedIng the flow of traIIic. 
do you ...,..,. 10 ICC • vay elderlyem- behind the wh.cI? 
Wbcn yuu ICC that the driver ... actuolly J'lungor, d.,.. that 
aurprl .. )VI>? You may uuIy bc:licoe J'lU ... no< consciously 
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IMPROVING THE PROFESSION 

blued tpinIt the cIdcrIy, buI,.,.. ~pmumed duI. 
tho_~_eIdcrIjoThot is .pn>duaofwlCO'IIdoI_ 
biu. How coUld that aniNdo inI\ ....... decbion-malcinc In 
other area, Ju.eh. u in incencdoRi with more senior <:01· 
1eIgueo,~juR>n.orcne.. .. ? 

. :z. T .... r...,anonymouolmpUdt ._ .......... (IAT) oaIIne 
.t impliclt.hanard.eduIlmpticitioclectatcst.html TIUa oeria 
0(""" spono<m:d by HuwnI Uniw:nl<y and .... by mU-
Jiorq of people IIlncc the Iote 199Oa,an..-l ..... """"" you 
unknow.insJy hubor UncomciOUI bialCl. Then: are OYer a 
dozal cIifIi=lt rests, maouring un<:DI1ICiouI bias with Iapect 
to dbobiIity, iKe, age. geader.",nder roJa • .-.ta1 health, 
woi"'~...ua1_,relip>n.1DII mon.The ..... _ 
~ how QUId/ly or slowly,.,.. aa_ pooltiw: or nepIM: 
wmIa 'Irilh diifcrcnt """"'f"S- Your IIl"ICOIUCloua.lmr1>odIm: 
III\Il1Iptlonl"'" rbtmod ... 1n the cIdo]al ""JIOI'I'I mcu
..... by the "imP .... when ,.,.. otrugIe 110 00_ WOtdJ 
and """"'P" d" .. an: not .. reodiIy IIIOda1ecI. You miBht .... 
w... or be In dcnlal with reop«t 110, """" of the .... ...w... 
but they an be uocful in......u"g alia> IInC<lC11I'ombI truth. 
about w lui Y"l" \JIICOIIOI:louI mind II up to. 

WhUc ~ is IICCCNat)', it 11: ROt Nflicienf, by incJf, to 

lntemJpt uncono<lOul biu. Behlvior ciw1gcs "'" o1to ...... titJ. 

BehavIorCha~ . 
Like a>mcting a bod habi., you can retrain yoursdfto think In 

1 ... biued ond Itereotypcd ways." Motivation 10 key; mcan:b 
sboM !ha. people who seck 110 be f.oir ond unIJlaud an: moro likely 
'" be ouazoaIUl in pwgIng thdr __ .. 

a-.rchen have'\dcnaIIed ..... egieI people an .... '" <:hanr 
!heir bchavion 110 """""". bias. Thq include the foDawlug: 

LtnIn )'OW" bnln. "The 'ho1y poll' of ","""""log impUdt b!IS 
is to change the underlying _110". that Ii>nn the bub ofim
pIid. bias. "'To do ... ,.,.. need to dcw:Iop the ability 110 be odf
""--L Pay .""ntion to)'OW" tJUnkin&.1IIIUmpIIono. ond behav
iors and then ac~ ~ and alter automat!&: JaPCInI!I 
to bmk the uncIer¥ag 0SI0Ci1tlo .. 

.AA:tIvely doubt"iur objec:d"'ty. Take the time to rniewj<>ur 
dec!olona (apcdaIly,tboIe JelmclIIO people and tbdr ween) and 
IOIIdI tOrindicia ofbill;....nt)'OUf dedsiona 110 __ they don'\ 
diIponIdyimpoct plopIc In other gtoupL ""- beIOre you mob. 
!WI decision. Qpeotion j<>ur UIW1IpdO<ll and Snt impntsaionl. 
Afk othen £or f"ced!nock '0 check your though. proc:aoet. Ask 
youneIfif)'OUf dtciJIon ..,..)d be dIft"eren.lflt imolwd • penon 
!'rom I dlIlUent IOdOl identity group. FINI1y.Juotifr yourdodJion 
by writing down the _ "rIt-ThUwlD"-~

ity, whlcb an bclp aiaIae 1IIJCOIIOciouI1tII .... """" .uibIe-
Be mJaclNI of....pJud&m<ma. T ... notice """'7 ..... ,.,.. jump 

'" wncluoiooo about. penon boIonglng to. cIiIWon. todaIldon
Iity gn>up (like the dow driwr). Haw. colMtlllrioa with yourodf 
about why )OU "" moIdng judgm .... or reoortiog '0 _rypeo. 
Thon _he to ~)<lW" tttitv<Iet. 

Oppooe ,.,..,1tcI<Otyped IhInldng. One of the belt tochnlqucl 
.....,. odd hue baa beon ,hawn to "....Iuting clI"oa: think of. 
stetootypo and "'J' the word "",," and then think of. oountcr
_type and •• y "yes. "People who do thI. b ..... greoter long
tenD NC<aI In imerrupting their unconxl_ biu with Iapect 
to dUll otereotype.'"To decreuc your Implldt biaacs,,.,.. mlght 
abo wlnt to bmit )'Our cxpot\U"C to stenotyped imaguj (or 

., llrt CGIotId:o ~ I May 2016 I Vol ~5, NU 

,--, CDOIider chan&i"I tbe cbannclif the TV thaw or "'"' 
Dtuza itw_rype.. 
DoIilIonrdy...,..~to __ .tuurt1Picalmociols 

and !map. For rorunpIc.lflt II .... "',.,.. '" dtiIrk ofladat. 
mlk,lt1>IIy -*id r.m.le ladeA '" retnm your __ 
to make .he oon_.ion -..leoden and both women and 
....... Rcocorch baa .hown tha •• impIy vicwinc phoIoo of WOOl" 
Iadat hcIpI...sua: lmplidt&alllor biaL" Ewn tbe Hamnl p">" 
(OlIO. who invenr.d the IAT-Dr. Mohoui. B ... ji-lw a<
IcnowledpI she baa,.,.,.. g=der ..... To lntorNpt lr, she pol to
tllingpbocoppbson hcroolhpU'" ~ ... that ... __ 
-'1J*:tI,;",J,rIj", .... dcpiamg. fi:molc c:orIItltI<:IIo __ 
r..dinrhcr baby durins' -It bseilr. 

Lookilr_... eN 'CJPO. SImlIarIy. pay ..... ""aliarnnd 
be man: CONdouIIf ...-of indlvidual. in coun_er«>1J'Pi< 
mla (eo"..w. _Iilmtlc alrlIne pUoto, ath1etos with cliAbili
tla,and~dIds). 

Ruolad)'O'llRlf dw:you haoe ulICOltIdouI bbo. Research 
..... ..... poop1c who think tber .... unbiuod ... ......uy mo« 
biucd than m-who ada~ they have biaseI."1'hcn: b. 
SkiD PUl mobile opp on m.....", __ blu 11IIIIoble Cor 
attupr\le "'"'" (rkiUjND.com).1f you play thiI abon app boIOre 
enpging in hiring. ...Juollon, and ptomodon decisions. It couJd 
help you lnl1:mrp. aoy \IIICOII!dOIlS bIascI. Bur you doril na:d .. 
OW to P"'"'P' yourself to be mindful of implicit biu and i .. i ... 
pac:L You could _te a 011e"P'F JatIbtdcr ~ that """"""'"' 
f:!IU'/ evalualion form or cuc:lidate'.~. (or inrIance. 

&p,e In J!I'>iadfuInesI ~ on • ..,.w buis, or .. lctsr 
~ participating in aD acthily that migbr ttIgtr ~ 
(c.g;,lnIcrWwlng a job cuc:lidate)." R.....a. "-' that mlnd
fUln ... breab.the llnk between pM' oxper;.r,ao and impuhive 

which an RCIuce Implicit bias.1< 
~ In _~ reladolllblpa. Culti .... work reIa
tionshlpo (or penonaI reladonohipt outside of work) that In""" 
pcopIe with dilI\:rent IOdal identities." Thlo "-,.,. out of ycnr 
comIOtt .... ond a1loM your unamsdoua 11> """'""" more coon-
"""ble with people who are clllfem\ .. on- MW ..... 1ioftIhipo 
will also forte you 110 dlomantle .... eotypet and create .... types 
of thinkiDg-both COOICiooI. ami unco_. So 6nd way. to 
mentOr JlII1lor toUctgu .. who .... dl/fi!ren. !tom you in one or 
more dim ....... (Pndcr • .-. ... noIIgion. pamd>l ...... , etc.), 
and uk them how they view thlnp.ThU will open you up II> new 
WIJ'I of pcrteiY!ng and thlnlclnc· 

MIx it Up. Acti..Jy lOOk out cultuml and todaI oItuatiom that 
..., chaJIoncing for )'DII-<OIIae you ItO In the dIstio<t mioorlty or 
.... bad to _ or do thlnp di1Fcrendj< ror ...... p..go to I play 
put on by PHAMILY ("1diDg troupe of pcopIewltllmcntll and 
~ dbobilitlet) or attend. cu1twal <debmion that imIolvts 
<IIIIIOmI utd poopI<)OU ha"" never been c:xpooed to. The ...". un
<omCortab1< )'001 ... in thCIC oituationa, the IDOR j<>U ,.;n F"" and 
lam. 

Shlft peroptctl .... Walk in othen'.hoes; look ~ thclr 
!enG to ... how.hey view and C1Ij>Orienc< tbe wm.ijoin. gn>up 
that 11 different (c.g., be the male lolly in. tbe womeo', affinity 
gn>up). This will help you dewIop t!npIthy ond _ people .. indi
viduals lnIradoflumplng them Into I grcupand applying......,.. 
types." AncIlf j<>U'ns...n" oerioua about reduclnr irnplidt racial 
biu, _ .bOWl that pl<turinc yourodf .. havlnt! • dlll'crent 
.. '" taUl .. in »-KOla Oft the nee lAT." 
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FInd -....JhIa.1t 10" aoeNill> look fOr ODd IIad oom
"",,,alblawhh m!Icoiueo who hawdill'aenl oocIolldo:adlieo fR>m 
,.,.....u:'" Do thyY ~ pets? kc their c:hIIdRn .ttondlnjr the 
...... - II ,.,... chiIdTca1 Do they 0100 like 10 cook, aoIf. or 
voIuruur in the aJIII~ You will be IUIp<iIecIlI>dioc:ova- ..... 
many tbinp )'OIl haw in common. R.-.:h obowo that when,.,. 
deIlbeB~:~OU' ..... of _nolh7 with othen.)'OIl will 
behaw d -.d them and exhibit lea iIIIpIidt biu." 

Roduco -.Iiodpc, coJIIiIM """"""'" ..... _ a'IIIIdIa. 
We ... 011 mon pjone II> moen 10 IIDCOIlIdous biu whca we ... 
..... sed.liliped, or under _ cognitive Iood or limo co.
_"'Rdo...a lIow-decilkm-11IIkIntI1O dootyour ...... 
oci .... mind ~ your beha¥ior with .upeet \0 011 people and 
groups,'. , 

OM up beingcolar/genclerl"&,, blind. Don't buy into the p0p
ular notion that"';' ohouId be blind II> diffioteoceo; It Ioimpoooib!c 
and bac:1cWa ~. Your unmnoc:iouo mind lOCI and ram 10 

visible dlf'(erenccl, even if you ton,dou.sly believe you don't. 
Rcoeud> demorumo ... that bellmncyou ... blind 10 pcopIc:', clif
fe...- octually makes)'Oll more blued." The better COUItO i. to 
adcno"lcdse "'cot difti:re...". and WOJIt to ensun: they an:n\ 1m
poirin& your dccIolcin-makinll-allvd"",1y 0< unconociouoly. The 
-ui has chan&ed.ln the 20th CUlIUIJ'i w< wen: I2Ught to ,¥Old 
diffioencaand~ ...... emphuU on .. imUadon (the"mcIt
ingpot"J.1n the 21St cmIury. "" bow that beinc "d!lIi:ralQ; lOCk
ing" and induo\Ye ictuolIy cau ... ~ II> work Iwder cogni
ti..!y," which leads 10 better OtglUIizalional ~ and • 

heoIthkr _line. T...". _ ohouId be: "I need your dif
ra-a to be I beau IhInker oad cIcdaion-moioor. and ,.,. need 
miaelDO.-

Awarenao ofimplicit bill 10 not 0IIIIIIgh. ScIMnooIuxing 10., 
iDIulIideaL lndiriclual behmor cbonga o£Jon haw to be .op
portocI and CIICOIIIIpI by IIrUCNIII chonp 10 haw !he....
impKt on inIImaptInsimpBch blues. 

Strucfur&I Changes 
HJchIy aIdIIocI,lnduIIve Ieadon make CD...nodcllDr1l "'_ 

that hiddea bo<ricrs an: not 1:IIrivinc on their wncIt. Bec:auoo bios 
IIaudoheo in Ill'IoIIUCNn:d, "'l>JOCIIW pnccI-.loodcn obouId put 
IInICIUftd, obJoctiYe"...-oad proceduno ;",p/u. '" h<Ip peo
plolnterrupt their unconociou. bl ..... JUI! knOWing ,here is 
~ oad tho. you oauId be aIJecI on '" jootlfy your cIoci
lioN with ""'I'"'" to orhen con ~ the inSucncc oflmpilcic 
bIu." 

Leoden,in tonjwl<llon with .dMnIty and Induoit_ (0+1) 
committee, aft examine all I)'IKmI, structuea. proccdutea. and 
poIlcica lOr hidden atNCIUnI inajulda ond deaip _ pions 10 

mIke n",.:rurila>mponentJlncluslve o( .-"one. S.rueIIUOI 
chanp thould be deslgned to oddreu the hidden \wrien fine, 
bccauIC racucIt ~lOW$ that th ...... the most common Impcdl
men ... 

To moJo: the invislbk visibk with tapect '" meDronhlp lAd 
oporuonhip. one 6rm limply added the foIIowlng question to ib 
putnen.~...,) ....... fin>: "Who .... ,... opooooring?" 
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This IimpIo but ptofouadly ilIumlnatinc ...... cion allowed firm 
laden dctaml ... who _ folll"lllbJoush tho cncb. Tho firm 
rl>cn _=0 I>+l !Action Plan with 0 focua on mmtcalilp ond 
opoJllOtlhip. The f1rm jl c:ummtly IrnpIementl"lla -Culture of 
Mea ...... ,·.., """'"' that all atto....,. _ CCjUiIablo develop
men, opportunltieO 10 they can do their best work for ,hollnn. 
Aftt:r.u,. __ model ....... """'" attomcys .... oultMoted and 
~ __ ~M~the~m~~ 
10 much ...... If""'!'Y one 01 ill human capital __ cpaoted It 

the biBI- r..d paoli ..... Imagine the"""- II> the bonom 
Une for~ that are indusiYt: and ...... eIimi •• = bid· 
den borricta 11>..- for CYa)'OM-

Then: on: dozeN!of structunI c:hanpI that un be made, ""I'" 
1"1 &om small 10 Wzc. But tho structunI change with tho moot 
potential for lutlni change Ia I 1M compercncI .. fiorncwork. 
RcoenIIj\ • ......,.....~01 ...... thon4S0compuia byDoloim 
detumlned that thO 1IIIen • ......-.. pnc!Ica that pn:dlcIOd 
the ....... t perIimnJ"II componleo all centered on Ind_" 
Manyoompani .. that ha", 1notItu= 0.1 compo_ and hold 
omp..,.... oocounable for iaduoiYo bcb&YIon In tbcIt job duti .. 
and n:oponoIbiIi!leo"", making..at propao with mpoct 10_ 
shy. For .".,.."pr.. at Sodoxho, impIomeneotion of 1M OOlllp''' .... 
ci .. hIS relulted In,'double digit growth In representltlon of 
_and minorida .... 

ThIa <J1IC of &amowodt I. critical In onr legal organization. 
Maay people ~ de man: with _poet to incI .......... if they 
just Icnewwha.1O do.oCompe!aldeo deIIno bchavIcn along In ..... 
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ily undermndable oeale-an: )'0<1 .nskilkd. okiIIed. or Mahly 
okiIled In JncIuoIvon .. (and, thaoforc, conuIbuting m the etpni
ZIIion~ 111« ... 10 man: meoningN.l Wlys)11blo Joey """P"""'t 
-Iaekins In tIic IogaI indwtrJIlO I """" and pubIitlIed • book in 
lOIS: G.I.tAII J. I. DivmiIJ."" I.,hul,.: TlNLftJ FI.,. 
lMiIn') ~ 1blo book __ individual and 0IJII1i:uII0a0I 
compo .. nclel fiam.-kl •• _ .. the 000lo and otntegIcIlaw 
finn 1oodcn.-110 addn:os the hidden borricta, identify the un
_. bIua chat allow thooe bani"" '" duM, and maloe p
uIne ptogren en dM:nity ond incIuNon. 

Examples of Bias-Breaking Activities: 
Stories from the Front Unes 

Implementing the de-biasing orratqp<s outlined m- is not. 
'one and done" ptopoIitioc.llls on 0""",,, p_ and moot be
com. aocond-notun: '0 be moot eIIOttM. On",,.,. nan imple
menting"- straoegla. the Je.olll Jeonaed will be impo<dW. 

I tach a cl_ at the UnI .. nity of Demo< Sturm College of 
La,w on"AdnacInc DMnIty""" I ........ oo,"wbich Include .. ICS

sioo en u_ blues. h port of thclr IcamIng CllpCllencc.I 
ask mr otudcmI to enpge In ..... c( the o<:tivMa cudincd m
and write abort -l'" on what they ~ or learned. Thoy 
ha .. had ""'" ere-cP<"ing cxperienca .... 1 will hdp them inter
N!" their own impllclt hi .... """ maIoc Ihcm bcctordOdoion-mok
en os pn<tl<:inf lawyon. 

Fer inswlce, one 0ftIden1 who Ia not very religiCUI visited • loa! 
m""! .... Itun more about Muslim pocpIe and their filth. The 
.rudent atm>ded • pm.nration on loIam during an open hcuae 
and cboctv.d the memben during payor. HIa ..... ie"a: lP'" him 
mott JOmilIarit)' and comfort with • poup of people th •• it <11'
=dy widdy diaponged ond .. en:ctyped. 

After taking .n IAT that ....atcd an unconociouo b;as .pm. 
older pceplt and conscicuslr admcwledr;lng he ovoids hlo cider 
coIIcogu .... _de, anotber INdent docIded to confiont dUo .... 
dency by finding colllDlOllall!leo with them. Specifially, the ltu
dcn.1cnew that. he oJwed an In..-In pdcning with an older 
caIIcagu. with whom he would be wodcin& on II> upcoming pruj
.... So he dellbcnlely otruck up. conwnaticn with this coWottoer 
aboul p:dening and found k was then ....... work with him on 
the project. 

Anether INdent decided '" conscloutly observe hi. re£I..m 
though. f>I""""" by netic"I what he w .. thinking or haw he 
n:acted '0 ditT.",.t pcop1e and thon oppoRng lOT ltereotrred 
though ... While auendlng. bolkotball game, he aw a bIadt man 
dJ<ooed In medical ocrubo ....... the: K)'m.lmmediately. me studen. 
-.cd that he WIIIXJ'inc 10 6gwo OUt what the man did fur. 
1Mng. The ltlldent noticed that he uauned the man worked as an 
.-ray !eChrUci ... or medIaII ......... Ax that point. he n:aIized that 
the mon'. nee and gender might be trigering these UlUll\ptiom 
and the atudent then.uu.lized the man .. lllUl'le,a home beoIth
aid worktr.o, • physician. Thlt atudcnl wrot.that the ... ,cise 
mad. him ...... of'how often he jump to amcIuoion< abou. oth
en baed on visible cuu and mllca IINmprioru that mipt be 
oomplet<ly _"II. 

A female nuden. decided 10 doubt her own ubjcctmty with t<
.pcet to how .he vi.wed lhe IUpport .oa1'I' at her company. She 
beIieYcs .he·,. gonder champion bu ..... surprised 1D reaIizc tha, 
the really doesn~ view the suppo" .taII' (moody women) IS mo.-
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obIy .. the taIeI.Wf(nody men). She dccidcd 10 picIure_ 
in ..... pooilionl and men In IUpport pooilionIlO ay 10 leIIIi. her 
~mind and Ihe ... mpti ........ _ uoc:cI .. maIcInr. 

Another IIUdcnt, who ilwhioe and gtow up In an aJl.whit.mm· 
munlty. chooc to oboene !he "Block LA- MatIIor" dc_a.';"" 
and porticip ... in the MortIn Luther KlDf! Day ponde. Sbe oloo 
18 .... ancndcd • SuDday _ at an aII-blac:k chun:h and wnm 
this obout the apei"""" o.a.n it _ • p>d cxpuience be<auoe I thlnIr. being uncom· 

ronable an be &o¥ IW • penon. Looldng back, I rally had no 
n:uon to be unmrnlixtoble be<auoe....,.,,,,, was vesy lila: and 
wdcominS; my uncasineu was mode up in my bead hued on 
usumpdom J fear¥ people wouJd mob abou, me. 
Pumng roundf in .ituao"", rho, .... uncomfortable and 0b

serving your own attitudes,judgmcnu,.nd beh.Yion can flip :l 

IlWiICh In your bnin lind help)'IU Ieam new ways of t1U~ .nd 
inl<n<ting with~. The reaI-wodd impact oE this Ls iIlustnted 
by a story .old to me by an in·h ..... attorney who rcanaacd • 
biucd ISIUmption bcfi>tt it had an impoct on oomcone <Iae~_. 
The .ttomc:r met wi~ a 8""'P of people It her company .. di ... 
.... stallmg , challeqpng position rhot would '"'Iuire ,10. of 
tmd. The ....... of. CjUIII!li<d female employee c:ancIIdate __ 
posed. Th.Ia~ kriew the candidate was • oinglc mother of. 
toddier and immcdiolcir sugatcd .. "'" ,"",P thor it mlgtll be 
very diIlituk IW. single mother .. hancIlc the .,...,..;.. tmd re' 
quired. Effec:rivolJl th\s comment tCl1lOYtd the VI(UIIWt fiom coo
sidc .. don. Lat«, th.1awj.:r attcndc:d 'woricshop on unamodouJ 
bias. She reaJized rho. she\! awl. auumptions tha, might _ be 
true. Th.1awycr met with tho female emplo)'ec and oobd her If 
she was able '0 .ram for business. Th. female emplo)oee oaId that 
tmd _~ an impedimen. beause she had aevcnl &miIy memo 
ben neubywho could help ..... 6>r her child while she was out of 
town. The lawyer immediately wen.t back to tbe group and 
apIaIncd her mimla:; aJking that the femtlo employee'. name be 
inc:ludcd IW~ IW the pooinon. 

Conclusion 
Many momcys,judga, and other law profcsoionak in the Colo

..do !.sol community are plo...,. when it com .... c&.cnity and, 
panicubrly,indusion.Ten yousogo, wi,ti rho est>blWunen. ofrh. 
Deans'Diversity Council,this !.sol community wu rh.s... iD !he 
counrry to malS on the new J*I*iigm oflnclusi¥enest and bow it 
mut< be added to tndiiional dM:rsity dfom to mob: dM:1>ity ow' 
I2inohIe. The tbrco-pah dialogue on WKOnsciow bI .. fearun:d in 
Tbt C.J"r.tlo Uwyn' was truly ground-breaking because it 
adcIrc.cd chaIJcnp no. often disousocd openly. 

The ......... II to lake aodon, on an individual and oogani2a
tionaI buio, .0 eliminate hidden boniers and Intarupt the unoon' 
tdouo biooco rho. NcI tI>ooo _.It obouId be deeply ooncemIng 
.. ->""" that good. \.dl'meaning people arc doing more to fi>o. 
tct ineqwtiea in the 1~ workplace-unintenuonl11y and un
knowinglri .... II)' invating more in membero of their aIIinity or 
"L. pups" L'w> !he ham, cauoc:cl by oualj:bt blgoay. This uofor
"'n.'" dynamic will -goo only when "" co_ to tennt with the 
fact that we all haYa biaKS-COnsclout .nd umonsdo~ 
bqln .. addrm thooc bi ..... Good InlODtions art no. enough: If 
you ... not unentionally including .,...,...,. by interrupting bias, 
)'IU arc unintentionally excluding lOme. 

So now, ask youndf, arc you up .. this c:halIcngool 

Noles 
1.1n ... odomhed,dwbI. t.!ncI~ __ I}'_Jobn,~ 
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§ sot. Qualification 01 JUI'Of1I, NY JUD § 509 

t ., ' 
1 .. &.,ale Yellow *111- Ncp.hoo T_. 
ProposedLqhl,rign . 

McKlnney'. CoIi.soHdated Laws Of New York Annotated 
Judiciary a+ (Refs 6: AnnOl) 

Chapter 3q. Of the ConIolidated Lawa 
Artic\e 1~_ Selectioa of Juron (RefiI6: AmIoa) 

McKJnney's JudiciIII)' Law § 509 

§ 509. Qualification of jurors 

Currentness 

(a) The commissioner of jurors .ball determine tile quaJiflCalions of • prospective juror on tbe basis of information 

provided on tile .i1Iror's qualification questionnaire. The commissioner of jurors may also consider otber information 

includiDg information obtaiDed Crom public agencies concemiDc previous crimiDaI convic:tion •. Tbe commissioner may 
require tbe fmaerprinting oC aU person. drawn for ,randjury service. A occord oCtile persons who are found not qualifoed 

or who are ~, and tile reasODI tbetefor. shall be maintained by lhe commissioner of jurors. The county jury 
board .ball have the power to review any determination of the commilSioner as to q ualifocations and excuses. Suclo 
questionnaires and records shaD be coDiidered confidential and shall nol be disclosed exIleptlo the county jury board 

or as permitted by the appellate divisiOll. 

(b) The commissioner may mail to each prospective juror tbe juror qualifICation questionnaire. The person to whom the 
questionnaire is mailed shall complo .. and sian it and return it 10 tho commissioner within ton dsys of mailing. If the 
questionnaire bas nol been ",turned or properly compleled, or if \he commissloner otherwise determines that • personal 
interview is requireld, the commissioner may summon the prospective juror to appear before him or her for the purpose 
of fo11ing oul the questionnaiR or beillJ .xamined as to his or her compelence, qualifications. elisibility and liability 10 

serve as a juror. Such penon shaD not be enlitled to any fee or oniIeaF when responding for IUCh purpose. The summons 

may be served persj>naUy or by leaving it Iltbe person's residence or place of business wilb a person of suitable aF and 

discretion, or by miil. If served personally or by substitution \he summoos .ball require the person summoned to attend 

nol .... tban live dsys after service. If served by mail tbe summons shall require the person summoned to a\lend not 
less \ban eighl days after mailing. 

Credits 

(Added L.l977, c. 316, § 2. Amendnd L.199S. c. 86. § 2; L.1998. c. S10. § 2. off. July 29. 1998.) 

Notes of Decisions (IS) 

McKinney's Judiciary Law § 509, NY JUD § 509 
CillTODt Ibrouab L.20l8. chapters 110277. 
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§ 510. Quallllcatlons. NY JUD § 510 

McKbmey's ConsjIlidateO LaWi OfNewYoritADnotated 
JudIclaIy Law t!Re& It Annos) 

Chapter 30. Or the Conaolidated La .... 
Article 16. ~n of Jwors (Refs ItAllnos] 

McKInney's Judiciary Law § 510 

§ 510. Qualifications 

Currentness 

In order to qualify as a juror a penon must: 

l. Be. citizen of the' United States. and a resident oftbe county. 

2. Be not1ess than eighteen years of age. 

3. Not bave been convicted ofa relony. 

4. Be able to understand and communicate in the EqJisb Ian .... ge. 

5. RlrwmbemJ 4. 

Credils 
(Added L.1977. c. 316, § 2. Amended L. 1981, c. 176, § I; L.I983. c. 474, § I; l.1987, c. 3. § I; 1.I995. c. 86. § 3.) 

NOle. of Decisions (52) 

McKinney's Judiciary Law § 510, NY JUD§ 510 
Current through L.201S, cbapters Ito 277. 
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When Smart Ain't So· Smart - Cognitive 
Bias, Experts and Jurors 

by laurie R. Kuslansky, Ph.D., Expert 
Jury Consultant 

Ever been told you were too smart for your 
own good? I never thought it was possible. I 
might be too smart for someone else's 
good, but not my own. 

. When it comes to jurors and experts, it 

could be true. Two reasons are cognitive, 

decision·makingbiases that are of special 
interest because they can seriously impair 
your case. Both follow the lines of "Really? 
You don't think like me?!" 

Specifically, these biases are: 

• 

• 

The "Curse of Knowledge Bias· in which 

well-informed people find it hard to think 

about problems from the perspective of 

others who are less informed, and 

The "False-Consensus Bias", whereby 
people tend to overestimate how much 

other people will share their beliefs or 

opinions. Assuming that their own 
values and beliefs are normal and 

typical, they hold the false belief that 
there will be a consensus between 
others' opinions and their own. In fact, 

when they discover that others do not 
share the same expected opinion, this 

bias leads them to believe that there 

must be something wrong with those 
people who think differently. 

What Makes Very Smart Jurors a Risk? 

Individual jurors, who have abided by the 
court's instruction not to discuss the case 
prior to deliberating, often enter 
deliberations believing that others see the 
case as they do. Learning that others see it 
differently initially comes as a surprise 
based on their false expectation . 

If a juror is 'better informed and suffers from 

the "Curse of Knowledge" bias, and a 
reason some jurors disag ree is due to a 
poorer understanding of the case, a lack of 
background experience or knowledge, or an 

intellectual deficit, very smart jurors may 
have a hard time bridging the gap to reach a 
consensus with these fellow jurors. The 

. "Curse of ~nowfedge Bias" may cause them 

to have a tough time seeing the case from 
ihe perspective of less-informed people. If 
so, they will fail to take the perspective of 
others and fail to find common ground with 
which to forge a true consensus to reach a 
verdict . 



Depending on your position, that is either 
good or bad news. 

What Makes Very Smart Experts a Risk? 

Not only are jurors subject to these biases, 
but so are experts. Someone who is at the 
top of his or her field of expertise may be 
very knowledgeable -- but may also be 
challenged in other types of intelligence, 
whether emotionally, socially, or as a 
teacher, persuader or communicator. 

Experts who are less experienced in 
testifying in court may be used to sharing 
knowledge with peers or students who are 
highly motivated to learn, bul may be 
vulnerable to these two biases, to the peril 
of the litigator and client who hired them. 

In order to successfully teach and persuade, 
at a minimum, one must be able to retrace 

Ihe steps from ignorance to knowledge and 
pave the way to get there. Otherwise, the 
expert may really be too smart for their own 
- and your - good, because they cannot 
imagine other ways to see an issue and 
what is needed to understand Iheir position. 

Assuming too much knowledge or 
understanding on the part of the recipient 
(student or juror) is a good way to alienate 

them. 

Implications for Jury Selection: Is Your 
Goal to Reach or Prevent Consensus? 

If your goal is reach consensus on a jUry, 

e.g., the plaintiff(s) or prosecutor 

In selecting jurors, many factors must be 
considered in whom to strike or keep, but 

open-mindedness and social skill, 
diplomacy and the ability to be somewhat 

flexible and tess egocenlric may be traits to 
consider, rather than just how smart or well
informed a juror may be. Selecting a juror 
who is smart but rigid can backfire. 

If your goal, on the other hand, is to prevent 
a consensus on Ihe jUry. e.g .. the defense 

It isn't as simple as getting a contrasting mix. 
of well-informed and poorly-informed jurors 
to do the trick of avoiding consensus, but it's 

a start. 

However, if one camp is meek, inarticulate, 
lacking in passion and unable to stand its 
ground, they will reach consensus by 
merely following the lead - whether of the 
better-informed or more passionate. Hence, 

one must consider: 

Getting jurors who are: 

1. well-informed mixed with ones who are 
not well-informed; 

2. paSSionate for you to win or the 
opponent to lose; 

::to smart, but somewhat cognitively 

rigid (i.e., have difficulty changing their 
way of thinking), fail to reflect upon 
hearing information in voir dire, show an 
inability to shift if asked to consider 

something different in voir dire. Are they 
open-minded and flexible, showing 

some iransition (bad) ur do they 

freeze/repeat their initial response or fail 

to respond (better)? 



Implications for Expert Selection: Is Your 
Goal to Dazzle or Teach? 

If your goal Is to dazzle 

Your expert may never be able to teach the 
subject at issue because it is simply 
ridiculously complicated and all you hope for 

is for juror.:; to a) see them as an expert, b) 
trust their credentials, and c) trust them and 
their opinion. If so, someone who displays 

both forms of bias is the man or woman for 
you. 

If your goal Is to teach 

Don't just consider whether your expert is 

smart. Also ask whether the expert is 

effective at teaching and persuading other.:; 
because he or she does not suffer from 
these cogn~ive biases. How do you do this? 

Assess the expert's abil~ to assess and 
understand the mindset of the uninformed 
lay person. Can they speak their language? 
Do they voluntarily offer to translate lingo 
into lay lerms? Do they provide useful 

analogies for the common person? Can 
they appreciate the complexity of their 
subject area for the uninformed or why it 
might not be interesting to outsider.:;? Can 
tAey make it interesting and relevant? 

Whatever you do, be too smart for your own 

good. 
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How To Handle The Jury-Law Disconnect In 
Employment Cases 
Law360, New York (February 1, 2016, 1:38 PM ET) -- A good trial 
lawyer defending an employment litigation case arrives at the 
courthouse with a firm sense of what the law says about the claims 
at hand. By the time of trial, counsel has lived with the case for 
years and filed numerous briefs and jury instructions on the 
relevant law. 

But the jurors arrive to the courthouse with an equally firm set of 
convictions - not from law school, but the school of hard knocks 
- about what "rules" apply in the workplace. Nearly every jury 
member has been an employee and/or employer at some point. 
That experience and common sense (not the law or evidence) often 
dictate the standards that govern for lay jurors. 

For this reason, it is critical for trial counsel to understand the 
workplace rules jurors are likely to impose and to build a defense 
strategy that deals with those perceptions directly. 

In this article, we discuss the top five disconnects between legal 
reality and jury perception that we have encountered over decades 
of experience in employment cases, as a trial lawyer and expert 
jury consultant, respectively. 

1. Firing an "At-Will" Employee Laurie Kuslansky 

Legal Reality: An employer can fire an "at-will" employee without cause at any time . 

.Jurors' Perception: No, it can't! 

It is black letter law that an employer can fire an "at-will" employee for any lawful reason, 
with or without notice. But many jurors instinctively reject this basic legal rule. Jurors may 
instead feel that the reason for termination, and notice period, must be fair. Jurors who 
feel that the employer has acted unfairly may be inclined to rule against the employer, 
even absent a showing that the termination reason is discriminatory, retaliatory or 
otherwise unlawful. 

Employment counsel must therefore keep fairness as a touchstone throughout the trial. 
That means emphasizing not only why the employer's actions were lawful, but why they 
were just. Counsel will do well to highlight where the employer took extra steps to help the 
employee, to offer the employee chances to correct behavior, or to lessen the impact of 
the termination. If there was little or no notice, explain why the employer needed to take 
swift action, and why it was fair to do so (e.g., to protect other employees or another 
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reason that appeals to the employee's end of the bargain - not only to management). 

Employment counsel should also educate.jurElrs early in the trial about "at-will" 
employment. Counsel should emphasize the potential for mutual benefit to both employee 
and employer. The jury instructions should highlight the meaning of the at-will 
employment rule, given jurors' likely predisposition against it. Those instructions should be 
in plain English and work toward dislodging the jury's misperceptions. Those instructions 
should also draw a clear distinction as to what is unfair and what is unlawful in regular 
language that any lay juror, of any background, can understand, and guard against the 
jury imposing its own standard. 

2. Lawful Termination 

Legal Reality: An employer can lawfully terminate an employee, even if the employee had 
good performance reviews, just received a raise, or was a long-time employee. 

Jurors' Perception: No, it can't! 

Trial counsel may take for granted that an employee's past good performance reviews, or 
recent raise, or long-time employment at the company does not mean that a later 
termination of that employee was unlawful. It is well-established law that, as long as the 
employer's business decisions were not u.nlawful, it is not for the court or jury to second
guess those decisions. Moreover, the rule that an employer can lawfully terminate an 
employee, despite good reviews or a recent raise, is also logical from a legal perspective: 
the employee may be competent at certain tasks, but not others; a different manager may 
have written the review or issued the raise; the raise may not have been merit-driven; the 
employee's performance may have gone downhill since the last review or raise; or the 
employee may have engaged in misconduct that did not occur, or was not discovered, until 
after the most recent review or raise. 

But jurors often interpret positive reviews, the fact of a raise, or long-term employment, 
as necessarily meaning that later termination must be pretextual, and be inclined to look 
for an ulterior motive from an employer who terminates such a "good" employee. To a 
juror, the syllogism may seem simple: a good review or raise or long-time employee 
equals a good employee. And the juror may think, egged on by the plaintiff's counsel, 
"Why would an employer fire a good employee, if not for a discriminatory or retaliatory 
reason?" Many jurors tend to blame management rather than the employee. 

The best way to confront this disconnect is head-on. Employment counsel should take 
extra pains to explain the performance reviews, rather than try to sweep them under the 
rug. Are there threads of discontent in the re)liews that presage a later performance-based 
termination? If so, make that link explicit, and use technology to highlight those portions 
of the reviews. Are there repeated recommendations for improvement that go unheeded? 
Did a new manager come onto the scene, with higher standards than the former manager 
who wrote the positive reviews? Highlight that transition, and show how the new manager 
enforced the new order equitably and why it was necessary in order for the operation to 
move forward to make improvements for everyone's benefit. Did a single event that 
occurred post-reView - whether a serious incident of poor performance or misconduct 
- necessitate the firing? 

Similarly, when a recent raise is at issue, make sure the witnesses clearly explain why the 
employee received the raise. Was it a department-wide adjustment that did not reflect on 
any individual? Was it the lowest available raise within a particular band of possible raises? 
Was the raise decision made or announced before the employer became aware of a 
performance incident or misconduct? 

Especially if the amount or timing of the raise sends up red flags, counsel should consider 
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the jurors' predisposition right from the opening statement - as well as in discovery 
- and attack it directly: "Now you may wonder why Peter lost his job only a few months 
after receiving a raise. The evidence will show ... "Similarly, counsel can ask a 
management witness: "Now there's been some evidence that Peter got a raise shortly 
before his termination. Can you explain that?" Counsel can gain credibility by showing that 
he or she understands and is not afraid of the issue. 

3. Suing a Supervisor 

Legal Reality: An employee can't sue a supervisor just for being nasty. 

Jurors' Perception: Yes, the employee can! 

At trial, employment counsel is natu rally focused on dismantling the elements of the 
plaintiff's case and establishing the employer's defenses from a legal standpoint, but the 
jury is often focused on a more instinctive question: "Whom do [like?" No matter how 
much the court and defense counsel try to focus the jury on whether the employer'S 
actions were unlawful, the jury instead often wonders if they were merely unlikeable, and 
if so, will root against the employer. 

As such, trial counsel must devote particular attention to humanizing the company's 
witnesses. Look for ways to draw out the core of the person testifying. For example, in one 
case in which a supervisor was accused of making a discriminatory remark about an 
employee's heritage, the supervisor was able to tell a gripping story about the 
discrimination he himself had endured as an immigrant to the United States, and why he 
would never disparage someone's ethnicity. The authentic and emotional story not only 
compellingly dispelled the alleged comment, but made the supervisor a living, breathing 
person with whom the jurors could identify rather than just a talking suit. 

When a supervisory employee is struggling to present well in trial preparation, consider 
working directly with the witness on presentation skills, with a coach if necessary and if the 
trial budget allows. Sometimes videotaping and playing back practice testimony will help 
the Witness see that his or her testimony is coming across as overly caustic or lacking 
empathy. Everyone should keep in mind and elicit an affirmative answer to the question: 
"Would a juror want to work with you?" 

4. Progressive Discipline Policies 

Legal Reality: An employer does not have to follow a progressive discipline policy. 

Jurors' Perception: Yes, it does! 

Employment counsel will often request a jury instruction along the lines that the employer 
is not required to follow a progressive discipline policy. As discussed above, the at-will 
employee may be terminated for any reason .that is not unlawful, or for no reason at all. A 
well-drafted employee handbook will not constitute a contract and, within such a 
hand book, a progressive discipline policy itself will often expressly give the employer 
discretion to skip steps or proceed straight to termination, as circumstances warrant. 

But jurors may see a progressive discipline policy as a binding contract, requiring the 
employer to follow each step literally, regardless of what the law says. After all, jurors may 
think, employees are bound by the handbook, so why not the employer? As such, they 
may view with suspicion any employer who has not followed the policy literally, who has 
skipped steps in the outlined policy, or who has bypassed the policy altogether with an 
immediate termination, absent obviously egregious or dangerous conduct by the 
employee, such as workplace theft or violence. 
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Again, trial counsel should return to the touchstone of fairness. Why was the outcome 
fundamentally fair? In what way did the employee get due process, even if not strictly in 
line with the progressive discipline policy? If steps were skipped in progressive discipline, 
why? If the misconduct was too serious or urgent to follow an incremental policy, clearly 
explain the severity or urgency. And if the policy permits escalation or case-by-case 
determinations, highlight that - literally, on an easy-to-follow trial graphic - for the 
jurors. Jurors seek the notion that someone got a warning of some sort and had an 
opportunity for a second chance, unless something way over-the-line occurred. 

5. Corporations Versus Individuals 

Legal Reality: Corporations and individuals must be treated as the same. 

Jurors' Perception: No, they don't! 

It is common for the court to give a jury instruction (or in voir dire or as a pre-instruction) 
that says that the jurors should decide an employment case as a dispute between parties 
of equal standing, and that a corporation (big or small) is entitled to the same fair trial as 
a private person. 

But it's very easy for jurors to bypass that instruction and follow their gut, which may tell 
them instead that an individual plaintiff is an underdog and that the company has big 
pockets. They may figure, if the employee brought the case and it has gotten this far, 
there must be something to it. They may believe that, all else being equal, they should 
side with the plaintiff. Of course, effective voir dire can help screen out those jurors who 
feel this bias most acutely, but at least some of the sitting jurors on any given case may 
still be inclined to think this way. 

The antidote to this bias is for the employer's counsel to make the company's case about 
people too. After all, the company's witnesses are people. Humanize the witnesses who 
were decision-makers; tell the story of who they are. Explain how they tried to work with 
the plaintiff, why they felt certain deCisions were necessary, and how they felt about those 
decisions. Bring forward the stories of the plaintiff's coworkers; perhaps the plaintiff's poor 
performance created extra work for them or negatively impacted them in other ways. 
Instead of fighting the bias, consider how to use it affirmatively, such as by showing how 
the unlawful conduct the plaintiff claims would go against, rather than further, the 
company's goals and bottom line. 

Employment counsel can also help explain how the company takes pains to create an 
ethical and nondiscriminatory work environment. This involves more than just introducing 
evidence of policies and training programs, but demonstrating how those policies worked 
in action, and how this employer and these managers worked hard to ensure a fair and 
equal work culture. 

Jurors may also have a disconnect when it comes to the perceived objectivity and authority 
of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission as a party or as an administrative 
agency. If a plaintiff has a right-to-sue letter, or a probable cause finding by the agency, 
and either comes into evidence, jurors are likely to believe that it is a verdict confirming 
the credibility of the plaintiff's claims. Counsel must educate jurors as to why that is not 
the case. Counsel should craft motions in limine and jury instructions thoughtfully to try to 
control what the jurors see and hear about the agency's involvement, and counter-balance 
the jurors' preconceptions about the agency. 

Conclusion 

Given the potential for disconnect between the law and jurors' perceptions, trial counsel 
should take care to frame the employer's trial narrative and the requested jury instructions 
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specifically, in a way that is simple, clear and authentic. In doing so, trial counsel can help 
the jury focus on what the law actually is and how to apply it to the facts before them in 
order to reach the desired verdict. Trial counsel is also wise to step back from the case well 
in advance of jury selection, ideally with a july consultant. Together the team should think 
through what biases the jury is likely to bring into the courtroom and deliberations, how to 
reveal them in jury selection, how to eliminate the most adversely affected jurors, and 
how to dispel those biases in the presentation of the case for those who remain on the 
jUry. 

-By Dawn Reddy So lowey, Seyfarth Shaw LLP, and Dr. Laurie Kuslansky, Laurie Kuslansky 
& Associates LLC 

Dawn Reddy Solowey is senior counsel in Seyfarth Shaw's Boston office, specializing in 
trials and appeals. 

Dr. Laurie Kuslansky is an expert jury consultant at her own firm, Laurie Kuslansky & 
Associates LLC, in New York. 

The opinions expressed are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views 
of the firm, its clients, or Portfolio Media Inc., or any of its or their respective affiliates. 
This article is for general information purposes and is not intended to be and should not be 
taken as legal advice. 

All Content © 2003-2016, Portfolio Media, Inc, 
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Jury Selection: The Dumbest Jurors 
Don't Know They Are Dumb 
by Laurie R. Kuslansky, 
Ph.D., Expert Jury 
Consultant 

Ignorance, the gift that 
keeps taki ng 

Ever talk to someone who 

dismissed valid information 

as if they were swatting a 

mosquito? Ever seen an 

uninformed person hear a 

fact, not skip a beat, and 

dig further into their 

original, ridiculous 

position? Do you know any 

bad drivers who think 

they're great or subpar workers who always 

think they deserve a promotion and a raise? 
Of course you do. No names, please - but 

you know what I mean. 

This phenomenon has been studied as a 
cognitive error called the Dunning-Kruger 

Effect. It shows that "less competent people 

rate their competence higher than it actually 

is, while more competent people humbly 

rate theirs lower." 

There really is no justice. 

Incompetent people overestimate their own 

skill, while competent people overestimate 

the skill of other people. Most people 

overestimate their social judgment and 

mind-reading skill especially narcissists. 

The more you know, the better you can 

identify gaps in your knowledge and 

perhaps, fill them in or seek to do so. It 

takes intelligence to realize (1) there are 
things that you know that you don't know, 

and (2) that there are things you don't even 

know that you don't know. Talented, 

competent people tend to think it's just 

normal and underestimate themselves. This 

is especially true for difficult tasks and is 
known as the "Worse·Than-Average Effect." 

Why ignorance is bliss, but hell for the 
rest of us. 

Here is the painfully precise description 
by David Dunning, psychologist and named 

investigator of the Dunning-Kruger 

phenomenon: 

"What's curious is that, in many cases, 

incompetence does not leave people 
disoriented. perplexed, or cautious. Instead, 

the incompetent are often blessed with an 



inappropriate confidence, buoyed 
by something that feels to them like 
knowledge ... ignorance carries with it the 
inability to accurately assess one's own 

ignorance. " 

Ugh. 

The Dunning-Kruger Effect describes the gap 

between one's self-assessment and actual 
ability. Those with the least ability inflate 
their self-ratings the most. It isn't that they 

haven't been told of their failures - they just 
cannot recognize their incompetence or 
incorporate the feedback. In fact, the beauty 

of this bias is that the more one knows, the 

less confident one becomes, and vice 
versa. You need to know something to 
realize how little you know. But. for the 
uninformed, the sky's the limit. You've met 
them at cocktail parties, the office, and 

elsewhere. 

Ignorance and Jury Trials 

At a cocktail party, it is annoying, but you 
can turn away, redirect attention to the bar 

or go to the restroom, but what can you do if 
someone experiencing the Dunning-Kruger 
effect is a potential juror during jury 
selection? When that is the case, you may 

hope that your evidence, the law and your 
persuasive skills hold some sway, when for 

such jurors, they don't. Pseudo-evidence, 

false beliefs and unfounded opinions are 
their "facts." Maybe this comes as good 
news to you, but for most, it does not. (More 

bad news? In varying subject 
areas, everyone at some time is subject to 
this flaw in thinking. Sad but true.) 

What can you do about it? 

Accept that they are not going to change. It 

is a closed circuit that is not open to 
feedback. Low performers fail to see the 

relevance of explicit, concrete feedback 

critical of their performance and instead 
disparage the accuracy or relevance of it. 

Unless nonsense helps your case -- which 

is unlikely, but possible -- assess 
prospective jurors' education and whether 

they are data-seekers and information 
gatherers or not. For example, even based 
only on their jury summons information, you 
can consider their occupation and whether it 
is or is not fact-based. If you have the lUxury 
of attaining more information through 

voir dire, ask: How often and where do they 
get news? What is the last book they read 

(if they read)? What programs do they 
watch (if any)? Would they ever consider 
continuing their education? Why or why 
not? Does their education or occupation 

involve fluffy stuff or "STEM" (science, 
technology, engineering or math) subjects? 

Are they more cognitive or emotional 
deciders? Do they think big picture or focus 

on critical details? What do they do in an 
argurnent when sorneone disagrees? 

If you're reading this, you're an information 

seeker. You are definitely not ignorant and 

are probably a lot smarter than you think 
you are. You might even seek to learn 
more. If so, see and enjoy "The Dunning
Kruger Effect: On Being Ignorant of One's Own 

Ignorance." 
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INTRODUCTION 

The problems of overt discrimination have received enonnous attention 
from lawyers, judges, academics, and polkymakers. While explicit sexism, racism, 
and other forms of bias persist, they have become less prominent and public oyer 
the past century. But explicit bias and overt discrimination are only part of the 
problem. Also important, and likely more pervasive, are questions surrounding 
implicit bias--attirudes Of stereotypes that affect our understanding, dccisionmak
ing, and behavior, without our even realizing it. 

How prevalent and significant are these implicit, unintentional biases: To 
answer these questions, people have historically relied on their gut instincts and 
personal experiences, which dld not produce much consensus. Over the past two 
decades, however, social cognitive psychologists have discovered novel ways to meas
ure the existence and impact of implicit biases-without relying on mere common 
sense. Using experimental methods in laboratory and field studies, researchers 
have provided convincing evidence that implicit biases exist, are pervasive, are 
large in magnitudc, and havc real-world effects. These fascinating discoveries, 

which have migrated from the science journals into the law reviews and even popular 
discourse, are now reshaping the law's fundamental understandings of discrim
ination and fairness. 

Given the substantial and growing scientific literamre on implicit bias, the 
time has now come to confront a critical qucstion: What, if anythingJ should we do 
about implicit bias in th~ courtroom? In other words, how c~ncerned should we be 
that judges, advocates, litigants, and jurors come to the table with implicit biases 
that influence how they interpret evidence, understand facts, parse legal prin
ciples, and make judgment calls? In what circumstances are these risks most aune? 

Are there practical waY' to reduce the effects of implicit biases? To what extent can 
awareness of these biases mitigate their impact? What other debiasing strategies 
migh[ work.? In other words, in what way-if at all--should the courts respond 
to a better model of human decisionmaking that the mind sciences are providing? 

We are a team of legal academics, scientists, researchers, and:a sitting federal 
judge l who seek to answer these difficu1t questions in acco;da.ncc with behavioral 
realism. 2 Our general goal. is to educate those in the legal profession who are 

1. Judge Mark \V. Bennett. a coauthor of this article. is a United States District CounJudge ill the 
Northern Districr of Iowa. 

2. Behavioral realism is a school oflhought' tha.t asks the [;IW to account for more accurate models of 
hwnan cognition and beha\;or, St", <!.g.,lc:ny Kang&Kristin I~, !i«ingThrough CdcrNi1Uinm: Imp/i.:iJ 
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unfamiliar with implicit bias and its consequences. To do so, we provide a cUlTent 

summaJY of the underlylng science, contextua!izcd to criminal and civil litigation 

processes that lead up to and crescendo in the courtroom. This involves not only 
a focused scientific review but also a step-by-step examination of how criminal 
and civil trials proceed, followed by suggestions designed to address the harms. 

We seck to be useful to legal practitioners of good faith, including judges, who 
conclude that implicit bias is a problem (one among many) but do not know guite 

what to do about it. VVhile we aim to provide usefitl and realistic srrategies for 

those judges already persuaded that impliCit bias is a legitimate concern, we also 
hope to provoke those who know less about it, or are more skeptical orits relevance, 

to consider these issues thoughtfully. 

We are obviously not 11 random sample of researchers and practitionersj thus, 

we cannot claim any representative starus. That said, the author team represents a 

broad array of o.perience, expertise, methodology, and viewpoints. In authoring 

this paper, the ream engaged in careful deliberations across topic'S of both consen

sus and russenslls.J We did not entirely agree on how to frame questions in this 

.field or how to answer mem. That said, we stand collectively behind what we have 

wrinen. ''''e also believe the final work product reveals the benefits of such cross
disciplinary and cross-professional collaboration. 

Parr 1 provides a succinct scientific introduction to implicit bias, with some 
important theoretical clarifications. Otten the science can seem too abstract, espe

dally to nonprofessional sciemists. As -a corrective, Part II applies the science to two 
trajectories of bias relevant to the courtroom. One story follows a criminal defendant 

path; the other story follows a civil employment discrimination path. Parr III 

Bim and fix Law, 58 UC LA L. REV. 465, 490 (2010); Linda Hamilton Krieger & Susan T. Fiske, 
B,havioral &mum ;11 Employmmt Disrrimination Low: Implicit Rim ann Dirpartrtt Trtalmrnt, 94 
CALIF. L. REv. 997, 997-1008 (2006). Jon Hanson and hiscoauthors h;\\'(.' advanc(-dsimilar 
approaches under the namC5 of ~critical reaJjsm,~ ~situationism," and the "law and mind sciences." 
Su Adam Benforado, Franl<!$ qfbyilJti«: Tlg Bial 1~ O:xrlooJ:, 85lND. LJ. 1333, 1339 n.28 (2010) 
(listing papers). 

3. This pap=r arose out of the second symposium of PULSE: Program on Understanding Law, 
Science, and Evidence:u UCLA School of Law, on March 3-4, 2011. We brought tOgether te:tding 
scientists (inclucliog Anthony Greenv.ral.d, the inventor of the Implicit AsW(iation Test), federal 
and sune judges, applied researchers, and legal academics to explore the st:m= of the science fCg'.lI'rung 
implicit bi:1s resemh and to examine the variou~ instinluonal responses to date. The Symposium 
also f2ised possibilities and compiiotions, f20ging from the theoretical to practical, trom the legal to 
the scientific. After-a day of pub~c presentations, the author ttam met in :l 1t1lJ-aay cl£«d session to am 
the outlines of this p:1pcr. .Judge Michael Linfield of the Los 1"\ngclcs Superior Court and Jeff 
Rachlinski, Professor of Law at Cornell Law &hoot, panicipatt-d in the ~)'mpOSillm nUl could not 
join the 3l1thor team. Their absence should not be vle\\'cd as eithcr agreemcnt or diS'.Igtccmcm with 
the contents of the Article. 
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examines different intervention strategies to counter the implicit biases of key 
players in the justice system, such as the judge and jury. 

L IMPLICIT BIASES 

A. Empirical Introduction 

Over the past thirty years, cogmove and social psychologists have 
demonstrated that human beings think and act in ways that are often not rational. 
We suffer from a long litany of biases, most of them havlng nothing to do with 
gender, ethnicity, or race. For example, we have an oddly stubborn tendency to 
anchor to numbers, judgments, or assessments to which we have been exposed 
and to use them as a starting point for furure judgments-even if those anchors are 
objectively wrong.4 We exhibit an endowment effect, with irrational attachments 
to arbitrmy initial distributions of property, rights, and grants of other entitlements.' 
We suffer from hindsight bias and believe that what turns out to be the case today 
should have been easily foreseen yesterday.' The list of empirically revealed biases 
goes on and on. Indeed, many legal academics have become 50 familiar with such 
heuristics and biases that they refer to them in their analyses as casually as they 
refer to economic concepts such as transaction costs. 7 

One type of bias is driven by attirudes and stereotypes that we have about 
social categories, such as genders and races. An attitude is an association between 
some concept (in this case a social group) and an evaluative valence, either positive 
or negative.s A stereotype is an association betw'een a concept (again, in this case a 
socia] group) and a traitY Although interconnected, attitudes and stereotypes 

4. See Jon D. Hanson & Douglas A. Kysar, Tak.ing Bt/)avi()raliJm Seriously: The Proh/on ifMtJriul 
Manipulation, 74 N.Y.U. L. REv. 630,667 (1999) (describing anchoring). 

5. Su gtnfmlly Russell Korohkin, The EndQ'l.cmml Effitl lind ugri/ ArJtl0'Jis, 97 Nw. U. L. REV. 
1227 (2003). 

6. Su gO/trail)' DANIEL KAHNEMA.'\', TH..INKlNG, FAST /\.:"'m SLOW (2011); Jeflfcr J. RachLimki,./1 
P(jfiti'l.'~ PIychologiml TMoryo/Jlfnging ill Hindsight, 6S U. CHL L. REV. 571 (1998). 

7. Sa, (.g., RusscU B. Korobkin & Thomas S. Ulen, Utw and Beha7)i~1 Scicnft.: R(mO'Ving Ih,' 
&lionaJilj' Anllmptian From Ur.v Q/ld £Conamin, 88 CALIF. L. REv. 1051 (20C10); Donald C. 
L,ngcvooTt, BdXlViaral Th",wiu ofJudgmml and Duhlon Making in ugal Srholarship: A Lit(m!lIl'( 
Rroiro..'. 51 VAND. L. REv. 1499 (1998). 

8. In oom common and expel1' usage, somctUnes the word "prejudice" is used to describe:t negative aro
rude, especially when it is strong in magnitude. 

9. If the :\S.sociation is nearly perfect, in that almOSt every member of me Social group has that tmit, then 
we think afme trait less as a !.tereotype and more:IS a definingattributc. T JVically, when we we the 
word "stereotype," the correlation bet\'.'ecn social group and lr.ut is F.tr from perfect. Su Anthony G. 
Greenv,:ald & Linda Hamilton Krieger, Jmplicit Buu.: StiPlt!fir FOTl1uUltio1!s, 94 CALIF. L. REV. 945, 
949 (2006). 
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should be distinguished because a positive attirudc does not foreclose negative ste
reotypes and vice versa. For instance, one might have a positive overall attintde 
toward Mrican Americans and yet still associate them with weapons. Or, onc 
might have a positive stereotype of Asian Americans as mathematically able bur still 
have an overall negative attirude towards them. 

The conventional wisdom has been that these social cognitions-attirudes 
and stereotypes about social groups--are explicit, in the sense that they are both 
consciously accessible through introspection and endorsed as appropriate by the 
person who possesses them. Indeed, this understanding has shaped much of 
current antidiscrimination law. The conventional wisdom is also that the socia] 
cognitions that individuals hold are relatively stable, in the sense that they operate 
in the same way over time and across different siruations. 

Howc'{er, recent findings in the mind sciences, especially implicit social 
COgnition (lSC), \0 have undermined these conventional beliefs. As detailed 
below, attinlcies and stereotypes may also be implicit, in the sense that they are nor 
consciously accessible through inrrospcction. Accordingly, their impact on a person's 
decisionmaking and behaviors does not depend on that person's awareness of 
possessing these attitudes or stereotypes. Consequendy, they can function automat
ically, including in ways that the person would not endorse as appropriate ifhe or she 
did have conscious awareness. 

How have mind scientists discovered such findings on matters so latent or 
implicit? They have done so by innovating new teclmiques that measure implicit 
attitudes and stcreorypes that by definition cannot be reliably self-reported. Some 
of these measures involve subliminal priming and other treatments that are not 
conSCiously detected within an experimental setting. Other instruments use reac
tion time differences bct\.Vccn two types of tasks--one th::!t seems consistent with 
some bias, the other inconsistent--as in the Implicit Association Test (IA'] .... ).ll 

10. Implicit social cognition (lSC) is :I field of p~ychoJog}' that examines the mental procc:>scs that "frect 
social judgments but opemte without consciolls awareness or conscious control. &e grnffally Kristin 
A. LaM, Jerry Kang & .Mahzarin R. Hanaji, implicit Serial Cosnition tmd Law, 3 ANN. REv. L. & 
Soc. SCI. 427 (2007). The tenn W.-IS first used and defined by Anthony Greenwald and Mah7.ann 
Banaji. See Anthony G. Greenwald & Mah7mn R. Banaji, Implicit Sofial Cognitum: Allihuffi, &!f 
Eslam, and Sti'rt'otypes, 102 PSYCHOL. Rl-:V."; (1995). 

11. Set Anthony G. Greenwald et aI., MeoJUrillg individual D!lJermw in Impljcit CognitiQn: TIx Implicit 
ilswinlion nIl, 74 J. PERSONAUn' & SOC. PsYCHOL. 1464, ]464-{;6 (1998) (introdUcing the 
Implicit Association Test (IAl1). For more information on the lAT, sec Brian A. Nosek. Anthony 
C: GreenW':.ud & Mah7.ar1n R Banaji, 7"Ix lmp/ifit AJlorialitm Tts! nt Age i: A Mfl/y.,dclogi(aladri 
Canuptlltll &"'U:w, in AUTOMATIC PROCESSES IN SOCIAL 11-IINKING AJ'ID BEHAVIOR 265 
(John A. Bargh cd., 2007). 
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TIle well-known IA T is a sorting task that measures time differences 
between schema-consistent pairings and schema-inconsistent pairings of concepts, 
as represented by words or pictures. For example, suppose 'we want to test whether 
there is an implicit stereotype associating African Americans with weapons. In a 
schema-consistent run, the participant is instructed to hit one response key when 
she sees a VVhite face or a harmless object, and another response key when she sees 
an Mrican Americ..m face or a weapon. Notice that the same key is used for both 
White and harmless item; a different key is used for both African American and 
weapon. Most people perform this task quickly. 

In a schema-inconsistent run, we reverse the pairings. In this itera.tion, the 
same key is used for both \Vhite and weaponj a different key is used for both 
Mrican American and harmless item, Most people perform this task more slowly.12 
Of course, the order in which these tasks arc presented is alw'ays systematically 
varied to ensure that the speed of people's responses is not affected by practice. 
The time differential benveen these runs is defined as the implicit association effect 
and is statistically processed into standard units called an IA T D score." 

Through the IA T, social psychologists from hundreds of laboratories have 
collected enormous amounts of datal~ on reaction-rime me.1.sures of uimplicit 
biases," a tenn we use to denote implicit attitudes and implicit stereotypes. According 
to these measures, implicit bias is pervasive (Widely held), 15 large in magrurude (as 
compared to standardized measures of explicit biaS),16 dlssociated from explicit 
biases (which suggests that explicit biases and implicit biases, while related, are 

12. Sa Brian A. Nosek er al, Pe,...vasiwnrn und Comultt!f if [mp/~-jl Alfilw"'f and Stmory/A'!. 18 EUR. 
REv. SOC. PSYCHOL 1, 17(2007). 

13. This D score, which ranges rrom -2.0 to 2.0, is a standardi",ed score, which is computed by 
dividing the IAT effect as mea.~ured in milliseconds by the st:mdard dC'o>1ations of the participants' 
btcncies pooled across schcma-consistent imd -inconsistem conditions. Su, ... g., Anthony Greenwald 
e[ al., Understilnding and Using tnt Implicit Alloriafion Tal: l An [,II/mnxd SrorillgAlg!)rilhm, 85 
J. PERSONAl.1lY & Soc. PSYCI-lOL 197 (2003). If an individual's V\ T D score is di\>1ded by its 
standard deviation of the population mat has taken the test, the result is interpretable as the 
commonly used effect si·t!.C measure, Cohen's d. 

14. The 1TlO:>"1 promlnent datascr is oollecrro at PROJECT IMPUCD', httpJlprojcctimpllcitorg (last \~sitcd 
Mar. 22, 2012) (providing rrcc online tests of automatic associations). For a broad analysis of this 
dataset, see Nosek ct aI., lupra notc 12. 

15. Lane, Kartg&Banaji, lupra note 10, at 437. 
16. Cohen's d is a standardized. unit of the si1.e of a ~'t:ltisticaJ effect. By convention, :;od:il .scientists mark 

0.20,0.50, and 0.80 as small, medium, and L-uge dfCCl. Si7.e:s. The rAT effect, as me.'\Sttrcd in Cohen's d, 
on \":Irious stereotypes and 3ttirodes range from medium to I:uge. Sf .. Kang & Lane, mpra note 2, at 
474 n.35 (discussing dat'J. from Project Implicit). 1'\,1oroovcr, the e!Tect si:u:s of implicit bias ag..linst 
social groups arc frequently larger than the effeCt si7.cs produced by o:pl.icit bias measures. Su id. at 
4i-l-75 tbl.1. • 
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separate mental constructs),17 and predicts certain kinds of real-world behavior.lg 
vVhar policymakcrs arc now keen to understand are the size and scope of these 
behavioral effects and how to counter them-by altering the implicit biases themselves 
and by implementing strategies to attenuate their effects. 

Useful and current summaries of the scientific evidence can be found in both 

the legal and psychological literatures. For example, in the last volume of this 
law review, Jeny Kang and Kristin Lane provided a summary of the evidence 
demonstrating that we are not perceptually, cognitively, or behaviorally colorblind." 
Justin Levinson and Danielle Young have summarized studies focusing on jury 

decisionmaking.20 In the psychology journals, John Jost and coUeagues responded 
to sharp criticisrn11 that the !AT studies lacked real-world consequences by 
providing a qualitative review of the literature, including ten studies that no 
manager should ignore." Further, they explained how the findings arc entirely 
consistent ...vith the major tenets of twentieth cennuy social cognitive psychology>n 
In a quantitative review, Anthony Greenwald conducted a meta-analysis ofIAT 
studies-which synthesizes all the relevant scientific findings~nd found that 
impliCit attitudes as measured by the lA T predicted certain types of behavior, 
such as anti-Black discrimination or intergroup discrimination, substantially better 
than explicit bias measures. 2

.4 

Instead of duplicating these summaries, we offer research findings that are 
specific to jrnplicit bias leading up to and in the courtroom. To do so) we cha.rt 

17. Su Anthony C. Greenwald & Brian A Nosek, Altitudinal Dislrxiahon: What DM II M~an?, in 
AmTIlDES: INS1GIHS fROj'\! THE NEWl;\u'UCrr ME,\SURES65 (Rldtard E. Pem', Russell E. 
Fazio & Pablo Briiiol cds., 2008). . 

18. Sf( K:mg & Lwe, lUpra note 2. at 481-90 (discussing eviderKc of biased behavior in perceiving smiles, 
responrung to threats, screening re:."Umes, and body language). 

19. Sr~ ~utg & Lute, supra note 2, at 473-90; If<' a/lo David L. Faigman, Nilanjana Dasguplll & Cecilla. 
L. Rid~vay, A Matler ifFil: TIx L.m!J gfDiscrimi1wtir;n and the Scirore tiflmplUiI Bias, 5'::1 HASTiNGS 
L.J. 1389 (2008). 

20. Sl'~ Justin D. Lc>.inson & Danicllc Young, DiJforent Shtuw o/'Bim: Skin Tone, Implin'! !VIcial Him, and 
}tulgmmts ofAmh(~oUJ E'LJidmu, 112 \V. VA. L. REv. 307, 339-26 (2010). 

21. Su, ~.g., Gregory Mitchell & Philip E. T edock, Antidimiminatirm Lms.' and the Pm1s ojMilldrmdillg, 
67 OHIO ST. L.J. 1023, 1108-10 (2006). 

22. Sa, e.g., john T.Jost ct :u., The ExiIIC1I(( tflmplicil PrqUdiu Is Beyond Rrasrmable DeliCt: /I IVfutaiion 
of [J,,:v;/ogiral ami MUboJologim/ Ob}'Ctiom amI b(/Jti~ Summary of Ten Siudits Tmll No Mmtnger 
S/Jollld Ign~e, 29 REs. ORGANl7..ATJONALDEHAV. 39, 41 (2009). 

23. Su id. 
24. S"" .i\.mhony G. Greellwald ct at, Undm/(II/ding (lnd Using tlx 1mf'lid! Awxi(ui'}n Test: [[J Mt'I(1-

AIlQipir ~rPredi(liw Va/idi~y, 97 J. PER..IiONALnY & SOC. P$rCHOL. 17.19-20 (2009). Implicit 
attirudc scores predicted behavior in this domain at 11n average correlation of r=O.24, whereas explicit atti
mdc scores had correlations at an average of ",,0.12. Sft id. at 24 rbl.3. 
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out two case trajcctorlcs---one criminal, the other civil. That synthesis appears in 
Part II. 

B. Theoretical Clarification 

But before we leave OUf introduction to implicit bias, we seek to make some 
theoretical clarifications on the relationships betWeen expliCit biases, implicit biases, 
and strucrural processes that are all involved in producing unfairness in the 
courtroom. We do so because the legal literature has flagged this as an important 
issue. 25 1n addition, a competent diagnosis of unfairness in the courtroom requires 
disentangling these various processes. For instance, if the end is to counter disaim
ination caused by, say. explicit bias, it may be ineffective to adopt means that are 
better tailored to respond to implicit bias, and vice versa, 

We start by clarifYing [enns. To repeat, explicit biases :JIC attitudes and stere

otypes that are consciously accessible waugh introspection and endorsed as appro
priate. If no social norm against these biases exists within a given contcx"t, a person 
will freely broadcast them to others. But if such a norm exists, then explicit 
biases can be concealed [0 manage the impressions that others have of us. By 
contrast, implicit biases are attitudes and stereotypes that are nm consciously acces
sible through introspection. If we find out that we have them, we may indeed 

reject them as inappropriate. 
Above, we used the labels "explicit" and "implicit" as adjectives to describe 

mental constructs-attitudcs and stereotypes. Readers should recognize that these 
adjectives ca.o also apply to research procedures or instruments. An explicit 
instrument asks the respondent for a direct self-report with no attempt by 
researchers to disguise the mental construct that they arc measuring. An example 
is a straightforn'ard survey question. No instrument perfectly measures a mental 
constlUct. In mct, one can often easily conceal one's explicit bias as measured 
through an explicit instrument. In this way, an explicit instniment can poorly meas
ure an explicit bias, as the test subject may choose not to be candid about the 
beliefs or attitudes at issue. 

By contrast, an implicit instrument does not depend on the [e~l'0ndent's 
conscious knowledge of the mental constructs that the researcher is inferring from 
the measure. An example is a rea(:tion-time measure) such as the IA T, This does 
not necessarily mean that the respondent is unaware that the IA T is measuring bias. 

25. Sf( gm('fa//y Ralph Richard Bltflks & Richard Thompson Ford, (Haw) ~ Unctmsdoltj Bitu 
Mattn-f: Ur-,», Politics. and &cUiI Inequality, 58 EMORY LJ. 1053 (2009); Stephen M. Rich, Agaimt 
Prejlldiu, 80 GEO. WA.5H. L. REV. 1 (2011). 
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It also docs not mean that the respondent is actually una\'Vare that he or she has 
implicit biases, for example because she has taken an IA T before or is generally 
aware of. the research literature. To repeat, no instrument perfectly measures any 
mental construct, and this remains true for implicit instruments. One might, for 

instance, try to conceal implicit bias measured through an implicit instrument, 
but such faking is often much harder than faking explicit bias measured by an 
explicit instrument. 26 

Finally, besides explicit and implicit biases, another set of processes that 
produce unfairness in the courtroom can be called "structural." Other names 
include "institutional" or "societal." 111cse processes can lock in past inequalities, 

reproduce them, and indeed exacerbate them even withom formally treating 
persons worse simply because of attitudes and stereotypes about the groups to 
which they belongY In other words, snuctural bias can produce unfaimcss even 
though no single individual is being treated worse right now because of his or her 

membership in a particular social category. 
Because thinking through biases wim respect to hwnaJ1 beings evokes so much 

potentia] emotional resistance, sometimes it is easier to apply them to somethlng 
less fraught than gender, raccl religion, and thc like. SOl consider a vegetarian's 
biases against meat. He has a negative attirude (that is, prejudice) toward meat. 
He also believes that eating meat is bad for his healdl (a stereot}'pe). He is aware of 
this attirudc and stereotype. He also endorses them as appropriate. That is, he 
fecis that it is okay to have a negative reaction to meat. He also believes it accurate 
enough to believe that meat is generally bad for human health and that there is no 
reason to avoid behaving in accordance with this belief. These are e>.-plicit biases. 

Now, if this vegetarian is running for political office and campaigning in a 
region famous for barbecue, he will probably keep his views to himself. He could, 
for example, avoid shOwing disgust on his face or making criticaJ comments when 
a plate of ribs is placed in front of him. Indeed, he might even take a bite and 
compliment the cook. This is an example of concealed bias (explicit bias that is 

hidden to manage impressions). 

26. Sa, (.g., Do-Yeong Kim, Va/un/my Conrrol/(/hiliry of tlx Implicit /l.u(J.."iti/ion Test (UT), 66 SOC. 
PSYCHOL. Q 83, 95-96 (2003). 

27. S~t, e.g., Michelle AdlJns, Intergroup Riwlry. AnIi-Com/",tith'<! C'.lJt1(ill,·' mul AjJirmaliu Action, 82 B.u. 
L REV. 1089,1117-22 (2002) (applying lock-in theo!), [0 explain the im:qu:ilities between Blacks 
:md V'.'hites in education, housing, \U1d emplopTIcnt); john a. po\\'1:!U, Sfru(/ura/ &cilm: Building 
Vpmr 1M Imight; ofJdm Cnlmo,.,., 86 N.C. L. Re'. 791, 795-800 (2008) (adopting a ~'Stcms 
approach TO describe strucmrcd r.aciali'lation); Daria Roithmayr, Bamm to Enhy: A MMhl Lo(i:-ln 
Mod!lojDiscrimilll1ti()ff, 86 V/\. L. REv. 727, 743-48 (2000) (describing lock-in theory, dn\wing on 
antimlSt law and concept'S), 
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Consider, by contrast, another vegetarian who has recently converted for 
environmental reasons. She proclaims explicitly and sincerely a negative attitude 
toward meat. But it may well be that she has an implicit attitude that is still slightly 
positive. Suppose that she grew up enjoying weekend barbecues with family and 
friends, or still likes the taste of steak, or ftrst learned to cook by making roasts, 
\Vhatcvcr the sources and causcs, she may still have an implicitly positive attirudc 
toward meat. This is an implicit bias. 

Finally, consider some eating decision that she has to make at a local strip 
mall. She can buy a salad for 510 or a cheeseburger for 53. Unfortunately, she has 
only 55 to spare and must cat. Neither explicit nor implicit biases much e.xplain 
her decision to buy the cheeseburger. She simply lacks the hmds to buy the salad, 
anci her need to eat trumps her desire to avoid meat. The decision was not 
driven principally by an attitude or stereotype, explicit or implicit, but by the pliec. 
But what if a careful historical, economic, political, and cululral analysis revealed 
multifarious subsidies, political kickbacks, historical contingencies, and econo
mics of scale that accumulated in mutually reinforcing ways to priCt the salad much 
higher than the cheeseburger? These various forces could make it more instru
mentally rational for consumers to eat cheeseburgers. This wou1d be an example 
of stniCturai bias in favor of meat. 

We disentangle these various mechanisms-explicit attlrudes and stereotypes 
(sometimes concealed, sometimes revealed), implicit attitudes and stereotypes, and 
structural torces-because they pose different threats to fairness everyivhere, 
including the cowtroom. For instance, the threat to fairness posed by jurors with 
explicit negative attirudes roward i\1uslims but who conceal their prejudice to 

St.1y on the jur), is quire different from the threat posed by jurors who perceive 
thcmsdvcs as nonbiascd but who nevcrrhdcss hold negative implicit stereotypes 
about Muslims. Where appropriate, we explain how certain studies provide evi
dence of one type of bias or the other. In addition, we Want to underscore that 
these various mechanisms---explicit bias, implicit bias, and snucrural forces-art 
not mutually exclusivc.28 To the contrary, they may often be mutually reinforc
ing. In focusing on implicit bias in the courtroom, we do not mean to suggest 

28. .w. f.g., GLEN'N C. LoURY, n;EA'\'ATO~lYOFRACL'\L INEQUt\un 23-30 (2002) (discw;sing sclf
reinfOrcing stereotypes); john JXlwd! & IUchcl COOsU, rmpticit Bias Imightf tlf Prewulifimu to Sb;J((urai 
Cbangf, POVERTY & RACE, Sept.lOct. 2011, at 3, 6 (explaining why ~jmplicir bias inSights are 
crucial to addressing me substantive inequalities that result from souctural. racia1ization"). 
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that implicit bias is the only or most important problem, or th~lr explicit bias 
(revealed or concealed) and structural forces are unimportant or insignificant. 2~ 

II. Two TRAJECTORIES 

A. The Criminal Path 

Consider, for example, some of the crucial milestones in a criminal case 
flowing to trial. FLl"St, on the basis of a aimc report, me police investigate particular 
neighborhoods and persons of interest and ultimately arrest a suspect. Second, 
the prosecutor decides to charge the suspect with a particular crime. Third, the 
judge makes decisions about bail and pretrial detention. Fourth, the defendant 
decides whether to accept a plea bargain after consulting his defense anorney, 
often a public defender or court-appointed private counsel. Fmh, if the case goes 
to trial, the judge manages the proceedings while the jury decides whether the 
defendant is guilty. Finally, if convicted, the defendant must be sentenced. At 
each of these stages,w" implicit biases can have an important impact. To maintain 
a manageable scope of analysis, we focus on the police encounter, charge and plea 
bargain, trial, and sentencing. 

1. Police Encounter 

Blackness and criminality. If we implicitly associate certain groups, such as 
African Americans, with certain attributes, such as criminality, then it should not 
be surprising that police may behave in a manner consistent with those implicit 
stereotypes. In orner words, biases could shape whether an officer decides tD stop 
an individual for questioning .in the first place, elects to interrogate briefly or at 
length, decides to frisk the individual, and concludes the encounter with an arrest 
versus a warning.Jl These biases could contribute to the substantial racial dispar
ities that have been widely documented in policing.J2 

29. Sf( Jerry Kang, Impli<r't Bia; tJnd 1m- l'iahhad:. From tho'Lifi. 54 ST. !..OU1S U. LJ. 1139, 1146-48 
(2010) (specifically rejecting complaint that implicit bias analysis must eng:lgc in reductionism). 

30. 1bc number of st'JgCS is som{.'wh;u arbitrary. We could ha\'C listed mort' st.lges in a liner-grained 
omcline Of vice versa. 

31. Devon W. Carbado, (E)'f'tuing the FOlirthAmmdmall, 100 t.'lICH. L. REv. 946, 976-77 (2002). 
32. $((, (.g., Dianna Hunt, Tichl to Trnuh/e/Whuff 0/ lnjustice/Cn'laill Ar(ar Art' 7irhl Trilpr for 

Minoritits, Hous. CHROK., May 14, 1995, at Al (analyzingsu:tecn million Texas driving record., 
llnd finding that minority drh'CfS str'.1ying into Whhe neighborhoods in Texas's major wban areas 
were twice as likely as \oVh.ires to get traffic violations); Sam Vincent Medelis & M.ilce Snider, Dmg 
Wor 'Focumlon BInd:.:>, USA TODA\', Dec. 20,1990, at 1A (reporting findings from 31989 UM 
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Since the mid-tvvcntieth century, social scientists have uncovered empir
ical evidence of negative attitudes toward Mriean Americans as well as stereotypes 
about their being violent and criminal,JJ Those biases persist todaY1 as measured 
by nor only explicit but also implicit instruments .. H 

For example, Jennifer Eberhardt, Philip Goff, Valerie Purdie, and Paul 
Da\~cs have demonstrated a bidirectional activation ben-.... ecn Blackness and crimi
nalityP VVhen participants are subliminally primed36 with a Black male face (as 

opposed to a 'White male facc, Of no prime at all), they are quicker to distinguish 
the faint outline of a weapon that slowly emerges out of visual staticY In other 
words, by implicitly thinking Black, they more quickly saw a weapon. 

Interestingly, the phenomenon also happens in reverse. When subliminally 
primed with drawings of weapnns, panicipants visually attended to Black male 
faces morc than comparable VVhitc male f.1Ces. J8 Researchers found this result not 
only in a student population, which is often criticized for being unrepresentative 
of the real world, but also among police officers.39 The research suggests both that 

ToiUry srudy thaE 41 percent of those a.m:sted on drug charges ,",'ere Afiican American whereas 15 
percent of the: drug-using popubtion is African American); Billy Port~rtle1d, D(/I(I /Wise QIle$tiOn: 
Is fJx Drug War &Cufr, "millN AM. STATES/'.tO\N, Dec. 4, 1994, at Al (citing srudy showing Ihm 
African Americaos were O\'Cf ~even times more likely than \Vhites to be arrested on dmg ch:uges in 
Tr.tvisCountrin 1993). . 

33. See genmrlly Patricia C. Devine & A . .ndrew J. Elliot, Art. &rial Stert.otypo &a/l)' Fadillg? TIx 
Princt/O/f Trilogy Rr,;i$ifetl, 21 PERSONALm' &SOC. PsVCHOL BillL 1139 (1995). 

34. In a semin:t.l paper, Patricia De~ine demonstr.tted that being subliminally primed with stcre
otypict!ly"Bbck" words prompted panicipants to eV:lluatt; ambiguom bchmior ,15 more hosrile. S" 
Patricia G. Devine, StenoiJ~l al/d Prtjudite: T/xi,. Au/omalic and COlltrrJkd ComjYJnrnlJ, 56 J. 
PEHSONALITY &'SOC. PSYCHOL. 5 (1989). The priming words included ~Ncgrocs, lazy, Blacb. 
blues, rhythm, AfTica, stcrevtype, ghetto, welfare, basketball, unemployed, and plantation." In. at 
10. Those who rcccivcd a hea~y dose of priming (SO perccmsten:otypical v.:ords) interpreted a person's 
actions as more hostile than those who received a milder dose (20 percent). Id. at 11-12; Uf also John 
A. Bargh el :u., Automaticity ofSodm BtI)cl'/Jlol:' Direrl lijficl! ofTroil CoM/nltt and Sirno/),!,' ArriwJion 
on Action, 71 J. PERSONALrIT &SOC. PSYCHOL. 230, 238-39 (1996). 

35. Sa Jennifer L. Eberhardt et aI., S<dng Blad:: Rflce, Crim<, and VfJwU Pnxming, 87 J. PERSONAUfY 
&SOC. PSYCHOL 876 (2004). 

36. The photograph Oashed for only thirty milliseconds. rd.:tt 879. 
37. Set'it!. at 879-80. There was a 21 percent drop in perceptual threshold between 'White roec primes 

;md Black (ace primes. ''Ibis was measured by counting the number offrJ.mcs (out of a tot;U of 41) 
that were required before the participant recognized the outlines of the weaJX'n in both conditions. 
There was a 8.8 frame difference between the twO conditions. Id at 881. 

38. Visual ancnd:lI1cc was mcastm:d via a dot-probe paradigm, ,",1um require:; participants to indicate on 
which side of the screen a dot flashes. The idea is that jf a respondent is already lookiog at one 
face (for example, [he Bbck photograph), he O{ ~he will see a doT il~ ncar the Bl~ck photograph 
f:lSler. See id. at 881 (desCribing dot-paradigm as the gold standard in visual attention measures). 

39. See id at 885-87 (describing methods, procedwcs, llnd results ofStl.ldy 4, which involved st\."ty·onc 
poure ofiicetS who we~ 76 percent Vv'lutc, 86 percent male, ::uu:I who had an average age of fOrt}··r,vo). 
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the idea of Blackness triggers weapons and makes them easier to sec, and, simul
taneously, that the idea of weapons triggers visual attention to Blackness. How 
these findings translate into actual police work is, of course, still speculative. At a 
minimum, however, they suggest the possibility that officers have an implicit 
association berureen Blackness and weapons that could aftect both their hunches 
and their visual attention. 

Even if this is the case, one might respond that extra visual attention by 
the police is not too burdensome. But who among us enjoys driving with a police 
cruiser on his or her tail~ Moreover, the increased visual attention did not 
promote accuracy; instead, it warped the offlcers' perceptual memories. The sublim
inal prime of weapons led police officers not only to look more at Black faces but 
also to remember them in a biased way, as having more stereotypically African 
American features. Thus, they "were morc likely to falsely identifY a f.1ce that was 

more stereotypically Black than the target when they were primed with crime 
than when they were not primed."41 

We underscore a point that is so obvious that it is easy to miss. The primes 
in these studies were all flashed subliminally. Thus, the behavioral differences in 
visually attending to Black faces and in remembering them more stereo typically 
were all triggered implicitly, without the participants' conscious lV\rareness. 

Shooter bias. The impliCit association between Blackness and weapons has also 
been found through other instruments, including other priming tasks" and the IAT. 
One of the tests available on Project Implicit specifically examines the implicit 
stereotype between Mrican Americans (as compared to European Americans) 
and weapons (as compared to harmless items), That association has been found 
to be strong, widespread, and dissociated from e.xplicit self-reports,43 

Skeptics can reasonably ask why we should care about minor differentials 
between schema-consistent and -inconsistent pairings that are often no more 
than a half second. Bur it is worth remembering that a half second may be all 

In dlis study, the crime primes were not pictures but words: "violent, crime, Stop, investigate, arrest, 
report, shoot', capmre, chase, and apprehend." [d. at 886. 

40. Su C~SIlpll1note 31, at 966-67 (desalbingexistenrial burdensofheightened poliCl'! survcilbnce). 
41. Eberhardt et :ti., jllpm notc 35, at 887. 
42. Su B. Keith Payne, P,'ljiuiju and Peruplion: The Role of ftli/omati( alld ~,J(n;lIed Prowst! ill 

Misp.--ruiving a W~apon, 81 J. PERSONALITY & SOC. PSYCHOL. 181, 185-86 (2001). The: 
study deployed a priming paradigm, in which a photograph ofa BbckorVVhlte fuceWlS tiashed to partic~ 
ipants for t\ro hundred milliseconds. Immediately thcreatter, participant::; were soo....-n pkrurcs of guns 
or tools. ld. At184, When primcdbythc Blackface, participants idcntifiedguns faster. ld at 185. 

43. For N=i:l5,7-1-2 participants, the average tAT 0 score was 0.37; Cohen's .1:1.00. By COlU,dSt, the self· 
reporTed -association (that is, the o:pllcit srcreotype measure) was Cohen's tf.,O.3l. Su Nosek et at, mpm 
note 11, At 11 rbl.2. 
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the time a police officer has to decide whether to shoot. In the policing context, 
that half second might mean the difference between life and death. 

Joshua Correll developed a shooter paradigm video game in which partic

ipants arc confronted with photographs of individuals (targets) holding an object, 
superimposed on various city landscapes.44 If the object is a weapon, the 
participant is instructed to press a key to shoot. If the object is harmless (for 
example, a wallet), the participant must press a different key to holster the weapon. 
COll1!il found that participants were quicker to shoot when the target was Black 
as compared to vVhite.4S Also, under time pressure, participants made more 
mistakes (false alarms) and shot more unarmed Black targets than unarmed 
White targets, and failed to shoot more armed White targets (misses) than armed Black 
targets,ole. Interestingly, the shooter bias effect was not correlated with measures 
of explicit personal stereot}'PCs." Correll also found comparable amounts of 
shooter bias in A.mean Americm participants.4S TIUs suggests chat negative attinKies 
trn.vard Afiican Americans are not what drive the phenomenon. ~9 

The shooter bias experiments have also been run on actual police officers, 
"Ath mixed results. In one study, police officers showed the same bias in favor of 
shooting unarmed Blacks more often than unarmed Whitcs that student and 
civilian populations demonstrated.50 In another study, however, although police 
officers showed a similar speed bias, they did not show any racia] bias in the 

44. Joshua Correll ct aI., TN Policc q/fuers Dilml11w.: Using Etlmirity 10 Disamhiglllllf Potmtial{l' 
Threolming Individuals. 83 J. PERSONAUn' &SOC. PsYCHOL 1314, 1315-17 (2002) (describing 
the procedwc). 

45. J.i. art317. 
46. Id at 1319. For qualificarions about how the researchers discarded outlicrs, see Jerry JG.ng. Trojan 

Hor:m of Rna, 118 HARV. L. REv. 1489, 1493 n.16 (2005). Subsequent studies ha\'c cOllfinned 
Corre1J's general findings. Su, e.g., Anthony G. Greenw:Ud et aI., Targcts f!.fDiJttiminl1(ion: rlftrli 
1" Rolt rm Responu.J 10 Wcapom Holdm, 39 J. E.XPEIUhIEi'<'TAL SOC. PSYCHOL. 399 (finding 
similar results). 

47. Correll C't al., mpm note 44, at 1323. The scales used were the Modern R.'\cism SC".llC, the 
Discrimination and Diversity Scale, the Motivation to Control Prejudiced Responding Selle. and some 
questions from the Right-Wing Authoritarianism Scale a.nd the Personal Need for Structure Scak for 
good measure. ld at 1321. These are survey instruments that ~ commonly used in social 
psychological research. Shomer bi3S was, however, correlated wi~ rru':aswes of societal stere
ot)pcs-the srereot)pes that other people supposedly held. ld at 1323. 

48. Sa id at 1324. 
49. On explicit anitude instruments, Moon Americans ~how on average substantial in-gronp 

preference (ewer \oVhitcs). On implicit attitude insnumentl!, such as the 1A T, Afiican Americans bell 
curve around 'l.ero, which means that they show no preference on average. Sf( Brian A. No~ck, 
Ma}>7.arin R B:m3ji &. Anthony G. Grcenw'Jld, Hmwsting Implir!! Gml/pAtti/tides (1nd Bcliifi From 
a Demomtration WebSile, 6 GROUP DYNAMlCS:1)'lEORY REs. &PRACTICE 101, 105-06 (2002). 

50. Sa E. Ashby Plant & 8. MicheUe PeNche, The Ctmsegumm of Rare for Po/ire Offirm' RcspolI.Jc$ 10 

Criminal SlIhju/s. 16 PSYCHO/.. SCI. ISO, 181 (200S). 
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most important criterion of accuracy. In other words, there was no higher error 
rate of shooting unarmed Blacks as compared to VVhites.51 

Finally, in a study that directly linked implicit stereotypes (with weapons) as 
measured by the IA T and shooter bias, Jack Glaser and Eric Knowles found 
that "[ilndividuals possessing a relatively strong stereotype linking Blacks and weap
ons [one standard deviation above the mean IAT] clearly show the Shooter 
Bias,"S2 By contrast, recall that Correll found no such correlation with explicit 
stereotypes. These findings are consistent with the implicit stereotype story. Of 
course, it may also be true that participants were simply downplaying or concealing 
their explicit bias, which could help explain why no correlation was found. 

In sum, we have evidence that suggests that implidt"biases could well influ
ence various aspects of policing. A fairly broad set of research findings shows that 
impliCit biases (as me.lsurcd by implicit instruments) alter and affect numerous 
behaviors that police regularly engage in-visual surveillance, recall, and even 
armed response. i ] It should go without saying that e.xplicit biases, which often 
undergird unspoken policies of racial profiling, also play an enormous role in the 
differential policing of people of color. It also should go without saying that 

various structural forces that produce racially segregated, predominantly minority 
neighborhoods that have higher poverty and crime rates also have a huge impact on 
raciali7.ed policing. Nevertheless, we repeat these points so that readers internalize 
the idea that implicit, expliCit, and structural processes should not be deemed 
mUIDallyexclusive. 

2. Charge and Plea Bargain 

Journalistic investigations have uncovered some statistical evidence that 
racial minorities are treated worse than Whites in prosecutors' ch.-uging decisions.54 

51. S.:eJoshua CornU ct aJ., Arn:1i1 Iht Thin BIII~ Lim: PoliuOj1icm mid &cUll Bi!1S ill the Decision to Shool, 
92 J. PERSONALITY & SOC. P~YCHOL. 1006, 1010-13, 1016-17 (2007) (&:scribing the rcsults 
from two studies). 

52. Jack Glaser & Eric D. Knowlcs, Inrpli<i1 Motiwlhm If) Control Prejudia, 44 J. EXPERIME~I AI. SOC. 
PSYCHOL. 164. 169 (2008). 

53. For discussions in the law reviews, with some tre:ltment of implicit biases, see Alex Geisinger, 
RcthiJlJ:.ilIg Projiling: /I CogniliV!! ModtlofBiasond {ts LtgallmplirPlioll.$, 86 OR. L. REV. 657, 667-73 
(2007) (pro\irling a cogniti\'C' model l:msed on automatic categorization in accordance with bchav
ior.U realism). 

54. For ex..;mplc, ill San jose, a neo.vspaper investigation concluded that (lut of the almrur :>even hundred 
thousand olmillai C3$CS rt.1Xlrted, "at virtually t.'\'ery srngc of pre-trial negotiation, .... ilites an: more 
slICCt."Ssful than non-whiles." Ruth Marcus, RAdal Bias Widtly St'~[l jn Crimin:ll JlISfiu Syslrm; 
Rmarrh Oflm SU/,!'Jrfs Black PMtPlioflS, WASH. PoST, May 12, 1992. at A4. San Francisco 
Public Defender Jeffllro\\'11 commented on racial stereotyping: ~h's a feeling. 'You've got a nice 
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Of course, there might be some legitimate reason for those disparities if, for 
example, minorities and Whites are not similarly situated on average. One way 
to examine whether the merits drive the disparate results is to control for everything 
except some irrelevant aruibutct such as race. In several studies, researchers Llsed 

regression analyses to conclude that race was indeed independently correlated with 
the severity of the prosccutor's charge. 

For example, in a 1985 study of charging decisions by prosecutors in Los 
Angeles, researchers found prosecutors more likely to press charges against 
Black than White defendants, and detennined that these charging disparities 
could not be accounted for by race-neutral factors, such as prior record, seri
ousness of charge, or lise of a weapon.53 Two studies also in the late 19805, one in 
Florida and the other in Indiana, found charging discrepancies based on the race 
of the victim. SI\ At the fedcrallcvcl, a U.S. Sentencing Commission report found 
that prosecutors were more apt to offer \iVh.ite defendants generous plea bargains 
with sentences below the prescribed guidelines than to offer them to Black or 
Latino defendants.s7 

While these studies are suggestive, other studies find no disparate treatment.53 

~1orcovcr, this kind of statistical evidcJlcC docs not definitively tell us that biases 

person scn. ... ving up: as oppooed to feeling that 'this minorit:r is on ,3 track and eventually they're 
going to end up in state prison.'" Christopher H. Schmitt, U%' Pku Bargnim R1!rYl BirlS, S:\i\'.10SE 
MERCURY NEWS, Dec. 9, 1991, at lA; m a/lQ Christopher Johns, 7'1)( Color ofJlIstire: ,1J.1~rr find 
lI,1(;rt, iVS'(lf(h SI.xJJL'S IvlinoritieJ Arm't 7haud tlx Same m~hlg1os b)' fix Crimill(l/.fwliti' 8.,1'Stfm, ARIZ. 
REPUBLIC, July 4, 1993, at Cl (citing S<.'\'(:ral repooflS sho .... ing disp:tnttc treatment of Blacks in the 
criminal justice system). 

55. See Michael L. Radder & Glenn L. Pien:c, Rou tlml ProiirUlorilJl Dism:tioll in Homitide Ca.r,~, 19 
L\w&SOC'y REv. 587, 615-19 (1985). 

56. Set Kenneth B. Nunn, Thr "Dardm [)i/uJlfnU·:· Should African Amaltl111! ProU'(MIr: Crim!'.!?, 63 
FORDHAM L. REv. 1473, 1493 (2000) (citing r..-larthaA r\1yers &John Hagan, Pri't-'oN and Pub/i,' . 
Tmublt: Prou(JIlor; and the A/l"ati(Jll oj Court RLiOI/lW, 26 SOC. PROBS. 439, 441-47 (1979»; 
R.1delct & Pierce, IIIprO note 55, at 615-19. 

57. LEADER'iJ-UP CONFERENCE ON ClVlL RlGHTS, JUSTICE ON TRiAL: R:\CL·\L DISPAIUTlJ-.:s L'I 
THE CRLvlINALJUSTICE SYSTEM 1211.41 (2000), avai/(/h/e lit http://~V'.\'.protcctej\ilrights.orglpd£l 
rejXlrtSlJustice.pdf (citing U.S. SE.l\,'YEr-:CrNG COl\iM'N, SPECIAL REPORT TO CONCRESS: 
COCArNE A,"JD FEDERAL SEf\,'TENCJNG POLlC'!' (1995»; UP. also Kevin McNally, Rna and Fp.d?ra/ 
Death PmalIy:A NOru'XisienJ ProMm ~/! Wot3t',53 DEPAUL L. REv. 1615 (2004) (compiling srudics 
on m(: death penalty). 

58. Su, t.g., Jeremy D. Ball, /J 11 (J Pr(J~tflJt(Jr'$ World? Dtlmtlinanti ojCount Bargaining D~<i!ioru, 22 J. 
COi'-;'TEMP. CRIM. JuST. 241 (2006) (finding no correlation between race and the willingness of 
prosecutors TO r(:duce charges in order to obrnln guilt)' pleas bur acknowledging That the study did nor 
include evaluation of the original arrest repon); Cyndy Caravetis ct al., Rau, I::-thnidfy, Thrm/, and 
fIx Daignation ifUIrm' Qlfrndm, 2011 JUST. Q 1 (showing that in some COlmtlcs, Bl:.tcks and Lu:inos 
arc more likely than \o\'hires \\ith similar profiles to be prosecuted as career offenders, but in other 
COWltiCS \~ith different demographics, Blacks and Latin05 have a lesser likelihood of such prosecution). 
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generally or implicit biases specifically produce discriminatOl), charging decisions 
or plea offers by prosecutors, or a discriminatory willingness to accept worse plea 
bargains on the part of defense attorneys. The best way to get evidence on such 
hypotheses would be to measure the implicit biases of prosecutors and defense 
attorneys and investigate the extent to which those biases predict different 
treatment of cases othcIWise identical on the merits. 

Unfortunately, we have very little dara on this fron't. Indeed, we have no 
srudics, as of yet, that look at prosecutors' and defense attorneys' implicit biases 
and attempt to correlate them Mth those individuals' charging practices or plea 
bargains. Nor do we know as much as we would like about their implicit biases 
more generally. But on that score, we do know something. Stan with defense 
attorneys. One might think that defense attorneys, repeatedly put into the role of 

interacting with what is often a disproportionately minority clicntelc, and often ideo
logically committed [Q racial equalityt might have materially different implicit 
biases from the general population. But Ted Eisenberg and Sheri Lynn Johnson 
found evidence to the contra!)' Even capital punishment defense attorneys show neg
ative implicit attitudes tov,rard African Americans.60 Their implicit attirudes toward 
Blacks roughly mirrored those of the population at large. 

\Nhat about prosecutors? To our knowledge, no one has measured specifi

cally the implicit biases held by prosecutors. 61 That said, there is no reason to 

59. Sf( Gordon B. MoskowirL, Amanda R Salomon & Constance M. Taylor, PmomciouJiy Controlling 
Slmotypilfg: Imp1uil'Y A"iwltd Ega/ilmian Goals Prroenf (he Activation of S/ercoty/,(!i, 18 SOC. 
COONmON 151, 155-56 (2000) (showing that "chronic eg:ilit:lrims" who are personally committed 
to removing bias in themseh'C::i do not exhibit implicit attitudinal preference for Whites over Blacks). 

60. Sa Theodore Eisenberg & Sheri Lynn Johnson, Implicit Rur;alAllitlldcl ifDrath Penalty lfl'"..uyrrr, 
53 DEPAUL L. REv. 1539, 1545-55 (2004). The researchers used ~ paper-pcncillAT thar measured 
Hnimdes aboul Blacks and \o\'hitL's. Jd. aI1543-45. Thedcfcnsc al10meys displayed hiases th\1t were 
comparable to the rest of the population. ld at 1553. TIle findings by ;"·loskowit".l. and coUeagucs, 
wpra note 59, sir in some tension with findings by Eisenberg and Johnson. It is possible that dctcme 
attorneys :lIe not chronic eg:ilitarians and/or that the specific Pr.1cticc of criminal defense work 
exacerbates implicit biases even :l.JTIong chronic egalitarians. 

61. In some conto."tS, prosecutors have resisted revealing information potentiaUy related to their 
biases. For example, in Uniltd Stala v. Amutwng, 517 U.S. 456 (1996), defendants moo a morion to 

dismiss the indictment for selective prosecution, arguing thllt the U.S.'Attom(:y prosecuted virtu:tlly 
all African ,Americans charged \\oith crack offense; in federal court but left all vVh.ite cr.ack defendants 
to be prosecuted in stue oourt, re:.-ulting in much longer sentences fur identical offenses. Id at 460-61. 
The claim foundered when rhe U.S. Attomev's Office resisted the defendants' discovery motion 
concerning criteria lOr proseCtlrorial decisjons and the u.s. Su~me COI.Ul upheld the U.S. Anomey's 
Omce's rdi.lS'.u to provide discovery. Ed. at 459-62. The Court held rnat, prior to being emitled 
even to discovtry. defendants claiming sc:lcx:tive prosec\.luon ClSe'i b:ued on rolCC must produce credible 
evidence that "simib.rly siruated individuals of a different race were not pros(.'CUred." ill at 465. 
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presume attorney exccptionalism in terms of implidt biases,li2 And if defense 

attorneys, who might be expected to be less biased than the population, show typ
ical amounts of implicit bias, it would seem odd to presume that prosecutors would 
somehow be immune. If chis is right, there is plenty of reason [0 be concerned 
about how these biases might play out in practice. 

As we CAplain in greater det:lil below, the conditions under which implicit 
biases translate most readily into discriminatory behavior are when people have 
wide discretion in making quick decisions with little accountability. Prosecutors 
function in just such environments. 63 They exercise tremendous discretion to 
decide whether, against whom, and at what level of severity to d1arge a particu
lar crime; they also influence the terms and likelihood of a plea bargain and the 
ienh.-rh of the prison sentence--a11 with Ettie judicial oversight. Other psycholog
ical theorics-such as confIrmation bias, social judgcability theol)', and shirring 
standards, which we discuss belowf'~-reinforce our hypothesiS that prosecutorial 

dccisionmaking indeed risks being influenced by implicit bias. 

3. Trial 

a. Jwy 

If the case goes to the jury, what do we know abo~t how implicit biases 
might influence the fucmnder's decisionmaking? There is a long tine of research 
on racial discrimination by jw-ors, mostly in the criminal conte>.."'[. Notwithstand
ing some mixed findings, the general research consensus is that jurors of one 
race rend to show bias ~oalnsr defendants who belong to another race ("racial 
outgroups"). For example, White jurors will treat Black defendants worse than 
they treat comparable 'Nhite defendants. The best and most recent meta-analysis 
of laboratory juror studies was performed by Tara Mitchell and colleagues, who 
found that the fuct that a juror was of a different race than ~e defendant influenced 

62. Several of the authors have condUcted trJ.ining sessions v.im 3rtOmcys in which we run the lATin 
the d:l}"3lcading up to the tmining. The results of these IATs have shown that attorneys harbor bi:tSCS 
that are similar [0 those harbored by the rest of the population. One ro::ent study ofa rebtcd popUlati011, 
Jaw studentS, con6nned that they too harbor implicit gender bia<;cs. Si!c' Justin D. I. .. cvlnson & 
Danielle Young, Impli(iJ Cr!1Ider Bias ill tht ugru Pro/tJ5icn: An Empirital Stuny, 18 DUKE). GENDER 
L. &POL'y \, 28-3\ (20\0). 

63. Sf( Robert J. Smith & Justin D. Levinson, Th.! Impact of Impli(if &rial Bias on (IN £:O:n'd.u of 
PrrJUroioritJI DiJ('rrtion, 3S SEATTLE L. REv. 795 (20.12) (undertaking a step~by~stcp consideration 
of how prosecutorial discretion may be fraught with implicit bias). 

64. Sa i,!tra Pan U.B. 
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both verdicts and sentencing,''i5 The magnitude of the effect sizes were measured 

conservatively" and found to be small (Cohen's d=O.092 for verdicts, d=O.185 for 
sentencing),67 

But effects deemed "small" by social scientists may nonetheless have huge 

consequences for the individual, the social categOlY he belong.; to, and the entire soci
ety. For example, ifWlUre juries rendered guilty verdicts in exacdy 80 percent of 
their decisions,611 then an effect size of Cohen's d=O.095 would mean that the rate 
of conviction for Black defendants will be 83.8 percent, compared to 76.2 percent 
for \rVhite defendants. Put another way, in one hundred otherwlse identical 
trials, eight more Black than White defendants would be found guilty." 

One might assume that juror bias against racial outgroups would be greater 
when the case is somehow racially charged or inflamed, as opposed to those 
instances when race does not explicidy figure in the crime. lmcrcstingly, many 
experimems have demonstrated just the opposite.'o Sam Sommers ::tnd Phoebe 
Ellsworth explain the counrerintuitive phenomenon in this way: Vv'hen the case is 
racially charged, jurors-who want to be fair-respond by being more careful 
and thoughtfiLl about race and their own assumptions and thus do not show bias 

in their deliberations and outcomes. By contrast, when the case is not racially 
charged, even though there is a Black defendant and a VYhite victim, jurors are 
not espeCially vigilant about the possibility of racial bias influencing their 

65. T 3t:I; L lI.1itcheli et al., Rfldal Bim in Mod: juror Thi'uicm-MaJ:ing: A /v/da-AnIl0'!i; Rn.,ir.:..' ~( 
Drftndtmt Tyca/miml. 29 L,\w & I-IU;\I, BE~IAV. 621, 627-28 (2005). Tbe meta-analysis processed 
thi~·-tour juror verdict smdies (with 7397 p::uticip:mrs) and sixteen juror sentencing stUdies (v,ith 
3141 particip'd.nn;). IJ. at 625. An studies involved experimental marupul:J.tion of the defendant's 
race. j\·lultiracc participant samples ,verc separated out in order to maint:l.in the study's definition of 
racial bias as a juror's differential tl"Catment of a defendant who belonged to a racial Ol.ltgroup. Sf( id. 

66. Srudies. that reported nonsignificant results (p>O.05) for ..... 1lieh effect sius could nnt be calculated 
were given effect si;;es of 0.00. Id. 

67. fd :11 629. 
68. Su TRI\CY KYCKELHAHN & THOil-lAS H. COHEN, U.S. DEPt OF JUSTICE, BUH.EAU OF 

jU!:.T1CE STATISTICS, NCJ 221152, FELONY DEFEND."",·,rrs IN LARGE URBAN COUNTIES, 
2004, at 1, 3 (2008), o'i.!(~i!a;'k at http://bjs.ojp.usdoj,gOl·lcontenrlpublpdflfdluc04.pdf(''Sc\'cnty-ninc 
percent of trials resulted in a guilt)' \'Crdict or judgment, including 82% of bench rriaJs and 76% of 
jUt)' trials.~); Sf( abo THOi\lAS H. COHEN & TRACl:.1' KYCKEUW-IN, U.S. DEPt OF JUSTICE, 
BUREAU OF JUSTICE STATISTICS, NC) 228944, FELONY DEFENDA1\;'TS IN L.-\RGE URBA;\, 
COu}''YIES, 2006, at 1 (2010), available at http://bjs.ojp.usdoj,go\'/conrcnrlpubfpdflfdlllc06.pdf 
(rePJrting the "typicaJ" outcome 3S three out of four trials resulting in com1crions). 

69. -rrus translation becween effect Si7,c d valtJes and ourcomes was described by Roher:: Rosenthal &, 
Donald B. Rubin,/! Simpk Gm .. ml Purpm( Dilplnyq,fMagllllrw ojE.\·"..rimmlal EjJm, 74 J. EoUC. 
P$YCIiOL. 166 (1982). 

70. See, e.g., Samuel R. Sommers & Phoebe C. EUsworth, HRJJU StJlimu" in jurol' Dtdlion-Md:ing: 
MiIrOIf((ptirml, ClanJitations. lind Unt1nsw~.,.edQlitJlwm, 27 BEI-lAV. SCI. &L, 599 (1009). 
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decisionmaking. These findlngs arc more consistent with an implicit bias than a 
concealed explicit bias explanation.71 

So far, we know that race effects have been demonstrated in juror sttlclies 
(sometimes in counterintuitive ways), but admittedly little is known about "the 
precise psychological processes through which the influence of race occurs in the 
legal context."" Our defuult assumption is juror uncxceptionaJism-given that 
implicit biases generally influence decisionmaking, there is no reason to presume 
that citizens become immune to the effects of these biases when they seIVe in the 
role of jurors. Leading scholars from the juror bias field have expressly raised the pos
sibility that the psychological mechanisms might be "unintentional and even 
non-conscious proccsses."73 

Some recent juror studies by Justin Levinson and Danielle Young have 
tried to disentangle the psychological mechanisms of juror bias by using the lA T 
and other methods. In one mock juror study, Levinson and Young had partic
ipants view five photographs of a crime scene, including a surveillance camera 
photo that featured a masked gunman whose hand and forearm were visible. For 
half the partidpants, that arm was dark skinned; for the other half, thar arm was 
lighter skinned.;' The participants were then provided "~enty different pieces of 
trial evidence. The evidence W'..lS designed to produce an ambiguous case regarding 
whether the defendant was indeed the culprit. Participants were asked to rate 
how much the presented evidence tended to indicate dlC defendant's guilt or inno

cence and to decide whether the defendant was guilty or not, using both a scale of 
guilty or not guilty and a likelihood scale of zero to one hundred." 

The study found that the subtle manipulation of the skin color altered how 
jurors evaluated the evidence presented and also how the), answered the crucial 
question "How guilty is the defendant?" The guilt mean score was"M=66.97 for 

71. Sf( Samuel R.. Sommers & Phoebe C. Ellswonh, White Juror Bins; An In'l.)(Sligalirm of PrrJlldur 
Against Black Diftmdantr in Jig Am~,-ital1 OJurh'wm, 7 PSYCHOL PUB. POtV & L. 201, 255 
(2001); Samuel R Sorruners & Phoebe C. Ellsworth, &u in tlx (',ourtroom.: P~",uplion.J ,yGlIilt and 
Dir/'!7ritiana/ AthibutioTlJ, 26 PERSONALITY & SOC. PSYCHOL. BULL. 1367 (2000). That said, 
one could stiU hold 10 an explicit bias ~tory in the (ollo\\-ing wa)~ The juror h:tS a neg-uive attitude or 
stereotype th:lt he is COnsciOll~l}' avr.ue of and endorses. Bur he knows it is not socially acceptable 
so he conce;Us it. \r\'hcn a case is raciaUy ch:uged, r.aciaJ bias is more s-.iliCnt, so othcr jurors will be on 
the lookout for bias. Accordingly, the juror conceals it even more, all the way up to making sure that 
his behavior is completely race neutral. nUs explicit bias story is not mutually cxcltL<;lVC with the 
implicit bias story we are telling. 

72. Samuel R Sommers, Rtur and tlx Derision-MORing ifJuriiJ, 12 LEGAL & CRll\fir-:OLOGTC.·\L 
PSYCHOLl71.172 (2007). " 

73. ltf. :tl17S. 
74. Lc-.inson & Young, supra note 20, at 332-33 (describing experimental procedures). 
75. Id. at 334. 
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dark skin and M=56.37 for light skin, with 100 being "definitely guilty."" Measures 
of explicit bias, including the Modern Racism Scale and feeling thermometers, 
showed no statistically significant correlation with the participants' weighing of the 
evidence or assessment of guilt.li More rcl,'caling, participants were asked to recall 
the race of the masked robber (which was a proxy for the light or dark skin), but 
many could lior recall it. 78 Moreover, meir recollections did not correlate with their 
judgments of b'llilt.79 Taken together, these findings suggest that implicit bi""~not 
explicit, concealed bias, or even any degree of conscious focus on race-was influ
encing how jurors assessed the evidence in the case. 

In fact, there is even clearer evidence that impliCit bias was at work. 
Levinson, Huajian Cai, and Young also constructed a new IAT, the Guilty-Not 
Guilty IAT, to test implicit stereotypes of African Americans as guilty (not innocent). so 
They gave the participants this new IAT and the general race attitude IA T. They 
fOlUld that participants showed an implicit negative attitude toward Blacks as well 
as a small implicit stereotype between Black and guilty'l More important than the 
bias itself is whether it predicts judgment, On the one hand, regression analysis 
demonstrated that a measure of evidence evaluation was a function of both the 
lmplkit attirude and the impliCit stereotypc,R2 On the orner hand, the IAT scores 
did not predic, who, is arguably more imponanr: guilty verdicts or judgments of 
guilt on a more granular scale (from zero to one hundred)Y In sum, a subtle change 

76. Sff id. at 337 (confirming that the difference was St;lIJstically significant, F",4AO, p=O.034, d=o.S2). 
77. ld. ill 338. 
7B. This finding built upon I..e,1no;on's previous c.\pcrimental st\ldy of implicit memory bias in legal 

decisionmaking. SuJustin D. u,.~nson, Forgotten &cial quolil):' Imp/urt Rim, DmsirJlll1llming, tlnd 
/Ylirrm~mhen'rJg, 57 DUKE LJ. 345, 398-406 (2007) (finding th.'1t study participa11tll misremcmbcred 
rrial-rciev.mt fuets in ncially bijSed "'<lYS), 

79. Levinson & Young, IlIpra notc 20, a1338. 
80. Justin D. Levinson, Huajian Cai & D.midlc Young, Cui/I)! by Implidl BiaJ: The GUIlty-Not Gui/~I' 

Imp/iri/ hsodalion T6/, 8 OHIO ST.]. CRlM. L. 187 (lOla). 
81. It!. at 20·t For me attitude lAT, D~.21 \p<O.Ol). ld. at 204 n.S? For the Guilty-Not Guilty lAT, 

D:{}.18 (p<0.01). Jd at 204 n.83. . 
82. P:trticipJJlts rated each of the twenty pie1:es of inionmtion (evidence) in terms of its probit), 

regarding guilt or innocence on a 1-7 seUe. This produced a toell "C'oidcncc ~aluation" score thai could 
range benveen 20 (least lunount of evidence of guiJr) to 140 (gre;lteSt). [d. :,u 202 n.70 (cit1.1tion 
omitted), lli greattr the Black '" gullo/Stereotype or the greater the negative attitude toward Blacks, the 
higher the guilty evidence evaluation. 1k ultimate regression equation was: E\~dence = 88.58 + 5.74 x 
BW + 6,61 x GI +9.11 x Al + e (where BW stnnds for Blal:k or "'hite suspcrt; Gl smnds forgllilty 
stereotype IAT score; Al St:lnru for race attitude lAT scale; .. stmds. for error). [d.:lt 206. In 
nonnali?..ed \InilS, the implicit SICfCOljPC p:o.25 (p<0.05); the implicit attitude p=O.34 (p&Dl); 
adjusted R!",O.24. Set id :H 206 nn.93-95. 

83. hi at 206 n.95. 
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in skin color changed judgments of evidence and guilt; implicit biases measured 
by the IA T predicted how respondents evaluated identical pieces of information. 

We have a long line of juror research, as synthesized through a meta
analysis, revealing mat jw-ors of one race [fCat defendants of another race worse ·.vith 
respect to verdict and sentencing. According to some experiments) that difference 
might take place more often in c.xperimental settings when the case is not racially 
charged, which suggests that participants who seek to be fair will endeavor to 
correct for potential bias when the threat of potential race bias is obvious. Finally, 
some recent work reveals that certain IATs can predict racial discrimination in the 
evaluation of evidence by mock jurors. Unfortunately! because of the incredible 
difficulties in research design, we do not have studies that evaluate implicit bias in 

real criminal trials. Accordingly, the existing body of research, while strongly sug
gestive, provides inferential rather than direct support that implicit bias accounts for 
some of me race effects on conviction and sentencing. 

b. Judge 

Obviously, the judge plays a crucial role in various aspects of the trial, exer
cising imponant discretion in setting ball,84 deciding motions, conducting and 

deciding what can be asked during jury selection, ruling on the admissibility of 
evidence, presiding over the trial, and rendering verdicts in some cases. Again, as 
with the lawyers, there is no inherent reason to think that judges are immune 

from implicit biases. The extant empirical evidence supports this assumption." Jeff 
Rachlinski and his coauthors are the only researchers who have measured the 
implicit biases of actual trial court judges. They have given the race attitude IA T to 
judges from three different judicial districts. Consistent with the general popula
tion, the White judges showed strong implicit attitudes favoring Whites over Blacks'6 

84. &t Ian Ayres &.Iocl \Valdfogel, A Murkel Teilfor Roa Discriminalion in &il Sdling, 46 STA.t'!. L. 
REI'. 987, 992 (1994) (finding 35 percent higher ball -amounts for Black defendants :rlter contToUiilg 
for eleven other variables besides race). 

85. Judge Bcnnett, a former civil rights lawyer, shlrcs his unnemng discovery of his ovm disappointing 
IAT resu1ts in Mark W. Bennen, Umuwling'lx Gordian Knot ojlmplitil Bias injury Stleclion: The 
A'obltms of judge-Damin(l(td Voil' Dire-, IIx Fai/i'd Promise q{Batson. fwd PropOHd Sf)/uliom, 4 H·'RV. 
L. &POL"Y REv. 149, 150 (2010). 

86. See Jcffrey j, Rachlinski ct at., Doc! UruoluciolL! &u;(I/ BiII1Affi{/ TriflljudgtJr, 84 NOTRE DAME 
L. REv. 1195, 1210 (2009). \-Vhite judges (,.v.,S5) showed an IAT eRect M;;216 rns (with a 
standard dc\;ation of201 ms). 87.1 percent of them were quicker to soit in the schema-consistent 
arrangement than in the S.t:hcma-inconsistent onc. Black judges (.N=43) showed a small bias M=26 
ms (with a standard deviation of208 ms). Only 44.2 percent of Blackjudgcs were quicker to son in 
the schema-consistent arrangement than in the schema·jnconsisrenrone. S(f ill 
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RachJinski and colleagues investigated whether these biases predicted behav
ioral differences by giving judges three different vignettes and asking for their 
views on various questions, ranging from the likelihood of defendant recidivism to 

the recommended verdict and confidence level. Two of these vignettes revealed 
nothing about race, although some of the judges were subliminally primed wid1 
words designed to trigger the social category Afiican American. The third vignette 
explicidy identified the defendant (and victim) as White or Black and did not usc 
subliminal primes. Mer collecting the responses, Raehlinski et aI. analyzed whether 
judges created White or Black defendants difterendy and whether the IA T could 
predict any such difference. 

They found mixed results. In the two subliminal priming vignettes, judges 
did not respond clliferenrly on average as a function of the primes. In other words, 
the primes did not prompt them to be harsher on defendants across the board as 
prior priming studies with nonjudge populations had found." That said, the 
researchers found a marginally statistically significant imeraction with IA T scores: 
Judges who had a !,'Tcater degree of implicit bias against Blacks (and relative 
prelerence for Whites) were h."her on defendants (who wete never racially identi
fied) when they had been primed (with the Black words). By contrast, those judges 
who had implicit attitudes in fuvor of Blacks were less harsh on defendanrs when 
they received the prime.sa 

In the third vignette, a battery Clse that explieidy identified the defendant as 
one race and the victim as the other,S9 the White judges showed equal likelihood 
of convicting the defendant, whether identified as 'Nhitc or Black. By contrast, 
Black judges were much more likely to convict the defendant if he was identified 
as White as compared to Black.. \Nhcn the researchers probed more deeply to 
sec what, if anything, the !AT could predict, they did nor find the sortofinrcraction 
that they found in the other two vignettes-in other words, judges with strong 
implicit biases in fuvor of Whites did not treat the Black defendant more harshly." 

Noticing the difference between VVh.ite and Black judge responses in the 
third vignette study, the researchers probed still deeper and found a three-way 
interaction between a judge's racc, a judge's IAT score, and a defendant's race. No 
effect was found for vVhite judges; the core fmding concerned, instead, Black 

87. Set' Sandr3 Graham & Brian S. LOWClY, Priming Unconiflous Rarial St,.,.,·otyptJ Aboul Ado0.ctllt 
Offindm', 28 LA \"/ & HlH\·1. B EHAV. 483 (2004). 

8B. SU R .. lchJinski et ai., lupra note 86, at 1215. An ordered logir regression \\'3.'i penonned bct\\'ecn the 
judge's disposition against the priming condition, lAT score, and their interaction. TIle intcrxtion 
tcnu V.~lS m:lfgina.lly signiflc:tnt at /,=0.07. Me id. at 1214-15 n.94. 

89. This third vignette did not usc any subliminal primes. 
90. Sa 1~1. at 1202 nAI. 
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judges. Those Black judges with a Stronger Black preference on the IA T were 
less likely to convict the Black defendant (as compared to the White defendant); 
correlatively, those Black judges with a White preference on the IA T were more likely 
to convict the Black defendant.91 

It is hard to make simple sense of such complex findings, which may have 
been caused in part by the fact that the judges quickly sniffed out the purpose of the 
study-to detect racial discrimination,n Given the high motivation not to perfonn 
race discrimination under research scrutiny, one could imagine that VVhite judges 
might make sure to correct for any potential unfairness. By contrast, Black 
judges may have felt less need to signal racial fairness, which might explain why 
Black judges showed different behaviors as a function of implicit bias whereas White 
judges did nor. 

Put another way, data show that when the race of the defendant is 
explicidy identified to judges in the context of a psychology study (that is, the third 
vignette), judges are strongly motivated to be fair, which prompts a different 
response from VV'hite judges (who may think to themselves '\ .... hatever else, make 
sure not to treat the Black defendants worse") than Black judges (who may 
think "give the benefit of the doubt to Black defendants") .. However, when race .is 
not explicitly identified but implicitly primed (vignettes one and two), perhaps 
the judges' motivation to be accurate and fair is not on full alert. Notwithstand
ing ill the complexity, this study provides some suggestive evidence that impliCit 
anirudes may be Influencingjudges' behavior. 

4. Sentencing 

There is evidence thOlt Mrican Americans arc treated worse than similarly 
situated \Vh.ites in sentencing. For example, federal Black defendants were sen
tenced to 12 percent longer sentences under the Semc'ncing Reform Act of 
1984," and Black defendants are subject disproportionately to the death penalty." 

91. [d. at 1220 n.114. 
92. Said. at 1223. 
93. Sf( David B. Mustard, RPrinl, Ethnic, and Gmt/n' Di1panlitJ ill Smtencing: Evidentc From tlJ( U.S. 

P,'tk'Til! Courts, 44 J.L. & ECON. 285, 300 (2001) (aamining federal judge sentencing under rhc 
Sentencing Refunn Act of 1984). 

94. Su U.S. GEN. ACCOmfflNG OFFICE, GAO GGD-90-S7, REpORT TO nlE SE:-ZATE AND 
HOUSE COMMmEES ON THE JUDICIARY, DEATH PENALn'~SE:-.rTENC1NG: RESEt\RCH 
INDICATF..5 PATTER ..... ,J OF Ro\Cw.. DISPARmES (1990) (finding killers of\Vhite victims receive. 
the death pena!I)' more of.cn than killers of B1.1ck victims); David C. Baldus ct ;1.(., !Weilll 
DiJcrimin(lIioll and 1M Death Pma!ty in Ib,' POJt-runnan Era: An Empin'({11 and ugul Ou.eroir:w, 
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Of course, it is possible that there is some good reason for that difference, based 
on the merits. One way to check is to run experimental stUdies holding everything 
constant except for race. 

Probation officers. In one study, Sandra Graham and Brian Lowery sublimi
nally primed police officers and juvenile probation officers with words related to 
African Americans, such as ~Harlcm" or "dreadlocks." This subliminal priming 
led the officers to recommend harsher sentencing decisions.95 As we noted above, 
Rachlinski ct a1. found no such effect on the judges they tested using a similar but 
not identical method.96 But, at least in this study, an effect was found with 

police and probation officers. Given that this was a subliminal prime, the merits 
could not have justified the different evaluations. 

Afrocentricfeatllm. Irene Blair, Charles Judd, and Kristine Chapleau took 

photographs from a database of criminals convicted in F1orida" and asked partic
ipants to judge how Afrocentric both White and Black inmates looked on a scale of 
one to nine.9S The goal was to see if race, facial features, or both correlated with 
actual sentencing. Using multiple regression analysis, the researchers found that 
after controlling for the seriousness of the primary and additional offenses, the race of 
the defendant showed no statistical Significance" In other words, White and Black 
defendants were sentenced wiruout discrimination based on race. A.ccording to the 

With &mJt Findings From Philadtlphia, 83 CORNELL L. REV. 1638, 1710-24 (1998) (finding 
mixed ,-'Vidence that Black defendants arc more likely to rccdvc tht: death sentence). 

95. See-Graham &. Lowe!)" mpra note 87. 
96. Priming studies arc quite sensitive to details. For aaJnple, the more subliminal a prune is (in time 

dW'arion and in frequency), the less dlC prime tends to stick (the smaller the effects and the faster it 
dissiparcs). Rachlinski et aI. identified some diflerences between their e:\p<."limcntal procedure and that 
ofGrah:un and Lmvery's. S« Rnchlin:;kict :U.,supm note S6, at 1213 n.S8. lntcre~;tingly,in the R.xhlinski 
study, for judges from the c.'lStem conference (SCVC1'Ity judges), :\ progr.unming errol" mack: their sublim
inal primes last only sixty-four milliseconds. By contr.lSt, for the western conference (forty-five 
judges), the prime lasred 153 mi1li.scconds, which was close ro the dur::J.tion used by Gnham and 
Lo\III::f)' (150 milliseconds). Su itf. at 1206 (proViding numeric:al count ofjudgcs' prime); id. at 1213 
n.84 (identil)ing the programming error). Gr.dwn and Lowery wrote th:lI they selected the priming 
dur.ltion.~ through extensiv'c pilot testing "to arrive at a prescOt~tion time that would allow the 
primes to be detco:able but not identifiable." Gr.th:un &'Lowcry, slipranore 87, at 489. It is possible 
mat the trunc;tted priming dU!';Ition for the eastem conference judgt-s contrib\lted to the different 
findings between Rachlinski et aI. and Graham and L.owery. 

97. Su Irene V. Bbjr ct ai., The I,if/uella of Aj'ocmhit Facial F~f1lun!J in Criminal Smlmcing, 15 
PsYCHO/.. SCl. 674, 675 (2004) (selecting a sample oClOO Bhu:kinmalcs and 116 \.Vhitc inm.'\tcs). 

98. ld :U 676. Afrocentric meant full lips, broad nose, td3tivdy darker skin color, and curly hair. 1t is what 
particip.mlS socially undenaood to look Afrie1n without:tI1y explicit instruction or definition. StY itf. 
at 674 n.1. 

99. ld. at 676. 
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researchers, this is a success story based on various sentencing refonns specifically 
adopted by Florida mostly to decrease sentencing discretion,lOO 

However, when the researchers added Afrocentricity of f.'lcial features into 
their regressions, they found a curious correlation. Within each race, either Black 
or White, the more Afrocentric the defendant looked, the harsher his punishment. '" 
How much so? If you picked a defendant who was one standard deviation above 
the mean in Mrocentric fearures and compared him to another defendant of the 
same race who was one standard deviation below the mean, there would be a sen

tence difference of seven to eight months between them, holding constant any 
diftercnce in their acrual crime.102 

Again, if the research provides complex findings, we must grapple ",th a 
complex story. On the one hand, we have good news: Black and \"Ihite defen
dants were, overall, sentenced comparably. On the other hand, we have bad 
news: Within each racc, the morc stereorypically Black the defendant looked, 
the harsher the punishment. \"Ihat might make sense of such results? According 
to the researchers, perhaps impucit bias was responsible. WJ If judges arc motivated to 

avoid racial discrimination, they may be on guard regarding the dangers of treating 
similarly situated Blacks worse than Whites. On alert to this potential bias, the 

judges prevent it from causing any discriminatory behavior. 'By COIltraSt,jUciges have 
no conscious awareness that Mrocentric fearures might be triggering stereotypes 
of criminality and violence that could influence their judgment. Without such 
awareness , they could nor explicitly control or correct for the potential bias. IO

-! If 
this explanation is correct, we have further evidence that discrimination is 
being driven in part by implicit biases and not solely by explicit-but-concealed biases . 

... 
Where does titis whirlwind tOut of psychological research findings leave us? 

] n each of the stages of the criminal trial process discussed, the empirical research 

100. Id. at 6n. 
101. ftL:1.t 676-77. Jennifer Eberhardt and her colleagues reached consistent tindings when she used the 

same Florida phOtogr.-tph d"lascl to cx;unine hQW Black defendants were sentenced to death. An-er 
f"!!rforming a me&m split on how stereotypicaJ the defendant looked, the top half were sentenced to 
death 57.5 pen:cnt of die rime compared to the oottom half, which .... 'ere .sentenced to dC:llh only 24.4 
percent of the rime. Su Jennifer L. Eberhardt et ai., Lookillg Dea1hu'Orthy: Pm-ll''Ufd Stereot),piw/ity 
0/ Bind: ~frn&m1J Prtdirls Capi/al-Smtrncing OuttomtJ, 17 PSYCHOL. SCI. 383, 384 (2006). 
Interestimdv, this effect was not observ~d when the victim was Black.. S .... itf. :It 385. 

102. Su Blair e~ ;tl., $lira note 97, at 677-78. 
103. Sa iii at 678 (hypothesizing that"pcrhaps an eqllal~' pernicious and less contml\;-tble process [is] at work''). 
104. &( til at 677. 
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gives us reason (0 think that implicit biascs-attirudcs and beliefs that we arc not 
directly aware of and may not endorse--could influence how defendants arc 
treated and judged. Wherever possible, in our description of the studies, we have 
tried to provide the magnitude of these effects. But knO\ving precisely how much 
work they really do is difficult. If we seek an estimate, reflective of an entire 
body of research and not any single study, one answer comes from the Greenwald 
meta-analysis, which found that the lAT (the most widely used, but not the 

only measure of implicit bias) could predict 5.6 percent of the variation of the behav
ior in Bbck-'White behavioral domains,lo5 

Should that be deemed a lot or a little? In answering this question, we 
should be mindful of the collective impact of such biases, integrated over time 
(per person) and over persons (across -all defendants),liJ6 For a single defendant, 

these biases may surface for various decisionmakcrs repeatedly in policing, charg
ing, bail, plea bargaining, pretrial motions, evidentiary rno-gons, witness credibility, 
lawyer persuasiveness, guilt determination, sentencing recommendations, sentenc
ing itself, appeal, and so on. Even small biases at each stage may aggregate into 
a substantial effect. 

To get a more concrete sense, Anthony Greenwald has produced a simula
tion that models cumulating racial disparities through five sequential stages of 
criminal justice-a.rrest, arraignment, plea bargain, trial, and sentence. It sup
poses that the probability of arrest having committed the offense is 0.50, that 
the probability of conviction at trial is 0.75, and that the effect size of implicit 
bias is r=0.1 at each stage. Under this simulation, for a crim.c with a mean sentence 
of5 years, and with a standard deviation of2 years, Black criminals can expect a 
sentence of 2.44 years whereas White criminals can expect just 1.40 years. 107 To 
appreciate the hill social impact, we must neJCt aggregate this sort of disparity a 
second time over all defendants subject to racial bias, out of an approximate annual 

105. Su GroenWlud et aI., ~upru note 24, ~t 24 Ib1.3 (showing that correlation between mee attitude TAT 
(Black/White) and behavior in the mel:l-anaiysi. .. is 0.2:16, which \vhcn squared equals 0.056, the 
pcrcenmge of variance explained). 

106. S(( Rachlinski er al., wpm note 86, at 1202; Jerry Kang & jVlah7.arin Banaji, Fair M(uwm: A 
BeiHr"ioru} &aliJl Rt-visiontf'1//irmaliv( Action, '94 CALIF. L. REV. 1063, Wi3 (2006). 

107. The simulation is available at Simuintion: Cumllioting R.m:U1/ Difparities 'Through 5 S'f}IIf.ntinl Stagu 0/ 
Cn'minal jUjtiu, http://f.,\cllltr.washingron.edw'agglUCLA_PULSE.simulation.xlsx (last visited 
May 15, 2012). Ifin the simulation the effect size o( race discrimination ~t C3ch step is incrca5ed 
ITom r-D.l to r=O.2, which is less than the a\'erage effect si7.-C of raCt discrimination effects found in 
the 2009 mctaw analY5is. $(t: supra note 105, the ratio of expected years of sentence would increase to 
3.11 yean; (Black) to 1.01 years (White). 
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total of20.7 million state criminal cases!"' and 70 thousand federal criminal cases. IO
' 

And, as Robert Abelson has demonstrated, even small percentages of variance 
e..xplained might amount to huge impacrs.110 

B. The Civil Path 

Now, we switch from the criminal to the civil path and focus on the 
trajectory of an individual lil bringing suit in a federal employment discrimination 
case-and on how implicit bias might affect this process. First, the plaintiff, who is 
a member of a protected class, believes that her employer has discriminated against 
her in some legally cognizable way,ll2 Second, after exhausting necessary adminis
trative remedies,llJ the plaintiff sues in federal court. ~I1Urd, the defendant tries to 
tenninate the case before trial via a motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim 
under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure (FRCP) 12(b)(6). Fourth, should that 
fail, the defendant moves for summary judgment under FRCP 56. Fmally, should 
that motion also fail, the jury renders a verdict after trial. Again, at each of these 

108. Sa ROBERT C. lAFOlR\TAlN ET AL., COURT STA11STICS PROJECT, EXt\;'v!!NlNG TIlE WORK 
OF STATE COURTS: AN fu"JALYSIS OF 2009 STATE COURTCASELOADS 3 (2011), :JvlIi1ab!e al 
hnp://WY.w.colJ.rtSt:J.tistics,orglFlash.l\tlicrositcslC.SPJimagcslCSP2009,pdt: 

109. Su RachlinsJci C1 :U., supra note 86, at 1202. 
110. See Robert P. Abelson, A 1'I1ril111(1' E.>:pkmalion Paradox: When (1 Little!J tI LoI, 97 PSYCHOL. BUlL 

129, 132 (1985) (expbining clut the batting aVtrJgc of:1 0.320 hitter or:l 0.220 hitter predicrs only 
1.4 puccnt of the v;ui:mce explained for a Single at-bat producing either a hit or no~hit). Some 
discussion of this appears in Kang & Lane. wpm note 2. (It 489. • 

111. We acknowledge that W¥l/~M(/rt Storer. inc. 't'. Duhs, 131 S. Ct. 2541 (2011), made it much more 
difficult to certilY large cl3Sses in employment discrimination cases. Sec id at 2553-54 (holding that 
statistical l:\idcn<:e of gender disparities combined with a sociologist's :lJ1al)'sis rhat Wal~i'\'l:;trt's 
corporate cultute made it vulner:lble to gender bias W:lS inadcqU:J.te to show that members of the 
purativc dass had a common claim for purposes of class certification under FED. R. Clv. P.13(b)). 

112. For example, in a Title VII calise of action for disparate /ri'{/Imtnl, the plaintiff' must demonstrate an 
adverse employment action "because of' the plaintiff's ~racc, color, religion, sex, Of national origin:' 
42 U.S.C. § 200Je~2(a)(1) (2006), Bycontr:lSt, in a Title V1I cause of action for disparate impmt, the 
pbinriff challenges f.:!cially neutrnl policies that produce a disparate impact on protected popubtioo.s. Su 
Griggs". Duke Powcr Co., 401 U.S. 424, 431 (1971). We recognize thatemployrncnr disc:riJnirution 
law is fdf more complex than presented here, with different dementS for different st'J.tc and federal 
causes- of action. 

113. The U.S. Equal Employment Opp::>rtunity Commission (EEOC) process is critical in practict1 
tenns because the failure to me a claim with the EEOC within the quite short stature of limitations 
(either 1 SO or 300 d..ys depending on whether the jurisdiction h:lS a state or local fair employment 
agtncy) or to timc~' ftle suit after resorting [0 the EEOC results in an automatic dismissal of the 
daim. However, neither EEOC inaction nor an adverse determination preclude priV'.ne suit, See 2 
CHAIU.ES SULLlV:\N & LAUREN WALTER, EMPLOYI\-lENT DISCRIMINATION LAW 1\;-':0 
Pl1AcnCE § 12.03[BJ, ,,672 (4th ed. 2012). 
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Stagc.s,ll-l implicit biases could potentially influence the outcome. To maintain a 
manageable scope of analysis, we focus on employer discrimination, pretrial adju
dication, and jury verdict. 

1. Employer Djscrimination 

For many, the most interesting question is whether implicit bias helped 
cause the employer to discriminate against the plaintiff. There are" good reasons 
to think that some negative employment actions arc indeed caused by implicit 
biases in what tort scholars call a "but-for" sense. This but-for causation may be 
legally sufficient since Title Vll and most state antidiscrimination statutes require 
oaly a shOwing that the plaintiff was treated less favorably "because of' a protected 
characteristic, such as race or sex.ll5 But our objective here is not to engage the doc
trinal1l6 and philosophical qucstions1!i of whether existing antidiscrimination laws 
do or should recognize implicit bias-acttlared discrimination. We also do not 
address what sorts of evidence should be deemed admissible when plaintiffs attempt 
to make :-'l.1ch a case at trial lIS Although those questions are critically importanr, our 

114. As explained when \1.'t' introduced the Criminal Path, the nllmocr of s[;tges identificd is somC\1.·hat 
arbitrarY. ''''Ie could have listed more or fewcr stages. 

115. Section' 703(a) of Title \·11 of the 1964 Civil Rights Act States that "lilt shall be :m unlawful 
employment pi.lctice fur 311 employer to f.Ul or refuse to hire or to discharge :my indhidual, or otherwise 
to discriminate against any individual ... bec:iuse of (an] indi\'idu.'lI's met, color, religion, sex, or national 
origin." 42 U.s.c. § 2000.,-2(,)(1). 

116. For disru&;ion of legal implic:ttions, see Faigman, Dasgupta & Ridgcw:l.Y. lIIpm note 19; Linda 
Hamilton Krieger, The GoniaU o/'0llr Cakgr1ria: A Cognili'lX Rim ApPrruuh to DOOimioolirm mul ElIti:lJ 
Emphym.mtOppcrtunity, 47 STAN. L. REV. 1161 (1995); Kriegt:r & Fiske, Jupra note 2. 

117. For a philosophical anaJy.;is, sec P:l.trick S. Shin, !iabiJityfor UrU(JII.lriolli Dimimillntion? A Tlxmght 
Experimml in Ih(; Tlxot'), ojEmploynr<:nt DUcriminalion Law, 621-L\Sl"r.\CS L.J. 67 (2010). 

118. For example, there is considcr.l.blc disagreement on whether an expert should be allowed to tcswy th:Jr 
a p".uti.cu1ar case: is an insmnce of implicit bias. Thi:i issue is part of a much larger debate regarding 
sc:icmists' ability to make reasonable inferences about an indi\~dual elSe from group d1ta. John 
Mon:ilian and Laurens Walker first pointed am that scientific evidence ofien comes to court at two 

diffcrent levels of generality, one general and one specific. &r Laurens Walker &John Mon:1han, 
Social Framru.'(;w: A New UI( ojSoda/ Srienee in LtroL'. 73 VA. L. REv. 559 (t987). For instance, 
in a case involving the acaJr.lCY of:l.O cyewitness identification, the general question might concern 
whether eycwimess ide-ntifiotions that are cross-rnciai are less reliable than same-race iden-
1ificJ.tions; the specific (Iucstion in the C'.1SC would involve whether the cross~r ... cial identifk",!tion in 
this case was accurate. Interested in social science evidence, Monahan lnd Walker referred to this 
as "SOcial framework" C'o·;dcnce, though their fundamental insight regarding &.lIneworks applies to all 
sdcnri.fic e\'kience. In the oontext of implicit bi:l.S(:S, men. ~ncral teSO.\fCh amply demonstrates the 
phenomenon in me population. However, in me courtroom, me issue typically concerns whether :t 

particular decision or action was a product or implicit bias. 
As a scientific matter, knoning that a phenomenon exists in ~ popubtion does not necessarily 

mean thata scientist can reliably say that it tvas manifest in a panicular ca:;e, TIll.", has led to a debate as to 
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task is more limited-to give an empirical account of how implicit bias may 
potentially influence a civil litigation trajectory. 

Our belief that implicit bias causes some employment discrimination is based 
on the follOwing c\1clcnce. First, tester sruclics in the field-which involve scndlng 

identical applicants or applications except for some trait, such as race or gender
have generally uncovered discrimination. According to a surrunary by Mark Bendick 
and Ana Nunes, there have been useveral dozen testing studies" in the past two 
decades, in multiple countries, focusing on discrimination against \rariOllS 

demographic groups {including women, the elderly, and ncial minorities),119 
These studies consistently reveal typical "net rates of ruscnrnination" that range 
from 20-40 pcrcent. 120 In other words, in 20-40 percent of cases, employers treat 
subordinated groups (for e.xample, racial minorities) worse than privileged groups 
(for example, Whites) even though the teste," were carefully controlled to be iden
tically qualifIed. 

Second, although tester srudies do not distinguish betv{een explicit versus 
implicit bias, variOllS laboratory experiments have found implicit bias correlations 
with discriminatory evaluations. For example, Laurie Rudman and Peter Glick 
demonstra.[cd that in cCltain job conditions, participants treatcd a self-promoting 
and competent woman, whom the researchers termed "agentic/' worse than an 

whether expcns should be limited to testifYing only to the gencral phenomenon or should be allowed 
to opine on whether a particular ClSe is an il)st:lJ1ce of the general phenomenon. Tlus is :l 

complicated issue and scholars have weighed in on Ixnh sides. For opposition to the use of cxpen 
testimony that a specifiC' case is an instance of implicit bias, see Faigm.'U'l, DllSgupta & Ridgt:\vay, 
supra note 19, al 1394 (''The research ... docs not demonstr,ue that an expert C.Ul validly determine 
whether implicit biJ!; C'J.uscd. a specific cmployment decision.~}j :md John Monahan, burcns Walker 
&. Gregory Mitchell, ConN.--:/ua/ E'I.Iidmcf if Groth lJiJtrimiMlion: 1'1x /lS<e1uianCl! 0/ USotial 
Fmmr<lXJrh, M 94 VA, L. REv. 1715, 1719 (2008) (~{Tcstimonyl in \...rum me ~ witness explicitly 
linked general research findings on gender discrimination to specifIC fActual conclusions ... exceeded 
the limitations on C\:pen testimony csrnblished by the FedernJ RuIcs of E\idence and by both the 
original and revised proposal of what constitutes 'sodaL framework' e~dence."). For advancement 
of allw.1ng c'"'}X!rt testimony that a particular c:tsc is an instance of :>Orne gClleral phenomenon, sec 
Susan T. Fiske & Eugene BOrgid"l, Standards joY UIing S«ial P~/ogi(a1 Evidcnct in EmploymmJ 
Dism'millatioll Promdillgs, 83 TE!'oWLE L. REv. 867, 876 (2011) {"QWified social scientists who 
provide general, rcle\'ant knowledge and apply ordin:uy scientifIC reasoning may olTer infonnal 
opinion about the individual case, but probabillstically."}. 

In the end, lawyers may be able to work around this dispute by using an upert to prmide socia] 
framework L-vidence that identifies particular attribute$. that exacerbate biased decision making, then 
immediately calling up another witness who is personally familiar with the defendant's work envi
ronment and a .. ·;king that witJ1C$S whether e:Jch of those particular artriburcs exists. 

119. &t N1arc Bendick, Jr. & Ana P. Nunes, lK.KliYfing the- RtSNM Bruis f()r Controlling Bias ;n Hiring, 68 J. 
SOC.ISSUES(~:J)12),,,,ui1&,"hnv/"",w.~,,,,,,,nlfXI£S<nUDJSCFd,-2Vj)1O·1xlf 

120. U (m:lJ1uscript at 15). 
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equally agenne man.'" \\!hen the job description explieidy required the employee 
to be cooperative and to work well with others, participants rated the agentic female 
less hirable than the equally .gentie male.'" Probing deeper, the researchers 
identified that the participants penalized the female candidate for lack of social 
skills, not incompetence. 'lJ Explicit bias measures did not correlate -with the 
rankings; however. an implicit gender stereotype (associating women as more 
communal than agentic)'" did correlate negatively with the ratings for social skills. 
In other words, the higher the implicit gender stereotype, the lower the social 
skills evaluation.l2S 

Third, field experiments have provided further confirmation under reru
world conditions. The studies by Marianne Bertrand and ScndhU Mullainathan 
demonstrating discrimination in callbacks because of the names on comparable 
resumes have received substmuial attention in the popular press as well as in law 
rcvk'VVS. 126 These srudies found that for equally qualified-mdeed, otherwise iden
tical candidates, fmns called back II Emily" more often than "Lakisha."127 Less 
attention has been paid to Dan-Olef Rooth's extensions of this work, which 
found similar callback discrimination but also found correlations between implicit 
stereotypes and the discriminatory behavior.12S Rooth has fOW1d these correlations 

121. Lauric A Rudman & Peter Glick. Pwrripli-'.K Gmder Stacofypts al/d BdrJ:./ash Tov.:ard Ag.mfi( 
Womrn, 57 J. SOc. tSSill::"<; 743, 757 (2001). Agcntic qualities werc Signaled by a ufe philosophy 
em.y and c:mncd answers TO a videotaped int~· th:tt emphasized self-promotion and competence. 
Set id. at 748, Agcntic candidates were contr.tStcd. with candidates whom the rc.."C<lrehers labeled 
"androgynous" -they also demonsmtted the char.lcteristics ofinterdependencc and coqx:mtion. 1£1. 

122, The dilference was M",2.S4 versus M",3.52 on a 5 point scale (p<O,OS). &c id. at 753. No gender 
bias was sho\\11 when the job description WAS. ostensibly masculine and did not call for coopcrati\'c 
behavior. Also, job candicv.tcs that were engineered to be androgp1ous-in other v .. ords, to show both 
agentic and cooper:lrilfC traits-were treated the same regardless of gender. Sa id 

123, Su id. at 753-54, 
124. The agentic stcreot}pc was captured br word stimuli such 3S "indepcndem,~ "amonomous,~ and 

~compctitivc," The l-onummal stereotype was captured by "'Orm such as ~cornrnlmal," "cooperative," 
and ~kinship." See id at 750. 

125. Srr id at 756 (r--O.49, p&(01). For further description ofthc study in the law rcv1eY.'S, scc Kang, 
supra notc 46, at 1517-18. 

126. Marianne Bertrand & Sendhil Mull:-Limuhan, Are Emily and Gr(g Mort E,'},loyablr Than Lakishn 
andJamal? A FuM Expm'mmt 011 La/xn·Marlut Discrimination, 94 AM. ECON. REv. 991 (2004). A 
search of the TP-ALL database in Westlaw on December 10, 2011 revealed ninety~5ix hits. 

127, Jd. at 992. 
128. Dan~Olof Rooth, AuJottWtic AM()(ialionJ and Djsm'mi1latwn ii, Hiring: Rial Wurld f..Vitlcnu, 1 i 

LABOUR ECQ;'-I. 523 (2010) (finding that implicit stereotypes, as mcasured br the lAT. predicted 
diffcrcnti;t1 callback~ of Swedish-named versus Ar.lb-Muslhn-namcd resWlles). An increase of one 
st.mdard deviation in implicit stereotype prodLU .. "ed alm05t a 12 percen! decrc:lSC in the probabilil)' that 
an AmbIMuslim candidate received an imcrviCl ..... Sa id 
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with not only implicit stereotypes about ethnic groups (Swedes versus Arab-Muslims) 
but also implicit stereotypes about the obese. 129 

Because implicit bias in the courtroom is OUI focus, we 'Will nO( attempt to 

offer a comprehensive summary of the scientific research as applied to the implicit 
bias in the workplace,130 We do, however, wish briefly to highLght lines of 
rcscarch---vanously called "'constructed critcria,n "shifting standards," or "casuisny"
that emphasize the mai/eabiliLy oj merit. We focus on this work because it has 
received relatively little coverage in the legal literature and may help explain how 
complex decisionmaking with multiple motivations occurs in the real world. 131 

Moreover, this phenomenon may influence not only the defendant (accused of 
discrimination) but also the jurors who are [asked to judge the merits of the 
plaintiffs case. 

Broadly speaking, this research demonstrates that people frequenrly engage in 
motivated reasoning132 in ~election decisions that we justifY by changing merit 
criteria on the fly, oftcn without conscious awareness. In other words, as betw'een 
two plausible canrudatcs that have different strengths and weaknesses, we fIrst choose 
the candidate we like-a decision that may well be influenced by implicit facmrs

and then justifY that choice by molding our merit standards accorrungly. 
V./e can make this point more concrete. In one experiment, Eric Luis 

Uhlmann and Geoffiey Cohen asked participants to evaluate two fInalists for 
police chicf--one male, the other female. iJ3 One canrudatc's profile Signaled book 
smart, the other's profue signaled streetwise, and the experimental design varied 
which profile attached to the woman and which to the mal). Regardless of which 
attributes the male candidate featured, participants favored the male candidate 
and articulated their hiring criteria accordingly. For example, education (book 

129. Jcns Agemrom & Dan-Olof Rooth, 77)( Rolt of Autolfwtic Oksity Simofyp6 in ~al Hiring 
Dism'minntif»l, 96). t\PPUED PsYCHOI_ 790 (2011) (finding that hiring manHgers (N",153) 
holding more negative IA T ~mcaswcd automatic srereol}pcs aoom the obese were less likely to invite 
an obese applicant for an interview). 

130. Thankfully, many of these studies have already been imported into the !ega/liter-Hurt. For a 
review of the science, $CC Kang & Lane, mpra note 2, at 484-85 (discussing evidence of r:J.cial bias in 
how actual managers sort resumes and of correlations betWeen implicit biases, as measured by the 
lAT, and differential callback rates). 

131. One recent exception i. Rich, Jltpra note 25. 
132. For discussion of motivated reasoning in organi7..3tional COnto.1S, SCC Sung Hui Kim, 1'/x Banality 

o/rraud' Rr-JiluolinK IIx [mit/:- C(;Jm.ul aJ Gatw(ptr, 74 FORDtL"1r1 L. REV. 983, 1029-34 (2005). 
Motivated rea'>lllling is ~the pt'OCtS.~ through which we assimilate inforrIUtKl1l in a sclf-scrving manner." 
Jd. at 1029. 

133. Su Eric Luis Uhlmann & Geoffrey L. Cohen, Comtmdtd enttria .. &rkfining Mail 10 jwtifj 
DiJcrin:inaJioll, 16 PsYCI-IOJ_ SCI. 474.475 (2005). 
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smarts) was considered more important when the man had ir. 13
-1 Surprisingly, 

even the attribute of being family oriented and having children was deemed more 
imponant when the man had it.1J) 

lVlichaei Norton, Joseph Vandello, and John Darley have made similar 
findings, again in the domain of gender.136 Participants were put in the role of 

manager of a construction company who had to hire a high-level employee. One 
candidate's proftle Signaled more education; the other's profUe signaled more 
experience. Participants ranked these candidates (and three other filler candidates), 
and then explained their decisionmaking by writing down "what "vas most 
important in determining [their] decision."137 

In the control condition, the proftlcs were given with just initials (not full 
names) and mus the test subjects could not assess their gender. In this condition, 
participants preferred the higher educated candidate 76 percent of the time.138 In 
the two experimental conditions, the profues were given names that signaled 
gender, with the man having higher education in one condition and the woman 
having higher education in the other. When the man had higher education, 
the participants preferred him 75 percent of the time. In sharp contrast, when the 
WOlnan had higher education, only 43 percent of the panicipants preferred hcr. l

3':f 

The discrimination itself is not as interesting as hO'UJ rhe discrimination 
was justified. In the control condition and the man-has-more-education condi
tion, the participants ranked education as more important than experience about 
half the time (48 percent and 50 percent).I40 By contrast, in the woman-has-more
education condition, only 22 percent ranked education as more important than 
experience. 141 In other words, what counted as merit was ~cddined, in real time, 
to justify hiring the man. 

Was this weighting done consciously, as part of a strategy to manipuJatc 
merit in order to provide a cover story for decisionmaking caused and motivated by 
explicit bias? Or, was merit rcfactored in a more automatic, unconscious, dissonancc
reducing rationalization, which would be more consistent wlth an impliCit bias 

story? Norron and colleagues probed this causation question in another series of 

134. Su id (M=8.27 with educuion versus M=7.07 ~\ilhom education, on a 11 point scde; !""O.0J6; q." 1.02). 
135. &.:id. (M=6.21 with ftunilytrJlts \'!:fSUS 5.08 without fumitytr.tilS;fdJ.05; d:=O.86). 
136. Michael 1. Norton t:t aI., Casuistry ,md &rial Caugory BUn, 87.T. PERSONA.LITY & SOC. PSYCHOL. 

817 (2004). 
137. Id. at 820. 
138. [d at 821. 
139. [d 
140. [d 
141. ltI. 
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experiments, in the conte'\! of race and coUege admissions. !JZ In a prior study, they 
had found that Princeton undergraduate students shifted merit criteria-the relative 
importance of CPA versus the number of AP classes taken-to select the Black 
applicant over the White applicant who shared the same cumulative SAT score.'" 
To see whether this casuistry was explicit and strategic or implicit and automatic, 
they ran another cx-pcriment in which participants merely rated admissions criteria 
in the abstract without selecting a candidate for admission. 

Participants were simply told that they were participating in a study 
examining the criteria most important to college admissions decisions. Theywere 
given two sample resumes to familiarize themselves with potential criteria. Both 
resumes had equivalent cumulative SAT scores, but differed on CPA (4.0 versus 
3.6) versus number of AP classes taken (9 VCrsliS 6). Both rcsllmes also disclosed 
the applicant's race. In one condition, the Vllhite candidate had the higher CPA 
(and fewer AP classes); in the other condition, the African American candidate had 
the higher CPA (and fewer AP classes).'" After reviewing the samples, the partic
ipants had to rank order eight criteria in importance, including GPA, number of 
AP classes, SAT scores, athletic participation, and 50 forth. 

In the condition with the Black candidate having the higher CPA, 77 percent 
of the participants ranked CPA higher in importance than number of AP c~"ses 
taken. By contrast, when the White candidate had the higher CPA, only 63 
percent of the participants ranked CPA higher than AP classes. This change in 
the weighting happened even though the participants did not expect that they 
were going to make an admissions choice or to justif), that choice. Thus, these 
differences could not be readily explained in purely strategic terms, as methods for 

justifYing a subsequent decision. According to the author~1 

[tJhese resulrs suggest not only that it is po!:l'Sible for people to reweight 
criteria deliberately to jusri1)r choices but also that decisions made under 
such sOclal consrralnts can impact information processing even prior 
to making a choice. This suggests that the bias we obselved is nor 
simply post hoc and strAtegic but occurs as an organic part of making 
decisions when social category information is presem.145 

142. lvlichacll. Norton ct aI., Mi&d Molr.x.s and RD,url Bias: TJx Impar; if l~gitir7Ult~ om/llkgil;mall' 
Critmaon Dtrision .Hlli:ing, 12 PSYCHOL. PUB. POLY & L. 36, 42 (2006). 

143. 1d.:H 44. 
144. Sa id 
145. Jd at 46-47. This-docs not, however, fuUyestabJish that these differences were the result ofimplicit 

"'Jews rAther than e.xplieir ones. Even if test slIbjects did not expeCt to have to make admissions 
determinations, they tlught consciously ~lecr criteria that they bclicvoo rnvored one groo.lp over another. 
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The ways that human dccisionmakers may subtly adjust criteria in real time 
to modiJY their judgments of merit has signi£cance for thinking about the ways 
that implicit bias may potentially influence employment decisions. In effect, bias 
can influence decisions in ways contrary to the standard and seemingly com
monsensical model. The conventional legal model describes behavior as a product 
of discrete and identifiable motives. This research suggests, however, that implicit 
motivations might influence behavior and that we then rationalize those decisions 
after the fuet. Hence, some employment decisions might be motivated by implicit 
bias but rationalized post hoc based on n~:mbiased criteria. TIlls process of reasoning 
from behavior ro motives, as opposed to the folk-psychology assumption that the 
arrow of direction is from motives to behavior, is, in fact, consistent with a large body 
of contemporary psychological research, I-I{, 

2. Pretrial Adjudication: 12(b)(6) 

As soon as a plaintiff files the complaint, the defendant will try to dismiss as 
many of the claims in the complaint as possible. Before recent changes in pleading, 
a motion to dismiss a complaint under FRCP 8 and FRCP 12(b)(6) was decided 
under the relatively lax standard of Conley v. Gibson. '" Under Conley, all factual 
allegations made in the complaint were assumed to be true. As such l the court's 

tlsk was simply to ask whether "it appears beyond doubt that the plaintiff can prove 
no set of facts in support of his ciaim."14S 

Starting with Bel! Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, '" which addressed complex 
:lJ1titrusr cbims of parallel conduct, and further developed in Ashcroft v. Iqbal,150 
which addressed civil rights actions based on raciaJ and religious discrimination 
post-9/11, the U.S. Supreme Court abandoned the Conley standard. Erst, district 
courts must now throw out factual allegations made in the complaint if they are 
merely condusory.151 Second, courts must decide on the plausibility of the claim 
based on the information before them.'" In Iqbal, the Supreme Court held that 

146. &e gt'fldnI6' TiMOl1{y D. WILSON, STR.o\NGERSTO OURSELVES: DISCOVERING11-'E AD:\PTIV£ 
UNCONSCIOUS (2002). 

147. 355 U.S. 41 (1957). 
148. It!.:tt 45-46. 
149. 550 U.s. 544 (2007). 
150. 129 S. C<.1937 (2009). 
151. Jrl ar 1951. 
152. !tl at 1950-52. 
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because of an "obvious alternative cxplanation"ISJ of earnest nationaJ securit), response, 
purposeful racial or religious "discrimination is not a plausible conclusion."154 

How are courts supposed to decide what is "T worn-bal"\55 plausible when the 
motion [0 dismiss happens before discovery, especially in civil rights cases in which 
the defendant holds the key infonnation? According to the Coun, "[dletennining 
whether a complaim states a plausible claim for relief ,vill ... be a context-specific 
task that requires the reviewing court to draw on its judicial experience and 
common sense,"156 

And when judges turn to their judicial experience and common sense, what 
will this store of knowledge tell them about whether some particular comment or 

act happened and whether such behavior evidences legally cognizable discrimination' 
Decades of social psychological research demonstrate that our impressions are 
driven by the interplay between categorical (general ro the category) and individ
uating (specific to the member of the (,:ategory) information. For example, in 
order to come to an impression about a Latina plaintiff, we reconcile general 
schernas for Latina workers with individualized data about the speciftc plaintiff 
'Nhen we lack sufficient individuating infonnation-which is largely the state of 
affilirs at the motion to dismiss stage-we have no choice bur to rely more heavily 
on our schemas.157 

lVloreover, consider what the directive to rely on common sense means in 
light of social judge.bility theory. ISS According to this theory, there are social rules 
that tell us when it is appropriate to judge someone. For e.xample1 suppose your 
fourth grade child told you that a new kid, Hannah, has enrolled in school and that 
she receives free lunches, Your child then asks you whether you think she is smart. 
You will probably decline to answer since you do nor feel entitled to make that 
judgment. Without more probative infonnation, you feel that you would only be 
crudely stercot)'ping her abilities based on her socioeconomic starus. But what if 
the next day you volunteered in the classroom and spent twelve minutes observing 

153. Id.. (qlloting Twombly, 550 U.S. 544) (internal quotation marks omitted). 
154. Id.:lt 1952. 
155. Su In r( Iowa Ready-Mix Concrete AnritruSt Litig., No. C 1O-4038-MWB, 2011 WL 5547159, at 

oJ (N.D. Iowa NO\T. 9, 201 I) (referring to a TrllJOmbf),-Iqbalmotion as ''Twom-baJ''). 
156. 1'1"al, 129 S. Ct.:lt 1940. 
157. These sch<:ma, also reflect cultural cognitiom. St.: gmfflJlI)' Donald Braman, CIl/tUlul CvplitioTl and 

IJx &aJO!ruh/c Pmon, 14 LEWlS & CL>\RK L. REv. 1455 (2010); Dan M. Kahan, David A. 
Hotfman & Donald Br:lman, Whose J:.)·u.llu YOIl Going to B .. /~? SCOtt v. Harris alld fhe Prrii.r 0/ 
Cognitive IIlibt:ra/ism, 122 HARV. L. REV. 83i (2009). 

158. Su Vincem Y. Y'U'!'b}'t et aI., Soxi(l/ Judgeability: TIx Impact 0/ Mrta-[,yonnatwlusl Cller GIl d~ Use of 
Stt:twJtYf'!1, 66 J. PERSONALm'&SOC. PSYCHOL. 48 (1994). 
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Hannah interacting with a teacher trying to solve problems? Would you then feel 
that you had enough individuating information to come to some judgment? 

This is precisely what John Darley and Paget Gross tested in a seminal 
experiment in 1983.159 VVhcn participants only received economic status infor
mation, they declined to evaluate Hannah's intelligence as a function of her eco
nomie class. However, when they saw a twelve-minute_ videotape of the child 
answering a battery of questions, participants felt credentialed to judge the girl, 
and they did so in a way that was consistent with stereotypes. 'Nhat they did not 
realize was that the individuating information in the videmape ,.vas purposefully 
designed to be ambiguous. So participants who were told that Hannah was rich 
interpreted the video as confirmation that she was smart. By contrast, participants 
who were told that Hannah was poor interpreted the same video as confirmation 
that she was not so bright.160 

Vincent Yzcrbyt and colleagues, who call this phenomenon "social 
judgeability," have produced further evidence of this effect. J61 lf researchers told 
you that a person is either an archivist or a comedian and then asked you twenty 
questions about this person regarding their degree of extroversion with the 
options of~TrucJI! "False," or "I don't know," how might you answer? \Vhat if, in 
addition, they manufactured an illusion that you were given individuating 
information-infonnation about the specific individual and not just the category 
he or she belongs to--even though you acrually did not receive any such infor
mation?162 This is precisely what Yzerbyt and colleagues did in the lab. 

They found that those operating under the illusion of inclividuati ng infor
mation were more confident in their answers in that they marked fewer questions 
with III don't knoW."163 They also found that those operating uncler the illusion 
gave more stereotype-consistent answers. 164 In other words, the illusion of being 
informed made the target judgeable. Because the participants, in fact, had received 
no such individuating information, they tended to judge the person in accordance 
with their schemas abour archivists and comedians. Interestingly, "in the debriefings, 

159. Set John M. Darley &. Paget H. Gross, A H.ltpat/XSis-GmjiroliJJg Bias in f...ilbrling ~!fr('J, 44 J. 
PERSONALlTI' &SOC. PSYCHOL. 20. 22-23 (J983). 

160. Stc id. at 24-25,27-29. 
161. Sre Y-zerb}'t ct aI., supra note ISS. 
162. Thls illusion was created by having participants go through a Iisteningo:erci~e, in which thcyv,:erc told 

to furus only On one speaker (coming through one ear of a headset) and ignore the other (coming 
through the other). They were later told that the speaker th:lt they were told to ignore had in f:K1 

provided rcJe...':lTJt individuating infonnatioll. The truth was, howC'\'Cr, mat no such infomlJOOn had 
been gillen. Su ill lit" 50. 

163. Sa itt. at 51 (M=S.07 versus ]0.13; /'1<0.003). 
164. &1: id. (M",9.97 veJ'Sm 6.30, Out ofi ro 20 point range;p<O.OO6). 
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subjects reported that they did not judge the target on the basis of a stereotype; 
they were persuaded that they had described a real person qua person."'" Again, 
it is possible that they were concealing their explicitly embraced bias about 
archivists and comedians from probing researchers, but we think that it is more 

probable that implicit bias explains these results. 
Social judgcability theory connects back to Iqbal in that the Supreme 

Court has altered the rules structuring the judgeability of plaintiffs and their 
complaints. Under Conley, judges were told not to judge without the facts and 
thus were supposed to allow the lawsuit to get to discovery unless no set of facts 
could state a legal claim. By contrast, under Iqbal, judges have been explicitly 
green-lighted to judge the plausibility of thc plaintiffs claim based only on the 
minimal facts that can be alleged before discovery-and this instmction came in 
the context of a racial discrimination casco In other words, our highest court has 
entitled district court judges to make this judgment based on a quantum of infor
mation that may provide enough facts to render the claim socially judgeable but 
not enough fuets to ground that judgment in much more than the judge's schemas. 
Just as Yzerbyts illusion of individuating information entitled participants to judge 
in the laboratory, the express command of the SuprcQ1c Court may entitle 
judges to judge in the courtroom when clley lack any well-developed basis to do so. 

There are no field studies to test whether biases, explicit or implicit, influ
ence how actual judges decide motions to dismiss actual cases. It is not clear 
that researchers could ever collect such infonnation. All that we have are some 
preliminary data about dismissal rates before and after Iqbal that arc consistent 
with our analysis. Again, since Iqbal made dismissals easier, we should sec an 
increase in dismissal rates across the board,l66 More relevant to our hypothesis 
is whether certain types of cases experienced differential changes in dismissal rates. 
For instance, we would expect Iqbal to generate greater. increases in dismissal 
rates for race discrimination claims than, say, contract claims. There arc a 
number of potential reasons for this: One reason is that judges are likely to have 

stronger biases that plaintiffs in the former type of case have less valid claims 
than those in the latter. Another reason is that we might e.xpecr some kinds of cases 

165. fd. 
166. In the ftrst empirical study of l'lpal, Hatam;;ar sampled 444 cases lUlder Conlty (from May 2005 TO 

tvby 2007) and 173 cases under Iqbal (/Tom Jvlay 2009 to August 2(09). See Panicia W. Hat:un)".lr, 
TIJ( Ti1oo/PWding: Do T wornhly tlndlqb:t1 Maltn' Empiritallyl. 59 AM. U. L REV. 553. 597 (2010). 
She fOw,d that the general rate of compb.int disntissal rose from 46 percc'nt to 56 percent. &1' it/. at 602 
!b1.2. However, thiS findingw;\S nor statistica1~' significun under II Pearson chi-sqwtrcd distribution test 
examining the different dismissal rates for Conk)" T'WOmb/y. and lqbal for three results: grJ.nt, mixed. 
and deny. 
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to raise more significant Concerns about asymmetric infonnation than do ochers. 
In contracts disputes, both parties may have good information about most of the rel
evant facts even prior to discovery. In employment discrimination cases, plaintiffs 
may have good hunches about how they have been discriminated against, but 
prior to discovery they may not have access to the broad array of infonnation in the 
employer's possession that may be necessary to turn the hunch into something a 
judge finds plausible. Moreover, these two reasons potentially interact: the more 
gap filling and inferential thinking that a judge has to engage in, the more room 
there may be for explicit and implicit biases to snucture the judge's assessment in 
the absence of a well-developed evidentiary record. 

NotWithstanding the lack of field studies on these issues, there is some evi
dentiary support for these differential changes in dismissal rates. For example, 
Patricia Hatamayr sorted a sample of cases before and aftcr Iqbal into six major 
categories: contracts, tons, civil rights, labor, intellectual property, and all other 
starutory cases. 167 She found that in contract cases, the rate of dismissal did not 
change much from Conley (32 percent) to Iqbal (32 percent). '" By contrast, for 
Title VlI cases, the rate of dismissal increased from 42 percent to 53 percent. 16

<} 

Victor Quintanilla has collecred more granular data by counting not Title VI1 cases 
generally but federal employment discrimination cases filed specifically by Black 
plaintiffs both before and after Iqbal'70 He found an even larger jump. Under the 
Conley regimc, courts granted only 20.5 percent of the motions to dismiss such 
cases. By contrast, under the Iqbal regime, courts granted 54.6 percent of them. 171 

These data lend themselves to multiple interpretations and suffer from various 
confound'!. So at this point, we can make only modest claims. We merely suggest 
that the dismissal rate data arc consistent with our hypothesis that Iqbals plau
sibility standard poses a risk of increasing the impact of implicit biases at the 
12(b)(6) stage. 

If, notwithstanding the plausibility-based pleading requirements, the case gets 
past the motion to dismiss, then discovery will take place, after which defendants 
will seek summary judgment under FRCP 56. On the one hand, this proce
dural posture is less subject to implicit biases than the motion to dismiss beclUse 
more individuating information will have surfaced through discovery. On the 

167. Sa id. at 591-93. 
168. Su id. :It 630 tb1.D. 
169. Sr,· id. 
170. Sa Victor D. Qtinrnnilla. &yo"d Common SmJf: A Satin! Pr)'fhdagim/ Sllidy .y1qbal j Effi(! 011 Clnims 

ofRPa Durrimination, 17 Mln!.J. RACE:&L. I (2011). QyiOtaniUa counted both Title VlJ and 42 
U.S.c. § 1981 =. 

171. Su ir!. at 36 tbl.1 (p"O.OOO). 
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other hand, the judge still has to make a judgment call on whether any "genuine 
dispute as to any material fact"l72 remains. Similar decisionmaking dynamics are 
likely to be in playas we saw in the pleading stage, for a significant quantum of 
discretion remains. Certainly the empirical evidence that dcmonstr::Ltcs how poorly 
employment discrimination claims fare on swnmary judgment is not inconsistent 
with this view, though, to be sure, myriad other explanations of these differences 
arc possible (including, for example, doctrinal obstacles to reaching ajury).lil 

3. ]Ul)' Verdict 

If the case gets to trial, the parties will introduce evidence on the merits of the 
claim. Sometimes the evidence will be physical objects, such as documents, cmails, 
photographs, voice recordings, evaluation forms, and the like. The rest ofit will 
be witness or expert testimony, teased out and challenged by lawyers on both 
sides. Is there any reason to think that jurors might interpret the evidence in line 
with their biases? In the criminal trajectory, we already learned of juror bias via 
meta-analyses as well as correlations with implicit biases, Unfortunately, we lack 

comparable studies in the civil context. What we offer are two sets of related argu
ments and evidence that speak to the issue: motivation to shift standards and 

performer preference. 

a. Motivation to Shift Standards 

Above, we discussed the potential malleability of merit detcnninations when 
judgments permit discretion and reviewed how employer defendants might shift 
standards and reweight criteria when evaluating applicants and employees. Here, 
we want to recognize that a parallel phenomenon may affect juror decisionmaking, 
Suppose that a particular juror is VVhitc and that he identifies strongly vv'jth his 
Whiteness. Suppose further that the defendant is White and is being sued by a 
racial minority, The accusation of illegal and immoral behavior threatens the 

172. FED R. CJV. P. 56(,,). 
173. &r, e.g., Charlotte L. Lam'l:rs, Dqrrrr:nl Fehal 0/111, Diffrrmt [)i;jJQi!wn: An Empi6laJ CJmparison 

of ADA, Title VII &u and Sex, and ADF . ./J Emp/oJ·ment Du.-nmina/;on Dupo$ilicns in the EtisUm 
District ifPmnsyhmnia and the Nvrthr:m Disln"tt ojCuJrgia, 16 COR.'-':ELLj.L. & POL'V 381, 395 
(2007); Theodore Eisenberg & Charlotte:: L:mvers, Summary Judg!TUIII &IlS Owr Tinlt~ AtroJS 
Ctn .. CnltrgOrli!J. tlnd..AI"ws DisfritlJ:An Empirila/ SllId)'4Thra Large Fdn'ill DisJrirtJ (Cornell Law 
Sch. Research Paper No. OS"'{)22, 2008), fl'i/ai/abl, at http://ssm.corrJabstract,,,1138373 (find.ing mat 
civil rights cases, and particulllrly emplo)1ncnt disa'imin.1oon cases, have a consistently higher smnmuy 
judgment rate than non-civil rights cases). 
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status of the juror's racial ingroup. Anca Miron, Nyla Branscombe, and i\1onica 
Biernat have demonstrated that this threat to me ingroup can motivate people ro 
shift standards in a direction that shields the ingrotlp from ethical responsibility.l7' 

Miron and colleagues asked White undergraduates at the University of Kansas 
to state how strongly they identified with Ametica. t75 Then they were asked 
various questions about America's relationship to slavery and its aftermath. These 
questions clumped into three categories (or constructs): judi;ments of harm done to 

Blacks,176 standards ofinjusrice!l77 and collective guilt.17S Having measured these 
various constructs, the researchers looked for relationships among them. Their 
hypothesis was that the greater the self-identification with America, the higher 
the standards would be before being willing to call America racist or otherwise mor
ally blameworthy (that is, the participants would set higher confirmatol)' standards). 
They found that White students who strongly identified as American set higher 
standards for injustice (that is, they wanted more evidence before calling America 
unjust); 119 they thought less harm was done by slavery; .so and, as a result, they 
felt less collective guilt compared to other White students who identified less 
v,ri. th America. 181 In adler words, their attitudes toward America were correlated 
with the quantum of evidence they required to reach a judgment that America had 
been unjust. 

In a subsequent study, Miron et al. tried to Hnd evidence of causation, not 
merely correlation. They did so by experimentally manipulating national identi
fication by asking participants to recount simations in which they felt similar to 
other Americans (evoking greater identification with fellow Americans) or different 
from other Americans (evoking less identification v.ri.rh fellow Americans).lSl 

174. AnCl M. l\.1iron, Nyla R Branscombe & MoniCl Biernat, Mr;trudi(d Shifiing r:fJurlice Siandar:u, 36 
PERSONAlJTY Soc. PSYCHOL. BULL. 768, 769 (2010). 

175. The participants were all American citiuns. The question asked was, "I feel strong ties \\ith other 
Americans." Jrl:n 771. 

176. A representative guestion W".lS, ''How much damage did Americans cause to Africans?" on a "vcry 
little ~ (1) to "very much" (7) Likert scale.. Jd. at 770. 

177. ~P1ease indicate what pen:emage of American.:; would havc had to be involved in causing harm to 
A6-icans for you to consider the past United St3tes a racist nation" on a scale of 0-10 percent, 10-25 
percent, ltp to 90-100 percent. Jd. at 771. 

178. '" feel guilty for my nation's harmful PlSt actions ro\\~\rd Mric:m i\mcncans" on a "strongly dis;lgrce" 
(1) ro ~strOngly agree" (9) Likert scale. Id 

179. Su id.::It 772 tbl.l (r<:O.26,p<0.05). 
180. S('( id. (r-{J,23,p<O.05). 
181. &~ itl (r_D21,p<O.OS). Using structuralcquarion modeling, the researchers found that stlndards of 

injustice fully mediated the relationship between group idenrificuion and judgments of harm; 
also, judgment;; of harm fully mediated the etTect of stand.mis on coUcctive guilt. S(( id at 7i2-73, 

182. The manipulation was ~·ucccssful. &t hL at 773 (p<0.05, bO.54.). 
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Those who were experimentally made to feel Jess identification with America 
subsequendy reported very different standards of justice and collective guilt 
compared to others made to feel more identification with America. Specifically, 
participants in the low identification condition set lower standards for calling 
something (lI~lIst, they evaluated slavery's harms as higher, and they felt more 
collective guilt. By contrast, participants in the high identification condition set 
higher standards for calling something unjust (that is, they required more 
evidence), they evaluated slavery's harms as less severe, and they felt less guilt. '" In 
other words, by experimentally manipulating how much people identified with 
their ingroup (in this case, American), researchers could shift the justice stand'1fd 
that participants deployed to judge their own ingroup for harming the outgraup. 

Evidentiary standards for jurors are specifically articulated (for example, 
"preponderance of the evidence") but substantively vague. The question is how 
a juror operation:ilizes that standard-just how much evidence docs she require for 
believing that this standard hac; been met? These studies show how our assessments 
of evidcnce-ofhow much is cnough-are themselves potentially malleable. One 
pocenrial source of malleability is) according to tlllS research, a desire (most likely 
impUcit) to protect one's ingroup status. If a juror strongly identifies "oth the 
defendant employer as part of the same ingroup-racially or otherwise-the juror 
may shift standards of proof upwards in response to attack by an outgroup plaintiff. 
In other v.'Orcis, jurors who implicitly perccive an ingroup threat may require more 
evidence to be convinced of the defendant's harmful behavior than they would in 
an otherwise identical case that did not relate to their own ingroup. Ingroup 
threat is simply an example of this phenomenon; the point is that implicit biases 
may influence jurors by affecting how they implement ambiguous decision criteria 
regarding both the quanrum of proof and how they make inferences from ambig

uous pieces ofinfonnation. 

b. Performer Preference 

Jurors will often receive evidence and interpretive cues from pcrtormers at 
trial, by which we mean the cast of characters in the courtroom who jurors see, such 
as the judge, lawyers, partiesJ and \'vitnesscs. These various pcIformers arc playing 
roles of one sort or another. And, it turns out that people tend to have stereotypes 
about the ideal employee or worker that vary depending on rl,e segment of the labor 

183. In standards for injustice, M=2.60 \1!tsus 3.39; on judgmcnls of harm, M=5.82 versus 5.42; on 
collective guilt, Moo6.33 versus 4.60. All differences were statisticaUYSignlfiCl.S1f ar pdJ.05 or less. s.: .. id. 
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market. For example, in high-level professional jobs and leadership roles, the 
supposedly ideal employee is often a \¥hire man. !!i~ VVhcn the actual performer 
does not fit the ideal type, people may evaluate the performance more negatively. 

One study by Jerry Kang, Nilanjana Dasgupta, Kumar Yogeeswaran, and 
Gary Blasi found just such performer preference with respect to lawyers, as a func
tion of mce. 18' Kang and colleagues measured ti,e explicit and implicit beliefs about 

the ideal lawyer held by jury-eligible participants from Los Angeles. The 
researchers were especially curious whether participants had implicit stereotypes 
linking the ideal litigator with particular racial groups (White versus Asian 
American). In addition to measuring their biases, the researchers had participants 
evaluate two depositions, which they heard via headphones and simultaneously 
read on screen. At the beginning of each deposition, participants were shown for 
five seconds a picture of the litigator conducting the deposition on a computer 
screen accompanied by his name. The race of the litigator was varied by name and 
photograph. Also, the deposition transcript identified who was speaking, which 
meant that participants repeatedly saw the attorneys' last names. !R6 

The srudy discovered the existence of a moderately strong implicit stere
otype associating litigators with Whiteness (!AT D=0.45);'" this stereorypc 
correlated wid, more favorable evaluations of the White lawyer (ingroup favoritism 
since 91% of me participants were 'VVhite) in terms of his competence (r=0.32, 
p<O.Ol), likcability (r=0.31, p<O.Ol), and hireability {r=0.26, p<O.05).'" These 
results were eonfirmed through hierarchical regressions. T q appreciate the magni
tude of the effect sizes, imagine a juror who has no explicit stereotype but a large 
implicit stereotype (!AT D=l) that the ideal litigator is White: On a 7-point 
scale, thls juror would favor a VVhite lawyer over an identical Asian American 

184. Sa, e.g., Alice H. Eagly &Steven). JUrat!, Rob Congru!'ty Th.YlryojPrtiuJi<e Toward Ftmale Leadm', 
109 PsYCHOL. REV. 573 (2002); .. \lice H. Eagiy. Stt"I-'Cn). Kar.m &Mon3 C. Makhijani, GCTllband 
the Ejftflivrnm rfLeadcr,r.A MetIJ.,Anaiy!is, 117 PsYCI-IOL. BULL. 125 (1995); rua/;o Je.-\!'\' Wll.lJAM5, 
UNBENDING G ENDER: WHY FAMILY AND WORK CONFLICT AND WHAT TO Do A.sOlJT IT 
213-17 (2000) (discussing how conceptiMS of merit arc designed around masculine nonns); Shelley 
J. Correll et :ll., (dlliJlg aJob: Is Tkrt!1 MoIhtT/md Pma/ty?, 112 AM.). SOC. 1297 (2007). 

185. Sre Jerry Kang et aL, Arc }deal Lingolon J.Vbitd MfflIurinK ,Ix MyJh o/C'()/orhlindnm, 7 J. £MPUUC:\L 
LEG"L SWD. 886 (2010). 

186. Sr~ id. at 892-99 (describing method and procedure, and identiJ}i.ng attorney names as 'William Cole" 
or "Sung Chang"). 

187. Su id. at 900. They also found strong negative implicit actintdes ag:limt Asian :\mcricans (lAT 
0=0.62). S(~ id. 

188. Id at 901 tbLJ. 
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lawyer 6.01 to 5.65 in terms of competence, 5.57 to 5.27 in teons of likability, and 

5.65 to 4.92 in terms ofhireability.'" 
This stud), provides some evidence that potential jurors' impEcit stereotypes 

cause racial discrimination in judging attorney performance of basic depositions. 
VVhat does this have to do with how juries might decid~ employment discrim
ination cases? Of course, minority defendants do nor necessarily hire minority 
attorney.s. That said, it is possible that minorities do hire minority attome~ at 
somewhat higher rates than nonminorities. But even more important, we h}poth
esize that similar processes might take place with how jurors evaluate not only 
attorneys but also both parties and witnesses, as they perform their various roles at 
trial. To be sure, tills study does notspeak directly to credibility assessments, lik£ly 
to be of special import at trial, but it does at least suggest that implicit stereotypes 
may affect judgment of performances in the courtroom. 

We concede that our claims about implicit bias influencing jury 
decisionmaking in civil cases are somewhat speculative and not well quantified. 
Moreover, in the real world, certain institutional processes may make both explicit 
and implicit biases less likely to translate into behavior. For example, jurors must 

deEbcrate with other jurors, and sometimes the jtuy features significant demographic 
diversity, which seems to deepen certain types of delibenition. 190 Jurors also feel 
accountahle191 to the judge, who reminds them to adhere to the law and the merits. 
That said, for reasons already discussed, it seems implausible to think that current 
pmc1i= within the courtroom somehow magically bum away all jury biases, 
especially lmplicit biases of which jurors and judges are unaware. That is why we 
seek improvements based on the best understanding of how people actually behave. 

Thus far, we have canvassed much of the available evidence describing how 

implicit bias may influence decisionmaking processes in both criminal and civil 
cases. On the one hand, the research findings are substantial and robust. On the 
other hand, they provide only imperfect knowledge, especially about what is 
actually happening in the real world. Notwithstanding this provisional and lim
ited knowledge, we strongly believe that these studies, in aggregate, suggest that 
implicit bias in the trial process is a problem worth worrying about. \oVhar, then, 
can be done? Based on what we know, how might we intervene to improve the 
trial process and potentially vaccinate decisionmakcrs against, or at least reduce, 
the influence of implicit bias? 

189. Th~ figures were calculated using the regression equations in id. at g02 n.25, 904 n.27. 
190. Sf( i'!fra text accompanying notes 241-245. 
191. &(, ~.g., Jennifer S. Lerner & Philip E. Tcclock, Aacul1ling/cr 1m EjfedJ 0/ AC((luntabilily, 125 

PSYCHOI_ Bul.L. 255, 267-70 (1999). 
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III. INTERVENTIONS 

Before we turn explicitly to interventions, we reiterate that there are many 

causes of unfairness in the courtroom, and our focus on implicit bias is not meant 
to deny other causes. In Part II, we laid Ollt the empirical. case for why we believe 
that implicit biases influence both criminal and civil case trajectories. We now 
identifY interventions that build on an overlapping scientific and political consensus. 
If there are cost-effective interventions that are likely to decrease the impact of 
implicit bias in the cOllrtroom, we believe they should be adopted at least as forms 
of experimentation. 

We arc mindful of potential costs, including implementation and even 
overcorrection costs. But we are hopeful that these costs can be safely minimized. 
Moreover, the potential benefits of these improvements are both substantive and 
expressive. Subst:lntively, the improvements may increase actual fairness by decrea.<
iog the impact ofimplicit biases; expressively, they may increase the appearance of 
fairness by signaling the judiciary's thoughtful attempts to go beyond cosmetic 
compliancc. 192 Effort is not always sufficient, but it ought to coum for something. 

A. Decrease the Implicit Bias 

If implicit bias causes unfairness, one intervention strategy is to decrease the 
implicit bias itself. It would be delightful if explicit refutation would suffice. Bur 
abstract, global self-commands to ,jBe faid" do not much change implicit social 
COgnitions. How then might we alter implicit attitudes or stereotypes about vari
ous social grOllpS?193 One potentially effective strategy is to expose ourselves to 

countertypica1 associations. In rough terms, if we have a negatiye attitude toward 
some group, we need exposure [Q members of that group to whom we would have 
a positive attitude. If we have a particular stereotype about some group, we need 
exposure to members of that group that do not fearure those particular attributes. 

192. In a 1999 SUIVC}' by the National Center for Stlte Courts. 47 percent of tht: Arncricln people 
doubted that Africm Americans and Latinos receive equal treatment in state COUl'tSi 55 percent doubted 
that non-English speaking people receive equal treatment. The appearance of fairness is a serious 
problem. Su NAiL ern. FOR STATE COURTS, HOWn-IE PuBuc VjEWSTI1E STATE COURTS: 
A 1999 NATIONAL SURVEY 3i (1999), awila/ll~ ul h«p://y.wv.'.ncsronlinc.or..;/WClPllbliCirionsi 
Res_AsntPTC_PublicV'tC'.vCrtsPub.pd£ The tcnn "cosmetic compliance'" comes from Kimberly 
o. Kr.miec. COlflr<lit Compli.::muand fix Failrm o/M~'ialld Gc-w1lllr.t(, 81 WASH. U. LQ 487 (2003). 

193. For anal}~is of the namre versus nurture deb:1tc rcgMding implicit bi:LSCS, seeJeny Kang, Bill if Bias. 
In 1);lPUCrr R.<\.ClALBHS ACROSS TIlE LJ\w 132ijustin D. Levinson & Robert}. Smith eds., 2012). 
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These exposures can come through direct contact with countertypical people. 
For example, Nilanjan., Dasgupta and Shaki Asgari rracked the implcit gender 
stereotypes held by female subjects both before and after a year of attending 
coUege. '" One group of women attended a year of coed coUege; the other group 
attended a single-sex college. At the start of their college careers, the two groups had 

comparable amounts of implicit stereotypes against women. However, onc year 
later, those who attended the women's college on average expressed no gender 
bias, whereas the average bias of those who attended the coed school increased. 195 

By carefully examining differences in the two universities' environments, the 
researchers learned that it was exposure to countertypical women in the role of 
professors and university administrators that altered the implicit gender stere
otypes of female college students. l96 

Nilanjan. Dasgupta and Luis Rivera also found correlations between partic
ipants' self-reported numbers of gay friends and their negative implicit attitudes 
toward gays.l97 Such evidence gives further reason to encourage intergroup social 
contact by diversifYing the bench, the courtroom (staff and law clerks), our 
residential neighborhoods, and friendship circles. That s;lid, any serious diversi
fication of the bench, the bar, and staff would take enormous resources, both 
economic and political. Ivloreover, these inteIVentions might produce only modest 
results. For instance, Rachlinski et al. found that judges from an eastern district that 
featured apprOximately half White judges and half Black judges had "only slghtly 
smaller" implicit biases than the judges of a western jurisdiction, which contained 
only two Black judges (out of forty-five toral district court judges, thirty-six of [hem 
being White).'" In addition, debiasing exposures would have to compete against the 
other daily real-life exposures in the courtroom that rebias. For instance, Joshua 
Correll found that police officers who worked in areas with high minori~ 
demographics and violent crime showed more shooter bias. 1

o,o9 

If increasing direct contact with a diverse but countcnypical population is 
not readily feasible, what about vicarioLlS contact, which is mediated by images, 

194. Sri NIl:lOjana Dasgupt:t & Shahl Asgari. Suing iJ BeIi("Ving: E:rpoilirr ta Cauntmlereotypit I'llontm 
LMdm and In l:.1fect an the Malko1bi1ity rf Autamatic Cmder Stermtyping. 4O}. EXPER1(l,-1E~J.""L Soc. 
PSYCHOL. 642.649-54 (2004). 

195. Seeid. :tt6S1. 
196. Su iii. at 651-53. 
197. See NilaJ~al1a Dasgupb & Luis M. Rivern, From AU/Of/lillie Antif/'Y Prgudice to Br.htnior: Tk 

Moderating &k qfOmIciour BrlifJ Ahaul Crnda-and BehaVi01UI OJl1trol, 91}. PERSONAl.m' &'SOC. 
PSYCHOL. 268,270 (2006). 

198. See Rachlinski et a1.. fUpm note 86,:n 1227. 
199. Su Correll et aI., mpra note 51, at 1014 t'\Vc tent.uively suggest that these environments may 

reinforce L,umra{ stereotypes, linking Black people to the concept of violence."), 
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videos, simulations, or even imagination and which docs not require direct [ace
to-face contact?200 Actually, the earliest studies on the malleability of implicit 
bias pursued just these strategies. For instance, Nilanjana Dasgupta and Anthony 
Greenwald showed that participants who were exposed vic:uiously to countenypical 
exemplars in a hisrot)' questionnaire (for e..xamplc, BhlCk figures to whom we 
tend to have positive attitudes, such as Martin Luther King}r., and White figures to 
whom \'Ve tend to have negative attitudes, such as Charles Manson) showed a 
substantial decrease in negJtive implicit attitudes toward African AmericanS.201 These 
fIndings are consistent with work done by Irene Blair, who has demonstrated that 
brief mental visualization exercises can also change scores On the IAT.20:!. 

In addition to exposing people to famous countertypical exemplars, implicit 
biases may be decreased by juxtaposing ordinary people with countenypieal setting,;. 
For instanc"C, Bernatd Wittenbrink, Charles Judd, and Bernadette Park examined 
the effects of watching videos of Mrican Americans situated either at a convivial 
outdoor barbecue or at a gang-related incicient,2UJ Simating African Americans in 
a positive setting produced lower implicit bias scores. 204 

There arc, to be sure, questions about whether this evidence directly trans
lates into possible improvements for the courtroom.203 But even granting numerous 
caveats~ might it not be valuable to engage in some eA.perimentation? In chambers 
and the courtroom buildings, photographs, posters, screen savers, pamphlets, and 
decorations ought to be used that bring to mind counrcrtypical exemplars or associ
ations fur participants in tile trial process. Since judges and jurors are differendy 
siruarcd, we can expect borh different effects and implementation strategies. 
For example, judges would be exposed to such vic:uious displays regularly as a 
feature of their workplace environment. By contrast, jurors would be e.xposed only 

200. $(1' Jerry Kang. Cyhr-&u, 113 HARV. L. Rf:v. 1130, 1166-<07 (2000) (comparing vicarious with 
direct experiences). 

201. Nihnjana Oasgupt:l &Anthonr G. Greenwald, 011 tIN Mal/laOility of Au/t)matic Allitucia: Combating 
Automotic PrtjUJliu With imager of Admiml and DirHlud Illdividuals, 81 J. PEHSONAun' & SOc. 
PSYCHOL. BOO, 807 (2001). The lAT effi:ct changed nearly 50 percent as compared to the control 
(IAT effccr }\1,,78ms l'CrsliS 174ms,p"0.01) and remained for over t\I.'cnty-four hours. 

202, Irene V. Blair, Jennifer £. Ma & Alison P. unton, imagining SterlGtyptJ Away: TIN Modrration oj 
[mplkit Stereolypis Through Mmlallmdgt:ry, 81 J. PERSOr-:ALm' &SOC. PSYCHOL. 828 (2001). Sf'( 
gmrrally Irene V. Blair, The Malleability if Automatic Strrtfllypes and Prtjudiu, 6 PERSONALlTI' & 
SOC. PSYCHOL. REv. 242 (2002) (litcr.tnlre review). 

203. Su Bemd Wittenbrink ct aI., SpollfdllMW Prdudice in Cmt(:t/: flill'iahi/it)' inAuiomtjtim/~'ArthJated 
AlJitudu, 81 J. PERSONAI.ITY &SOc. PSYCHOL 815, 8]8-19 (2001). 

204. Id at 819. 
205. How long does the intervention last? How immedi.tte docs it have to be? HO\v milch were Inc 

studies able 10 ensure focus on the positive countcrtypic".l stimulus as opposed to in ;t counroom 
where these positives would be amidst the myriad distractions of tria.!? 
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during their typically brief visit to the court. lOti Especially for jurors, then, the 
goal is not anything as ambitious as fundamentally changing the underlying 
structure of their mental associations. Instead, the hope would be that by reminding 
them of counrcrtypical associations, we might momentuily activate different mental 
patterns while in the c~)Urthouse and reduce the impact of implicit biases on 
their ciccisionmaking.267 

To repeat, we recognize the limitations of our recommendation. Recent 
research has found much smal1er debiasing effects from vicarious exposure than 
originallyestimated.los Moreover, such exposures must compete against the flood 
of typical, schema-consistent exposures we are bombarded with from mass media. 
That said, we see little costs to these strategies even if they appear cosmetic. There 
is no evidence, for example, that these exposures will be so powerful that they will 
overcorrect and produce net bias against VVhitcs. 

B. Break the Link Between Bias and Behavior 

Even if we cannot remove the bias, perhaps we can alter decision making 
processes so that these biases are less likely to translate into behavior. In order to 

keep this Article's scope manageable, we focus on the ~o key playm in the 
courtroom: judges and jurors. 2{\\I 

1. Judges 

a. Doubt One's Objectivity 

Most judges view themselves as objective and especially talented at fair 
decisionmaking. For instance, Rachlinski et a1. found in one survey that 97 
percent of judges (thirty-five out of thirty-six) believed that they were in the top 
quartile in ~'avoid[ing] racial prejudice in decisionmaking"210 relative to other 
judges attending the same conference. That is, obviously, mathematically impossible. 

206. S~ Kang, supra note 46, at 1537 (raising the possibilityof"debi:u.ing booths" in lobbies for wairingjurolS). 
207. Rajees Srithamn & Bennun G:w,'f(lnski, Changing Implidl and Explicil Prdudiu; Imighls From {ht 

ASJOciati'IX-Pro/'Ositional Evaluation Model, 41 SOC, PSVCHOL 113, IlB (2010). 
208. Su Jennifer A. Joy-Gaba & Brian A Nosek. The Surprisingly Limill1l MRI/caoilif)' o/Impiicjf RB,'wl 

Btu/flaMm, 41 soc. PSYCHOL 137, 141 (2010) (finding ao effect Si7..c that \vas :lpproximatcly 70 
penx:nt smaller than the original Dasgupta and Greenwald findings, sc" supr" oore 201). 

209. Odler impottlm players obvious~' include staff, lawyers, and pouce. For a discu:;sion of the trJining 
liter,lture on the police and shooter hias, see Adam Benfor.tdo, Qrluk rm fix Dnru.'.: Implicit Bias and 
the StlOndAmmdmmi. 89 OR. L. REv. I, 46-48 (2010). 

210, Su Rachlinski o::t aI., supra note B6, il[ 1225. 
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(One is reminded of Lake Wobegon, where all of the children arc above 
average') In another survey, 97.2 percent of those administrative agency judges 
sunrcyed put themselves in the top half in terms of avoiding bias, again impossi
ble.2l1 Unfortunately, there is e,;denee that beliel>ing ourselves to be objective puts 
us at particular risk for behaving in ways that belie our self-conception. 

Eric Uhlmann and Geoffrey Cohen have demonstrated that when a person 
believes himself to be objective, such belief licenses him ro act on his biases. In 
one study, they had participants choose either the candidate profile labeled "Gary" 
or the candidate profile labeled "Lisa" for the job offuctol)' manager. Both candidate 
proftles, comparable on all traits, unambiguously showed strong organiz.1tion 
skills but weak interpersonal skills:211 H;t1f the participants were primed to view 
themselves as objective.2lJ The other half were left alone as control. 

Those in rl,e control condition gave the male and female candidates statistically 
indistinguishable hiring evaluations. 2

t.1 But those who were manipulated to think 
of themselves as objective evaluated the male candidate higher (M=S.06 versus 
3.75, p=O.039, d=O.76).'" Interestingly, this was not dlle to a malleability of merit 
effect, in which the participants reweighred the importance of either organiza
tional skills or interpersonal skills in order to £wor the man. Instead, the discrim
ination \\ras caused by straight-out disparate evaluation, in which the Gary profile was 
rated as more interpersonally skilled than the Lisa profile by those primed to think 
themselves objective (1\1=3.12 versus 1.94, p=O.023, d=O.86)."" In shan, thinking 
oneself to be objective seems ironically to lead one to be less objective and more 
susceptible to biases. Judges should therefore remind themselves that they arc 
human and fallible, notwithstanding their starus, their education, and the robe. 

But is such a suggestion based on v.ishfW thinking? Is there any evidence 
that education and reminders can actually help? There is some suggestive evi
dence from Emily Pronin, who has carefully studied the bias blinds pot-the belief 

211. Su Chris Guthrie, Jcffi-ey J. R.:1chlinski & Andm.v ). Wisrrich, Tht uHid:lmJfldiciRlY~'AI/ Empiriw/ 
E..:nminaJi.;n of E:acuti't'f Branchjwfiu,58 DUKE L.J. 1477, 1519 (2009). 

212. Su Eric Luis Uhlmann & Geoffrey L. Co~n, ~I Thillk 11, 77x.ref()/''t Iii 7hli'~' Efferl1 of&!f-Pml'i7l'td 
Objl'Clivily on Hiring DistrimilllJlibn, 104 ORGAN1ZA nOKAL BEHA V. &HUi\1. DECISION PRocESSES 
207,210-11 (2007). 

213. This was done simply by asking participants to nne their ovm objccthil)'. O\'er S8 percent of the partic~ 
ipants rated them~k.'C$ as above average Oil objectivity. Set! id at 209. The participantS \vcre dr:l.\m 
from :liar sample (notjus[ coUegc students). 

214. Su id. at 21()...11 (M=3.24 for male candidate versus 4.05 for female candidatc,p=O.21). 
215. Sa id. at 2J 1. 
216. Su id. Interestingly, the gender of the participants manen:d. Feml~e participantS did not show the 

objectidty priming effect. &of id. 
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that others are biased bur we ourselves are not.117 In one study, Emily Pronin and 
Matthew Kugler had a control group of Princeton students read an article from 
Nature: about environmemal pollution. By contrast, the treatment group read an 
article allegedly published in Science that descdbed various nonconscious influ
ences on attirudes and behaviors,2Is After reading an article, the participants were 
asked about their own objectivity as compared to their university peers. Those in 
the control group revealed the predictable bias blindspot and thought that they 
suffered from less bias than their peers. 219 By contrast, those in the treatmem group 
did not believe that they were more objective than their peers; moreover, their 
more modest self-assessments differed from those of the morc confident control 
groUp.220 ll1csc results suggest that learning about nonconscious thought processes 
can lead people to be more skeptical about their own objectivity. 

h. Increase Motivation 

Tightly connected to doubting one!s objectivity is the strategy of increasing 
one's motivation to be fair,2ll Social psychologists generally agree that motivation 
is an important determinant of checking biased behavior.m Specific to implicit bias, 
Nilanjana Dasgupta and Luis Rivera found that participants who were consciously 
motivated to be egalitarian did not allow their antigay implicit attitudes to 
translate into biased behavior toward a gay person. By contrast, for those lacking 
such motivation, strong antigay implicit attitudes predicted more biased behavior.12.3 

A powerful way to increase judicial motivation is for judges to gain actual 
scientific knowledge about implicit social cognitions. In other words, judges 
should be internally persuaded that a genuine problem exists. This education and 

217. Su gmrrolly Emily Pronin, Pmtption and .MiJpruptioll of Bim itt Human Judgment. 11 TRENDS 
Coc.NITlVE SCI. 37 (2007). 

218. Su Emily Pronin & Matthew B. Kugler, Valuing Thoughls, Igncn'i,g Btw,;iO/:' The illlTOs/JfCtion 
J/lusWn aJ a Source ofllx Eim B/in./ SptJI, 43 J. ExPERIMENTAL SOC. PSYCHOL 565, 574 (2007). 1bc 
inten't:ntion ::utide 'was 1643 words long, excluding references. Sf( id. at 575. 

219. Su id at 575 (1\1",S.29 where 6 represented the same amount of bias as peers). 
220. Su id. For the treatment group, rhcir self-eva.luation of objectivity was M=5.88, not stltistic:illy 

Significantly diJfercot from the $Core of6, \\'hich, as noted previously, meant having the s:unc :lffiount 
ofbias as peers. Also, the self-reported objectivity of the treatment group (r\1=S.88) differed from the 
control group (MIIS.29) in a Statistically signllu:ant .... -ay.r().Ql. See iJ 

221. For a review, see Margo J. Monteith ct al., Srhoo/ing tlx O;gnili'l.,( M;1IJ!u.: TIN Rolt qfMoti'lXlticn in 
th..·lVglllah~n tlndControi ojPnjutiilt, 3 SOC.&PERSONALTIT PSYCHOL COMPASS 211 (2009). 

222. Su Russell H. F:l.Zio & Tamara T owJes-Schwcn, 7'fp MODE M()dtl if Attihld;>-BdwV;()r Pr() .. ~w;, 
in DUAl.-PROCESSTHEORlES IN SOCiAL PSYCHOLOGY 97 (ShcUyChiukcn & YaacovTrope 
,ds., 1999). 

223. Stl Dasgupta & Rivera, supra note 197, at 275. 
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awareness can be done through self-study as well as more official judicial educa
tion. Such education is already lllking place, although mostly in an ad hoc fashion.'" 
The most organized intervention has come through the National Center for State 
Courts (NCSC). The NCSC organized a three-state pilot project in California, 
Minnesota, and North Dakota to teach judges and colUt staff about implicit bias.225 
It used a combination of \vritten materials, videos, resource \,vcbsitcs, Implicit 
Association Tests, and online lectures from subject-matter experts to provide the 
knowledge. Qyestionnaires completed before and after each educational intClVen
rion provided. an indication of program effectiveness. 

Although increased knowledge of the underlying science is a basic objective of 
an implicit bias program, the goal is not to send judges back to college for a crash 
course in Implicit P~chology 101. Rather, it is to persuade judges) on the merits, to 

rccognv..c implicit bias as a potential problem, which in rum should increase moti
vation to adopt sensible countermeasures. Did the NCSC projects increase 
recognition of the problem and encourage the right sorts of behavioral chmJgCS? The 
only evidence we have is nmitcd: voluntary self-reports subject to obvious selec
tion biases. 

For example, in Califomi.1,judicial train.ing emphasized a documennuy on cl'C 
neuroscience ofbias.226 Before and after watching the documentary, participants 
were asked to what extent they thought "a judge's decisions and court sraff's interac
tion with the public can be unwittingly influenced by unconscious bias toward 
racial/ethnic groUps."227 Before viewing the docmnentary, approximately 16 percent 
chose "rarely-never," 55 percent chose "occasionally," and 30 percent chose "most
ail." After viewing the documentary, 1 percent chose "rarely-never/' 20 percent 
chose "occasionally," and 79 percent chose "most-all."22S 

Relatedly, participants were asked whether they thought implicit bias could 
have an impact on behavior even if a person lacked explicit bias. Before viC\ving 
the documentary, apprOximately 9 percent chose "rarely-never," 45 percent chose 
"occasionally/' and 45 percent chose "most-all." After viewing the documentary, 
1 percent chose "rarely-nev~r," 14 percent chose "occasionally/' and 84 percent 

224. Scvcr.U of the ;nlthors of this Article ha\'c spoken to judges on the topic ofimpUcit bias. 
225. Su PAMEL-\ M. CASEY I:.'T AL., NATL CrR. FOR STATE COURTS, HELPlNG COURTS ADDRESS 

L'1PLlCIT BIAS: RESOURCES FOREDUC·\TION (2012), availahl.: tit http://www.ncsc.orgIlBReport. 
226. The program \\';\5 broadcast on the Judicial Branch's cable nr station and made available streaming 

011 the Internet. SH 'f"he Ntltrosrieru(' ann Pryck:lo?;l qDNisionmakillg, ADMIN. 0"" ... COURTS Ewe. 
DI\,. (Mar. 29, 2011), hnp:l/w .. vw2.CGurtinfu . .:;a.gov/cjcrhoctv/dialogudneurulind~.htOi. 

227. Su CASEY IT AL., slIl'm notc 225, nt 12 fig.2. 
228. St" id 
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chose "most-alI.''229 These statistics provide some evidence ·that the California docu
mental)' increased awareness of the problem of implicit bias. The qualitative data, 
in the form of write-in comments23t1 support this interpretation. 

\\That about the adoption ofbchavioral countenncasurcs? Because no specific 
refonns were recommended at the time of training, there was no attempt to meas

ure behavioral changes. All than"" have arc self-reports that speak to the issue. For 
instance, participants were asked to agree or disagree with the statement, j will apply 
the course cantentto my work." In California, 90 percent (N=60) reported that they 
agreed or strongly agreed231 In North Dakota (N=32), 97 percent reported that 
they agreed or strongly agreedm 1brre months later, there was a follow-up survey 
given to the North Dakota participants, but only fourteen participants replied. In 
that survey, 77 percent of those who responded stated that they had made 
efforts to reduce the potential impact of implicit bias.'" In sum, the findings across 
aU three pilot programs suggest that education programs can increase motivation 
and encourage judges to engage in some behavioral modifications. Given the lim
itations of the data (for example, pilot projects with smaU numbers of partic
ipants. self-reports, self-selection, and limited follow-up results), additional research 
is needed to confurn these promising bur prcliminruy results. 

From our collective e.>.."perience, we also recommend the following ractics. 

First, training should commence early t starting with new-judge orientation when 
individuaJs are likely to be most receptive. Second, training should not immediately 
put judges on the defensive, for instance, by accusing them of conce::aling explicit 
bias. Instead. trainers can start the conversation with other types of decisionmaking 
errors and cognitive biases, such as anchoring, or less-threatening biases, such 
as the widespread preference for the youth over the elderly that lA Ts reveal. 
Third, judges should be encouraged to take the lA T or other measures of implicit 

229. Jd. at 12 fig.3. 
230. Comments included.: "raising my awareness of prevalence of implicit hias," "enlightened me on the 

penetration of implicit bias in everyday lik, even though 1 consciously strive to be unbiased and 
assume most people try to do the same,~ and "greater a"'::ueness-J really apprcci:ned the impr~ive 
pand of participants; I really Jcamod a lot, am \'eJ)' interested" S ...... C\5EY IT AL, JI/pro narc 225, at 11. 

231. SaiJ.:ulO. 
232. Su iii. at 18. Minnesota answered a slightly diJTerent question: 81 percent g;wc the progr;tm's 

applicability a medium high to high rating. 
233. Su id. at 20. The strategies that were identified included: ~conCtrted eflon ro be 3W"J.fC of bias," "I 

more CltefuUy re\-iew my reasons for decisions, Ilkes, dislikes, and ask myself if there may be bias 
underlying my deterrnination,~ "Simply trylng to think things through more thoroughly," 
"Reading :lnd learning more about other Ctuturcs," and '1 have made mental notes to myself on the 
bench to he more aware of the implicit bias and I've re-examined my feelings to sec jfit is because of 
the party and hislher actions \'S. any impuc:it bias on my part." 
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bias. Numerous personal accounts have reported how the discomfiting act of 
taking the lAT alone motivates action. And researchers are currently studying the 
specific behalioral and social cognitive changes that take place through such self
discovery. That said, we do not recommend that such tests be mandatory because 
the feeling of resentment and coercion is likely to counter the benefits of increased 
self-knowledge. Moreover, judges should never be expected to disclose their 

personal results. 

c. Improve Conditions of Decision making 

Implicit biases function automatically. One way to counter them is to engage 
in effortful, deliberative processing.2J4 But when decisionmakers are short on time 
or under cognitive load, they lack the resources necessruy to engage in such delib

eration. Accordingly, we encourage judges to take special care when they must 
respond quickly and to try to avoid making snap judgments whenever possible. We 
recognize that judges are lmdcr cnannous pressures to clear ever-growing dockets, 
That said, it is precisely under such ,".rork conditions that judges need to be especially 
on guard against their biases. 

There is also evidence that cert:.tin elevated emotional states, either positive 
or negative, can prompt more biased decision making, For example, a state of 
happiness seems to .increase stereotypic thinking,235 which can be countered when 
individuals are held accountable for their judgments. Of greater concern might be 
feelings of anger, disgust, or resentment toward certain social categories. If the 
emotion is consistent with the stereotypes or anticipated threats as. .. ociated with that 
sodal category, then dl.ose negative emotions are likely to eK.'1cerbate implicit biases.23& 

234. There are also ways to deploy more -automatic countenllcasures. In other .... 'Ords, one can tc:J.ch one's 
mind to respond not reflectively but reflexivel)" by automatk.ally triggering goal-rurcctcd behavior 
Through intemali7,atioll of CCr1;un if-then responses. These (oumermcasures funoion implicitly and 
c\'<."o wxicr conditions of cognitive load. Sa groen/lly Saaid A Mendw..3 et aL, &,tu..'ing ,he Exprwian 
iflmplicit Stt:r«JIypa.: Rqkxi'l-'f Control Through lmplemmtatioll In1mtiom, 36 PERSONAlIfY & SOC. 
PSYCHQL. BULL 512, 51.+-15. 520 (2010); Monteith et aI., mpra note 221, at 218-21 (discussing 
bottom-up correction versus top-down). 

235. Sa Galen V. Bodenhausen ct aI., fiaNinm lind S/Cytotypi( Thinking in SIXial judgmmt, 66 J. 
PERSONALfJY &SOC. PSYCHO/.. 621 (1994). 

236, Sa Nllanjana Dasgupta et al., Fanning t]x Flo11l<!J ~r fujudir(;; TM lnjlucru of S~("tJi;: /nc:"IImM 
EmotiolU 071 Implicit Prq/ldue, 9 EMOTION 585 (2009). The researcher.; fotmd that implicit bias :Jg:linsr 
gars and lesbians could be increased more h}' rn:tking participants feel disgw.. than by making partic
ipants fed anger. Str: id. llt 588. Convt"rscly, they frnmd that implicit bias against Arabs could be 
ioc:re;ascd more hy m;oking participant:; feel aflgl}' rather than disgu.ted. &" itt at 589; Jl'( abo David 
DeStcno et al., AI:judiu From Thin Air. The FJ!«t if Emo/ion 011 All/omlui. [1/(agrOflP Alli/ruw, 15 
PSYCHOL SCI. 319 (2004). 
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In sum, judges should tty to achieve the conditions of dceisionmaking that allow 
them to be mindful and deliberative and thus avoid huge emotional swings. 

d. Count 

Finally, we encourage judges and judicial institutions to count. Increasing 
accountability has been shown to decrease the influence of bias and thus has fre
quently been offered as a mechanism for reducing bias. But, how can the behavior 
of trial court judges be held accountable if biased decisionmaking is itself 
difficult to detect? If judges do not seek out the information that could help them 
sec their own potential biases, those biases become more difficu1t to correct. Just 
as trying to lose or gain weight without a scale is challenging, judges should 

engage in more quantifIed self-analysis and seek our and assess patterns of behavior 
that cannot be recognized in Single decisions. Judges need to count. 

The comparison we want to draw is with professional umpires and referees. 
Statistical analyses by behavioral economists have discovered various biases, including 
ingroup racial biases, in the decisionmaking of professional sports judges. Joseph 
Price and Justin Wolfers found racial ingroup biases in National Basketball 
Association (NBA) relerees' foul calling;'" Christopher Parsons and colleagues 
found ingroup racial bias in Major League Baseball (MLB) umpires' strike calling.'" 
These discoveries were only possible because professional sports Jeagucs count 
performance, including referee perfonnance, in a remarkably granular and compre
hensive manner. 

Although NBA referees and MLB umpires make more instantaneous calls 

than judges, judges do regularly make quick judgments on motions, objections, 
and the like. In these contexts, judges often cannot slow down. So, it makes sense 

237. Joseph Price &Justin Wolfers, Racial DisrrimirultionAmong NHA Rejml's, 125 Q). ECON. 1859, 
1885 (2010) ('We find that players h2"~ up to 4% fewer fouls caUcd against them and score up to 
2!1% more points on nights in which their met matches that of the refereeing crew. Pb.yer statistics 
that one might dUnk are unatfco:ed by referee behavior [for o:ample, fret throw shooting] are uncolTe~ 
lated with referee race. The bias in foul-calling is L-uge enough so that the probability of a team 
winning is notieeab~' affected by the raci:t1 composition of the refereeing OC:W' assigned to the g;tme.~). 

238. Christopher A Parsons et al., SInh Thm.: Dimimi1Ulticn, Incentives, anti Evalulltion, 101 J\!o.t ECON. 
REv. 1410, 1433 (2011) (UPitchcs are slightly more likely to be calkd strike:; ....men the wnpirc .shares 
the rnecJethnioty of the starting pitcher, an effect that is observable only l....nen umpircs' behavior is 
nDr '\o\'-d1 monitored. The evi~ncc ltlsG suggests that this bias has rubmntial efftcts on pitchers' 
measured performance and g'dmes' outcomes. Tne link berween the small' and I:u-gc effects arises, 
at least in part, because pitchers alter their behavior in potenti~ discrinUnatory situations in ways that 
ordinarily would disadvant'a§e themsdves (such as Ehrowing pitchcs directly over the plate)."). 
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to count their petformanccs in domains such as bail, probable cause, and 
preliminary hearings. 

We recognize that such counting may be difficult for individual judges who 
lack both the quantitative training and the resources to track their own perfor
mance statistics. That said, even amateur, basic counting, ...nth data collection meth
ods never intended to make it into a peer-reviewed journal, might reveal surprising 
outcomes. Of course, the most use:ful infonnation ">ill require an institutional 
commitment to counting across multiple judges and will make use of appro
priately sophisticated methodologies. The basic objective is to create a nt,pti.ve 
feedback loop in which individual judges and the judiciary writ large are given 
the corrective information necessary to know how they are doing and to be 
motivated to make changes if they find evidence of biased performances. It may he 
difficult to correct biases even when we do know about them, but it is virtually 
impossible to correct them if they remain invisible. 

2. Jurors 

a. Jwy Selection and Composition 

Individual screen. One obvious way to break the link between bias and 
unfair decisions is to keep biased persons off the jury. Since everyone has implicit 
biases of one sort or another, the more precise goal would be to screen om those 
with cxccssivdy high biases that are relevant to the case at hand. This is, of course, 
precisely one of the purposes of voir dire, although the interrogation process was 
designed to ferret out concealed explicit bias, not implicit bias. 

One might reasonably ask whether potential jurors should be individu
ally screened for implicit bias via some instrument such as the lAT. But the leading 
scientists in implicit social cognition recommend against using the rest as an individu
ally diagnostic measure. One reason is that although thelIA T has enough test
retest reliability to provide useful research information about human beings 
generally, its reliability is sometimes below what we would like for individual 
assessments.239 Moreover, real-word diagnosticity for jndividuals raises many more 
issues than just test-retest reliability. Finally! those with implkit biases need not 

239. The test-reb1: reliability between a pcrson·s lAT scores at two difief"Clu times has been found to be 
0.50. for further discussion, see Kang & Lane, sufmI note 2, at 477-18. Readers should understand 
that "the L\ Ts properties approximately resemble those of sphygmomanometer blood prc:ssure (BP) 
measures that are used to assess hypencnsion.

M SIt Anthony G. Greenw:Ud & N. Sriram, Na /v/(Ilmr( 

15 Pajr<l, bill Samt Mtaslff~J Gm Be Quilf V.dill· Rnponst to T'U'() CommmtJ 011 tk Brief Implidt 
A1J(xia/ion Tefl, 57 ExPEJill,·t£i\'TAL PSYCHOl. 238, 240 (2010). 
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be regarded as incapable of breaking the causal chain from implicit bias to 
judgment. Accordingly, we maintain this scientifically consentative approach and 
recommend against using the IAT for individual juror selection.240 

jury diversity. Consider what a White juror wrote to Judge Janet Bond AneIton 
about jury delibemtions during a civil rights complaint filed by Black plaintiJlS: 

During deliberations, maner-of-rner expressions of bigotry' and broad
brush platitudes about "those peopJe" rolled off the tongues of a vocal 
majority as narurally and unabashedly as if they were discussing the 
weather. Shocked and sickened, I sat silently, rnrionali7jng to myself that 
since I did agree with the produce, there was nothing to be gained by 
speaking out against the process (I now regret my inaction). Hnd jml 
one Aj"imn-Am./!ruan been sitting in that room, flu con/en! of discufJion 

1J.'Oufd hfl'1Je Imm quile d!lferenl. And had the C:lSC been more balanccd
one that hinged on fine distinction or subtle nuanCCS---ll morc diverse 
jury might have made a material difference in the outcome. 

I pass these thoughts onto you in the hope that the jury system can 
some day be improved.241 

This anecdote suggests that a second-best strategy to striking potential jurors with 
high implicit bias is to increase the demographic diversity of juries2~2 to get a 
broader distribution of biases, some of which might cancel each other out. This 
is akin to a diversification strategy for an investment portfolio. I\1oreover, in a morc 
diverse jUI)', people's willingness to express explicit biases might be muted, and the 
vel)' existence of diversity might even affect the operation of implicit biases as ,vell. 

In suppaIt of tlUs approach, Sam Sommers has confirmed that racial diversity 
in the jury alters deliberations. In a mock jury experiment, he compared the delib
eration content of all-VVhite juries with that of racially diverse juries.2-l

3 Racially 
diverse juries processed information in a vtay that most judges and lawyers would 
consider desirable: They had longer deliberations, greater focus on the actual evi
dence, greater discussion of missing evidence, fewer inaccurate statements, fewer 

240. For legAl commentary in agreement, sec, for example, Anna RobertS, (RrJfofming /hejlll)': Ekt((ticlT 
tmd DiJiifrction oflmpliritJurcr Bial, 44 CONN. 1. REv. 827, 856-57 (2012). Roberts suggest~ using 
the IAT during orientation as an educational tool for jurors instead. hi. at 863--66. 

241. Janet Bond Merton, Ullc(!IlJriotIJ Bias and the Impartia/Jury, 40 CONN. L. REv. 1023, 1033 (2008) 
(quoting lener from mon)1TIOlIS juror) (emphasis added), 

242. For a structural analysis of why juries lack racial diversity, sec Samuel R Sommers, DtterminalUs and 
CormqlltnCfS qfJury Rociid Divmity: /;.mpiric(1/ Findings, imp&ationJ, mu/ DimtitJm for fitlUrr &i.tarch, 
2 SOC. ISSUES &POL"Y REv. 65, 6B-71 (2008). 

243. The juries labeled ~diven>e" feamred four Wb.ire and two B1ackjurors. 
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uncorrected statements, and greater discussion of race-related topiCS. 244 In addi
tion to these information-based benefits, Sommers found interesting 
predeliberation effects: Simply by knowing that they would be serving on diverse 
juries (as compared to all-VVh.ite ones), "White jurors were less likely to believe, at 
the conclusion of evidence but before deliberations, that the Black defendant 
was guilty.1':; 

Given these benefirs/46 we are skeptical about peremptory challenges, which 
private parties deploy to decrease racial diversity in precisely those cases in 
which diversity is likely to matter most.247 Accordingly, we agree with the recom
mendation by various commentators, including Judge Mark Bennettt to curtail 
substantially the use of peremptory challenges.'" In addition, we encourage consid
eration of restoring a 12-memher jury size as "the most effective approach" to 

maintain juror rcprcscntativeness.149 

b. Jury Education About Implicit Bias 

In our discussion of judge bias, we recommended that judges become skep
tical of their own objectivity and learn about implicit social cognition to become 
motivated to check against implicit bias. The same principle applies to jurors, who 
must be educated and instmcted to do the same in the course of their jury 
service. This education should take place early and often. For example, Judge 

244. Samuel R Sommers, On &aill Dj~"mity and Group n.: .. isiofl Mllkiflg: Idcn/ifjing Mrdll/*' Effiel; if 
&.-1al Com/OfitiQIII')JljwJ' DdilltTalil')1'IJ, 90 J. PERSONALm' & SOC. PSYCHOL. 597 (2006). 

245. Set' Sommers, mpra nOte 242, at 87. 
246. Other benefits include promoting public ronfidc:nct.: in the judicial ~ystem Ste ill :It &2-88 (summari2ing 

theoreticdl and empiricalliter,tnlre). 
247. Su Mich.1el I. Nonon. Samuel R. Sommers & Sara Brauner, BiOI in jury Stle({ion: Jm/flying 

Prohibitd Pm:mptary C'.ixllkng~. 20 J. BEI-lAV. DECISION M"-KlNG 467 (2007); Samuel R 
Sommers & Michael 1. Norton, &u amI Jury &Iectitm: Ps),chologim/ Pr.rJ}«liva on lhe Perllll?f!;r), 
CbaUmgf Dfhate, 63 AM. PSYCHOLOGIST 527 (2008) (revi~ing Jiterature); Samuel R. Sommers & 
Michael 1. Norton, Riue-BasLd j/lngmmls, RPa-Nntlra/ Jwtffoationr: Expm171m/111 Examinah"t;n of 
Pmmptory UI( anti/Ix BatSon Challmge Procuiure, 31 LAw &HUM. B£H4,V. 261 (2007) (finding 
that race inf1uences the e:xetci.sc of peremptory ch.utenges in participant popul.'uions [hat include 
college students, law students, and practicing attorneys 3nd that participants effectively justified their 
use of challenges in race-neutral terms). 

248. Su, e.g., Bennett, supra note 85, at 168-69 (recommending the tandem solution ofincreased lawyer 
participation in voir dire and the banning of peremptOiy ch:illenges); Antony Page, Batson! R/ind
SF": Una)!tstfolls StmoiypinglJlIo'i!;( Pmmp;ory Chef/mgt, 85 S.U. L. REv. 155 (2005). 

249. Shari Seidman Diamond et iJ.,Arhiroing Dj'iXTJityon IIxJII')tjUT)'SiuUlui {Ix Pmm/tory Challeng.:, 
6 J. EMPllUCAL LEGAL STUD. 425, 427 (2009). 
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Bennett spends approximately twenty-five minutes discussing implicit bias during 
jury selection.250 

At the conclusion of jur), selection, Judge Bennett asks each potential juror 
to take a pledge, which covers various matters including a pledge against bias: -1 pledge 

I will nor decide this case based on biases. T~is includes gut 
feelings, prejudices, stereotypes, personal likes or dislikes, sympathies 
or gcneralizations.251 

He also gives a specific jury instruction on implicit biases before opening 
statementS: 

Do not decide the case based on "implicit biases." As we cliscu$scd in 
jwy selection, everyone, including me, has feelings, assumptions, percep
tions, fears, and stereotypes, that is, "implicit biases," that we may nor 
be aware of These hidden thoughts can impact what we see and hear, 
how we remember what we see and hear, and how we ,make important 
decisions. -Because you are making very important decisions in this case, I 
strongly encourage you to evaluate the evidence carefully and to resist 
jumping to conclusions based on pcrsonallikcs or ruslikcs, gcneraliz.1.
(ions, gut feelings, prejudices, S}TIlpathlcs, stereotypes, or biases. The law 
demands that you return a just vcrruct, based solely on the evidence. 
your individual evaluation of tbar evidence, your reason and common 

250. Judge Bennett starts widl a clip from J¥Jxu Wouk( You .I>J?, an ABC show that uses hidden camcras 
to capron: b)'staoder,: reactions to a variety of staged situations. This episode--;J brilliant demonstr:l.tion 
of bias -opens with a bike chained to a pate near a popular bike trail on a sunny afternoon. First, a 
young VVh.itc man, dressed in jeans, :1 I-shirt, and a baseball cap, approaches the bike with a 
hammer md saw and begins working on the chain (and cYCJ'l gets to the fcint of pulling out an 
industrial-stn:ngth bole cuncr). Many JlI=Ople pass by without S3ying anything; one asks him if he 
lOST the key w IUs bike: lock. Although nuny others show conccrn, they do ntlt interfere. After thos<:: 
passersby clear, the show stages its noct scenario: a young Bbck man, dressed the same way, 
approaches the bike with the srune tools;md attempt'S to break the chain. Within S(C()nds, poople confront 
him, wantingro knowwhcther the bike is his. ~)', a CTO\ro oongregates. "'ith poopJe shouringat him 
that he cannot rAke what does not belong to him and some even cilli~ the police. Finally, after the 
crowd moves on, the show sragcs it5last scenario: 3 ymmg \>\!hite lVoman, attr:lctivc and scantily clad, 
approaches the hike with dle same tools and attempts to saw through the chain. Several men ride 
up and !lSk if they em help her break the lock! Potential jurors immediately see how implicit biases 
c.'Vl affect what they sec nnd he:1r. What Would YOII Do? (ABC television broadcast iVlay 7, 2010), 
(1'l.!ai/ahle (It h ttpi /www.youtube.com/w.;:m:h :"'" ge 7i6OGuN Rg. 

251. Mark W. Benoctl, JUly Pledge Ag.unst lmplicit Bias (2012) (unpublished IniUll&ripr) (on me with 
authors). In llddition, Judge Bennett has a (mmed poster prominently displayoo in the jury room that 
repeats the language in the pledge. 
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sense, and these instmctions. Our system of justice is counting on you 
to render a fair decision based on the evidence, not on biases.2S2 

1183 

Juror research suggests that jurors respond difterently to instructions 
depending on the persuasiveness of each instruction's rationale. For example, jurors 
seem to comply more \-vith an instruction to ignore inadmissible evidence when 
the reason for inadmissibility is potential unreliability, not procedural irrcgu
larity.253 Accordingly, the implicit bias instructions to jurors should be couched in 
accurate, evidence-based, and scientifLC terms. As with the judges, the juror's 
education and instruction should not put them on the defensive, which might 
make them less receptive. Notice how Judge Bennett's instruction emphasizes the 
ncar universality ofimplicit biases, including in the judge himself, which decreases 
the likelihood of insult, resentment, or backlash from the jurors. 

To date, no empirical .investigation has tested a system like Judge 
Bennctt1s-although we believe there arc good reasons to hypothesize about its 
benefits. For instance, Regina Schuller, Veronica Kazoleas, and Keny K.1.wakami 
demonstrated that a particular type of reflective voir dire, which required indi
viduals to answer an open-ended question about the possibility of racial bias, 

252. id In all criminal ClSCS, Judge Bennen also insmlcts on c:<plicil biases using an inslmcrion that is 
borrowed from a 5t.n\Ltory requirement in federaJ death penalty cases: 

You must follow ccmin rules while conducting your deliberations and returning 
your verdict 

Reach your verdict without discrimination. ln reaching your vcr,diet, you must not 
consider the defendant's !'ace, co!or, religious belie.fs, rul.lional origin, or sex. You are 
nor to ren101 a verdict for or against the defcndam lmiesS you ..... ouId rcmrn the same 
verdict ~ithout regard to his nce, color, religious beliefs, national origin, or sex. To 
emphasize the importance of this requirement, me verdict fonn conmins a certifi
cation st:nement. Each of you should ctrefully rC:ld that statement, then sign your 
name in the -appropriate place in the signature block, if the statement accurJtely reflcm 
how you reached }'Our verdiet, 

The certification statement, contained in a final section labeled "Certification" on the Verdict 
Form, states the following: 

By signing below, each juror cenines mat consideration of the race, color, religious 
beliefs, national origin, or sc:x- of the defendant was not involvOO in reaching his or her 
individual decision, and m.tt the individual juror would huvc returnea the same 
verdict fur or against the defendant on the chaJgcd offffisc ~U'dlest of the mce, color, 
religiOUS beliefs, national origin, or sex or the defendant. 

This certification is also shown to all potential jurors in jury selection, and each is :lSkcd if they will 
be able to sign it. 

253. Su, t!.f,., Saul M. Kas.'iin & Samuel R. Sommers, inMmusihil Tt'stim!)'~)', imtnvtit!lls 10 DiJrt'grml. and 
thtju1)~' SUDsianiiw Vrrrm Pr()«(dtlflll C()mirUratiofIJ, 23 PERSONALlTI' &,50c. PSYCHOL BULL. 
1046 (1997) (findingevidcnce mm mockjurot!> responded differendy 10 \\;retap evidence that \\~LS ruled 
inadmissible either because it was illeg:ill)' obtained or unreliable). 
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appeared successful at removing juror racial bias in assessments of guilt.2S4 That 
said, no experiment has yet been done on whether jury instructions specifically 
targeted at implicit bias are effective in real-world settingi, Research on this spe
cific question is in development. 

We also recognize the possibility that such instructions could lead to juror 
complacency or moral credentialing, in which jurors believe themselves to be prop
erly immunized or educated about bias and rhus think themselves (0 be more objec
tive than they really are. And, as we have learned, believing oneself to be objective 
is a prime- threat to objectivity. Despite these limitations, we believe that implicit 
bias education and instruction of the jury is likely to do more good than harm, 
though we look forward to further research that can help us assess this hypothesis. 

c, Encourage Category-Conscious Strategies 

Foreground social categories. Many jurors reasonably believe that .in order to 

be fair, they should be as colorblind (or gender-blind, and so forth.) as possible. 
In other words, they should try to avoid seeing race, thinking about racc, or 
talking about race whenever possible. But the juror research by Sam Sommers 
demonstrated that VVhite jurors showed race bias in adjudicating the merits of a 

bartery case (between White and Black people) unless they perceived the case to 
be somehow racially charged. In other words, until and unless 'White jurors felt 
there was a specific threat to racial fairness, they showed racia] bias.155 

VVhat this seems to suggest is that whenever a social category bias might be 
at issue, judges should recommend that jurors feel free to expressly raise and 
foreground any such biases in their discussions. Instead of thinking it appropriate 
to repress race, gender, or sexual orientation as irrelevant to understanding the 
case, judges should make jurors comfonable with the legitimacy of raising such 
issues. This may produce greater con1!onrotion among the jurors within deliberation, 
and evidence su~rests that it is precisely this greater degree of discussion, and even 
confrontation, that can potentially decrease the amount ofbiased decisionmaking.1S6 

This recommendation-to be conscious of race, gender, and other social 
categories-may seem to contradict some of the jury instructions that we noted 

254, Regina A Schuller, Veronica K.'V'.olcas & Ken), Ka\\-ak:uni, ~ Impacto/Prq'udiu &rf'ming Prr~cdllm 
0/1 Racial Bias in fix CrJltrh'oom, 33 LAW &Hill-l. BEI·IAV. 320 (2009). 

255. Susupm notcs 70-71. 
256. Su Alexander M. Cropp. Margu J. Monteith &Aimee Y. l\lark, Sramfillg Up Jor a Changt: &dllCillg 

Bias Throughlntt:rpn'sono!Gmfiontlltioll, 90.1. PERSONALm' &SOc. PSYCHOL 784, 791 (2006). 
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above approvingly.'" But a command that the race (and other social categorics) 
of the defendant should not influence the jmor's verdicr is entirely consistent with 
instructions [0 recognize e>..-plicitly that race can have just this impact-unless 
countermeasures arc taken. In other words, in order to make jurors behave in a 
colorblind manner, we can explicitly foreground the possibility of racial bias. 2

;8 

Engage in perspective shifting. Another strategy is to recommend that jurors 
try shifting perspectives into the position of the ourgroup party, either plaintiff 
or defendantm Andrew Todd, Galen Bohenhausen, Jennifer Richardson, and 
Adam Galinsky have recently demonstrated that actively contemplating others' 
psycholOgical experiences weakens the automatic expression of racial biases.260 In 

a series of experimems, the researchers used various interventions to make partic
ipants engage in more perspective shifting. For instance, in one experiment, before 
seeing a five-minute video of a Black man being treated worse than an identically 
situated VVhite man, participants were asked to imagine "what they might be 
thinking, feeling, and experiencing if they were Glen [the Black man], looking 
at the world through his eyes and walking in his shoes as he goes through the 
various activities depicted in the documentary."26\ By COntrast, the control group 
was told to remain objective and emotionally detached. In other variations, perspec
tive taking was triggered by requiring participants to write an essay imagining a 
day in the life of a young Black male. 

These perspective-taking interVentions substantially decreased implicit bias in 
the form of negative attitudes, as measured by both a variant of the standard 
!AT (the personalized !AT) and the standard race attitude lAT."2 More impor
tant, these changes in implicit bias, as measured by reaction time instruments, 

257, Sec Bennen, mpr(l note 252 (,'[,(Jou must not consider the detcnd .. mt's race, color, rdlglolls beliefs, 
national origin, or sex. You arc not to return a verdict for or ag-.tinst the detendant unless you would 
return thc same verdier without reg-.m! to his "ICC, color, religious beliefs, national origin, or sex."). 

258. Although said in a different context,Justice- Blackmun's insight se~m$_appropriate here: "1n order to 

get beyond racism we must titst take accOlmt of rnce." &gertl'ifllx UnrJ. ojCAl '[/. BaJ:k, 438 U.S. 
265,407 (1978) (Blackmun,]., concurring in part and dissenting in parr). 

259. For a thoughtful discussion ofjwy irutructionson "gender-, race-, andforso:tLll orientation-switching," 
see CTh'TI-llA L£E, MURDER AND THE REASONABLE l\Vu.'J: PASSIO:-! AND f.'E.AR IN THE 
CRIM1NAI. COURTROOro.·l 252-55 (2003); Jet alfO id. at 257-58 (quoting actual mcc-switching 
instruction given in a criminal trial based on Prof. Lee's work). 

260. A.ndrew R.. Todd et aI., Pm~(/jve Taking Combal! Automatic F.xpreJfwns of /VIrial BiuJ, 100 J. 
PERSONALlTI' &SOC. PSYCHOL. 1027 (2011), 

261. &f id. at 1030. 
262. Experiment one involved the m-e-nllnute video. Those in the perspective-shifting condition showed 

a bias of M=0.43, whereas those in the CDnnut showed a bias of ivJc:O.80. Kxpcrimcm tWO involved 
the essay. in which p,u-tidpants in the pcrspcctive-r.tking wndition showed M=om versus M"o.49. 
Sre ui. at 1031. Experiment three used the standard tAT. &t irl at 1033. 
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also correlated with behavioral changes. For example, the researchers found that 
those in the perspective-taking condition chose to sit closer to a Black 
interviewer,'" and physical closeness has long been understood as positive body 
language, which is reciprocated. Moreover, Black experimenters rated their 
interaction with VVhite participants who were put in the perspective-taking 
condition more positively. 264 

CONCLUSION 

Most of us would like to be free of biases, attitudes, and stereotypes that lead 
us to judge individuals based on the social categories they belong to, such as race 
and gender. Bunvishing things does not make them so. And the best scientific evi

dence suggests that we-all of us, no matter how hard we try to be fair and square, 
no matter how deeply we believe in our own objcctivity--have implicit mental 
associations that will, in some circumstances, alter our behavior. They manifest 
everywhere, even in the hallowed courtroom. Indeed, one of ow- key points here is 
not to single out (he courtroom as a place where bias especially reigns but rather to 
suggest that there is no evidence for courtroom exceptionalism. There is simply 
no legitimate basis for believing that these pervasive implicit biases somehow stop 
operating in the halls of justice. 

Confronted \vith a robust research basis suggesting the \vidcspread effects of 
bias on decisionmaking, we are therefore forced to choose. Should we seek to be 
behaviorally realistic, rccognize our all-roo-human frailties. and design procedures 
and systems to decrease the impact of bias in the coLUtroom? Or should we 
ignore inconvenient facts, stick our heads in the sand, and hope they somehow go 

away? Even with imperfect information and tentative understandings, we choose 
the first option. We recognize that our suggestions are starting points, that they 
may not all work, and that, even as a whole, they may not be sufficient. But we 
do think they are worth a try. We hope that judges and other stakeholders in the 
justice system agree. 

263. Su id. at 1035. 
264. &( id at 1037. 
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Aboutthis Review 
,,'C'f 

With the release of this I?dition oflheSiate of tHe Science:lmplicitBias 
Review, the Kirwan Institute celebn'ltes thefive:yearanniv~rsary of this 
signature annual publication. 'As part ofourcommitrnenttoHlurninating the 
rnultifaceted ways in whichuncdnsciopsClSSod~tionscan crl?ate unintended 
outcornes, this publication. highlights ktiy/§eleclionsfromtheaCadernic 
literature published in ;2016 as it pertains to thedolTlainsof crirninaljustice, 
healthal1d health care, emplbYI11j=nt, educaii9~;and, housirg.'ln.·addition 

,"' 10th esefocus a reaS, ttl ispu 1)1 ie atidna IS6pp!iftsi ilTlPII dtbi as mitigation 
strategies and other mi3j~r~ontributidnsioth~6eld. ' .' 

WHILE IMPLICIT BIAS HAS increasingly become a 
buzzword in both written and verbal discourse, 
our team established some parameters to 
reasonably limit the scope of this review. Nota· 
bly, given the Kirwan Institute's focus on race 
and ethnicity, we continue to favor articles that 
directly focus on these topics as they intersect 
with other forms of identity. This narrows the 
scope of this publication but also allows us to 
provide a richer dialogue within this focus area. 
Moreover, in perhaps the most significant devi· 
ation from previous editions of the State of the 
Science: Implicit Bias Review, this year's publica· 
tion does not attempt to be exhaustive. While in 
previous years our team had sought to include 
nearly all implicit bias articles and chapters that 
were published through formal channels (e.g., 
academic journals, but not theses or disser
tations) during a given year, the substantial 
increase in implicit bias scholarship warranted 
a new approach. As such, this 2017 publication 
neither is nor attempts to be comprehensive. 

Rather, in an attempt to maximize the impact 
of the content, we assessed each potential 
article for possible inclusion. This approach 
admittedly involved subjectivity; however, given 
our intensive engagement with the literature 
over the past five years, we have done our best 
to emphasize those that we believe reflected the 
greatest contributions to advancing the field. 

The vast maj ority of this document reflects liter
ature published in 2016; however, we acknowl
edge that some late 2015 articles and early 2017 
publications are interspersed, particularly if the 
latter were available online before print. 

Finally, a note about language: this document 
tends to use the term "implicit bias" over "un
conscious bias;' though the two terms are often 
used interchangeably in the literature. 
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Key Characteristics 

1. Unconscious and automatic: They are activated without an 
individuals' intention or control. [1, 2] 

2. Pervasive: Everyone possesses them, even those avowing 
commitments to impartiality. [3-7] 

3. Do not always align with explicit beliefs: Implicit and explicit biases 
are generally regarded as related but distinct mental constructs. [8-11] 

4. Have real-world effects on behavior: As discussed in this 
publication and other editions of the State of the Science: Implicit 
Bias Review, significant research has documented real-world effects 
of impliCit bias across domains such as employment, education, and 
criminal justice, among others. 

5. Are malleable: The biases and aSSOciations we have formed can be 
"unlearned" and replaced with new mental associations. [1, 5, 12-16] 
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"In addition to urgent conversations 
about race and criminal justice, and 
employment and gender, discussions 
about implicit bias have spread to 
Hollywood, the sciences, and the 
presidential election." 

JESSICA NORDEll, 2017 [17] 



A s in prior years, the sense that the concept of 
implicit bias continually gained momentum 

in both public discourse and academic 
communities was hard to deny. Even individuals 
who maybe had never previously heard the 
term likely were exposed to it at some point in 
2016. As discussed in this chapter, the venues 
facilitating this exposure perhaps may have 
been unexpected or unlikely. 

Public Discourse 
In terms of the general public's exposure to and 
efforts to grapple with the concept, one of the 
memorable moments that shaped early 2016 
was the controversy that emerged surrounding 
the Academy Awards. Indeed, long before the 
iconic gold Oscar statuettes were distributed 
on February 29th, the 2016 Academy of Motion 
Picture Arts and Sciences' 88th annual ceremo· 
ny celebrating the year's achievements in film 
had generated tremendous attention and "buzz:' 
Under different circumstances, this likely would 
have been a boon to the Academy, holding the 
promise of high television viewer ratings and 
publicity. The 2016 hype and attention, how· 
ever, took a decidedly different tone when the 
announcement of the 20 contenders for Best 
Actor and Actress (for both leading and support· 

ing roles) g~nerated a racially monolithic pool 
of exclusively White nominees for the second 
year in a row. Even those who do not follow the 
Os cars at all inevitably heard of the controver
sy, as it garnered news attention and quickly 
spread through various social media platforms, 
ultimately yielding the popular Twitter hashtag 
#OscarsSoWhite. 

Among several explanations that surfaced in 
this dialogue, one that gained particular atten
tion was implicit bias. Scholars, commentators, 
and even the actors themselves called attention 
to this unconscious phenomenon as a way of un
derstanding how the uniformly White nomina
tion pool for Best Actor/Actress could persist yet 
another year. For example, 2014 Best Supporting 
Actress winner, Lupita Nyong'o, shared her 
sentiments 'on the lack of diversity and possible 
influence of implicit bias when she wrote, 

I am disappointed by the lack of inclusion in 
this year's Academy Awards nominations. It 
has me thinking about unconscious preju
dice and what merits prestige in our culture. 
The Awards should not dictate the terms 
of art in our modern society, but rather be 
a diverse reflection of the best of what our 
art has to offer today. I stand with my peers 

13 
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INTRODUCTION 

who are calling for change in expanding the 
stories that are told and recognition ofthe 
people who tell them. [18] 

BOOKENDING THIS DIALOGUE in the latter 
months of 20 16 was perhaps an even more 
visible platform on which implicit bias emerged 
as a conversation topic: the 2016 Presidential 
and Vice-Presidential debates. First, during the 
September 26th Presidential debate between 
Democratic nominee Hillary Clinton and her 
Republican counterpart Donald Trump, NBC 
news moderator Lester Holt addressed Clinton 
with an inquiry regarding whether she believed 
police are implicitly biased against Black people. 
Her response articulated the idea that implicit 
bias is not just a challenge for individuals in 
that specific occupation; everyone is susceptible 
to these unconscious cognitive dynamics. [For 
more on the pervasiveness of implicit attitudes 
and stereotypes, see 21.] Moreover, in her 
response, Secretary Clinton also acknowledged 
the often weighty implications of implicit bias 
by asserting, "it can have literally fatal conse
quences:' [22] Supporting this latter statement is 
a considerable body of research (appropriately 
dubbed "shooter bias" research) that examines 
how law enforcement officers' implicit biases 
can influence decisions regarding how quickly 
weapons are discharged, and, quite significantly, 
at whom. [see, e.g., 23, 24, 25] 
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Similarly, the term resurfaced in the October 4th 
Vice-Presidential debate featuring Democratic 
nominee, Senator Tim Kaine, and the Republi
can contender, Governor Mike Pence, Pence's 
handling of the concept, however, garnered 
some criticism, as portions of response failed to 
align with research-based understandings. [26, 
27] Notably, Governor Pence's quote implying 
that an individual could not have an implicit 
bias against his or her own ingroup: "Senator, 
when African American police officers involved 
in a police action shooting involving an African 
American, why would Hillary Clinton accuse 
that African American police officer of implicit 
bias?" [28] does not reflect the reality that 
implicit anti-ingroup bias has been documented 
in the scholarly literature. [29-33] 

Finally, another notable moment from 2016 
that provoked implicit bias conversations in the 
public sphere included an October incident on 
Delta airlines in which Dr, Tamika Cross, a Black 
OB/GYN doctor from Houston, was hindered 
from assisting a fellow passenger who was 
suffering a medical emergency because the 
flight attendants questioned whether she was 
actually a medical professional. This situation 
led to commentaries surrounding how implicit 

#OscarsSoWhite. The 2016 AcacJemy 
Awards created controversy when tile 
20 nominees for Best Actor and Actress 
were al1110uilCed and, for tile second year 
in a row, all were White. 



biases, notably those involving 
race, can shape who is (or, in 
this case, who is not) perceived 
to be a doctor. [34] 

Trends in the Field 
Looking at the academic 
literature from 2016, several 
trends emerged. First, while 
children have long been an 
aspect of this field of research 
[see, e.g., 35, 36-41]' several 
studies this year sought to 
examine not just the presence 
of implicit bias in children, but 
more specifically how implicit 
biases may operate differently 
for this population compared 
to adults. [42-45] 

Also notable this year was substantial dis
course surrounding the notion of the "Obama 
effect"-that is, the effect that former President 
Barack Obama may have had on implicit racial 
attitudes, such as from being a highly-visible 
counter-stereotypical exemplar. As discussed in 
a later chapter and highlighted in a special issue 
of Social Cognition, the research findings on this 
subject remain mixed. 

Finally, while police-related literature on 
implicit bias has traditionally been common, 
this year's work in that realm trended specifi
cally toward discussions regarding use of force. 
[46-49]_ 

During the 2016 Presidential 
debate, Hillary Clinton articulated 
the idea that implicit bias is not Just 
a crlal1enge for il'idividuals, but trwt 
everyone is susceptible to these 
unconscious cognitive dynamics. 
She also acknowledged the weigilly 
Implications of implicit bias by 
asserting, "it can have literally fatal 
cOllsequellces. 
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INTERVIEW 

Deepinder Singh Mayell 
Applying Implicit Bias Scholarship to Real-World Issues: 
An Immigration Toolkit 

Sarah Mamo. a student research assistant at the Kirwan 
Institute, interviewed Deepinder Singh Mayell, the 
Director of Education and Outreach at the James H. 
Binger Center for New Americans on the Center's recent 
work on an immigration toolkit specifically geared toward 
Somali immigrants. 

SARAH MAMO: TELL ME A LITTLE ABOUT YOURSELF 
AND YOUR RESEARCH. 
Oeepinder Singh Mayell: I am the Director of Education 
and Outreach at the James H. Binger Center for New 
Americans, which is a relatively new clinical education 
program that was recently endowed with a gift from the 
Robina Foundation. The Center hosts one of the most 
robUst immigration clinical programs in 
the country; it's a unique and powerful 
kind of place. 

One project we're currently working 
on is a collaboration between the 
Binger Center for New Americans, 
The Advocates for Human Rights. and 
Robins Kaplan, LLP, a law firm. The 
impetus for this project came to us 
in 2013, when deportations of Somali 
immigrants in the U.s. started to pick 
up. For years. individuals weren't 
being deported to Somalia because 

"Many refugees are fleeing terrible 
conditions, then go through a harrowing 
journey to get here and a long court process, 
then are introduced to American poverty 
and racism, which is incredibly difficult to 
overcome, due in part to implicit bias" 

the country was suffering from years 
of warfare and lacked infrastructure as well as proper 
diplomatic relations with the U.S. Only recently have these 
indiViduals been deported to Somalia. 

We started by exploring the barriers a Somali client faces 
as they go trllOugh the system. We conducted inter,liews 
with immigration attorneys and local advocates and held 
a community roundtable. During the process, it became 
clear that, in addition to the formal legal complexities of 
immigration cases, there were potential significant issues 
with implicit bias throughout the process that operated 
as a barrier to potential favorable outcomes for Somali 
immigrants in proceedings. 

The toolkit looks mostly at Somali immigrant populations 
in the U.s. We take a closer look at the failure of refugee 
integration and the layers of obstacles that face Somali 

immigrants living in low-opportunity neighborhoods, 
including lack of employment opportunities, disparate 
educational outcomes, Islamophobia, and anti-immigrant 
sentiment. Thanks to the Kirwan Institute, our team was 
able to utilize opportunity mapping to better illustrate 
the multitude of challenges that f(lCP Somali immigrants. 
People that reside in these communities are also 
subjected to racial profiling and over-policing by local 
law enforcement. Somalis are subjected to an additional 
layer of federal profiling as a Muslim community. Criminal 
charges or minor infractions can easily lead to deportation 
proceedings where a Somali immigrant will face legal 
obstacles to maintain refugee or resident status, including 
substantial credibility and corroboration standards. Somali 
immigrants may also be subjected to added screenings, 
prolonged detention, and aggressive questioning during 
proceedings ~s potentially having links to terrorism. 



SM: WHAT IS THE PURPOSE AND FUNCTION 
OF THE TOOLKIn 
DSM: This Toolkit applies findings from a growing body 
of cognitive research on implicit bias to immigration law 
practice specifically for lawyers who represent Somali 
immigrants in immigration proceedings. To be successful, 
immigrants must overcome the implicit biases that players 
within the system harbor, including judges, police officers. 
prosecutors. and federal officials. as well as criminal 
defense and immigration attorneys. Biases held by these 
actors may impact the effectiveness and fairness of the 
immigration system, and understanding the power and 
scope of bias is integral to successful legal representation. 

First. we came up with list of established techniques to 
counter implicit bias: intergroup contact, perspective-tak
ing, cultural competence-building, counter-stereotypical 
exemplars, self-analysis, and framing. 

The first part of the toolkit is unpacking attorney-client 
relationship, getting them to consider things they WOUldn't 
normally consider: trauma, gender roles, language styles, 
racial anxiety, lack of their client's familiarity with U.S. legal 
system, and misinformation in the community, all of which 
need to be worked on by an attorney. The second part of 
the toolkit is designed to build cultural competency and 
provides a digest of Somali cultural inforlT!ation, including 
a Somali clan chart and descriptions about communication 
styles, gender-based issues, and complications in names. 

Next, the toolkit examines conditions in immigration court 
and in immigration law, such as discretionary standards, 
that may contribute to an environment where implicit 
bias can affect fair outcomes. The toolkit offers guidance 
based on recognized methods to combat and mitigate the 
negative effects of impliCit bias and provides examples 
of how to frame cases to avoid common pitfalls. This 
includes an exploration ofthe expanding definition of 

"terrorism" over the last few decades and how its applica
tion can cause significant issues for clients. 

SM: WHO DO YOU THINK MOST BENEFITS FROM THE 
TOOLKIT? 
DSM: Anyone representing Somalis or other refugee 
groups in the immigration system: immigrants, refugees, 
and those studying and practicing immigration law. It's a 
helpful tool to have on lawyers' desks when they encoun
ter these issues. 

SM: WHAT LED TO THE FORMATION OF THE TOOLKIT? 
DID ANY EVENTS IN PARTICULAR SPUR MOVEMENTS TO 
ESTABLISH THE TOOLKIT? 
DSM: The resumption of the deportations led to its 
formation. In 2012, there were 157 deportations of Somali 
immigrants, in 2013 there were 166, then 243, 326, and 
last year, there were 438. The numbers are picking up 
and will likely continue to do so. Between 2012-2013, 
the deportations were initially occurring, and community 

members were looking for something to help navigate the 
process. Once they started looking into the process, they 
realized it was a deep issue, but they were nevertheless 
committed to doing something which had the most impact. 

SM: HOW DO YOU FORESEE THE TOOLKIT BEING USED 
ON A GEOGRAPHICAL LEVEL? IF THE TOOLKIT IS U.S.' 
SPECIFIC, DO YOU THINK IT HOLDS ANY INTERNATIONAL 

RELEVANCE? 
DSM: Regionally, it relates to individuals representing 
SomaliS and populations who have been in the U.S. for a 
number of years across the country. 

The global implications of the toolkit are more broad. 
Internationally, all countries are bound by international 
law that protects refugees. The toolkit shines a light on 
the process of integration and the obstacles that refugee 
populations have to securing a stable life. Many refugees 
are fleeing terrible conditions, then go through a harrow
ing journey to get here and a long court process, then 
are introduced to American poverty and racism, which is 
incredibly difficult to overcome, due in part to implicit bias. 

The question of integrating populations fairly, with dignity, 
and consideration of human rights is one of the tanta~ 
mount challenges that the planet is facing, unless you 
want a world of walls that are militarized. 

SM: DOES THE TOOLKIT DRAW FROM ANY EXISTING 
LITERATURE ON IMPLICIT BIAS? 
DSM: It draws-from Fatma Marouf's "ImpliCit Bias and 
Immigration Cpurts," Jerry Kang et al.'s "Implicit Bias in 
the Courtroom," Nicole E. Negowetti's "Navigating the 
Pitfalls of ImpliCit Bias: A Cognitive Science Primer for 
Civil Litigators," the Kirwan Institute's work, especially that 
of opportunity mapping, and Susan Bryant's "The Five 
Habits: Building Cross-Cultural Competence in Lawyers." 

SM: DOES THE TOOLKIT MAKE ANY NEW 
CONTRIBUTIONS TO IMPLICIT BIAS? 
DSM: The toolkit takes implicit bias and cognitive 
research and applies it more deeply to immigration courts, 
looking at the 'actual practice of attorneys as they work 
with immigrants. 

SM: IF YOU HAD TO DESCRIBE THE TOOLKIT AND 
!MPLlC!T BIAS TO SOMEONE AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE IN A 
FEW SENTENCES, WHAT WOULD YOU SAY IF THEY KNEW 
NOTHING ABOUT IMMIGRATION LAW OR IMPLICIT BIAS? 
DM: The toolkit is trying to help protect people who 
have valid right to stay in the U.S. overcome a myriad of 
challenges that may prevent them from being successful. 

For more on the James H. Binger Center for New 
Americans, please visit: https:llwww.law.umn.edu/ 
james-h~binger-center·new~americans 
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"But implicit bias also presents 
unique challenges to effective law 
enforcement, because it can alter 
where investigators and prosecutors 
look for evidence and how they 
analyze it without their awareness or 
ability to compensate." 
SALLY Q, YATES, FORMER UNITED STATES DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL. 2016 [20J 



A s a typically robust area of implicit bias 
scholarship, given its range of potentially 

life-altering consequences, the criminal justice 
domain remains an area of rich dialogue, 
ranging from policing to assorted courtroom 
dynamics. 

Police: Use of Force 
Influenced by recent events, researchers Lorie 
Fridell and Hyeyoung Lim studied the connec
tion between laboratory research developments 
and actual field data on police use of force on 
Black subjects. [46] Using police reports, Fridell 
and Lim examined two competing empirical 
perspectives related to use of force with Black 
subjects: 1) the implicit bias perspective, and 
2) the counter-bias perspective. The implicit 
bias perspective asserts that police exhibit 
implicit associations between Blackness and 
crime, which would result in more use of force 
with Black subjects than White subjects. In 
contrast, the counter-bias perspective posits 
that external consequences for use of force with 
Black subjects (e.g., prosecution or negative 
media attention) would result in police officers 
overcoming racial biases and using less force 
with Blacks compared to Whites. The data from 
a police station in a large Texas city encom-

passed 1,846 incident reports over three years 
involving Black and White males. The analysis 
studied instances where police used intermedi
ate uses of force (e.g., hard empty hand control, 
pepper spray, and electronic control devices) 
versus lower-level uses of force (e.g., soft empty 
hand control). Moreover, the study included a 
measure of neighborhood crime rate as a second 
independent variable influencing the use of 
force. Situational and demographic variables 
controlled for included, but were not limited 
to, level of subjects' resistance, officers' race, 
officers' education level, and the precipitating 
incident type. 

Consistent with the implicit bias perspective, 
the results indicated that police were more likely 
to use one form of intermediate force-electron
ic control devices-compared to a lower-level 
use of force on Black subjects compared to 
White subjects. [46] No racial differences were 
found where officers used other types of inter
mediate force. Moreover, racial differences in 
use of force were only present in neighborhoods 
with moderate or low crime rates. Affirming oth
er research on the topic, Fridell and Lim posited 
the disappearing presence of racial differences 
in areas of high crime was consistent with the 
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implicit bias perspective demonstrated by the 
notion that a negative bias toward a neighbor
hood can supersede a racial bias. [46] 

Moving beyond a purely intergroup bias (e.g., 
Black versus White) perspective, Kahn and 
colleagues conducted a regression analysis to 
examine whether intragroup (within race) biases 
shared a relationship with use of force data at a 
large, urban police department. [48] As a mea
sure of intragroup differences, sample raters 
coded the phenotypic stereotypicality (i.e., how 
representative one's physical appearance is of 
their racial category) of subjects' faces from 177 
police case files, which were randomly selected 
from one year of service records. [For a review of 
this scale, see 50.] Use of force was measured on 
a 1-8 scale according to severity, where 1 includ
ed control holds and 8 included deadly force. 
The researchers controlled for factors such as 
gender, signs of a chemical influence, mental 
health, and the type of crime. Results revealed 
that the more stereotypically White the suspect 
was, the less likely police were to use force in 
general or use severe force; however, possessing 
more White phenotypic traits did not indicate 
less use offorce for non-Whites. [48] This finding 
indicated that intragroup bias can serve as a 
protective factor for Whites, but not non-Whites 
who possess phenotypically-White traits. This 
work is reminiscent of prior scholarship on the 
influence of Afrocentric features in criminal 
justice proceedings. [51, 52] 

"'many illdividuals implicitly associate 
Black males with characteristics such 
as criminality, SUb-humanness, or being 
capable of superhumall behavior" 

Continuing the inquiry into police use of force, 
a 2016 article by Hall, Hall, and Perry provided 
a review of both implicit racial biases and 
the unique characteristics of police work as a 
framework for understanding excessive use 
of force during police encounters with Black 
male civilians, [49] As the basis of the review, 
the researchers uplifted studies that showed 
police officers are more likely to hold implicitly 

positive attitudes toward Whites and negative 
attitudes toward Blacks. [23, 50,53] In addition 
to this general implicit bias, many individuals 
implicitly associate Black males with charac
teristics such as criminality, sub-humanness, 
or being capable of superhuman behavior. 
[50,54-56] In conjunction with these implicit 
processes, officers may possess unique charac
teristics compared to those in other professions, 
such as need for high intergroup connectivity, 
valuing order, and appreciating hierarchy. Thus, 
the researchers suggested that the interaction 
between these psychological factors and the na
ture of police work may elicit intergroup threat 
and suspicion in both parties, thereby making 
these encounters especially risky for excessive 
force. Based on this framework, the researchers 
offered a list of solutions for reducing excessive 
force during encounters with police and Black 
males, many of which are based on the research 
related to implicit bias: 1) addressing prejudice 
at a young age, 2) promoting intergroup contact, 
3) supporting community police efforts, 4) 
diversifying the police force,S) rotating police 
assignments, 6) making diversity training 
mandatory, 7) requiring buy-in from police 
leadership, and 8) increasing accountability 
wi thin the force. [49] 

Judges 
Clair and Wjnter conducted interviews to 
examine judges' perceptions of racial disparities 
in the courts and what they determined was 
the best way to address them, [57] Focusing on 
the processes of arraignment, plea hearings, 
jury selection, and sentencing, the researchers 
interviewed 59 judges in the upper and lower 
courts in a northeast state where Black and 
Latinos were disproportionately incarcerated to 
examine the situational factors where dispari
ties may be more likely occur. When discussing 
racial disparities, judges pointed to the presence 
of disparate treatment (e.g., a court official's 
implicit and explicit biases) or disparate impact 
(e,g" the differential impact of seemingly neutral 
laws, or how poverty affects offense rates). Most 
judges believed that a combination of these two 
sources explained racial disparities, while some 
judges (24%) believed the latter alone was the 
source of disparities, [57] As part of the discus
sions on disparate impact, many judges report-



AUTHOR REFLECTION 

Cheryl Staats 

AS SOMEONE WHO NATURALLY prefers practicality, 
it is unsurprising that I favor applied research over 
traditional academic scholarship. I appreciate taking 
scholarly ideas and seeing them yield positive 
impacts in "real life" situations. As such, I also enjoy 
seeing others bridge this divide to bring esoteric 
academic concepts to bear in fields that can 
meaningfully learn and benefit from that knowledge .. 

A great example of applying implicit bias 
scholarship to "real world" circumstances is Dr. 
Lorie A. Fridell's 2017 book, Producing Bias-Free 
Policing: A Science-Based Approach. Beyond 
summarizing the implicit bias literature as it pertains 
to police, Fridell offers clear strategies and tools 
that agencies may use in their pursuit of fair and 
impartial policing. This approach recognizes that 
past interventions to address bias have not always 
yielded success; by illuminating the latest social 
psychological research on implicitbias, readers 
are able to understand the merits of taking a bias
informed approach to police work. 

With an eye toward providing concrete and useful 
guidance, this text broadly focuses on how police 

ed the contribution of their own implicit biases. 
Several noted their familiarity with research on 
implicit bias in sentencing either through the 
media or conferences; this knowledge led many 
to reflect on their biases and consider how these 
biases influenced their decision-making. 

The researchers grouped the strategies the judg
es supported to address disparities into two cat
egories: non-interventionist and interventionist. 
The non-interventionist approach defers to the 
prosecutors' and defenders' judgments during 
arraignment, plea hearing, and jury selection. In 
contrast, the interventionist approach includes 
proactive strategies to address disparities 
such as rejecting plea deals that seem racially 
motivated or striving to have a diverse jury. The 
majority of judges held non-interventionist 
values. [57] Thus, this study demonstrated that 

professionals can apply the science of implicit bias 
to numerous aspects of their operations, ranging 
from decision-making in the field to messaging, 
policies, hiring practices, and other agency 
dynamics. Fridell equips readers with specific next 
steps for implementing what she refers to as a "new 
paradigm" of policing (I.e., one that recognizes 
implicit biases rather than solely explicit) throughout 

.the entirety of an agency. 

While the intended audience for this book is police 
professionals. Fridell acknowledges that bias is 
'in no way a problem specific to that occupation. 
Rather, she articulates that it is our unconscious 
cognition-regardless of one's profession-that 
provokes the need to be bias-aware. Emphasizing 
this cognitive dynamic as shared across humanity, 
she writes, "Because police are human, they have 
biases; because they have biases, every agency 
needs to be proactive in producing bias-free 
policing." (p. 5) 

SCHOLARSHIP MENTIONED: Fridell. L.A.. Producing Bias-Free 
Po/icing: A Science-Based Approach. Springer Briefs in 
Criminology: Translational Criminology. 2017: Springer. 

even if judges acknowledged the impact of 
implicit biases from court actors, they may still 
allow disparities to occur by not engaging in 
interventions to address them. 

Juries 
Previous research on court proceedings has 
indicated that implicit biases can impact juror 
decisions. [58-63J Morrison et al. add to this 
body of knowledge by exploring whether legal 
professionals are capable of identifying jurors' 
implicit biases through the voir dire process 
and if it is possible to use this information to 
exclude potential jury members in a way that is 
favorable to their case. [64J 

Continued on pg. 24 
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Understanding the Psychological and 
Structural Barriers People of Color Face in 

the Criminal Justice System 

BY KELLY C/,PATOSTO 

An immense body of research has demonstrated the 
adverse experiences and outcomes related to criminal 
justice system involvement for marginalized groups. 
Expanding this conversation, we highlight how these 
adverse experiences can be the result of (1) unconscious 

• 
discrimination; and/or (2) historic policies and related 
structural dynamics. 



As a first step to understanding how the criminal justice system 
perpetuates racial inequities in .incarceration, we must consider 
both the psychological and structural barrie,rs along this pathway. 
These barriers to justice for communities of color can manifest 
both preceding contact and during interactions within the criminal 
justice system, thereby influencing the likelihood of conviction, 
incarceration, and sentencing. 

The following examples highlight key points of contact between people of color and 
the criminal justice system where racialized barriers are likely to be present. 

o Download full report at http://go.osu.edu/B86X 
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The study took place in three stages. During 
the first stage, a group oflegal professionals 
responded to an online quiz by indicating what 
questions they would typically ask during a 
preemptory challenge (i.e., the process for 
removing a proposed juror). During the second 
stage, 285 participants responded to an online 
form that included the most popular questions 
from stage one. In addition to answering the 
questions, participants responded to an Implicit 
Association Test (IAT) and an explicit bias 
questionnaire, and they provided their racial 
demographic. In the final stage, 143 legal pro
fessionals were randomly assigned to act as a 
prosecutor or defender role in an online simula
tion of the voir dire process. The simulated trial 
either depicted a White defendant and a Black 
victim or Black defendant and a White victim. 
Participants were matched with a random pool 
of the respondents from stage two as the simu
lated jury. They could ask any of the questions 
gathered from stage one and could choose to 
exclude potential jurors based on their response. 
Results indicated that when the defendant was 

"many individuals implicitly associate 
Black males with crlalacteristics such 
as crilTlil·lallty. sub-rlUrnanness. or being 
capable of superllulTlan IJehavior." 

Black and the victim was White, the prosecutors' 
juror selection included individuals with higher 
implicit pro-White biases compared to the jurors 
selected by the defense lawyer. [64] This result 
indicated that when a Black defendant is on 
trial, both prosecutors and defenders were able 
to select jurors whose biases aligned more with 
their proposed goal; however, this effect was not 
significant if the defendant was White and the 
victim was Black. Additionally, the race of the 
juror accounted for some of this relationship 
between jurors' implicit biases and the role of 
the lawyer making the selection. 

Other Courtroom Dynamics 
Applying implicit bias insights to court pro
ceedings, Roberts argued against the practice 
of impeaching (i.e., discrediting) a defendant's 

testimony due to a prior arrest. [65] Roberts not
ed that by silencing the defendant's testimony, 
court actors are more likely to rely on implicit 
biases associated with the defendant's iden· 
tity during the fact-finding process. Moreover, 
Roberts highlighted how the implicit association 
between African Americans and criminality is 
especially detrimental to the presumption of 
innocence. To counter these negative effects, 
she made the case that this testimony can help 
to individuate a defendant-meaning the judge 
and jury are more likely to see him/her, and the 
circumstances of his/her case, as unique. As 
such, a testimony has the potential to counter 
court actors' implicit biases associated with a 
defendant's identity, particularly if the defen· 
dant is Mrican American or of another racial 
minority group. Roberts' suggestion broadly 
connects to other scholarship that encourages 
individuation as a way of addressing implicit 
biases. [see, e.g., 66, 67] 

In a theoretical piece, Lacey argued that 
knowledge of implicit bias and other cognitive 
forces shauld fundamentally alter how the legal 
system conceptualizes criminal responsibility. 
[68] This perspective is juxtaposed against the 
current understanding of criminality, which 
relies on both cognitive and contextual factors 
to jointly determine an individual's responsibil
ity far their criminal conduct. In contrast, Lacey 
asserted that an understanding of implicit 
biases raises questions regarding justice actors' 
perceptions of a subject's level of responsibility. 
Moreover, there may be implications related to 
the individual's actual level of culpability (i.e., to 
what extent can individuals be responSible for 
the impact aftheir implicit biases?). [For other 
research an implicit bias and perceptions of 
culpability, see 56.J As such, Lacey recommend
ed an expanded theory of criminalization that 
accounts for the effects of socialization, rather 
than viewing the typical subject of law as a 
rational agent. 

Legal Education 
Intersecting other social science work, Russell 
A. McClain analyzed the relationship between 
implicit bias and stereotype threat on the law 
school experience. [69J Stereotype threat occurs 
when "members of a group perform at levels 



lower than that at which they are capable" as 
a result of awareness of existing stereotypes 
against a group identity or through feeling they 
do not belong in a given setting [69]. The authors 
noted the compounding effects that implicit 
bias and stereotype threat can have on students' 
academic achievement and relationship build· 
ing. For example, if professors or other members 
of the law school hold negative implicit biases 
toward minority students, their actions may lim
it opportunities for students to engage, which in 
turn can exacerbate the likelihood of stereotype 
threat. Moreover, the underrepresentation of 
minorities in faculty positions due to implicit 
biases can also activate students' stereotype 
threat. The authors noted the implicit biases of 
White students in law school can have a similar 
impact. For example, if White students are less 
likely to engage with minority students when 
forming study groups, this could make minority 
students feel isolated and disconnected. These 
examples illustrate what the authors describe as 
a feedback loop between stereotype threat and 
performance, which ultimately has the potential 
to affirm the implicit biases held by others in 

the law school setting. 

\~G~EN~E~R~A~L~M~'=T~'G~A=T~'O~N~S~T=R=A=T=EG=='E~S---------------

"entions and Recommendations 
a comprehensive guidance document 

;hicing community gun violence, the 
"Institute-in collaboration with the Joint 

Political and Economic Studies and 
Foundation-provided recommen

related to implicit bias mitigation as a 
to improve relationships between police 

ommunities of color. [70] First, enforce-
tiagencies should require institutional adop
'qfpractices that are informed by implicit 

could entail applying implicit bias 
to hiring and enforcement decisions 
trainings designed to mitigate the 

implicit bias. Second, officer training 
focus on practices that are "procedurally 

By directing officers back to processes 
lnderlie just policing, officers may be less 
, rely on biases related to individuals' 

during enforcement interactions. 
enforcement agencies should ensure 

'qfficers reflect the diversity of the neighbor
., they patrol. By doing so, officers will have 
~pportunity to work in a variety of neighbor

and contexts, thereby broadening their 
:eptions of community interactions. [70] 

on prior research demonstrating the 
implicit racial bias on policing and 

to shoot [see, for example, 23, 24, 25, 
proposed two interventions that police 

attments can implement to reduce shooting 
. [72] The first intervention-increased 
on shooting exercises-stems from 
bias research that suggests officers are 

,biased and more accurate in their decisions 
than are civilians. [23, 24] This line of 
suggests that the use of training scenar· 

race is not related to the possession of 
may mitigate bias and improve accu-

decisions to shoot. [For related research, 
73.] Lee's second suggested intervention 

a paradigm shift, which decreases 
reliance on weapons to successfully 
their job. As such, Lee proposed martial 

trallling as a way to prepare officers to 
confrontational situations in the field 
having to use deadly force. Moreover, 

,!,search suggested that the benefits of 
, arts training cascades into other dimen-

officers' wellbeing. For example, martial 
mindfulness exercises that are often 

~:Clated with the practice may help buffer 
,wonic stress of the job and further reduce 

on bias during high-stress situations._ 
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across ten acaOem 
some key 

Black girls need our attentloif too 

Given that the bulk of public conversation 
regarding school discipline centers around 
the Black male experience, it is important to 
note that Black girls experienced a greater 
level of over-representation within the same
sex disciplined population vs. their same-
sex enrolled population than any other 
demographic group-including their Black male 
counterparts. Black girls were approximately 
3.l6 times more represented among the 
disciplined female population than they 
were among the total female population. In 
comparison, Black males-the only other group 
to experience meaningful over-representation
were 2.65 times more represented among 
disciplined male student population than the 
enrolled male student population. 

While Implicit bias may disadvantage some 
students, It advantages others 

While Black students tended to experience 
over-disciplining, Asian and White students 
experienced a composition among same-sex 
disciplined students that was only a fraction 

Gender, 
n intersectional 
pline disparities 

-15). Here are 

of their composition among enrolled same-sex 
students. This may be due to a dynamic known 
as unconscious confirmation bias: the tendency 
to unconscilJusly seek out things that align with 
one's unconscious beliefs while "over-looking" 
those things that don't [1]. An analysis of 
qualitative research produced several anecdotal 
examples in which students recalled this 
dynamic happening across racial lines: 

I think security guards, just like, I think they like 
point out African Americans a lot more than like 
White ... Like 1"11 walk down the hall without a 
pass, and !{ley·1I just let you go. But then they·1I 
find someone else and say, 'You have a Saturday 
detention [2]: 

A gender-variant analysis of racial school 
discipline disparities is imperative: The 
interplay of race and gender produces unique 
educational experiences for Black boys and 
Black girls. Specifically, research suggests 
that for Black boys, primary drivers of over
disciplining,are related to perceptions of 
behaviors that may be distorted based on 
cultural misunderstandings [3J, and racialized 
perceptions of criminality [4, S]. Alternatively, 



Comparison of Racial Representation Among Enrolled vs. Disciplined Females 
Averaged, 2005-15 Academic Years 

Black Female Disciplined composition is 
3.15 times that of their total composition, 
whereas Asian and White compositions 
are 0.15 times and 0.54 times, respectively . 

• 
f' t. 

ENROLLED DISCIPLINED ENROLLED DISCIPLINED 

ENROLLED DISCIPLINED 

2% 
ASIAN 

BLACK 

3% 
4% 

MULTIRACIAL 

ENROLLED 

research indicates that Black girls' inability 
to embody "traditional" White, middle
class expectations of femininity leaves them 
vulnerable to assertions of disruptiveness 
and disobedience-the leading category of 
disciplinary action for all students [6, 7J, 

Wright's report concluded with a list 
of individual and institutional level 
recommendations schools and school districts 
can enact to move beyond the unwanted 
affects of implicit bias and promote a safe and 
equitable learning environment. 

ASIAN 

5% 
MULTIRACIAL 

WHITE 

• DISCIPLINED 
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o Download full report at http://go,osu.edu/B86X 
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the participant would rate the behavior as less 
severe when the background information was 
included and more severe with no information 
present. The opposite was true when the partici
pant's race did not match the race of the student; 
in that context, participants rated student's 
behavior as more severe when the background 
information was present. Only participant 
effects influenced the decision to suspend or 
expel, where Black participants were more 
likely to call for disciplinary action than White 
participants. Together, this research reinforces 
how implicit biases can influence how student 
behavior is perceived. 

Exploring the sources of racial disparities 
in school discipline, Wright (2015) analyzed 
longitudinal data to see whether a teacher's race 
influenced perceptions of students' behaviors. 
Wright's analysis utilized data from the Early 
Child Longitudinal Study (ECLS), which began 

"findings sllOwed thal Black students were 
rnuch rnore likely to [lave externalizing 
behaviors recorded than White. Hispanic. 
or Asiall students were" 

in 1998 and tracked approximately 20,000 
students from kindergarten to fifth grade. As 
part of the ECLS, teachers identified the degree 
that students engaged in disruptive behaviors 
such as arguing, fighting, acting impulsively, 
etc.-what the questionnaire described as 

"externalizing problem behaviors." [76] 

Wright examined whether teachers' rating of 
disruptive behavior differed if they belonged to 
the same racial group as the student (matched
race) versus if they were a different race. When 
looking at these differences, Wright controlled 
for teachers who may be more strict or lenient 
by looking at the teacher's average ratings of the 
whole class as well as the average ratings that 
each student received from other teachers. In 
general, the findings showed that Black students 
were much more likely to have externalizing 
behaviors recorded than White, Hispanic, or 
Asian students. [76] More importantly, the data 

showed that if Black students were matched 
with a teacher of the same race, this disparity in 
externalizirig behavior decreased. [For more on 
the effect of same-race teachers, see 77.] In fact, 
roughly half of the White-Black disparity was re
duced when Black students moved to matched
race classrooms; this same-race protective factor 
was not present for Hispanic or White students. 
However, if the student was subsequently 
moved to a classroom where there was a race 
mismatch with the teacher, the improvement 
in externalizing behavior did not continue in 
the new setting. As such, the authors attributed 
this data to differences in teachers' perceptions 
of student behavior rather than changes in the 
behaviors themselves. 

Academic Achievement 
Seeking to establish a stronger link between 
teachers' implicit biases and students' academic 
performance, Jacoby-Senghor and colleagues 
examined how instructors' implicit biases can 
impact their teaching performance. [78] They 
grouped over 200 Black and White participants 
into cross-race or same-race dyads. From each 
dyad, one White participant would be selected 
to serve as an instructor while the other dyad 
member (either Black or White) would be 
assigned to the role of learner. Instructors' 
implicit racial attitudes were measured through 
the subliminal priming task [for more on this 
task, see 79], as well as their explicit attitudes 
and behaviors. Focusing on the learners' per
formance on a subsequent test of the material, 
results showed that teachers' implicit pro-White 
biases predicted lower test scores for Black but 
not White learners. [78] A closer look at the 
data related to teachers' behavior suggested 
that teachers' anxiety might mediate this 
relationship. Thus, to examine whether teachers' 
anxiety or Black students' perception or fear of 
discrimination (i.e., stereotype threat) predicted 
the lower test scores, the researchers conducted 
a second study with non-Black participants who 
watched videos of the instruction given during 
the first study. Jacoby-Senghor et al. found that 
teachers' implicit biases still mediated learning 
outcomes when the students were non-Black. 
Thus, the authors proposed that both anxiety 

Continued on pg. 34 



BY KELLY CAPATOSTO 

Early interventions have often 
as a critical leverage point for 
students' educational op 
mized. The value of educatic 
beyond content knowledqe 
emotional, and relational 
a student's brilliance, creativi 
fail to serve a function if the 
those gifts is absent. Thus, we must strive 
break any barriers to success as early as possi'·. 
ble in order for youth to reach their full ooteritl"l: 

FRAMEWORK: ORGANIZATIONAL AND 
INDIVIDUAL RECOMMENDATIONS TO 
ADDRESS IMPLICIT BIAS IN EARLY 
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
As one of these potential barriers,this document 
draws from research on the concept of impliCit 
bias and offers practical solutions to counter its 
effects on an organizational and individual level. 

Pulling examples from the full report, below is a 
short list of recommendations to mitigate implicit 
bias in early childhood education: 

a.) Decision"Maki 
Data-bpsed 

Creating on atmOsphere where stoff can 
identify,discl.1ss, and find solutions for in
stances of bios 

Student Level Strategies: 
a.) Classroom Dynamics 

Facilitating intergroup contact between 
peers 
Utilizing interventions focused on stress 
reduction 

b.) Decrease Ambiguity in 
Behavior Management & Discipline 

Provide examples of behavior expectations 
in measurable terms, and ensure they are 
highly visible throughout the school 

o Download full report at http://go.o~u.edu/B86X 
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The national educational landscape, as well as 
our previous work, has placed special emphasis 
on acknowledging the existence of racial dis
parities in school discipline. As a way to expand 
the discipline literature to be more inclusive of 
multiple identities, this report provides a frame
work for how these discipline trends also affect 
students with disabilities. 

KEY FINDINGS OF THIS ANALYSIS INCLUDE: 
School Discipline Outcomes Vary Between Stu
dents With and Without Disabilities, and Within 
Disability Category 

In general, students with disabilities received' 
more disciplinary actions than their non_disabled 
peers in Ohio from 2005-2013. Additional-
ly, consistent patterns emerged between the 
amount and type of discipline used by each 

tive 
Ily 

, Kelly 
red the 

iscipline trends 

disability category across time, and the rates 
of discipline varied greatly between disability 
categories .• 

"students with disabilities received 
more disciplinary actions than their 
non-disabled peers in Ohio from 
2005-2013" 

. 
THE INTERSECTIONALITY BETWEEN 
DISABILITY STATUS AND RACE AFFECTS 
DISCIPLINE OUTCOMES 
A complex relationship emerges when consid
ering both race and ability status on trends in 
school discipline. To illustrate, the greatest dis
cipline disparity between disabled and non-dis
abled peers existed for White students. White 



MEAN OF ALL DISCIPLINE ACTIONS FOR DISABILITY 
AND RACIAL GROUP (PER 100 STUDENTS) 

Cognitive Disabilities 98 

Emotional· Disturbance 17.1 

Other Health Impaired - Minor 14.1 

Specific Learning Disabilities 21.1 

Traumatic Brain Injury 5.7 

students with disabilities received 3.1 times more 
disciplinary actions than Whites in the general 
education population. However, when compar
ing across racial groups, it is clear that ability 
status alone is only a small piece of the puzzle. 
Though Black students with disabilities were dis
ciplined at rates relatively similar to the non-dis
abled population of Black students (1.6 times 
more), Black students without disabilities were 
disciplined nearly 40 percent more than White 
student with disabilities, on average. The intri
cate relationship between race and ability yields 
a wide continuum of discipline outcomes. In fact, 
when examining outcomes across the various 

35.1 99 44.5 51.1 

98.7 167.8 116.7 139.1 

40.4 117.2 49 65.8 

32.1 97.9 41.5 53.6 

24.3 66 26.9 27.1 

intersections of both race and ability status, dis
cipline occurrences for every 100 Ohio students 
range from 5.7 to a startling 167.8 incidents. 

This disproportionate discipline of students with 
disabilities and students of color is a fundamen
tal barrier to educational opportunity access, and 
one cannot dismiss the challenge of ensuring 
equitable discipline and academic benefit for all 
minority youth. As such, confronting the implicit 
and structural biases that perpetuate inequality 
can contrib~te to meaningful progress in the 
field and increase the presence of opportunity 
for future generations . 

• Download full report at http://go.osu,edu/B86X 
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EDUCATION 

and the decreased lesson quality that resulted 
from teachers' implicit biases predicted worse 
test performance. 

Higher Education 
Affirmative action policies have remained 
controversial in the public sphere for applying 
specifically to race as opposed to economic 
status. Those in opposition to Affirmative Action 
often view the policy as a form of "reverse 
discrimination" against poor Whites. Amidst 
these criticisms, an article in the UCLA Law 
Review Discourse uplifted the role of implicit 
racial bias as part of their supporting argument 
that, regardless of economic class, Black stu
dents face uniq ue barriers to success in higher 
education. [SO] Thus, this analysis focused on 
admissions for middle-class Black students and 
included several ways in which the research 
demonstrates how education professionals' 
implicit biases negatively impact the educa
tional experiences of Black students, such as 
assessments of academic performance, writing 
evaluations, letters of reference, and resume 
reviews. [SO] 

Other Contrl butions 
Drawing from a series of town hall meetings 
across the country, the American Bar Asso
ciation Joint Task Force on Reversing the 
School-to-Prison Pipeline issued a preliminary 
report and recommendations [Sl]. In each of 
these meetings, a primary focus was addressing 
the role of implicit bias in maintaining the 
school-to-prison pipeline. Among other factors 
contributing to the school-to-prison pipeline, the 
authors implicated implicit bias for inhibiting 
students' academic performance, influencing 
disCiplinary outcomes, predicting perceptions 
that students are threatening, and influencing 
the warmth of interactions with students who 
are from a different cultural group. Thus, the 
report recommended training for various actors 
along the school-to-prison pipeline (e.g., educa
tors, resource officers, juvenile judges) on ways 
to mitigate bias. 

BEYOND THE BLACKM'HITE BINARY 

.short newsletter article, Alex Madva exam
# implicit anti-Latina/o bias in the context 
Rcllilpsophy. [82] He outlined the dearth of 

,OW1edge about implicit anti-Latina/o bias and 
!~tioned against the tendency to assume that 
ttiwledge about anti-Black/pro-White implicit 

are transferable to Latina/os. Madva also 
~cussed how implicit biases may contribute 

marginalization of Latin American 
i.H9sophy, philosophers, and students, which 

from teachers' implicit biases in student 
Ctpractions to curriculum-related decisions. 

reflecting on approaches for addressing 
biases, Madva's discussion concluded 

~;c(msidering the notion of mestizaje as a way 
I.~·fuphasize commonalities and differences 
¥.,various aspects of dual identities) as part of 
,intergroup contact intervention to mitigate 

. [S2] 

Mitigation 
Childhood and elementary 

:andldates with the skills to teaCh a 
lassroom, a 2016 report shared a series 

activities designed to bolster 
'mal humility. [S3] As a critical 

education experience, implic-
is. addressed through these activities as 

iffeaching candidates to have a greater 
of diversity issues. For example, the 

asked the teacher candidates to 
their own biases and expectations 

Ql1sider how these may playa role in 
;sroom. Following these assessments, 

read a case study of a student's 
experiences and discussed recom
for assisting the student with their 

During this discussion, participants 
.-" to identify implicit biases or as

that they hold. Among other ideas, 
uplifted strategies for developing 
lnptpnrp vis-a.-vis cultural humility 



BV ,ELLY CAPATOSTO 

WHAT IS TRAUMA? 
According to the American Psychological Associ
ation, trauma is broadly defined as "an emotional 
response to a terrible event..." characterized by 
short-term emotions, such as "shock" or "deni
al," as well as a range of long-term responses, 
such as volatile emotions, recurrent flashbacks, 
and relationship strain. However, Kirwan seeks 
to expand this definition to acknowledge the 
individual and interpersonal variation in how we 
all process, experience, respond to, and treat 
trauma. This report focuses on the relationship 
between race and three interrelated compo
nents: 1) the experience of a traumatic event 
(or series of events), 2) the brain's response to 
trauma, and 3) the manifestation of trauma. 

OUR FRAMEWORK: INTERSECTION BETWEEN 
INDIVIDUAL AND SYSTEMIC TRAUMA FOR 
RACIAL MINORITY YOUTH 
Youth of color are disproportionately at risk for 
experiencing traumatizing events due to race
based inequity. In examining the root of this 
disproportionality, this report acknowledges the 
intersection between individual and systemic 
trauma. Structural racial inequities are a key 
reason why minorities have a heightened risk for 
traumatic experiences, which-on the surface
can appear race-neutral. The most salient exam
ple of this added risk is the frequent subjugation 

of people of color to lower socioeconomic status 
(SES) compared to their White counterparts 
through a history of perpetual denial of oppor
tunity. For example, the current racial divide 
in neighborhood wealth and home equity can 
be traced back to discriminatory housing and 
lending practices such as redlining, which limited 
the ability of Blacks and other racial minorities 
to purchase housing and restricted housing 
options to segregated neighborhoods. Minori-
ty youth are overrepresented in economically 
depressed areas: thus, they are more likely to 
encounter neighborhood-level social and physi
cal environmental stress than Whites. Latino and 
Black youth are significantly more likely to have 
someone close to them murdered than are their 
White peers. Community-level trauma may also 
emerge from the collective experience shared 
in response to instances of racism. As a general 
example, neighborhood violence that is associat
ed with racial tension broadly affects individuals 
who identifY, as that racial group, not just those 
who were immediate victims. 

For more information related to the definition 
and experience of racialized trauma, and how 
schools can engage in bias-conscious practices 
to heal trauma and improve student opportunity, 
see the full report at go.osu.edu/B3h5 . 

.. Download full report at http://go.osu.edu/B86X 
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AUTHOR REFLECTION 

Sarah Mamo 

KIMBERLY BARSAMIAN KAHN, PHILLIP ATIBA GOFF, 

AND JACK GLASER EXPLORED how "psychological 
identity-related threats and subtle forms of racial 
bias may affect authority figures' interactions with 
adolescents" (p. 190), described as impediments to 
students' success in the classroom and in society at
large. The researchers implemented an intervention 
to reduce the biases of authority figures, masculinity 
threat especially. In their findings, the authority 
figures learned of the negative impact of implicit 
biases on students' lives, thus concluding with the 
success of scenario-based training in combating 
both implicit bias and masculinity threat. 

What I really appreCiated about this article was its 
extension beyond the personal aspects of implicit 
bias and into structural aspects. Recognizing 
that implicit bias originates from the top of social 
hierarchies to disseminate through the social 
world is of utmost importance. The pervasiveness 
of impliCit bias throughout a society where most 
people do not strive to be of malicious intent 
inevitably brushstrokes personal experience with 
implicit bias, but lacking a structural perspective of 
implicit bias makes it impossible to eliminate implicit 
bias from our SOCiety once and for all. 

I think that understanding the origins of an issue 
is key to eradicating society of that issue. Granted, 
societal issues such as raCism and implicit bias 
have grown in complexity and magnitude from their 
origins, but origins provide insight to the purpose 
of the issue and allow us to track its development 
over time. Who does it benefit? Who does it not? 
How? Why? Plainly said, by starting to answer 
these seemingly simple questions we can have 
better perspective for producing solutions for social 
inequities, particularly within institutions that value 
authority and a high degree of hierarchical power. 

,teacher candidates by uncovering their 
biases and reflecting on observations of 

,ffe:rim' cultural and familial backgrounds." [83] 

on prior work addressing the in
of implicit bias and masculinity 

in criminal justice and school discipline, 

By exploring the effects of implicit biases through 
top-down interpersonal relationships between 
authority figures and students, the researchers 
provided a rigorous intersectional analysis of the 
utilization of race and gender in the production 
and propagation of stereotypes and prejudice. In 
the article, the researchers paired their analysiS 
of implicit bias with masculinity threat-how the 
perception of a challenge to one's masculinity 
may cause defensiveness, and can ultimately 
lead individuals to behave in ways that endorse 
stereotypes and biases. (For more on masculinity 
threat. see Smith (2016).) 

To combat implicit biases effectively, we must do so 
on the individual level, but we cannot overlook their 
origins. Looking only to individual solutions simply 
re-paints the canvas of implicit bias, missing the fact 
that someone had to place the canvas there in the 
first place. Simply put, individual solutions improve 
our personal interactions, but they do not absolve 
the need to find absolute solutions. As a major 
takeaway from this article, we should seek out the 
origins of implicit bias and produce solutions that 
go beyond bettering lives in the here and now: we 
need to find ,solutions that will make major inroads 
to eradicate the structural forces that form our 
implicit biases in the first place. 

ARTICLES MENTIONED: Kahn, K. B., Goff, P. A., & Glaser, J. 
(2016). Research and Training to Mitigate the Effects of 
Implicit Stereotypes and Masculinity Threat on Authority 
Figures' Interactions with Adolescents and Non-Whites. In R. 

J. Skiba (Ed.), Inequality in School Discipline: Research and 
Practice to Reduce Disparities (pp. 189-205). New York, NY: 
Palgrave Macmillan US. 
Smith, R. J. (2015). Reducing Racially Disparate Policing 
Outcomes: Is Implicit Bias Training the Answer? University of 
Hawaii Law Review, 37(295). 

Goff, and Glaser investigated how these 
!~l;!cepts may negatively affect authority 

interactions with adolescents. [84] The 
~i;earchers applied their analysis to students' 
teractions with teachers, administrators, and 

officers, and they highlighted examples 
perceived identity threat and implicit 



contribute to punitive outcomes that 
ionately affect students of color. As 

national pilot project to combat the 
of masculinity threat and implicit bias, 

!Searchers developed a multi-stage inter
aimed at addressing authority figures' 

'ptlOns of and interactions with students. 
baseline phase, participants' implicit 

were measured with an lAT, and their 
attitudes on race and masculinity also 

(assessed. The intervention phase included 
ilr.trainings and interactive scenarios to 
~:.i:ncrease participants' awareness and 
:~gement around these issues. As part of the 
fyention's content, authority figures learned 

egative impact of implicit biases and 
:ulinity threat on students' expectations, 

supports, and punitive discipline out-
Though the pilot is ongoing, the authors 
these strategies as a template for other 

Lcanonal and justice settings that are en-

"facul'Y can Iliglllight tile work of 
rTlCll~Jii13lized students to Ilormalize their 
p,esel'ICe in tile fiel,j. combat stereotype 
threat. and use a relevant shared positive 
social illcntity to set a tone of illCluslvity" 

in equity work. This study also connects 
work examining masculinity threat in 

of implicit bias research. [85] 

to higher education, with the goal of 
implicit biases on college campus

completed a literature review of ten 
:plOgical studies about how individuals 

<ciously process information about 
from racial outgroups. [86] Based on 

she proposed three specific ways to 
implicit racism in the student body: 

iitating intergroup contact, using the contact 
'!'hesis, and directing students to cognitive 

ll';vioral therapy (CBT) resources. The first 
oInmendation focused on students "relearn

associations they have toward outgroup 
while the second promoted expand

membership; both of these can 
,hleved by designing campus activities to 

collaboration and positive interaction 

students of various races and ethnici
final recommendation involved the use 

to help students acknowledge and work 
the implicit biases they possess, with 

ltimate.goal of cultivating allyship against 

j:article addressed to faculty in the science, 
nology, engineering, and mathematics 

Killpack and Melon presented a 
nprtive for making STEM classrooms more 

in a threefold approach of confronting 
implicit biases, and stereotype threat. 

combat the danger that unchecked 
pose to the institutional culture of STEM 

Killpack and Melon argued that the 
~ssional development of faculty should 

discussions of diversity. Generally, this 
should confront and acknowledge 

bias by recognizing its role in prevent
STEM students' success, both in the 

and in the process of seeking employ-
Included in the researchers' recommenda

mitigate implicit bias was recognizing 
Imnmtance of taking the Implicit Associ

(IAT) as a way to raise awareness of 
that impact women and minorities in 

fields. Also in their recommendations was 
in diversity-focused education prac
focusing on data-driven approaches 

:!,demic decision-making. Furthermore, the 
ifchersprovided prompts as part of a peda

approach to guide reflection on implicit 
example, they prompted instructors 

how the design of their coursework 
teaching practices may be impacted by 

bias. Finally, they recommended that 
can highlight the work of marginalized 

to normalize their presence in the field, 
stereotype threat, and use a relevant 

itive social identity to set a tone of 
LlS1Vlty. Killpack and Melon's work relates to 

scholarship that considered implicit 
and, in the case of these articles, 

[see, e.g., 88, 89]-
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" ... the patient has his or her own 
moral, ethical, and legal right to 
expect compassionate care that is 
not compromised, consciously or 
unconsciously, by harmful human 
biases on the part of the clinician." 
AUGUSTUS A. WHITE III AND BEAUREGARD STUBBLEFIELD-lAVE, 2016 [90] 



A s characterized by the Hippocratic Oath, 
medical professionals wholly embrace 

altruistic principles. As detailed in this chapter, 
however, these noble aspirations may be 
challenged by implicit biases, regardless of 
espoused egalitarian intentions. 

Doctor-Patient Communication 
Research from 2016 continued to acknowledge 
and examine the ways in which physician im
plicit racial biases may impact communication 
between doctors and patients, with a particular 
emphasis on racially discordant medical 
interactions. 

Focusing on interactions between non-Black 
oncologists and their Black patients with an eye 
toward patient responses to physician treatment 
recommendations, Penner and colleagues had a 
small sample of Detroit-based oncologists take 
the race lAT and also videotaped the oncologists' 
interactions with 112 Black cancer patients. 
Research staff rated the oncologists' interac
tions, and patients shared their experiences 
with their oncologist via measures of perceived 
patient-centeredness. Results indicated that on
cologists had small to moderate but statistically 
significant levels of implicit racial bias. Notably, 

patients of oncologists with higher levels of 
implicit bias found their medical providers less 
patient-centered, which negatively affected the 
patients' confidence in treatment recommenda
tions. [91] This research furthers existing nar
ratives around how doctor-patient interactions 
can be negatively impacted by implicit racial 
biases, particularly prior work by Hagiwara that 
also considered racially discordant communica
tion in health care contexts. [92-96] 

While previous literature has shown how non
Black physiCians' implicit biases can affect their 
communication with Black patients [95], little 
was known about the precise nuances of com
munication that yielded these effects. Respond
ing to this gap in the literature, Hagiwara and 
colleagues studied how non-Black physicians' 
implicit racial bias related to their word choice 
when interacting with Black patients. Research
ers identified two main predictions based on 
previous scholarship. First, they predicted 
that physicians with higher implicit racial bias 
would tend to use first-person plural pronouns 
(e.g., we, us, our) more often than first-person 
singular pronouns (e.g., J, me, my) in comparison 
to their professional counterparts with lower 
levels of implicit racial bias. Second, Hagiwara 
et al. predicted that anxiety-related words (e.g., 
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worry, nervous) would be used more often by 
physicians with higher implicit racial bias than 
those with low during these racially discordant 
conversations. 

Using a sample of 14 physicians from a primary 
care clinic in a large Midwestern city and their 
video-recorded interactions with 117 Black 
patients, the researchers used Linguistic Inquiry 
and Word Count (LlWC) software to analyze 
conversation transcripts. Physicians also 
completed a race lAT, as well as two measures 
of explicit racial bias. Consistent with the 
researchers' predictions, findings indicated that 
physicians with higher implicit racial bias were 
not only more likely to use first-person plural 
pronouns but also anxiety-related words. [97] 
Although the study authors acknowledge some 
limitations (e.g., a physician sample of largely 
self-identified Asians), this article expands our 
understanding of racially discordant doctor-pa
tient interactions by shedding light on some of 
the verbal nuances that, influenced by implicit 
racial bias, affect these medical encounters. [97] 

"pllysicians WllO fit the pl'Ofile of avel'sive 
racists (Iligll impliCit bias ill combination 
witI', low explicit IJias) were perceived 
to display less positive affect and more 
negative affect than their counterparts of 
otllel' impliciVexplicit bias combinations" 

Following the same thematic interest as Hagi
wara and colleagues' work on how physicians' 
racial bias can affect racially discordant medical 
interactions, another 2016 article by Hagiwara et 
al. examined physicians' implicit and explicit ra
cial bias, as well as patients' perceived discrimi
nation on their own and each others' behaviors. 
Researchers used a "thin slice method" in which 
observers assessed individuals' behavior via 
brief video excerpts from larger interactions 
between 113 Black patients and 13 non-Black 
primary care providers. Physicians also complet
ed a race lAT and two explicit racial bias mea
sures; patients completed assessments on past 
perceived discrimination. Finally, external raters 
used various rating scales to measure affect and 
engagement seen in the thin slice video excerpts. 

Findings indicated that both physicians' affect 
and engagement were impacted by their implicit 
and explicit racial biases when they interacted 
with patients reporting prior discrimination, but 
not if the patient did not note prior discrimina
tion. [98] Notably, physicians who fit the profile 
of aversive racists (high implicit bias in combi
nation with low explicit bias) were perceived to 
display less positive affect and more negative 
affect than their counterparts of other implicit! 
explicit bias combinations, which aligns with 
prior findings by Penner and colleagues. [92] In 
terms of patient behavior, perceived discrimina
tion was found to influence patient affect. [98] 
As a whole, this study adds to our understand
ing of implicit bias in the context of doctor-pa
tient interactions by finding that physician bias 
and patient perceptions of discrimination affect 
racially discordant medical interactions both 
individually and jointly. [98] 

~ SCHOLARSHIP RELATED TO CHILDREN 

Implicit Bias and Health Care Involving Youth 
Recognizing that health care settings can often 
be hectic environments featuring stress, fatigue, 
time pressures, and other factors that can 

, increase cognitive load, previous research has 
considered the notion that this environment 

". may be conducive to biases. [99] A 2016 article 
by Johnson et al. sought to determine whether 
physician implicit racial biases changed after 
working a shift in a pediatric emergency depart
ment and to understand better how cognitive 
stressors encountered during a shift affect 
these outcomes. Cognitive stressors included 
measures of fatigue, number of patients cared 
for during the shift, shifts worked in the last 
week, department busyness/overcrowding, 
and other measures. The largely non-Hispanic 
White participants were resident physicians at 
an academic pediatric emergency department 
who completed assessments of implicit and 
explicit racial bias before and after working a 
shift. Findings indicated that, contrary to the 
researchers' hypotheses, levels of implicit racial 
bias remained consistent pre- and post-shift; 
there was no significant difference in IAT scores 
before or after a shift of work. [100] In terms 
of cognitive stressors, however, sub-analysis 



results suggested that emergency department 
overcrowding and a higher patient load were 
associated with an increase in implicit racial 
bias post-shift, thus lending further support to 
the notion that cognitive stressors may affect 
implicit bias. More generally, this article also 
adds to the growing body of studies indicating 
that health care providers hold implicit racial 
biases [93, 101-106], which, in this study were 
found to be more than three times greater than 
the residents' explicit biases. [100] 

Using the data gathered in the study discussed 
immediately above this paragraph, Johnson and 
colleagues performed a secondary analysis of 
their data from residents at a pediatric emer
gency department to examine any differences 
in their implicit racial attitudes toward children 
versus adults, as well as whether various 
demographic characteristics were associated 
with these attitudes. The foundation of previous 
literature had already established that, like the 
general population, health care providers tend 
to hold pro-White/anti-Black implicit biases [93, 
94,101-103,106-108]' with pediatricians also 

"impliCit bias lilat can harm outcomes for 
pediatriC patients, Including racialized 
Ilealtll disparities, stereotype tllreat, racial 
microaggresslons, and language lise" 

being susceptible to this same trend [100, 109], 
though perhaps at a slightly lower level than 
other populations. [109] Using both the adult 
and child race IATs, Johnson and colleagues 
revealed no significant differences in levels of 
implicit bias between these two rATs among par
ticipants, and none of the resident demographic 
characteristics was associated with scores on 
either !AT. [110] Recognizing the implications of 
their findings, the authors note that children are 
thus vulnerable to their health care providers' 
implicit racial biases, and that this finding may 
have an effect on inequities in pediatric health 
care. 

In a reflective piece on pediatric ethics, Lang et 
al. uplifted implicit racial bias as a contributor 
to the "historical, institutional, and social harms 
already being experienced by children and their 

Continued on pg. 43 
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With mutual interests in unconscious 
Association of American Medical Col 
(AAMC) partnered with the Kirwan Institute 
2014 to host a Diversity and Inclusion Innova
tion Forum on unconscious bias in academic 
medicine, The goal was to discuss the impact 
of implicit bias in academic medicine and share 
interventions to mitigate unconscious bias in 
academic medicine institutions. 

KEY FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS 
Each forum discussion focused on a particu-
lar aspect of unconscious bias and medicine. 
The seven topic areas were: medical school 
admissions; undergraduate medical educa-
tion; resident recruitment and selection; faculty 
recruitment, selection, and hiring; faculty mentor
ing; faculty advancement. promotion, and tenure; 
and patient care. 

Part of each discussion was dedicated to how 
the unconscious affected the topic of conversa
tion, and the latter portion of the day was ded
icated to assessing existing efforts to promote 
diversity and inclusion and mitigate bias. Across 
all of the conversations, several common themes 
emerged: the nebulous notion of who does or 
does not "fit" into an institution; the operation of 
confirmation bias; unconscious bias as a two
way dynamic; the lack of diversity in academic 
medicine; the unconscious "othering" of minori
ties; diversity being unconsciously underappre-

and overburdening 

Jmmended particular 
intention of creating a re

acknowledges bias and the 
can play in institutional Climate, policies, 

and decision-making, 

"Participants stressed that bias can 
be mitigated through education and 
training of individuals and teams" 

Participants'stressed that bias can be mitigated 
through education and training of individuals and 
teams; the Implicit Association Test, role-playing, 
and blinded studies were identified as useful 
aides in this process, Lastly, forum attendees 
recommended that diversity be reflected at 
every institutional level of high-stakes deci
sion-making, such as admissions, appointments, 
and tenure.,Each committee or team involved in 
these decisions should be diverse in composi
tion and identify clear requirements and inter
view questions prior to any selection process. 

The full proceedings of the forum are compiled 
in the monograph, Proceedings of the Diversity 
and Inclusion Innovation Forum: Unconscious 
Bias in Academic Medicine, for application 
throughout academic medicine today, 

o Download full report at http://go.o5u.edu/B86X 



families in the United States:' [111] Recognizing 
that pediatric healthcare professionals embrace 
the principle of beneficence while still being 
susceptible to implicit biases, the authors dis
cussed four possible manifestations of implicit 
bias that can harm outcomes for pediatric 
patients, including racialized health disparities, 
stereotype threat, racial microaggressions, and 
language use. Lang and colleagues also noted 
how recipients of negative implicit bias can 
experience chronic psychological stress and 
an increased allostatic load, both of which can 
contribute to poor health outcomes later in life. 
The authors closed with a powerful message 
compelling health care professionals to examine 
their role in the operation of implicit racial bias 
and reiterate the obligation to work to eliminate 
these biases. They movingly contextualized this 

'Huty;' asserting: 

Additionally, weighing the potential gravity 
of harm to children against the negligible 
burden on pediatric healthcare profession
als to address implicit racial bias, it seems. 
to us that we ought to readily accept this 
responsibility. There is no corresponding 
harm to pediatric healthcare professionals 
in identifying and taking action to resolve 
the implicit racial biases we hold, other than 
to our individual consciences-and egos. 
[111] 

Medical School 
Recognizing that implicit racial biases can affect 
medical school admissions committee members, 
Capers and colleagues studied the presence and 
extent of implicit bias among these individuals 
at The Ohio State University College of Medi
cine. Results from committee members taking 
the race IAT as well as reporting on their explicit 
racial preferences showed that while self-report
ed explicit preferences were minimal,!AT scores 
revealed significant implicit White preferences 
among committee members. [112] After sur
veying committee members on the value of !AT 
experience and the extent to which they were 
mindful of their results during admissions 
processes, the authors connected these insights 
to admissions decisions. They found that the 
class that matriculated immediately following 
these activities was the most diverse in the 

College'S history to date, with survey comments 
supporting the notion that the IAT experience 
may have yielded committee member behavior 
modifications. [112] 

"taking the IAT during medical school 
was a statistically Significant predictor 
of decreased implicit bias, whereas 
Ilaving Ileard negative comments 
about African Amerrcan patients from 
attending pllysicians or residents during 
the students' time rn medical scllool 
predicted increaserJ implicit bias" 

In terms of student experiences in medical 
school, a late 2015 article by van Ryn and col
leagues employed a longitudinal study of more 
than 3,500 medical school students who matric
ulated into 49 U.S. medical schools in autumn 
2010. Medical student participants took the 
Black-White IAT both during their first semester 
of medical school in 2010, as well as during their 
last semester in 2014, to examine any changes 
in implicit racial attitudes. Findings indicated 
that taking the !AT during medical school was 
a statistically significant predictor of decreased 
implicit bias, whereas having heard negative 
comments about African American patients 
from attending physicians or residents during 
the students' time in medical school predicted 
increased implicit bias. [113] Similarly, unfavor
able contact with African American physicians 
also increased implicit bias, though the authors 
noted that the few reported experiences of this 
unfavorable contact made this finding more ten
uous. Together these results support the poten
tial benefit of including implicit bias knowledge 
in formal medical school curricula while also 
acknowledging that interracial contact and as
pects of the. medical school experience beyond 
the formal curricula (e.g., the "hidden curricula") 
also shape student experiences. 

Mental Health 
In the mental health realm, Shin and colleagues 
sought to understand whether racial bias may 
be playing a role in the initiation of a mental 
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health counseling patient-provider relationship_ 
Recognizing that prior research has shed light 
on the existence of anti-Black implicit biases 
among counseling graduate students [114] and 
professionals [115], the authors used an audit 
study to assess racial bias when prospective 
clients inquire about a provider's service avail
ability. Researchers used a recording to leave 
voicemails with mental health professionals 
in an East Coast, Mid-Atlantic state in which 
the caller identified herself on a voicemail as 
either Allison (i_e_, suggesting a non-Latina 
White prospective client) or Lakisha (i.e., sug
gesting a non-Latina Black perspective client), 
expressed an interest in counseling services, 
and provided a call-back phone number. Shin 
et al. analyzed both the association between 
the name of the caller (i.e., White-sounding vs. 
Black-sounding) and call-backs received, as 

"the caller's Ilame was not related to 
tile likelihooci of receiving a call-back; 
however. 'Allison' was significantly 
more likely Ulall 'Lakisha' to receive a 
response that irWited the potential fm 
services. 

well whether the caller's name seemed to affect 
whether the therapists who called back would 
promote the potential for counseling services. 
Results suggested that the caller's name was not 
related to the likelihood of receiving a call-back; 
however, "Allison" was significantly more likely 
than "Lakisha" to receive a response that invited 
the potential for services. [116] More specifical
ly, "the fictitious client with a stereotypically 
White-sounding name had a 12010 greater chance 
of having a therapist open the door to potential 
mental health services by returning her phone 
call and offering the opportunity to have a con
versation, rather than closing the door by failing 
to return her phone call or leaving a message 
that declined services:' [116] While the research
ers caution against extrapolating this finding 
too far given the small effect size, they reflect 
that "implicit racial bias among counselors and 
psychologists should continue to be investi-

gated as a possible factor contributing to the 
persistent inequitable patterns of mental health 
service delivery for Black consumers." [116] 

BEYOND THE BLACK/WHITE BINARY 

et al. utilized several instruments that 
used in implicit bias research to study 

model minority stereotype relates to 
~[cepuons of mental health for Asian Ameri-

17] The myth that ''Asian Americans are 
academically, economically, and socially 

iH:c~essful than any other racial minority group 
i:Ssbciated with their supposedly stronger val

emphasizing hard work, perseverance, and 
in the American meritocracy" is known 
model minority stereotype. [117] The 

suggested that this pervasive stereotype 
linked to issues in the field of mental 
such as Asian Americans' mental health 

being misdiagnosed or under-diagnosed, 
ctitioners may associate Asian Americans 

elements of the model minority stereotype 
as not having or needing help managing 

health issues). Participants in this study 
either: "1) a clinical vignette describing a 

college student suffering from adjust
disorder; 2) the same clinical vignette 
ibing an Asian American college student; 

5~newspaper article describing a success story 
Whites and the White clinical vignette; [or] 4) 

¥:esame newspaper article and clinical vignette 
escribing an Asian American:' [117] They also 
.. several assessments to measure attitudes 

Asian Americans, racial attitudes/ 
l!orblindness generally, and perceptions of 

vignette character's mental health. Finally, a 
mi\'fnory recall task of the twelve symptoms as-
,h.,'.> 

'rf";"t~d with adjustment disorder-the mental 
diagnosis that matched the symptoms 

;;u.~played by the vignette character-was used 
,)B5ineasure how accurately the participant 
iWlilled aspects of the vignette. Cheng et al. 

that although there was no significant 
.lffetence between evaluations of the vignettes 

upon whether the character was Asian 
,merican or White, participants did perceive the 
6gnette ch~racter as possessing higher mental 

functioning when primed with the model 
",nnritv stereotype embodied by the newspaper 

1 7] Furthermore, irrespective of the 



N~~~g,};:" '_,-
f!~~ette character's race, participants correctly 
~e¢.alled more symptoms of adjustment disorder 
£~the: memory recall task when they were 
~4rPtm.:i .. -ed .. than when they were not primed. In 
1itfp ,;':"': " 

~~.~~words, being primed with a version of the 
!)m,e;delJ:hinority myth was associated with par
i;l~~ipants less accurately assessing the mental 
:"ne'aJth of a fictional person. 
:~27r"" 

Clinical Decision-Making 
Understanding that surgical disparities can take 
the form of long-term disparate outcomes, not 
just immediate, recognizable effects, Torain and 
colleagues embraced the need to extend surgical 
disparity discourse through a narrative review. 
[118] The researchers used PubMed to search for 
quantitative and mixed methods analyses on ra
cial disparities in surgical outcomes. Following 
the narrative review, the researchers reviewed 
and categorized the results into a series of five 
key themes. As one of these five themes, the 
authors identified health care providers' uncon
scious biases as a source for surgical disparities. 
Of primary importance in the review was the 
role of health care providers' implicit biases and 
their perceived effect on clinical decision-mak
ing. As noted in the study, providers may rely 
on biases and stereotypes to understand and 
simplify complex situations; therefore, their 
biases are associated with clinical decision-mak
ing and have long-term implications. Moving 
forward, the authors acknowledged the need 
for further research on the relationship between 
providers' clinical care, implicit biases, and 
surgical outcomes. 

GENERAL MITIGATION STRATEGIES 

Implicit Bias 
of a narrative overview of implicit bias 

care literature, Zestcott, Blair, and 
:dlscussed how provider implicit biases 

health care disparities and con
the status of current training-related 

to address these biases. The authors 
two elements for success in training 
providers to reduce implicit bias: 

:truetors need to translate the abstract, 
concepts and processes that support 

/Tprtiveness of the strategies into practical, 
clinical skills, and (b) instructors need 

active learning exercises that allow 
the opportunity to practice the skills 

they use them in the clinic:' [119] 

i'advice-driven article, White and Stubble
reviewed factors other than socio

l.amlCS that can contribute to health care 
for marginalized groups, including 

!PSCIOUS bias. [90] Over the course of 18 
for improving clinician-patient 

i1:lorations, the authors recommended that 
seek feedback from trusted colleagues 
any conscious or unconscious biases 

be manifesting during patient interac-

;!;lowledging the significant body of literature 
i;explores how mindfulness may be used 

biases, [120-125] a short article by 
Beach, and Saha proposed mindfulness 

as an approach to addressing the im
t:blases that may be contributing to health 
(:disparities. The authors overviewed the 

of mindfulness meditation, including 
can: 1) decrease implicit bias, such as by 

brain structures in ways that reduce 
2) raise awareness of one's biases so 

opportunity for self-regulation occurs; 
stress and cognitive load; 4) foster 
and compassion; and 5) improve pa

tentered communication. [126] Burgess et 
mcluded by considering how mindfulness 

may be taught to health care providers 
remaining research gaps at this 

'Isection of mindfulness and implicit bias 
in the context of health disparities. 

Other Scholarship 
Looking at the intersection of race and gender 
identity, Jiang et al. sought to explore the implic
it biases, explicit biases, and behavioral inten
tions of Asian females in relation to anti-fat bias. 
[127] While anti-fat bias has been explored in a 
Western context to some extent, little is known 
about anti-fat biases within Asian populations, 
and even less is known about the possible 
connection between attitudes and behavioral 
intentions in relation to this bias. To address 

Continued 0'; pg. 47 
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As part of the Kirwan Institute's work on implic-
it bias, we occasionally aggregate important 
contributions to a topic to make one of our own, 
informed by our perspective on implicit bias and 
its mitigation. One example of this applied work 
has been in the health care realm. Given the sig
nificance of this field, it is notable that a contrast 
exists between a profession devoted to others' 
well-being and the reality that racial and ethnic 
disparities persist in this field, yielding unequal 
treatment. While many interrelated issues con
tribute to these disparities, implicit bias is also a 
consideration. 

While the challenges of these unconscious 
dynamics are not specific to any particular 
profession, there are attributes of the health 
care system and interactions within it that make 
clinicians particularly susceptible to implicit bias. 
That said, effectively mitigating implicit bias in 
health care is possible. Two methods that can 
aid in mitigation are taking the Implicit Associa
tion Test and regularly reflecting on one's bias. 
The former brings unconscious associations to 
conscious awareness, which is crucial in making 
an individual self-aware oftheir biases, and the 
latter, which can be done individually or in group 
settings, is an exercise in personal development. 

This new website devoted to implicit bias in 
the health care field offers strategies for bias 
mitigation (http://u.osu.edu/breakingbias), such 
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A new websit~ http://u.osu.edu/breakingbias, offers 
strategies for bias mitigation. 

"there are attributes of the health care 
system and interactions within it that 
make clinicians particularly susceptible 
to implicit bias" 

as fostering and increasing motivation toward 
egalitarian goals, perspective taking and em
pathy building, mindfulness, and building new 
associations. Each strategy plays an important 
role in the overall process of bias mitigation, and 
the content is specifically tailored to the field of 
health care, although the general guidance and 
strategies can be generalized to other occupa
tions, as well. 

For more information, including reflective tools 
to foster a self-evaluation of bias mitigation, 
please visit: http://u.osu.edu/breakingbias 

o Download full report at http://go.osu.edu/B86X 



this existing gap in the literature, the authors 
had 104 Asian females in Singapore complete 
three assessments of bias. Participants first 
answered a scenario-based questionnaire that 
measured behavioral intentions toward over
weight and obese individuals. One example of a 
scenario that was presented to participants was 
to imagine that they were a university student 
and the professor was giving back grades on 
students' assignments. The participants viewed 
images of two women who had nearly identical 
appearances and background information but 
different BMIs. The participants were asked to 
indicate how likely they thought it was that each 
woman had done well on the graded assignment. 
After completing the scenarios, the participants 
then took an Implicit Association Test (!AT), as 
well as the Attitudes Toward Obese Persons 
(ATOP) scale, which measures explicit anti-fat 
bias via self-report. 

The researchers' findings largely aligned with 
results from previous studies on implicit bias. 
Specifically, the analysis illustrated that anti-fat 
bias exists, that it is strong, and that implicit 
bias is a better predictor of behavioral inten
tions than self-reported explicit bias. [127] In an 
unprecedented result, however, the researchers 
observed that " ... on average, participants 
explicitly expressed positive attitudes toward 
overweight and obese individuals which is 
in contrast to previous findings" (emphasis 
added). [127] Jiang et al. suggested that this 
reported pro-fat bias could be due to collectivist 
social norms in Asia that starkly contrast with 
individualist social norms in Western coun
tries. The authors indicated that such social 
norms could have "prevented [the participants] 
from disclosing anti-fat bias explicitly instead 
expressing positive attitudes to convey empathy 
and sensitivity toward an overweight and obese 
population." [127] Although more research is 
needed to explore this possibility, the study 
raised important questions regarding how race 
and cultural norms may influence the expres
sion of explicit attitudes (including the relativity 
of social desirability effects) even as unwanted 
implicit biases continue to influence sponta
neous behaviors. 

In a largely conceptual contribution, Hall and 
Carlson expanded a prior definition of marginal
ization in the realm of nursing by incorporating 
scholarship on globalization, intersectionality, 
privilege, nllcroaggressions, and implicit 
biases. [128] They noted that implicit biases 
and micro aggressions represent "fertile ground 
for individual nurses and nurse scientists to 
address" and recommend long-term reflective 
practices (e.g., journaling) as ways to change 
automatic associations. 

Finally, a 2016 article in Social Science and 
Medicine used data from Project Implicit® to 
analyze county-level estimates of the explicit 
and implicit biases that Blacks and Whites hold 
toward each other. The authors then used that 
data in combination with county-level death 
rates for circulatory-related causes of death to 
examine the extent to which these biases pre
dicted ingroup deaths from this particular cause. 
Recognizing that the existence of a relationship 
does not imply causality, Leitner and colleagues 
found that in counties where Blacks held higher 
levels of anti-White implicit bias, Blacks passed 
away at a higher rate from circulatory-related 
ailments, and this was independent of various 
county-level socio-demographic factors and 
Whites' implicit or explicit biases. [129] In 
contrast, for Whites, explicit biases and ingroup 
death rates had a more robust relationship than 
implicit biases did. [129] Thus, while racial bias 
was associated with negative health outcomes, 
it appears that implicit dynamics were at the 
fore for Blacks, whereas explicit bias drove this 
relationship for Whites .• 
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By introducing implicit bias into 
understandings of housing market 
and credit systems, we open up new 
points of intervention." 
JILLIAN OLINGER KELLY CAPATOSTO, AND MARY ANA MCKAY, 2016 [130] 



I n 2016, the Kirwan Institute re-emerged as 
a voice on implicit bias and housing with a 

report that investigated the implications of 
implicit racial bias and structural racism on 
three specific topics directly related to housing: 
lending practices, not-in-my-backyard (NIMBY) 
attitudes, and Moving-to-Opportunity (MTO) 
programs [130]. The researchers considered 
how structural and cognitive forces interact 
to perpetuate the false association between 
race and risk as a way to explain "'rational" 
discrimination. [130] For example, in the area 
of lending, seemingly race-neutral measures of 
creditworthiness (e.g., credit score or financial 
history) can produce racially disparate access to 
prime lending opportunities. This association 
between race and risk is maintained through 
both a long history of discrimination pertaining 
to credit access and economic mobility for 
racial minorities and the biases of lending 
professionals. As a remedy to the influence of 
implicit bias on disparate housing outcomes, 
the report presented a host of individual and 
institutional interventions, such as advocacy 
for race-conscious housing finance reform and 
challenging the notion of rationality within the 
field. 

As discussed below, work from other scholars in 
this realm in 2016 focused on mortgage lending 
and neighborhood dynamics. 

Mortgage Lending 
Hanson and colleagues examined the presence 
of racial discrimination in mortgage lending 
by sending over 5,000 matched email inquiries 
to Mortgage Loan Originators (MLOs) across 
the United States. [131] MLOs exist as a criti
cal part of the loan process, as they have the 
ability to assist customers and negotiate the 
terms of the mortgage. The emails varied on 
three dimensions: credit score (high credit, low 
credit, or no score indicated), race associated 
with applicant's name (Black or White), and the 
greeting used (Hello, Hi, Dear, etc.). The results 
suggested several ways that MLOs biased their 
responses in favor of inquiries from those with 
White-sounding names. First, MLOs were more 
likely to respond to emails with White sounding 
names than Black sounding names. In general, 
MLOs were more likely to respond to emails 
with a higher credit score regardless of race, but 
racial differences persisted; MLOs preferred 
Whites with high credit scores to Blacks with 
low or no credit score to a much greater extent 
than they preferred Blacks with a high credit 
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" .. Jlaving a Black-sounding name was tile 
equivalent of having a credit score til at is 
lower by roughly 71 points" 

score compared to Whites with low or no credit 
score. [131] This preference meant that having 
a Black·sounding name was the equivalent of 
having a credit score that is lower by roughly 71 
points. Additionally, MLOs were more likely to 
send follow up emails to inquiries from Whites 
than they were for Blacks. The authors conclud
ed that these disparities were more likely to 
result from implicit biases rather than MLO's 
explicit intent to discriminate. 

.!1€1 

~ •. 

Neighborhood Dynamics 
Responding to the wave of controversy around 
neighborhood watch efforts, Godsil and Mac
Farlane suggested that the interaction between 
implicit bias and racial anxiety may undermine 
efforts to promote neighborhood safety. [132] 
According to Godsil and MacFarlane, this 
interaction can manifest when neighbors 
implicitly profile racial minorities as being 
more dangerous than other individuals. They 
included several examples of residents calling 
the police on Black and Latino individuals who 
were behaving in ordinary ways; for example, 
losing one's'keys was perceived as a break-in 
and walking around with a cell phone was seen 
as suspicious behavior. Because of implicit 
biases, the White residents may feel they are 
doing a positive service by calling the police. 
Conversely, minority residents may feel an 
increased sense of divisiveness or danger. [132] 
Compounded with racial anxiety, racial divides 
may occur when implicit biases are operating 
in this fashion. Notably, the anxiety associated 
with uniting to solve these biases may further 
inhibit neighborhood cohesion._ 



The ability to live in a neighborhood with good 
schools, safe spaces, and access to the ser
vices and supports needed to thrive requires 
countless individual decisions across institutions, 
time, and space. In the U.S., these decisions are 
deeply wrapped up in race-whether you are 
seen as deserving, a good investment, a safe 
risk, a worthwhile neighbor. Through a century 
of law-making, policy-making, and decision-mak
ing, we have so tHoroughly ingrained an associ
ation between race and risk, that this access has 
decidedly and consistently been withheld from 
people of color for generations. 

The association between race and risk is no 
accident. Its roots lie in the restrictive covenants 
and racial zoning of the early 1900s; red lining 
and White flight of the '30s through the '60s; 
deregulation and rise of subprime lending in 
the '70s through the '90s; and reverse redlining 
and foreclosure crisis of the early 2000s. Every 
generation, it would appear, has had its own 
interpretation and manifestation of the race:risk 
association. Race as risk has infiltrated every 
aspect of the real estate industry, including 
government (the FHA and public housing policy); 
appraisers and real estate agents (blockbusting 
and devaluations of Black neighborhoods); bro
kers and banks (predatory lending and reverse 
redlining); and individuals (deciding who can or 
cannot be a neighbor or which neighborhood to 
call home). 

We have done a remarkable job of upholding 
the racial boundary-in our markets, in our 
neighborhoods, and in our minds. When it 
comes to housing (and the credit that supports 
it), there appears something off-limits about it. 
One study finds that 28% of Whites support an 
individual homeowner's right to discriminate on 
the basis of race when selling a home. It seems 
we don't have to dig too deep to tap into our 
biases when it comes to our homes. 

In 1968, the Douglas Commission called the 
struggle for freedom of choice and equal oppor
tunity in housing and balanced neighborhoods 
the "struggle for the soul of America." That strug
gle remainswith us today. 

, 
PROGRESS CAN BE MADE 
To unwind the race:risk association is no small 
feat. We have over a century of explicit and 
deeply disparaging language and policy in the 
housing market-such negative associations 
will thus require dedicated and sustained work 
to undo. Implicit bias research tells us that even 
merely being exposed to the concept of implicit 
bias and its';mpacts produces subtle changes in 
our perceptions and attitudes, which can impact 
outcomes. Addressing the structures alone 
without also taking on the underlying assump
tions and attitudes that motivate behaviors and 
decisions limits our ability to finally, fully deliver 
on the American Dream . 

., Download full report at http://go.osu.edu/B86X 
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A s the research documenting the effects of 
implicit biases across multiple domains 

has grown, so too have inquiries related to 
mitigating unwanted biases. The academic 
literature from 2016 extends several previously
established themes in this realm, including 
intergroup contact and mindfulness. 

Intergroup Contact 
Previous work by Turner and Crisp demon
strated that imaginary intergroup contact (i.e., 
visualizing interactions with a member of a 
social outgroup) can be an effective intervention 
to address negative implicit attitudes against 
Muslims and the elderly. [133] As the next step 
in studying the potential benefit of imaginary in
tergroup contact, Meleady and Seger examined 
its effect on pro-social behavior toward outgroup 
members using three online studies. [134] 

BEYOND THE BLACK/WHITE BINARY 

study, American participants imag
interacting with a person from India or 

reasked to imagine an interaction with an 
l~pedfied person for the control condition. 
CiniOwinQ the imaginary contact, participants 

told they were matched with a partner 
,mIndia to participate in a prisoner's dilem
!t,exercise in which they had to choose either 
,,,operate or compete for financial gain. [For 

the prisoner's dilemma game, see 
results showed that participants who 

agined contact with an Indian person were 
. likely to cooperate in the game, whereas 
,in the-control condition were more likely 

;'~ompete. [134] The second study repeated the 
<!TIe procedure as study one but instead asked 

participants to imagine contact with an 
merican person for the experimental condi

The results showed that both groups were 
!urelikely to compete in the game; however, 

who were asked to imagine contact with 
if~erican exhibited a greater tendency to 
)onerate tnan those in the control condition. 

final study was identical to study one 
participants had to indicate how much 

;;'trusted their partner following the game. 
the results indicated that those in the 

~~gined outgroup contact condition had a 
proportion of those willing to cooperate 

the control condition did. [134] Moreover, 
,elevel of ~rust the participant indicated 

their partner mediated the relationship 
"tween imaginary contact and the choice to 
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GUARDING AGAINST BIAS 

[(jperate. These findings further bolster the 
imagining intergroup contact not only 

,c::ts1mplicit attitudes, but may also serve as 
dtltervention against discrimination. 

Schellhaas and Dovidio overviewed the psycho· 
logical processes behind intergroup relations 
with an emphasis on the strengths and limita· 
tions of three methods for reducing implicit 
bias and improving cross-group relationships: 
de categorization, recategorization, and inter
group contact. [l36J 

Decategorization and recategorization both refer 
to practices to alter one's "us vs. them" mentality 
[l36]. Decategorization involves individuation 
(i.e., seeing individuals on an interpersonal level 
rather than on a group level), whereas recate
gorization promotes framing subgroups as part 
of a larger shared identity, thereby expanding 
the scope of ingroup affiliation. While shared 
group membership can reduce negative implicit 
attitudes toward outgroup members [137, l38], 
de categorization may prove especially difficult 
because it goes against humans' automatic 
tendency to classify or label others. Moreover, 

AUTHOR REFLECTION 

Lena Tenney 

WHAT WILL IT TAKE for White people to truly commit 
to remedying racial injustice? For some time now, 
I have been wondering what it will take for White 
people to move from being largely passive about 
race and racism to·being active, committed, and 
willing to make sacrifices in order to bring about 
racialjustice. Most White people indicate that they 
have no racial bias, that they treat everyone equally, 
that they "don't see race," and even that they are 
better than average at not being racially biased.' 
While many people believe the United States of 
America is a place of true equal opporlunity-a 
place where you will succeed regardless of your 
identity if you simply try hard enough-we also 
know thatthis is not reality: the SOCiety we live in is 
far from racially just We continue to see massive 
disparities between racial groups in almost every 
domain of public and private life. What will it take for 
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by focusing,on improving relationships on an 
individual level, the positive effects may be 
difficult to generalize toward the larger group 
identity. Similarly, the limitations of recategori
zation include the tension that manifests when 
integrating aspects of subgroups' identities. In a 
worst-case scenario, certain subgroups may be 
seen as a deviation or exception from a group 
ideal, which will further elicit biases between 
groups. 

Third, intergroup contact's ability to reduce 
implicit and explicit outgroup bias is well-docu
mented [for examples of work in this realm, see 
139,140-142]; however, existing structures of 
segregation can make it difficult to bridge the 
very gap intergroup contact needs to address. 
Moreover, there are differences in how groups 
perceive the benefits of intergroup contact 
based on whether they hold an advantaged or 
disadvantaged identity. Advantaged groups 
are more likely to develop increased positive 
attitudes as the result of intergroup contact than 
disadvantaged groups are. This asymmetrical 
benefit is due to the different goals that these 

Continued on pg. 56 

a critical mass of White people to move from being 
passively not racist to being octivelyanti-racist? 
What will it take for White people to move from 
self-identifying as an ally but not necessarily taking 
action to acting as a co-conspirator in dismantling 
White supremacy? How do we persuade well
meaning White people to take the huge step from 
being well-meaning to being well-doing? 

As someone who uses research to inform the ways 
in which I educate myself and other White people 
about racism, I wonder how we can use seminal 
and emerging research to strategically shape 
messaging aimed at persuading well-meaning 
White people to become active participants in the 
fight for racial justice. As racial justice educators, 
howdo we use our knowledge (both of academic 
research and lived experiences) in order to 



effectively inform our pedagogy when engaging 
with well-meaning White people? How can 
we draw insight from research around White 
fragility, White rage, and other concepts of 
Whiteness in order to inform our approaches 
to racial justice education while at the same 
time not pander to those very dynamics we are 
seeking to challenge? How can we effectively 
reach "moderate Whites" who value order above 
justice (in the words of Martin Luther King, Jr.) in 
discussions of race and racism-much less true 
liberation for all? 

Reading Cole's article titled "Thinking through 
race: White racial identity, motivated cognition 
and the unconscious maintenance of White 
supremacy" sparked a number of thoughts for 
me in regards to this question.' For example, I 
wonder if the differentiation between "White 
identity goals" and "antipathy for non-White 
people" might have value in terms of navigating 
White fragility and defensiveness around racism 
when attempting to engage well-meaning White 
people in discussions about race and racism. 
When we shift our focus away from determining 
whether the intentions of individual White 
people are "good" or "bad" to instead focusing 
on the negative effects of White supremacy, 
we can focus on what matters most in the fight 
against racism. The pursuit of White identity 
goals and antipathy for non-White people 
are not necessarily different in their impact of 
perpetuating racial injustice. However, one 
seems more likely to effectively engage White 
folks in learning and listening. In other words, is 
it possible for the mostly semantic difference 
between 1) the "desire for self-enhancement" 
and 2) "racism" to be intentionally employed by 
racial justice educators in order to better engage 
well-meaning White people? 

This is especially pertinent considering the 
2016 U.S. presidential election, in which Whites 
overwhelmingly voted for Donald Trurnp while 
maintaining that they are not racist (despite 
his articulation of racist rhetoric and proposed 
policies). Clearly many of these voters-who 
would likely indicate that they believe in 
egalitarian values-were influenced by their 
White racial identity and motivated cognitions 
in their choice to maintain the system of White 
supremacy. Yet, these same voters would 
likely agree that they are pursuing self-interest 
(such as economic security) rather than racism 
against people of color. So can we employ the 

idea of White identity goals to open the door for 
discussions about race that would otherwise be 
shut down immediately by the mere mention of the 
words "racism" and "racists?" This is one example 
of the questions we can ask as we seek to do racial 
justice work in intentional ways. 

In sum, the research contained in the State ofthe 
Science and various other outlets-as well sources 
outside of traditional academia-can provide 
insight into how we might craft informed strategies 
for motivating well-meaning White people to take 
meaningful action to bring about racial justice. We 
can be thoughtful and intentional as we do the 
following: 

We can utilize insights from studies, op-eds, 
blogs, etc. to frame educational conversation 
in maximally productive ways without watering 
down content by seeking to make it palatable to 
White people at the expense of People of Color. 

We can use research and lived experience in 
strategic ways rather than relying upon the false 
assumption that empirical facts, data, and graphs 
will change hearts and minds in isolation. 

We can use storytelling, authenticity, data, 
intentional pedagogy, and other tools to reach 
White people and motivate them to take an active 
role in dismantling White supremacy. 

Recognizing how challenging all of this is to 
do, we can still recommit ourselves to ensuring 
our facilitations and everyday conversations 
are effective, critical, and not upholding White 
supremacy even as we seek to dismantle it. 
As Dr. Dafina-Lazarus Stewart asks in zir work, 

"Whose safety is being sacrificed and minimized 
to allow others to be comfortable maintaining 
dehumanizing views?,,3 

We can continually ask these critical questions and 
employ these thoughtful strategies in order to do 
better in our work of envisioning and co-creating 
more equitable, just, and liberatory realities. In 
challenging times, let us recommit to doing this 
work-and to doing this work with intentionality. 

1. Howell and ~atliff 2017 
2. Cole 2016 
3. htlps:/lwww.insidehighered.com/views/2017/03/301 

colleges-need-Ianguage-shift-not-one-you-think-essay 
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groups have for engaging in intergroup contact. 
In general, disadvantaged groups often desire 
empowerment and respect for their identities 
from these interactions, whereas advantaged 
groups seek validation from disadvantaged 
groups to appease moral discomfort. The differ
ent goals between groups may hinder both from 
forming positive attitudes. 

Finally, the authors noted that changing individ
uals' attitudes may never manifest as real action 
to improve societal equity. In fact, positive 
intergroup interactions may hinder efforts to 
combat systemic inequities and implicit biases, 
because they offer a false sense of security and 
detract from a focus on disparities. 

Ingroup and Outgroup Membership 
Exploring the notion that group membership 
may affect implicit biases, Scroggins et al. uti
lized three experiments to consider how implicit 
biases toward outgroup individuals may lessen 
if those outgroup members were recategorized 
as ingroup members. Using samples of under
graduates, the researchers studied whether 
the categorization of Black males as members 
of a shared group (i.e., one's ingroup) would 
decrease implicit biases toward them. Findings 
from the first experiment in which Black targets 
were presented as members of a shared social 
category-in this case, University of California, 
Santa Barbara (UCSB) students-indicated 
that making this ingroup membership salient 
reduced implicit biases toward Black targets. 
[137] Further, this decline in implicit bias was 
found to reflect increased positive attitudes 
toward Black ingroup targets moreso than a 
decrease in positivity toward the contrasting 
group (Whites). Results from a second experi
ment suggested that a social category reflecting 
a positive, non-shared identity (Le., firefighters, 
in a sample of non-firefighters) was insufficient 
to reduce implicit biases. In order for this 
reduction to occur, the social category must 
represent a shared group (e.g., UCSB students). 
Finally, a third experiment revealed that this cat
egorization of Black faces as ingroup members 
implicitly increased the perceived boundaries 
of what the ingroup constituted. Given that 
previous literature has examined how social 
(re)categorization can influence implicit biases 

[143,144], this article concluded that shared 
ingroup membership is "a particularly appealing 
practical approach to reducing bias, as positive 
associations seemed to be conferred as part of 
ingroup membership:' [137] 

Counter.stereotypic Training 
Another approach for implicit bias mitigation 
in the scholarly literature is negation, meaning 
individuals are trained to explicitly reject 
stereotypical associations, such as by verbally 
responding "no" when presented with a ste
reotypic group-trait pairing. A 2000 study by 
Kawakami and colleagues found this approach 
to be an effective means of reducing automatic 
prejudice, with the effect holding for 24 hours 
post-training. [145] Subsequent research, howev
er, called into question the effectiveness of this 
technique, with Gawronski et al. (2008) finding 
that negation training was ineffective and could 
possibly even increase automatic prejudices. 
[146] Seeking to clarify these contradictory 
findings, Johnson, Kopp, and Petty conducted 
two studies that examined both the meaningful
ness of the negation (Le" a simple "No" versus a 
more meaningful "That's wrong!") and whether 
participants' motivation affected bias mitiga
tion. Using samples of undergraduate students, 
Johnson et al. found that meaningful negation 
was more effective at changing automatic racial 
prejudice than the simple negation of "no." [147] 
In addition to the quality of the negation matter· 
ing, this effect was moderated by participants' 
motivation to control for prejudiced reactions, 
as measured by Dunton and Fazio's Motivation 
to Control Prejudiced Reactions (MCPR) scale. 
[148] As summarized by the researchers, "Taken 
together, these studies provide the first evidence 
that negation training can serve as a useful tool 
to alter individuals' automatic racial preju
dice-if the negations are meaningful and one is 
motivated to avoid being prejudiced." [147] 

• ~ ScHcii.ARSHIP RELATED TO CHILDREN 

'Exemplars 
Continuing the inquiry into whether positive 
exemplars can mitigate implicit biases [14, 
149-154], Gonzalez, Steele, and Baron examined 



whether positive outgroup exemplars would 
work as a successful implicit bias intervention 
with children. [155] Their study involved over 
350 White and Asian children from ages five 

. to 12. Participants in the test condition were 
either given a vignette depicting the positive 
characteristics and accomplishments of a White 
character or a Black character, while children in 
the control condition read facts about flowers. 
Following the vignettes, the children took a 
modified race lAT. Gonzalez et at. found that 
older children (those age seven to 12) who were 
exposed to a positive outgroup exemplar exhib
ited lower pro-White biases than those who were 
exposed to ingroup exemplars or flowers. [155] 
However, younger children did not show lower 
implicit bias scores when presented with the 
same exemplar. Thus, this study contributed to 
dialogue on the impact that age may have on the 
malleability of implicit attitudes. 

Motivation 
As reflected in the Johnson, Kopp, and Petty 
study discussed earlier in this chapter and other 
scholarship, prior research has shown how 
individual motivation can contribute to one's 
implicit bias proclivities. [147, 148, 156-158] A 
December 2015 article by van Nunspeet, Elle· 
mers, and Derks extended this line of inquiry by 
conSidering an approach to enhancing individ· 
uals' motivation. The authors discussed how 
making people aware of the moral implications 
of one's own behavior can reduce implicit biases. 
[159] Across their review, van Nunspeet and 
colleagues suggested that "moral motivation 
and related bias reduction may be enhanced by 
reminding people that their behavior displays 
their moral intentions and values." [159] They 
also reflected on how utilizing this form of 
motivation may be helpful for companies that 
are trying to mitigate bias, because it does not 
rely on individual people being willing to learn 
and implement bias reduction strategies. 

BEYOND THE BLACK/WHITE BINARY 

on prior work demonstrating mindful· 
promising implicit bias intervention 

A-,'.l.l'l], Lueke and Gibson sought to use 
lJ"ldf4lness as a way to reduce racial discrim

[121] Their study randomly assigned 
ofWhi te undergraduates to listen to a 

i,minute audio recording: either a mindf4l· 
recording, a control recording, or a control 

,ording that instructed the participant to 
to specific details of the recording. Fol-

rmgthe listening exercise, the participants 
a trust game, which involved a computer 

a mock partner who was either White, 
or of Arab descent. Participants decided 

wmuch money to entrust their partner in 
they would return it for a gain [for more 
trust game, see 160]. Results indicated 

in general, participants gave more money 
tpDartners than Black or Arab partners. 

. those who listened to the mindfulness 
ording exhibited significantly less bias in this 

than the individuals in the other two 
~dltIons. [121] These findings demonstrated 

at even brief mindfulness interventions can 
real-world differences in the operation of 
dis~rimination. 

Duration of Implicit Association Changes 
While extensive research has examined inter· 
ventions to change implicit associations, very 
little is known about whether short-term malle· 
ability ultimately yields a long· term persistence 
of these changes. As a follow·up to an extensive 
2014 artickthat experimentally compared 17 
interventions that sought to reduce implicit 
racial preferences [150], Lai et at. conducted two 
large experiments that focused on the durability 
of implicit racial bias reductions from the nine 
interventions that were successful in the 2014 
research. Both experiments featured a delay of 
several hours to several days in between the in· 
tervention and follow-up assessment of implicit 
biases. Across the two studies and more than 
6,300 participants, results indicated that while 
all nine of the interventions reduced implicit 

Continued on pg. 60 
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times in his 
that all high 

that the other students 
it to class on time. He encour

staying up so late at night so that 
to school well rested and invites her to 

him any time about how she can become more 
motivated in school. He thinks she is a bright student 
with a promising future, so he is glad that he was able 
to talk to her about how to learn more in class by 
reducing her absences. 

Little does Mr, Jacobs know that Maria is exhausted 
because she works two part-time jobs in order to save 
money for college, She knows that she is not eligible 
for most scholarships and financial aid because she 
is undocumented, so she has to make sure she saves 
money to follow her dream of attending a university. 
Maria is disheartened by the conversation. She feels 
that Mr. Jacobs-like many other teachers she has had 
before-does not understand what it is like to work 
two jobs on top of doing homework. She feels that Mr. 
Jacobs would not ta ke her seriously even if he knew 
she was working two jobs and she does not dare 
explain further for fear of anyone finding out that she 
is an undocumented person. 

:spanish well enough 
Maria's parents. The staff 

iffmbarrass Maria's family by trying 
one-sided conversation and 

Maria starts to feel unwelcome at school. When she 
is short with a fellow student one morning as a result, 
Mr. Jacobs verbally reprimands her to "stop being 
so dramatic a'nd so lOUd." Mr. Jacobs wants Maria to 
know that it is not appropriate to be rude to peers 
when you are frustrated. After all, that kind of be
havior is not only disruptive to the class but will not 
lead to success in the "real world." Mr. Jacobs does 
not realize. however, that since he has had very little 
in-person interaction with Latinas he has an implicit 
association connecting Latina women and stereotypes 
often portrayed by media (such as emotionality and 
loudness). Ti1at implicit association influenced his 
perception of Maria's behavior and his word choice. 
Because of Mr. Jacobs' phrasing, Maria feels stereo
typed and walks out of the class in frustration. 

Maria becomes increasingly frustrated with Mr. Jacobs 
and the school. When Maria expresses this frustration 
to the few other Latinx students at Middlebury, they 
all say that they feel similarly. One student even says 
that another Latinx student was suspended twice 
for disrupting classes by being too loud and acting 
defiant toward a teacher. The student also says that 
a White student who is always loud in the exact same 
class has only been sent to the office to calm down 
and asked to write an apology letter to the teacher for 
being rude. Maria had not heard about this sitUation 
before but it seemed like proof that the teachers at 
Middlebury treat her and the other Latinx students 
differently than the White students. 



of few Latinx families 
Middlebury in the past 

'equently late to or absent from 
teacher, Mr. Jacobs, is worried 

misses important material when she is 
When she walks in 15 minutes late, it causes a 

isruption for the entire class since the lesson has to 
be paused and other students become distracted. Mr. 
Jacobs asks Maria why she is so often late or absent 
and she says that she just cannot seem to wake up on 
time because she is always tired, 

Mr. Jacobs has heard this excuse many times in his 
career, as it is a common experience for teenagers. 
However, he knows that incomplete or ambiguous 
information can lead to making decisions based on 
implicit biases so he decides to ask some clarifying 
questions. He tells Maria that he is sorry to hear that 
she is not getting enough sleep and asks why that is 
the case. She informs him that she is working two jobs 
to save up money for college. Mr. Jacobs thinks Maria 
is a bright student with a promising future, so he tells 
her so and encourages her decision to pursue higher 
education. Mr. Jacobs then asks ifthere is anything 
he can do to help (even though he knows he cannot 
change the overall circumstances of her life). Maria 
tells Mr. Jacobs that she appreciates his understand
ing and encouragement. She feels affirmed that her 
teacher took the time to listen to her. Mr. Jacobs then 
asks Maria if he can give her a responsibility in the 
class as the class greeter. She would just need to 
greet students at the door in the morning and some
times hand out class materials. Maria is surprised by 
his question but agrees because she is glad he trusts 
her with a responsibility. 

Maria tries hard to get to school on time after the 
conversation with Mr. Jacobs, especially with her 
new responsibility as class greeter, but eventually 
she has missed enough school that the counselor's 
office sends a letter to her parents warning about 
the possible consequences of truancy. The counsel
or's office tries to call parents before sending these 
types of letters. Although no one speaks Spanish well 
enough to feel comfortable calling Maria's parents, 
they decide to do so anyway because it is worth any 
potential confusion or awkwardness in order to treat 
all students equitably. During the call-although more 
cumbersome than most calls-the counselor is able to 
connect with Maria's parents and better understand 
Maria's situation. The counselor asks if it would be 
beneficial to schedule an elective class for Maria's 
first period during the next semester so that she is not 

missing content for a core class when she is absent! 
tardy. Even though Maria's personal circumstances 
have not changed, she hopes that she will be able to 
learn more and miss less essential material the follow
ing semester'due to the counselor's understanding 
and creative strategizing. 

One morning, Maria is short with a fellow student and 
Mr. Jacobs' first instinct is to reprimand her verbally 
for being dramatic and loud. Mr. Jacobs wants Maria 
to know that it is not appropriate to be rude to peers 
when you are frustrated. After all, that kind of behav
ior is not only disruptive to the class but will not lead 
to success intthe "real world." Mr. Jacobs realizes, 
however, that since he has had very little in-person 
interaction with Latinas he has an implicit association 
connecting Latina women and stereotypes often 
portrayed by media (such as emotionality and loud
ness). Mr. Jacobs realizes that this implicit association 
may influence his perception of Maria's behavior and 
he is intentional about his word choice as a result. 
Mr. Jacobs decides to pause for a moment before 
responding to Maria by saying, "I understand that 
you might feel frustrated right now. Can you help me 
understand why that might be the case, if so, and how 
we can resolve it and move forvvard with class?" Maria 
is glad that Mr. Jacobs was patient and asked why she 
was short with another student instead of making any 
assumptions or invoking stereotypes about Latinas as 
some other teachers had in the past. She tells him that 
she overslept and missed breakfast as a result, so Mr. 
Jacobs asks if she would like a cereal bar. Mr. Jacobs 
keeps snacks in a desk drawer because the school 
knows some ~tudents come to school hungry so they 
give all teachers some cereal bars each month in case 
students need food. 

Maria begins to appreciate Mr. Jacobs and the school. 
She feels that they are valuing her as a person with 
their supportive actions. When Maria mentions her 
conversations with Mr. Jacobs and the counselor to 
the few other Latinx students at Middlebury, they 
all say that they feel similarly. One student says that 
another Latinx student and a White student had 
both disrupted a class by being too loud and acting 
defiant toward a teacher. Instead of punishing them, 
however, the teacher decided to ask both students 
to take some quiet time in the counselor's office to 
calm down. The students apologized to the teacher 
later after realizing that they had disrupted the class. 
Maria had not heard about this situation before but 
it seemed like proof that the teachers at Middlebury 
treat student~ fairly. She is pleasantly surprised to 
hear this story because at other schools she had 
attended in the past Latinx students often felt that 
they were perceived as troublemakers and treated 
differently than their White peers. 
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preferences immediately following the interven
tion, these effects failed to persist over a delay. 
The authors offered several possible explana
tions for their findings, but ultimately reflected 
that "these findings provide new insight into the 
durability of implicit bias change, establishing 
a new frontier for understanding the conditions 
under which shifts in implicit preferences 
reflect short-term malleability or longer-term 
change:' [161] 

Other Scholarship 
In a largely theoretical piece about implicit 
bias and Whiteness, Cole proposed several 
research-supported strategies that may help 
well-meaning White people to develop an anti
racist White identity and to practice identifying 
instances of implicit bias. [162] These strategies 
are ultimately intended to combat what the 
author terms "White racial reasoning," which is 
a process through which "Whites think through 
their racial identity, usually without conscious 
intention or awareness:' [162] It hinges upon the 
dual identity goals of: 1) self-enhancement, and 
2) the avoidance of appearing to be prejudiced. 
Cole summarized research related to how 
Whites pursue these two identity goals to inform 
the following proposed principles of predicting 
when and how even well-meaning Whites will 
rely upon White racial reasoning: 

(1) Whites' goals of self-enhancement and 
egalitarian appearance are likely to be ac
tivated and pursued when racial issues are 
discussed or in the presence of non-White 
others. 

(2) If possible, Whites will seek to pursue 
these goals concurrently That is, they will 
try to maintain a positive sense of selfwhile 
simultaneously avoiding the appearance of 
prejudice. (a.) Whites motivated to main
tain a positive sense of self will attempt 
to legitimate their social position, either 
through promoting a preferred sense of 
self (e.g., hard workers who have earned 
what we have), or by deflecting messages 
that threaten a preferred sense of self (e.g., 
rejecting social and political explanations 
that explain White success as a function of 
White supremacy). (b.) If self-enhancement 

cannot be achieved-if the ego threat is too 
great to allow a self-enhancement strategy
then, Whites will activate and apply nega
tive racial stereotypes (Le., learned, implicit 
biases) in order to denigrate the threatening 
group(s) and legitimate White social advan
tage." [162] 

Cole suggested that within this framework, 
Whites' cognition is driven not solely by "antip
athy for non-White people" but rather by White 
identity goals. [162] Thus, even well-intentioned 
White individuals who believe in egalitarianism 
may unconsciously uphold White supremacy. 
The ways in which White racial identity informs 
motivated cognition-and ultimately, the 
unconscious preservation of White supremacy
led the author to propose the aforementioned 
strategies for the creation of anti-racist White 
identities and the ability to recognize occurrenc
es of implicit bias. 

According to Cole, the development of an anti
racist White identity might be achieved through 
educating White people about the history of an
tiracist White activists in affinity groups (essen
tially, White spaces) while also "provid[ing] the 
space for Whites to articulate their views about 
what an oppositional, antiracist White identity 
would mean and the practices associated with 
living into that identity:' [162] Such spaces could 
lead to the creation of and commitment to anti
racist identity goals that could-after practice by 
the individual-transform into intrinsic identity 
goals that direct their implicit cognition. The 
practice of identifying instances of implicit 
biases might also be achieved through educat
ing White people in affinity groups. Discussion 
of stereotypes, how they are activated, and their 
role in the use of coded racial language may 
help Whites better identify when implicit biases 
are invoked in media and political content. Cole 
also suggested calling out the implicit racial bias 
that is embedded in such messaging. Explicitly 
exposing implicit racism as racism is likely to 
motivate Whites to reject the messaging since it 
goes against Whites' desire to appear non-biased. 
Furthermore, Cole indicated that social media 
platforms are a promising venue for recognizing 
and calling out implicit bias .• 



BY LENA TENNC'Y 

It can be difficult to know what to say when a family 
member, friend, colleague, or acquaintance makes 
problematic comments. However, we will only be able 
to dismantle racism in its overt forms if we are brave 
enough to challenge racism in even its most common 
forms. The Kil"'Nan Institute invites you to utilize the 
strategies highlighted in this resource in order to em
power yourself to speak out in response to biased com
ments. In the words of Audre Lorde, "When we speak 
we are afraid our wr;>rds will not be heard or welcomed. 
But when we are silent, we are st;/l afraid. $0 it is better 
to speak." 

STEPS TO BEING AN ACTIVE BYSTANDEll 
• Identify the emergence of bias. 
• Decide to address the situation. 
• Take action. 
• Continue the conversation. 

STRATEGIES FOR SPEAKING OUT 

• Use Humor 
"What are you?" "Human! How about you?" 

• "Your English is so good!" "I hope so. it's the lan
guage I've been speaking my entire life!" 

• Be literal/refuse to rely on the assumption being made. 
"That's so gay!" "I didn't know that __ could 
have a sexual orientation. How does that work?" 
"That stereotype gets me every time! I don't un
derstand why so many people think that stereo
typing an entire group makes any sense. ,. 
"I don't get the joke. Can you explain it to me?" If 
they say that "it was just a joke" or that "you can't 

take rJ joke" you can say; "I know that you think 
it's just a joke. But I don't find it funny;" 

• Ask questions that invite discussion. 
"What do you mean when you soy that?" 
"Do you know what that phrase actually means 
and where it came from?~ Most people have no 
idea that it actually has an offensive meaning. 

• State that you are uncomfortable. 
"That phrase makes me uncomfortable. Could 
you please not use it around me?" 
"Assumptions about on entire group of people 
make me uncomfortable. I don't think that we 
can take that assumption for granted or make 
our decisions based off of it." 

• Use direct communication. 
Speak honestly and from the heart, using "I" 
statements to communicate how you ore feel
ing, why; and what could be done. 
"/ know that you oren 'f intending to stereo-
type OflYone, but as your friend I wanted to 
let you know that what you said could easily 
be interpreted that way; Since I know you're a 
good person who cares about others, I would 
hate for you to aCCidentally say it again without 
realizing how it can come across." 

For additional information or questions, please 
contact Lens Tenney, MPA, MEd. Coordinator of 
Public Engagement at tenney.39@osu.edu or 
(614) 292-3891. 

o Full report and related videos at http://go.osu.edu/886X 
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"The point is that some of these 
new measures are of interest simply 
because they allow one to firmly 
get away from verbal self-report 
measures and as such they expand 
the horizon of what can be learned 
about attitudes. In so doing, they offer 
a window into a mental world to which 
the conscious mind is not privy." 
MAHZARIN R. BANAJI, 2001 [163] 



Scholars have identified several strategies for 
assessing implicit biases. While this chapter 

is not an exhaustive discussion, we highlight the 
latest findings as they pertain to a few specific 
measurement techniques. 

Responses to the Implicit Association Test 
(IAT) 
A few studies have analyzed individuals' re
sponses to lAT results. [see, e.g., 33, 164] Adding 
to this line of inquiry, in an early 2017 article, 
Howell and Ratliff examined whether the belief 
that one is better-than-average would predict 
increased defensiveness when receiving IAT 
feedback. [165] The first study examined data of 
participants who took the weight lAT, recorded 
their explicit weight-related preferences, and in
dicated the degree to which they thought others 
held pro-thin biases. Participants' explicit pro
thin bias was subtracted from their perceptions 
of others' pro-thin biases as the measure of the 
degree to which they held better-than-average 
beliefs. Following feedback on their IAT results, 
participants' defensiveness was measured by in
dicating how reflective of their implicit attitudes 
they perceived the scores to be. The results 
showed that participants generally held the 
belief that they were better-than-average, and 

they were somewhat defensive to lAT results 
overall. However, those who held a high level 
of better-than-average beliefs were more likely 
to be defensive for holding a pro-thin bias than 
those who ljeld low better-than-average beliefs. 
[165] The second study sought to replicate their 
earlier finding, but it expanded the analysis to 
include nine randomly assigned IATs, including 
the race-weapons lAT, the gender-career lAT, and 
the abled-disabled lAT. Similar to study one, par-

"".those who held a high level of better
tllan-average beliefs were more likely to 
be defensive for holding a pro-thlll bias 
thall those who held low l)elter-Ulan
average beliefs" 

ticipants generally demonstrated better-than-av
erage beliefs. Also evidenced in this study was 
an increased defensive response from partici
pants with better-than-average beliefs, which 
is crucial when understanding how to combat 
implicit biases held by people who do not regard 
themselves as harboring implicit biases. 
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ASSESSMENTS 

Conceptually related to Howell and Ratliff's 
work is the research of Nadan and Stark that is 
focused on pedagogical perspectives of social 
work educators by conducting a qualitative 
study on students' ungraded reflections after 
taking the lAT. [166] By performing a thematic 
analysis on student reflection papers, the 
researchers found that using the !AT as an 
educational tool created an experience of 
discomfort for the students. This discomfort 
manifested in students identifying ways to cope 
with the anxiety of receiving feedback that they 
were biased, which typically involved rejecting 
the IAT's reliability or validity. Students also 
noted wanting to look into their personal back
ground to explain the results or even wanting 
to "outsmart" the test so they would receive 
feedback that they were not biased. [166] These 
responses to !AT results echo portions of Clark 
and Zygmunt's typology, notably discomfort, 
inclinations to disregard the validity of the test, 
and acceptance that individuals' beliefs and 
experiences may contribute to their harboring 
implicit biases. [164] 

Perhaps the most important insight for educa
tors from Howell and Ratliff was the tendency 
for students to believe their biases reflected 
a static personality trait rather than social 
influence, despite this being a core element of 
how the class was framed. In a world where 
social oppression is increasingly exacerbated, 
increased recognition and discomfort regarding 
implicit biases will become inevitable. Educa
tors, therefore, must strike a delicate balance be
tween creating a safe environment for engaging 
with this discomfort while encouraging students 
to leave their comfort zones and grapple with 
these results. 

Affect Misattribution Procedure (AMP) 
Through two studies, Cooley and Payne offered 
an improved method for measuring implicit 
attitudes toward an entire social group. [167] 
The studies examined whether using images 
of groups rather than of individuals would 
improve the validity and reliability of implicit 
attitude assessments. In the first study, partic
ipants were asked to rate how representative 
images of Black individuals, Black groups, White 
individuals, and White groups were of their 
overall social category. Although each category 
was rated as representative of the overall social 
category, groups rather than individuals were 
rated as most representative. In the second 
study, participants took an Affect Misattribution 
Procedure (AMP) that used images of groups 
or individuals to assess their implicit racial 
attitudes. As such, Cooley and Payne were 
interested in whether using individual or group 
stimuli on a racial AMP would be a better predic
tor of participants' explicit attitudes. Findings 
indicated that participants' AMP scores using 
both individual and group stimuli were signifi
cantly related to their explicit biases; however, 
the scores on group AMPs predicted explicit bias 
above and beyond the individual AMPs. [167] 
Moreover, in terms of the test-retest reliability of 
these measures, the group AMP demonstrated 
stronger test-retest reliability than the individ
ual AMP. Finally, participants returned another 
time to determine whether the individual or 
group AMP would better predict racially biased 
behavior. The participants rated a series of mock 
application materials that measured racial bias 
through differences in participants' rating of 
applicants based on whether the application 
had a traditionally Black or White name. Similar 
to prior results, both AMPs predicted racial bias 
on the hiring exercise, but the group AMP was a 
better predictor than the individual AMP. 

Taken together, Cooley and Payne's studies 
illustrated that using group stimuli on implicit 
attitude assessments can lead to greater con
struct validity and reliability, and may serve as 
a better predictor of behavior than assessments 
using individuals' images. Thus, this study 
provides new insights on how we assess implicit 
attitudes toward broad social categories. 



Faking 
While one of the recognized benefits of indirect 
(i.e., implicit) measures of attitudes is the notion 
that they are not as easily manipulated by social 
desirability concerns as are direct measures, 
implicit measures nevertheless are not immune 
to these concerns. Indeed, previous work has 
examined whether participants can successfully 
generate invalid results by "faking out" tests 
like the Implicit Association Test (IAT) [150, 
168-172] or Affect Misattribution Procedure 
(AMP) [173]. Building on this foundation, a 
2016 article by Hughes and colleagues used 
four experiments to study whether the Implicit 
Relational Assessment Procedure (IRAP) is 
also susceptible to faking. A 2007 article by 
McKenna et al. suggested that the IRAP is not 
easily amenable to manipulation in the absence 
of giving participants a concrete strategy for 
doing so [174]; however, Hughes and colleagues 
found that giving participants varying degrees 
of instruction on how to fake out the IRAP led to 
participants being able to eliminate or even re
verse the direction of their effects. [175] As such, 
the authors concluded that "IRAP performance 
can be strategically manipulated." [175]_ 
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"Neuroscience does not provide an 
excuse to continue to have and act 
on our biases. Instead, it reveals 
those biases and removes our 
ability to deny the tendencies of 
our unconscious mind." 
KIMBERLY PAPILLON, 2012 [176] 



I nsights from neuroscience continue to 
augment the foundation of implicit bias 

scholarship, with themes that carry implications 
for other disciplines, such as perceptions of pain 
and others addressed in this chapter. 

BEYOND THE BLACK/WHITE BINARY 

(t!!\ntion and Perception 
rii~k\ng outside the Black-White dichotomy 
"pervades much of the implicit bias research, 
~i!lermo and Correll considered attentional 

(i.e., whether a face captures and main
attention) toward Latino faces 

studies using White participants. [177] In 
m~,hrSt study, participants viewed a selection of 
~iteand Latino faces. On "valid" trials, a dot 
~peared on the same side of the screen as the 

the "invalid" trials, the dot appeared 
opposite side of the screen as the face; 

reaction times are generally quicker for 
:l:llcltrials compared to invalid trials. [177] In 

an attentional bias toward Latinos 
measured by shorter reaction times on 

trials and longer reaction times on invalid 
Latino versus White faces. The findings 

that Latino faces held participants' 

,tention more than White faces; however, there 
differences in how faces captured atten

?,u,The second study replicated all aspects of 
while incorporating Black faces via the 

,i;l\ision of a separate task. The findings in the 
task replicated the first study. On 

:~,Latino-White-Black task, both Latino and 
faces held participants' attention longer 
'''-ite faces, but there was no difference 

the two. These results suggest an 
~nuonal bias to racial outgroup members 

;general, rather than toward a specific racial 

"tile recognition of a social category 
then goes on to eliCit otller higher level 
cognitive processes such as stereotypes 
alld attitudes," 

Synthesizing a wealth of new information in 
the fields o(neuroscience, social cognition, and 
vision, Cassidy and Krendl reviewed the liter
ature on humans' implicit perception of social 
categories. [178] Of greatest significance is the 
evidence that social perception is an interactive 
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process. This conclusion stands in juxtaposition 
to the notion that visual cues (e.g., skin tone 
or facial features) activate the recognition of 
a social category (e.g., racial identity) in the 
perceiver's mind. From this perspective, the 
recognition of a social category then goes on to 
elicit other higher level cognitive processes such 
as stereotypes and attitudes. 

Instead, the authors cited research that demon
strated the opposite-that social cues or primes 
can bias our initial perceptions. Moreover, 
they highlighted the complexity of how social 
categories are activated in our minds. For 
example, activation of one social category may 
simultaneously activate other social catego-
ries (e.g., race and gender) if both identities 
elicit similar stereotypes. Specifically, "Black" 
and "male" categories may be simultaneously 
activated, as well as r~sian" and r'female." The 
article also implicated three cognitive structures 
for maintaining this complex relationship: the 
fusiform gyrus, the orbitofrontal cortex, and the 
anterior temporal lobe. Each is involved with 
the integration of information related to social 
categories during facial perception. 

Perceptions of Pain 
Berlingeri et al. evaluated two neurological phe
nomena related to pain perceptions of outgroup 
members. [179] The first was a neurological 
response associated with less empathy for racial 
outgroup members. This response, referred to 
as the differential empathetic activation for race 
(Le., the "DEAR" effect), correlates with one's 
implicit biases. [179] The second occurs when 
participants explicitly rate the level of pain ex
perienced by outgroup members. Respondents 
appear to be able to control their ratings in a 
politically correct fashion and attribute equal 
pain ratings to Black and White actors. The 
current study analyzed the neurological under
pinnings of these seemingly incongruent effects 
using 25 White participants who took part in a 
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) 
scan. [For other examples of fMRI use in implic
it bias research, see 180, 181-185, 186.] During 
the scan, participants viewed videos of a target 
actor being touched by a White hand with either 
a rubber eraser or a needle. These images were 

counterbalanced by race and gender. To mea
sure what brain regions were active, participants' 
blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) 
signals were measured when they viewed the 
painful stimuli as well as when they rated the 
pain severity. The participants also took an 
!AT to measure their implicit racial biases. In 
addition to !AT results that indicated a general 
pro-White implicit bias, participants took longer 
to judge the pain of Black actors. However, there 
were no differences in the explicit ratings of 
the pain perception of White and Black actors. 
During the stimulus phase, the DEAR response 
registered in the left supramarginal gyrus was 
stronger for White than Black actors; during 
the response phase, the DEAR effect in the 
dorsal prefrontal cortex (DPFC) was stronger 
for Black actors. The racial differences in the 
location of DEAR responses suggested top-down 
control processes were involved when making 
the politically correct answers during the pain 
rating, while participants' automatic tendency 
was to perceive less pain for the Black actor than 
the White actor. [179] 



Other Scholarship 
Building on their study showing noradrenaline 
(NA) activity in the fusiform gyrus related to 
implicit bias [185] and their psychopharma
cological study that reduced implicit but not 
explicit bias [187], Terbeck and colleagues 
continued their work on the role of noradrena
line (NA) in social cognition. [188] As part of this 
discussion, the researchers reviewed how this 
chemical, which is related to both cognitive and 
physiological stress responses, affects implicit 
ingroup bias. Their review explored how NA is 
connected to basic emotions such as anger, fear, 
and happiness rather than more complex social 
emotions such as guilt or empathy. Thus, the 
authors posited that NA activity can help us un
derstand how basic emotions influence complex 
social judgments and may directly influence 
implicit social attitudes. [188] 

Freeman and Johnson studied whether implicit 
bias or other neural mechanisms predicted 
racial disparities in ratings of perceived trust 
toward others' faces. [189] To test this question, 
thirty White adults underwent an fMRI task 
during which they sorted a series of Black and 
White faces by a non-racial category-age. For 
each photo, they indicated whether they thought 
the individual was above or below the age of 24. 
Among other measures of explicit bias, Implicit 
Association Test responses were recorded before 
the fMRI. After the fMRl task, participants rated 
each image on their level of trustworthiness on 
a 1-7 scale; these rating were used as a measure 
of trust disparity between Black and White 
faces. Results from this task demonstrated that 
individuals with higher levels of implicit bias 
exhibited higher degrees of racial trust disparity. 
[189] Additionally, other neural processes relat
ed to differentiating faces of outgroup members 
affected participants' trustworthiness ratings 
independent of their levels of implicit bias. 
For example, more orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) 
activation and fusiform gyrus-OFC connectivity 
when perceiving Black compared to White faces 
predicted less trust disparity. The role of these 

two locations demonstrated the importance 
of both race perception and cognitive control 
processes on perceived trust. 

Finally, continuing scholarship regarding the 
Implicit Association Test attempted to under
stand the neuroscience aspects of why people 
are more easily able to respond to congruent 
lAT trials than incongruent ones (e.g., pairing 

"flower" witl: "pleasant" more easily compared 
to I'insect" and "pleasant," to borrow an example 
from the 1998 debut article of the lAT [190]). 
To understand these differences, Schiller and 
colleagues examined whether longer response 
times indicated more mental processes were 
taking place or whether it reveals that the same 
processes were taking longer. [191] By using an 
EEG (electroencephalogram) while participants 
took an lAT, they recorded event related poten
tials (ERPs) and analyzed the data according to 
where in the brain activity occurred and when. 
The findings revealed that participants engaged 
in the same seven processes during both con
gruent and incongruent trials. Moreover, they 
found two specific processes that took longer on 
incongruent trials; these processes were related 
to the perceptual processing of the stimuli and 
cognitive control of their motor responses .• 
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"The bad news from the science is 
that even well-intentioned individuals 
have biases that can impact their 
perceptions and behavior-producing 
discriminatory behavior. The good 
news from the science is that 
individuals, once educated on the 
science of implicit bias, can impact 
those biases." 
DR. LORIE A. FRIDELl. 2017 [192) 



This final chapter captures significant 
scholarly contributions that extend 

beyond the domains already addressed in this 
publication. While expansive, we reiterate our 
objective to focus on notable works rather than 
an exhaustive listing. 

~ ~ SCHOLARSHIP RELATED TO CHILDREN 

BEYOND THE BLACK/WHITE BINARY 

previous research has recognized the 
of implicit biases in children [35, 38, 

194], a new article examined whether 
:s~implicit racial bias toward children dif. 

this bias toward adults. Conducted in 
Wolf et al. used White European partic

creating a White European ingroup 
with a South Asian outgroup. Across 

e:studies that considered both age and 
6un/outgroup status, the researchers found 

European participants consistently 
an implicit preference for their own 

even when the targets were infants and 

[44] Other factors such as participants' 
tilneous liking of children or perceived at
iveness of the children failed to account for 
~iJ.ding: As a whole, this research found that 
taneous racial bias is more attributable to 

in-group favoritism than to out-group 
&:\tion" and it "challenge[d] the notion that 

against children is lower than preju
:agamst adults." [44] 

In another article considering differences in 
adult-child dynamics, Todd et al. continued a 
line of inquiry related to implicit stereotypes of 
Black men as violent and criminal to consider 
whether these stereotypes apply to young Black 
children. Across four experiments that used 
both words and images to study race-based 
threat associations, the authors found that 
youth does not attenuate these associations; 
that is, Black faces-regardless of age-facili
tated the detection of threatening objects and 
terms. [43] Further analyses determined that 
these biases were driven by automatic cognitive 
processes. Todd and colleagues concluded that 
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their evidence suggested "that the perceived 
threat commonly associated with Black men 
may generalize even to young Black boys." [43] 

BEYOND THE BLACKJWHITE BINARY 

erested in how the racial attitudes of 
!~i:hoolers differed from those of adults, 

colleagues employed two studies to 
the implicit and explicit attitudes 

within racially homogeneous 
in Asian and Africa. [42] The first study 
these attitudes for over 200 Chinese 

~.d:lOolers (age 3 to 5) and adults; these 
;urements included stimuli of same-race 
lD}and other-race (Black and White) faces. 

that the way the researchers mea
~i!implicit attitudes was developmentally 
Itppriate for preschoolers, they developed 

I!odified IAT, the Implicit Racial Bias Test 
The IRBT differed from the IAT in that it 

text stimuli with images, and it used 
and frowning faces for response buttons. 

" ... rcfcrcncillg tile historical importance 
all(: fralling tile election of President 
Obama as a racialmileslone increases 
impliCit anti-Black bias among Wl1ites" 

results showed that preschoolers exhibited 
own-race biases as early as the age of 

Even though all Chinese participants 
preferred Chinese faces to other race 
children and adults showed more 

implicit attitudes toward White faces 
lit·Black faces, though this difference was 
l-l',pronounced for adults. Moreover, children, 

adults, expressed explicit pro-Chinese 
second study included the same 

• and procedure as the first but studied 
¢!<preschoolers and adults from Cameroon. 

showed that 3 to 5 year olds had an 
preference for own-race faces; however, 

preferred other race faces and showed an 
bias toward both Chinese and White fac

~gmpared to Black faces. Again, children but 
5t:.adults expressed explicit pro-Black biases. 

In tandem, both studies provide evidence that 
social status influences people's implicit and 
explicit biases over time. 

While previous work has considered the mal
leability of implicit biases in adults [see, e.g., 
1,13,14,152,195,196], less scholarship has 
considered how implicit association changes 

. may operate in youth. A 2016 study by Gonzalez, 
Dunlop, and Barron used a sample of children 
ages 5-12 years old to study age-related differ
ences in the formation of and changes to novel 
implicit asspciations. Participants were present
ed a story describing a novel (i.e., non-existent) 
group and then a second story in which the 

'novel group was associated with a behavior that 
contrasted the initial story. Participants com-

:pleted the Child Implicit Association Test (IAT) 
after hearing each story. Results indicated that 
the ability to form and change implicit associa
tions does not seem to differ across childhood, 
~suggesting that the mechanism(s) governing 
implicit associative learning may be fully intact 
by age 5." [45] The researchers reflected that this 

.' reinforces the notion that first impressions-
regardless of the age of first exposure-are 
particularly influential. In terms of association 
change, Gonzalez et al. found that novel implicit 
associations can be reversed and are '(particular
ly sensitive to additional reinforcement." [45] 

The Obama Presidency 
Skinner and Cheadle used priming related to 
the election of President Obama as a way to 
further understand implicit racial bias among 
White Americans. With more than 200 partic
ipants, the researchers considered how group 
threat theory (i.e., the idea that "members of the 
societally dominant group will respond with 
prejudice when they feel that members of a 
subordinate group are threatening their posi
tion") may lead to an increase in implicit racial 
bias as a result of increased outgroup power or 
size. [197] The experiment had three conditions: 
1) priming power threat by reading a New York 
Times article on the historic significance of 
Obama's election; 2) priming majority threat by 
reading a New York Times article on projected 
demographic shifts in the U.S. toward "minori
ty-majority;" 3) a control. After their experience 
in a condition, participants took assessments 



to determine their internal and external moti
vations to respond without prejudice, as well as 
the Black-White lAT. Results showed that Whites' 
implicit racial bias increased when primed 
with the piece on Obama's racial milestone 
vs. the control, and participants had greater 
implicit bias against Blacks in the demographic 
shift prime condition than in the control. [197] 
Notably, motivation to avoid prejudice also 
mattered, as "only those with lower internal 
motivation to respond without prejudice 
showed an increase in implicit bias" in the first 
condition. In sum, the implications of this work 

"show that referencing the historical importance 
and framing the election of President Obama as 
a racial milestone increases implicit anti-Black 
bias among Whites, especially those who are 
lower in internal motivation to respond without 
prejudice:' [197] 

In light of contrasting research on whether 
President Obama had a positive impact on 
implicit attitudes early in his presidency [16, 
149,198-200], Columb and Plant were inter
ested in revisiting this notion of the "Obama 
Effect" near the end of Obama's tenure in office. 
Across two studies, the researchers found that 
following exposure to negative Black exemplars 
(e.g., O,J. Simpson and Michael Vick), exposure 
to President Obama led to a decrease in implicit 
anti-Black evaluative bias and also decreased 
implicit racial stereotyping, both relative to a 
control. [154] These effects were not moderated 
by explicit views of Obama, political affiliation, 
or other related variables. A second experiment 
considered a different exemplar, Kobe Bryant, 
who was pre-assessed to be positive like Obama 
but more stereotypic of Black people than 
Obama. Findings suggested that despite differ
ences in perceived stereotypicality, both men 
had a similar effect on reducing both implicit 
anti-Black evaluative bias and racial stereotyp
ing relative to a control condition. [154] Taken 
together, the authors reflected that the valence 
of exemplar may be more significant than the 
individual's counter-stereotypicality in changing 
implicit attitudes and stereotyping. 

In contrast to Columb and Plant's findings, 
work by Schmidt and Axt found no substantive 
evidence of implicit attitude change (toward 
Blacks in general, or toward Obama himself) 
over the first seven years of Obama's presidency 
after accounting for sample demographic shifts. 

[201] The researchers examined cross-sectional 
data from more than 2.2 million individuals 
who completed the Race or Presidents IATs on 
Project Implicit.® Noting how Obama's presi
dency can be perceived as a naturalistic study 
of sustained exposure to a counterstereotypical 
exemplar, his effect on implicit cognition 
seemed minimal. [201] The authors stated 
that these findings may reflect the notion that 
implicit anti-Black attitudes had already been 
changing prior to his election; thus, "Obama's 
election may be remembered less as a catalyst 
and more as a byproduct of changes in attitudes 
toward Black people." [201] 

Given the aforementioned divergent research 
on whether an "Obama effect" existed, March 
and colleagues considered how the valence 
of Obama's portrayal may contribute to these 
mixed findings. Using content from two pop
ular news websites (CNN.com and FoxNews. 
com) with a focus on the contextual elements 
surrounding Obama's image, the researchers 
examined 1) whether FoxNews.com portrayed 
Obama more negatively than CNN.com, and if 
so, 2) what effect this may have on automatically 
activated attitudes. The first study revealed that 
undergraduate participants found the news 
web sites' images of Obama varied systematical
ly, as images from FoxNews.com - regardless of 
whether text accompanied the image-yielded 
more negative portrayal ratings than CNN.com. 
[202] A second study used a Single Category 
IAT (SC-IAT) to assess undergraduate partici
pants' automatic attitudes toward Obama, as 
well as other measures. Results indicated that 
participants with weaker attitudes developed 
more negative associations with Obama when 
repeatedly exposed to his portrayal in a negative 
manner. [202] Broadly speaking, this work aligns 
with Columb and Plant (2016) in concluding 
that while attitude change may be the result of 
counterstereotypical exemplars, it appeared that 

"exemplar valence may be the primary cause of 
the effect." [202] 

Implicit Attitude Formation 
Studying the processes behind how individuals 
form implicit attitudes, Hu, Gawronski, and 
Balas evaluated two competing theories on the 
process of evaluative conditioning. [203] The 

Continued on pg. 76 
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a lot of enthusiasm sur- . ,,8ARRlYING THESE BARRIERS TO PREDICTIVE 
W~~1:!i2tii(eanalytics and their possible!" ':,i·~NALYTICS USE 

iltea\Sf'cfliid welfare,omersha'li'e' Models of predictive analytics proceed in three 
begun to voice concerns regarding their use, 'As stages. First, data goes into the modeL Second, 
discussed in this white paper. there are reasons the model, with algorithms and/or statistical anal-
to be wary of the widespread use of predictive yses. creates an output. Finally. individuals apply 
analytics, The risk of perpetuating cognitive the model's outputs to decision-making at the 
and structural biases is among them, This paper field level. The following analysis critically ex-
does not to condemn the use of predictive amines concerns with both the inputs & outputs 
analytics, However. it does hope to promote a regarding cognitive and structural factors that 
critical assessment of these tools and the emer- could be at play. 
gence of other Big Data applications. 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
In this report. the Kirwan Institute applies a 
framework for analyzing racial inequity that 
considers both 1) cognitive and 2) structural 
barriers. In tandem, the operation ofthese barri
ers explains how inequity can persist in various 
institutions, 

Cognitive Barriers: The role of individual-level thoughts 
and actions in maintaining structures of inequity. Rather 
than focusing on explicit, intentional discrimination, the 
Kirwan Institute highlights the importance of implicit 
bias and other unconscious psychological processes. 

Structural Barriers: The influence of history on policies, 
practices, and values that perpetuate inequity, 

into Machines 
Previous Morginafizotion 
as a Predictor for Future 
Risk 

Perpetuating Existing 
StruPt~rol_Dlsparitie'S-

By examining the interaction between the cogni
tive and structural barriers within both the inputs 
and outputs. we uplift four potential pitfalls of 
predictive analytics: 1) Humans Encode Biases 
into Machines. 2) Previous Marginalization as a 
Predictor for Future Risk, 3) Overconfidence in 
the Objectivity of Outputs, and 4) Perpetuating 
Existing Structural Disparities. described in more 
detail below . 

• 



HUMANS ENCODE BIASES INTO 
MACHINES 
Human beings encode our values, beliefs, and 
biases into these analytic tools by determining 
what data is used and for what purpose. The 
data that institutions choose to use reveal what 
variables and reporting mechanism are valued 
most. As indicated by the implicit bias research 
literature, these unintentional biases can have 
huge ramifications for our ability to safeguard 
opportunities for individuals of various genders, 
races, and ability statuses. To illustrate, one 
study demonstrated that resumes with White 
sounding names were nearly 50% more like-
ly to get a call back than resumes with Black 
sounding names, despite controlling for all other 
factors, including work experience. 

PREVIOUS MARGINALIZATION AS A 
PREDICTOR FOR FUTURE RISK 
Because of past discrimination and historical 
inequities, subtle biases can emerge when 
seemingly "race neutral" data acts as a proxy for 
social categories. For example, data related to 
neighborhood characteristics, such as zip code 
are profoundly connected to historic practices 
of racial exclusion and discrimination. Thus, 
data that is ostenSibly used to rate risk to child 
well-being can serve as a proxy for race or other 
past oppression, thereby over-representing 
those who have suffered from past marginaliza
tion as more risky. Even more troubling is the 
omission of information for youth who do not 
enter the child welfare system as a counterbal
ance for these predictions of risk. It is impOSsi
ble to know how many children who are never 
maltreated and whom would not properly be 
assessed as "high-risk" for maltreatment under 
these factors. 

OVERCONFIDENCE IN THE OBJECTIVITY OF 
OUTPUTS 
The allure of predictive analytics is their potential 
for identifying and correcting for human biases 
that may arise during important child welfare 
decisions by lessening reliance on individual 
judgments. However, algorithms alone are no 
panacea to subjectivity. Instead, these models 
can unintentionally encode the same biases 
reflected in our society. Moreover, it can be very 
difficult to retroactively identify or correct in
stances where bias has already occurred. Thus, 
one of the most serious dangers of predictive 
analytics is our overconfidence in the objectivity 
oftheir outputs. 

PERPETUATING EXISTING STRUCTURAL 
DISPARITIES 
One of the potential uses of predictive analytics 
is the ability to classify individuals and families 
based on individual risk profiles for maltreat
ment. To illustrate, one predictive analytiC tool 
utilized data from youth self-reports to deter
mine the variables most related to youth resil
iency. Even though the identification of these 
risk factors is empirically valid, research has 
yet to show the link between these resiliency 
scores and treatment outcomes. Thus, this type 
of scoring may have the potential to impose a 
punitive system of gatekeeping on less-resilient 
youth who are denied opportunities more resil
ient youth are routinely offered. This is just one 
example of predictive analytics efforts, though 
research-based, that may not generalize into ef
fective field use. Moreover, if tools such as these 
do get utilized in the field, their application may 
actually perpetuate existing structural disparities 
by restricting necessary services to certain fami
lies or neighborhoods. 

o Full report and related videos at http://go.o5u.edu/B86X 
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first is the dual-process account, which is guided 
by the assumption that distinct processes are 
involved in implicit and explicit attitudes. In 
contrast, the propositional perspective posits 
that individuals form non-automatic propo
sitions related to the nature of a relationship 
between stimuli that informs both explicit and 
implicit attitudes. The main difference explored 
in this article is whether information about the 
relationship between a Conditioned Stimulus 
(CS) and an Unconditioned Stimulus (US) 
affects only explicit attitudes (the dual-process 
account) or implicit attitudes too (the propo
sitional account). Although results were not 
entirely consistent across three experiments, 
the culmination of these findings generally up
held the idea that relationship information can 
influence implicit attitudes under the correct 
circumstances, thereby lending greater support 
to the propositional theory of evaluative condi
tioning than the dual-process account. [203] 

Technological Applications and Innovations 
As an innovative application of implicit bias 
research, scholars are exploring the potential 
for automated discrimination; that is, where al
gorithms and other machine learning processes 
perpetuate bias without being explicitly pro
grammed to do so. Providing a comprehensive 
overview on the subject, Staab, Stalla-Bourdillon, 
and Carmichael explored the best possible way 
to ensure that algorithms do not discriminate 
by race. [204] The report focused on "black box" 
algorithms that are ambiguous or difficult to 
understand. With black box algorithms, the 
inputs and outputs are observable but the 
internal processes are unclear. [204] As part of 
this overview, the report outlined examples of 
how algorithms can perpetuate the same biases 
that humans do. The report provided examples 
of how algorithms that use seemingly neutral 
proxies for inputs, such as ZIP code, have the 
potential to discriminate against marginalized 
groups. Among several suggestions to mitigate 
the operation of bias in the application of 
machine learning, the authors offered support
ing interdisciplinary collaboration and being 
conscious of bias in the data mining processes. 

Exploring the concern that artificial intelligence 
(AI) may exhibit the same biases as humans, 
Caliskan-Islam, Bryson, and Narayanan used 
an algorithm to analyze how language itself 
can reveal biases. [205] This AI learns word 
meanings based on their context with other 
words; words that frequently appear together in 
similar contexts often are more closely related. 
As a practical example of how this works, the 
researchers stated, "if we find that programmer 
is closer to man than to woman, it suggests (but 
is far from conclusive of) a gender stereotype." 
[205] Based on this operation, the researchers 
posited that this technique is analogous to the 
wayan IAT measures implicit bias, but instead 
of using reaction time, it relies on distance be
tween associated words. As such, the study used 

.. the report outlined examples of IlOW 

algoritllrTls can perpetuate the same 
biases H-,at humans do." 

this linguistic AI to replicate seminal studies 
related to implicit bias, two of which focused on 
race. 

One study replicated foundational implicit 
bias research that established the IAT as an 
implicit bias assessment. [190] The language 
analysis included the same words as the original 
study, which included names associated with 
either Black or White individuals (e.g., "Lakisha" 
vs. "Amanda") and words depicting positive or 
negative bias (e.g., "love" or "family" vs. "abuse" 
or "filth;' etc.). [205] The second study explored 
the associations between a similar set of racially 
coded names and a list of words conveying 
pleasantness (e.g., "joy") vs. unpleasantness (e.g., 

"agony") in order to replicate a classic 2004 arti
cle by Bertrand and Mullainathan. [206] In both 
examples, the Als replicated the same biases 
revealed by implicit association studies; words 
associated with Whiteness were more closely 
associated with positive or pleasant words than 
words associated with Blackness were. [205] The 
same was true of the inverse. These results are 
the first of its kind to demonstrate that a com
monly used language analytic tool can exhibit 
the same biases as humans. 
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AUTHOR REFLECTION 

Kelly Capatosto 

SINCE I STARTING WORKING on the State of the 
Science, this is perhaps the first year that the 
concept ofimplicit bias has reached a national 
audience. With this growing spotlight on implicit 
bias, we have reached an exciting benchmark inthe 
public's perception of the issue. This new level of 
awareness creates some interesting opportunities 
to explore the application of implicit bias in a variety 
of domains. The intersection of implicit bias, big 
data, and technology is something I perceive will 
be cfitical for the field's future direction; As the 
wave of automation looms over us in the U.s., itis of 
paramount importance that we ensure our data and 

. analytics are able to account for and control bias 
(both implicit and structural). 

As part of this future direction, a 2016 article by 
Caliskan-Islam, Bryson, and Narayanan is one of 
the most innovative applications of implicit bias 
researCh I have seen this year. By demonstrating 
that a language-based artificial intelligence (AI) tool 

These findings have enormous implications for 
the field of technology First, the authors assert
ed that any AIs that rely on language to learn 
will inevitability internalize the biases present 
in our culture. Thus, if bias is inherent our lan
guage, even a completely neutral machine will 
eventually learn enough of our language to have 
biased associations. As such, scientists in other 
research domains may be pushed to consider 
that presence of these types of biases and prej
udice in humans as the new "null hypothesis," 
rather than the exception. [205] 

Interracial Dynamics 
As part of a series of studies that examined the 
neurological "disgust" response associated with 
participant perceptions of interracial couples, 
Skinner and Hudac examined whether this 
phenomenon was related to the implicit dehu
manization of interracial couples. [207] More
over, the study sought to determine whether this 
bias was higher if participants were primed with 
images eliciting disgust. To test this effect, 100 

can internalize biases, this piece turns our c.urrent 
understanding of discrimination on its head. 

Ultimately, I feel like the goal of implicit bias 
research has always been to remove the need 
to prove intent to demonstrate the severity of 
racially disparate outcomes in our society. Artificial 
intelligence tools are unbiased by nature-they are 
a proverbial blank slate-thus any bias they learn 
reveals the unconsciousbiases and associations 
inherent in how humans learn and interact with 
each other Thus, I believe this study is the first of 
many that will ultimately reshape how our society 
defines culpability in producing racially disparate 
outcomes. Finally, I hope to see much of this new 
work in using technological advancements usher in 
anew era of bias-prevention efforts. 

-ARTICLES MENTIONED: Caljskan~lslam, A .• Bryson, J. J., & 
Narayanan, A. (2016). Semantics Derived Automatically fron:t 
Language Corpora Necessarily Contain Human Biases. arXiv 
preprint arXiv:160B.07187. 

mostly White participants took a modified IAT 
with stimuli showing same-race and interracial 
couples. Prior to the lAT, participants were either 
primed with neutral images or images eliciting 
disgust (e.g., a dirty toilet). Findings showed 
an overall tendency to implicitly dehumanize 
pictures of interracial couples compared to 
same-race couples, and this implicit bias was 
more pronounced if participants were primed to 
feel disgust: [207] 

BEYOND THE BLACKIWHITE BINARY 

Activity 
their research to the Charlie Hebdo 

Zerhouni et a1. studied whether implicit 
jl!i;udlce at the city-level predicted participa
~!frates in subsequent mass demonstrations. 

Responding to criticisms that the demon
~ations were motivated by implicit anti-Arab 
titudes, the researchers utilized public data 

the French/Arab lAT from participants 
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GENERAL CONTRIBUTIONS 

~I~ki'ep.ch territories from 2007-2014. They 
l'J!'eated a measure of the relative cultural level 
~~f~ip.1Plicit prejudice by averaging the IAT scores 
iI!I:Om.French cities with the largest particip~tion 
;;'jl)cu,Jhe rallIes, whIch were then compared WIth 
""';;/"'" 
ri;'\tp:eparticipation rates documented by author· 
lfll!,~.sduring the 2015 rally. In their analysis, 
tJ£IP-pum and.colleagues Identlfie~ a slgmficant 
,;:iil\e,gative relatIOnshIp between cIty s Imphclt 

~1·;.Ii.fll ...... t .•. ·.~.e .. · .. j.u ... dice level toward Arabs and participation 
~fin .. the Charlie Hebdo rallies. However, this 
~< .. ~#t1:ern contrasted with the idea that the rally 
li~sMlted from the public's implicit anti-Arab 
r~i;~~tudes. Instead, they found that less implicit 
II~rNt\dice towardArabs was related to a greater 
~~,junt of partlClpatlOn In the rallIes. Although 
~liop.dusions of causation cannot be drawn from 
Eiis st1.ldy, it does advance the future explora-
1t,l:"9nofusing implicit attitudes collected at the 
ili;t)Hevel to understand SOCIal behavIOr. As 
I~~~h, a city's relative level of implicit bias may 
r~[qVide insight on how inhabitants might react 
iil{J~:~' a,particular social phenomenon .• 
?&:n?,; 

MORE TO EXPLORE 

IMPLICIT BIAS AND INCLUSIVE LANGUAGE 
Even well intentioned people can possess bias. 
Though studies have shown explicit expressions of bi" 
ased beliefs and attitudes have declined Significantly 

oV~r the past few decades, measures of implicit bias 
remain perSistently high. 

On this episode of Student Affairs Live, host Tony 
Doody.speaks. with Zaneta Rago-Craft, Yoshiko Hard
en, and LenaTenriey to· better understand where,how 
and when we develop our bias. Other topics explored 
on this episoCte include micro-aggressions and inclu
sive,language. strate'gies for ameliorating bias,' and 
tactital self-presentation. 

Follow the. i(irwan Institute on social media for: 
the' latest think pieces9 n'ews articles, academic 
research, quotes. and more! 

aall IKirwanlnstitute 

WATCH "IMPLICIT BIAS AND INCLVSIVE LANGUAGE" HERE: 
• http://go.osu.edu/B9ax 
• https:llwww.youtube.com/watch?v=FEtDWCCUq4k&t=199s 
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5. You agree tllat you will advise Keevin Woods, Director, Commission for Racial 
and Etllnic Diversity in the Profession at 'tile American Bar Association, 
l,eevin.woods@arnericallbar.org, and Alan Bryan, Senior Associate General Counsel -
Legal Operations and Owside Counsel Management for Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. at 
alan.bryan@wlllrnartlegal.com, tllat you support the above four principles, such that they 
can work together to maintain and publish an ongoing list of those of us that have 
committed to them. 

Sincerely, 

Susan H. Alexander 
Executive Vice President. Cllie/ Legal Officer 
Biogen Inc. 

David P. Bergers 
General Counsel, Managing Director, Legal and Government 
Relations 
LPL rinandol 

Peter Beshar 
Executive Vice President and General Counsel 
Mars" & McLennan Companies, Jnc. 

Paul T. Dacier 
Executive Vice President and General Counsel 
EMC 

Sheila Kearney Davidson 
Executive Vice President, Chief Legal Officer & General 
Counsel 
New York Life Insurance Company 

Brett J. Hart 
Executive Vice President and General Counsel 
United Air/lites 

Marie Oh Huber 
Senior Vice Presidelil, Legal Affairs, General Counsel & 
Secretary 
eRay Inc. 

Sandra Leung 
Executive Vice President and General Counsel 
Bristol-Myers Squibb Company 

Sarah Hlavinka McConnell 
Executive Vice President, General Counsel & Secretary 
ABM Industries lncorporated 

J. Keith Morgan 
Executive Vice President and Chief Legal Offlcer 
TlAA 

Thomas M. Moriarty 
Executive Vice President, Chief Strategy Officer and General 
Counsel 
CVS Health Corporation 

Michael J. Parini 
Executil1e Vii.:/! Presitlell1 (J1Il1 Chief Legal Officer 
Verte.'( PI/armuceutica's Inc. 

Tracy L. Rich 
Executive Vice President General Counsel and Corporate 
Secretary 
Guardian Life brsurance Company of America 

Kim M. Rivera 
CMe! Legal Officer 
HP, Inc. 

Karen Roberts 
Executive Vice President and Genera' Counsel 
Wal~Mart Stores, Inc. 

David C. Robinson 
Executive Vice President and General Counsel 
The Hartford 

Mark Roellig 
Executive Vice President and General eoumel 
MassMutual Financial Group 

Gloria Santona 
f..xecutive Vice President & General Counsel 
McDo1lald's Corporation 

La u reen E. Seeger 
Executive Vice President & General Counsel 
American Express Company 

Craig Silliman 
Executive Vice President of Public Policy & General Counsel 
Verizon Communications Inc. 

Laura Stein 
Executive Vice Presidellt - General Counsel & Corporate 
Affairs 
The Clorox Company 

Lawrence P. Ttl 
Sellior Executive Vice President alld Chief Legal Officer 
CBS Corporation 

Trish Walsh 
Executive Vice President and Chief Legal Officer 
Voya Finm,cial 

Tony West 
Executive Vice President, Government Affairs, General 
Counsel & Corporate Secretary 
PepsiCo, Inc. 
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AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION 

DIVERSITY & INCLUSION! 360 COMMISSION 

REPORT TO THE HOUSE OF DELEGATES 

RESOIfJJIION 

1 RESOLVED, That the American Bar Association urges all providers oflegal services, 
2 including law finns and corporations, to expand and create opportunities at all levels of 
3 responsibility for diverse attorneys; and 

4 

5 FURTHER RESOLVED, Tbat the American Bar Association urges clients to assist in the 
6 facilitation of opportunities for diverse attorneys, and to direct a greater percentage of the 

7 legal services they purchase, both currently and in the future, to diverse attorneys; and 

8 

9 FURTHER RESOLVED, That for purposes of this resolution, "diverse attorneys" means 

10 attorneys who are included within tbe ambit ofGoalllI of the American Bar Association. 
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REPORT 

I. Introduction 

The American Bar Association ("ABA") has four Goals. When the Goals were established, it 

was determined that no one goal is more important or carries more weight than the others. Goal 
III is to eliminate bias and enhance diversity,' and was borne as an extension offormer Goal IX. 

As amended, Goal IX was "to promote the full and equal participation in the profession by 
minorities, women, persons with disabilities, and persons of differing sexual orientations and 
gender identities." It is well established that when organizations are diverse and inclusive at 

every level, clients and the public are better served, which favorably impacts the ABA's Goal 
ll, to improve our profession. Moreover, the well-established business case for diversity and 
inclusion demonstrates that clients, the legal profession and society are best served when the 

makeup oflawyers reflects the community in which legal services are provided? Against this 
backdrop, the ABA President created the Diversity & Inclusion 360 Commission (the "DI360 

Commission") to examine the many facets of diversity and inclusion in the profession, and to 
formulate methods, policy, standards and practices to best advance diversity and inclusion over 

the next ten years. 

The underlying sense of urgency for the D1360 Commission's work and its one-yeartimeframe 

stem from the crisis in confidence that many Americans - particularly young Americans - feel 
ahout the fairness of our justice system. The ABA has the responsibility to do what only a 

national association of nearly 400,000 attorneys and judges can do: help restore confidence in 

our justice system. The ABA strives to uphold the principles of fairness, equality and 

inclusion, yet the legal profession lags behind other professions in reflecting the diversity of 

our nation. 3 

! Goal III: Eliminate Bias and Enhance Diversity. Objectives: 
1. Promote full and equal participation in the association, our profession, and the justice system by all 

persons. 
2. Eliminate bias in the legal profession and the justice system. American Bar Association. "ABA Mission 

and Goals." Americanbar.org. 
http://www.americ8Ilbar.org/abouttheabalaba-mission-goals.html(accessed April 14, 2016). Within the ambit of 
Goal III, diverse attorneys include lawyers who are racial and ethnic minorities, women, LGBT, and have disabilities. 

2 See, e.g., 
Diaz, Luis and Meade, Richard, "What Gets Measured Gets Done: The Case for Unifonn D&I Metrics in The 
Legal Procurement Process. II New Jersey Slate Bar Association Diversity Committee Newsletter, September 20 15 
RoeUig, Mark, DeGraffenreidt Jr., James, and Minehan Cathy. "Fixing What's Broken: Strategies for Increasing 
Diversityin Law Finns." ACe Docket, March 2015 

Roel1ig, Mark, ,j'WHY' Diversity and rnelusion Are Critical to the Success of Your Law Department" (paper presented 
al the PLI Corporate Counsel Institute, New York, New York, October 2012). 
} Deborah L. Rhode, Law is the least diverse profession in the nation. And lawyers aren't doing enough to change that, 
THE WASHINGTON POST. May 27,2015, https:llwww.washingtonpost.col11/posteverythingiwpI2015105127/law-is
the-least-diverse- profession-in-the-nation-and-lawyers-arent-doing-eno!.1gJl-to-change-thatl. 

1 
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To fulfill its mission, the DI360 Commission is developing sustainable action plans, producing 

practical tools, and recommending specific action items to move the needle on diversity and 

inclusion in an impactful way. The DI360 Commission has conducted its 360-degree review 

through four working groups, one of which is the Economic Case working group, which seeks to 
identify specific ways to expand economic opportunities for diverse attorneys.' 

The economic well-being and success of diverse attorneys makes a difference and is crucial to 

moving the needle on diversity and inclusion. Diverse attorneys need meaningful opportunities 
to compete for and attain the best client work. Their success would positively impact other 

aspects of diversity and inclusion. The economic success of diverse attorneys would attract 

others into the profession, thereby building the pipeline; upend the implicit bias that stifles 
opportunities now; and result in the full and unhindered participation of diverse attomeys in the 

profession, thereby making the profession more representative of the populations it serves. 

Undoubtedly, a win for diversity and inclusion and the realization of Goal III is a win for our 

entire profession and the society we serve. As explained below in Section II of this report, the 
resolution is consistent with Goal III and would take diversity and inclusion to the next level by 

calling for specific and measurable action by entities that employ lawyers and by clients. 

II, Justification for Expanding Economic Opportunities for Diverse Attorneys 

A. Survey Data 

Despite significant efforts, the legal profession lags behind other professions when it comes to 
diversity and inclusion. Members ofracial and ethnic groups, women, members of LGBT 
groups and lawyers with disabilities continue to be vastly underrepresented in the legal 
profession. 5 According to the Report of the Ninth Annual NAWL National Survey on 
Retention and Promotion of Women in Law Firms/ the nation's largest law firms have made 
virtually no progress since the first survey conducted by the National Association of Women 
Lawyers (NA WL) in 2006 in promoting women into the highest ranks, whether measured by 
the percentage of equity partners, compensation, representation on the firm's highest 
governance committees, or rainmaking credit. While focusing its attention on the status of 
women lawyers in law firms, the NA WL survey reveals that the data are just as challenging 
for other diverse groups, including lawyers of color and LGBT lawyers. 

4 For an explanation of the term "diverse attorneys," see note I, supra. 
, For example, 88 percent of lawyers are white- women (although 47 percent of law students and more than one-third 
of the profession) account for only about one-fifth of law film partners, general counsels of Fortune 500 corporations 
and law school deans, and people of color make up fewer than 7 percent oflaw finn partners and 9 percent of general 
Counsels oflarge corporations. See hffi2.:l/www.nalp.orgllawfinndiversl!y feb20 15 for statistics on under-representation 
of lawyers with disabilities (based on lawyers with disabilities in 740 law offices, covering 73,081 lawyers). See 
http:/Avww,nf,lJp..orglI215r~~arch for statistics on LGBTrepresentation among lawyers (for openly LGBT lawyers 
based in 943 offices/FInns reporting counts.) 
6 Rikleen, Lauren Stiller, Report of the Ninth Annual NAWL National Survey on Retention and Promotion of Women 
in Law Firms. Chicago: National Association of Women Lawyers, 2015. Accessed April 14, 2016, 
J1ttp:llwww.nawlorgl2015nawlsurvey. 
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The demographics oflarge law firms have not kept pace with an increasingly diverse pool of 
talent. The percentage of law school graduates of color has almost doubled in the past two 
decades to just over 25 percent. 7 And the percentage of associates who are of color increased 
to 
21.63 in 2014 from 8.36 percent in 1993.' Yet, lawyers of color accounted for only 7.33 percent 
of partners in the nation's top 200 law firms in 2014.9 According to the latest VaultlMCCA 
Law Firm Diversity Survey Report, "[a 1 higher proportion of minority partners are salaried 
than hold equity in their firms. Attorneys of color represent 10.21 % of non-equity partners, 
compared to 7.53% of equity partners. Among women of color specifically, the contrast 
between equity and non-equity status is even greater: just 2.27% of equity.partners are 
minority women, compared to 4.35% of non-equity partners."IO 

B. The Role of Law Firms 

Many law firms have diversity and inclusion programs. Despite valiant and commendable 
efforts, however, our profession has been unable to move the needle in a meaningful way. 
This resolution urges law firms to expand and increase opportonities at all levels of 
responsibility for diverse attorneys. II Due to the increasing numbers of diverse law school 
graduates, the partnership pipeline is richer today more than ever. Yet women comprise just 
18 percent of the equity partners in finns responding to the Ninth Annual NA WL Survey. 12 

Attorneys of color comprise a mere 8 percent of equity partners, of whom few are women, 
and at firms reporting data for partners who identifY as LGBT, only 2 percent of female and J 
percent of male equity partners are LGBT. 13 Information about lawyers with disabilities is 
difficult to come by in reported surveys. According to a press release issued in February 
2015 by the National Association for Law Placement, "the infonnation that is available 
suggests that partners with disabilities (of any race or gender) are scarce, with about one-third 
of 1 percent of partners reported as having a disability in the three most recent years.,,14 

7 American Bar Association Section of Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar, ABA Approved Total JD and 
Minority Degrees Awarded: Fall 2013 (Datafrom the 2013 Annual Questionnaire). 2013. Accessed April 26, 2016. 
lillP.:://www.americanbar.or&g!2!!ps/lcgaieducalionJresources/statistics.html. 
8 NALP. "Diversity Numbers at Law Firms Eke Out Small Gains - Numbers for Women Associates Edge Up After 
Four Years of Decline," February 17, 2015. htlp:!lwww.nalp.orgllawfirmdiversitv reb2015. 
9Id. 

10 Vault/MeCA Law Firm Diversity Survey Report. 
ht.P:llwww.mcca.com/dataiglobal/downloadslre.earchlrcportsNaultMCCASurvey.2015.v03.pdf.at 5. 
II While the resolution focuses on the ability of clients to impact economic oPPOItunities for 

diverse attorneys in the law finns with which they do business, it also urges an providers oflegal services to increase 
opportunities at all levels of responsibility for diverse attorneys. This could include entities that empJoyattomeys in 
both the public and private sectors. 
12 RikJeen, Lauren Stiller, Report o/the Ninth Annual NAWL National Survey on Retention and Promotion of Women 
in Law Firms. Chicago: National Association of Women Lawyers, 2015. Accessed April 14, 2016. 
http://www.nawl.orgilQlinawlsurvey.at 2. 
" Id. 
14 NALP, "Diversity Numbers at Law Firms Eke Out Small Gains - Numbers for Women Associates Edge Up 
After Four Years of Decline, "February 17, 2015. hup://www.nalp.org/lawfirmdiversity reb20J5. The NALP report did 
not differentiate bet\Vccn equity and non-equity partners. 
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Equity partnership is but one measure of economic success for diverse attorneys in law firms. 
The ABA must urge law finns to provide opportunities for diverse attorneys to develop and 
advance to meaningful levels and positions of responsibility within their finns, including: 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

Firm chair, managing partner, or co-managing partner 
Senior leadership (Executive/Management Committee or equivalent) 

Regional office managing partner 

Practi ce group or department leader 

Committee chair 

Partner Review Committee (or equivalent) member 

Compensation Committee member 

Hiring partner or equivalent 

Relationship partner receiving origination credit 

Lead partner for significant matters 

Equi ty partner 

C. The Role of Clients 

Corporate clients are frustrated. Despite the business imperative for diversity, law finn 
demographics have not kept pace with the demand by clients for meaningfully diverse teams to 
handle their matters. In order for clients to understand and properly demand results, clients 
must collect specific data on the diversity and inclusion practices of finns they engage or are 
considering engaging; set clear expectations with law firms; and include diversity and inclusion 
perfonnance as a criterion in their decisions on which finns they retain. To assist in these 
efforts and to provide efficiency and unifonnity in the collection of data, the DI360 Commission 
has developed a Model Diversity Survey, as described and explained below in Section II.D of 
this report. 

Specifically, this resolution urges clients to assist in the facilitation of opportunities for 

diverse attorneys and to direct a greater percentage of the legal services they purchase to 
diverse attorneys (whether practicing as solo practitioners, in finns whose majority 
ownership is by diverse attorneys, or in majority-owned finns). 

Many corporations have supported diversity within their approved law finns for years, if not 
over a decade, and more companies join this quest each year. These corporations have 
collectively spent hundreds of millions of dollars in support oflegal diversity through 
sponsorship, legal spend, and otherwise. Yet, data reveal that little has changed in our 
nation's law finns and, for some, it is getting worse. 

Corporations want to see a return on their investment and they want to know that they are using 
law finns that reflect the diversity of their employees, customers, other stakeholders, and society 
as a whole. Corporations as clients need a resource to help ensure that they are engaging law 
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firms that embrace these laudable goals. Law firms that are tru1yreflective of our diverse 
society at all levels need a unifonn way to demonstrate their dedication. More importantly, 
corporations that are new to, but interested in, this effort need guidance and uniform information 
on the metrics that are most important to fulfilling our shared goals. Law firms that are not 
currently part of these efforts need inspiration and a uniform tool to help them move forward. 

The business case for diversity applies equally to other clients, including municipal 
corporations, state and federal agencies, and other goverrunental entities. In their procurement 
of legal services, they, too, would benefit from the ability to understand the diversity and 
inclusion practices of law firms with which they do business. 

D. The Rote of the ABA 

To serve these needs, the DI360 Commission is creating a means for all stakeholders to 
understand and improve diversity and inclusion through use of a model survey and 
accompanying guidance on best practices for its effective use. No organization but the ABA has 
the breadth and diversity of membership to take on this task and fulfill our collective goal of 
increasing diversity and inclusion in our profession. 

Specifically, the DI360 Commission has developed a Model Diversity Survey ("ABA Model 
Survey,,)IS that will enable clients to measure the effectiveness of diversity and inclusion in the 
legal teams that they engage. The ABA Model Survey will allow clients to gather diversity 
data from law firms that are uniform and consistent, and not based just on anecdotal brochures. 
Uniformity of data 'will allow for: (I) uniform measurement and comparison; (2) better business 
decisions by clients and law firms; and (3) reduction in the time; cost and burden for legal 
professionals to respond to myriad and voluminous requests for diversity data. 16 

Although other organizations conduct surveys on law finn diversity, these surveys have 
significant limitations. Many are directed to large law firms only, to the exclusion ofmid-to
small firms and, significantly, to women-owned and minority-owned firms, which often fall in 
the small-firm category. Some surveys focus on only a subset of Goal III attorneys, so they fail 
to capture comprehensive data on all diverse attorneys. The results of some surveys are 
available only for a fee, and yet another survey charges a fee to'law firms in order to complete 
the survey. 

The ABA Model Survey will overcome these limitations by capturing key data from law firms 

of all sizes on their diversity and inclusion practices as they apply to all attorneys considered 
diverse under Goal Ill. The ABA Model Survey will be available at no cost and its 
accompanying toolkit will provide guidance to corporate clients on how best to use the tool in 

15 The current version of the ABA Model Survey is available by clicking 011 this hyper link: 
http://www.americanbar.org/contentldam/aba/images/o[flee president/presidents diversity incJusion model survey 
&4[. 
16 According to a law firm diversity professional who is a member of the D1360 Commission, a finn typically 
receives more than 50 diversity surveys per year from existing or prospective clients. 
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making decisions about which law finns to retain and in evaluating their perfonnance and 
progress in the diversity and inclusion arena. In addition, the ABA Model Survey will relieve 

law firms of the burden of completing many different, well-intentioned surveys, developed by 
various clients and groups. It will become the "gold standard" and will continue to evolve and 
improve over time. 

The ABA is uniquely qualified to take the lead in spearheading a much-needed model tool in 
the diversity arena. The ABA will provide law finns and clients the means to accomplish the 
objective of the resolution by introducing the ABA Model Survey and providing instruction and 
guidance to corporate clients on its most effective use. Further, the work of the DI360 
Commission lays the foundation for the collection and aggregation oflaw firm data gathered by 
the unifonn survey. Through publication of the aggregate data on the ABA website, the 
profession and the public we serve will be able to assess annual changes in diversity metrics and 
gain an understanding of the legal providers that are making the most progress on diversity. In 

addition, a buyer of legal services will be able to compare responses from the finns they use to 
the aggregated data. This will enable clients to detennine how focused - or not - their 
providers are on improving diversity. 

The DI360 Commission anticipates that the ABA Model Survey will be the most utilized 

survey of its kind due to the fact that it will be made available, unlike similar surveys, for free 
and to the widest selection of law firms and corporations in the legal world. The survey and 
resulting data should become the standard-bearer for measuring our profession's progress in 
this imperative, yet slow-moving, charge. While we create uniformity, simplicity, and 
education in this space, we also believe that collection and aggregation of this data will 
facilitate the addition of newcomers to this effort. 

III. Why the ABA Should Take Action Now 

A. Why is the House of Delegates Being Asked to Adopt this Resolution? 

The ABA serves as the national representative of the legal profession, and also is the world's 
largest organization of lawyers and judges. Leadership by the ABA can stir the conscience of 
the legal profession and inspire individual and collective commitments and, most importantly, 
action and results. Consistent with its status as the world's leading organization oflawyers and 
judges, the Association must take a leadership position. Adoption of this resolution would 
provide an example for other organizations and the profession to follow. By urging action, this 
resolution would increase economic opportunities for diverse lawyers and thereby help realize 
the objective of Goal III. 

B. The ABA Plays a Unique Role in the Legal Profession 

No segment of society is so strategically positioned to address the issues of diversity as the legal 
profession. No other profession has a higher duty to do so. That duty arises out of the unique 
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offices that lawyers hold as ministers of the law and guardians of its conscience. The legal 

profession has a long and proud heritage as champions of individual rights and freedoms. The 

Association is uniquely qualified for the task. Ifadopted by the House of Delegates, this 

resolution would allow the ABA to playa crucial role in leading the legal profession to embrace 

and promote diversity at a higher level in law firms and corporations. Adoption of this 
Resolution would proclaim the Association's unwavering commitment to equality for all 
lawyers. 

C. The ABA's Historical Stances on Diversity in the Legal Profession 

The ABA has a long and proud history of demanding equality for lawyers of color and women. 

With the passage of Goal IX, "to achieve the full and equal participation of minorities and 

women within the profession," and the creation ofthe Commission on Opportunities For 
Minorities in the Profession (currently known as the Commission on Racial & Ethnic Diversity 

in the Profession) in 1986, the ABA took bold steps to create its first and now the oldest entity 

to deal with facilitating racial and ethnic change in the ABA and the legal profession. The 

ABA's creation of the Commission demonstrates one of the m~)st successful, decisive and 
comprehensive actions taken by the legal profession to achieve the goal of equal opportunities 

for diverse lawyers. 

Among the recommendations from the 1986 Report that created the Commission On Racial & 
Ethnic Diversity, Recommendation 3.4 directed the ABA to "take concrete actions with regard 
to the hiring, recruitment, promotion and advancement of minority lawyers.,,17 In fact, the 
1986 Report laid the foundation for the issues that this resolution addresses. Then, in 2008, the 
ABA adopted Goal III to eliminate bias and enhance diversity. Goal III replaced original Goal 
IX and demonstrated to the legal profession and the greater public that the ABA embraced 
diversity and inclusion as a core value. As a testament to the ABA's leadership and influence, 
we witnessed an increase in the adoption of goals similar to Goal III by bar associations, law 
firms, corporations, and other legal entities throughout the country. 

This resolution provides continuity with the 1986 Report and fulfills its mandate for 

"concrete actions." This resolution also goes beyond the mandate of the 1986 Report by 
applying to all Goal III attorneys. 

IV. Conclusion 

The ABA represents the earliest coalescence of the legal profession. It is the seminal foundation 

for myriad legal organizations around the world and is, without question, the most diverse and 

influential of all voluntary legal organizations. The stated mission of the ABA includes serving 

equally its members, our profession, and the public, by defending liberty and deliveringjustice 
as the national representative of the legal profession. In order to achieve that mission, our 

!7 ABA Task Force on Minorities in the Legal Profession, Report with Recommendations (January, 1986), 
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profession must be truly diverse at all levels, in all areas, and in all occupations. We must 
relentlessly pursue Goal III by promoting full and equal participation in the ABA, the 
profession, and the justice system. In order to do so, all areas of the profession must be wholly 
reflective of the diversity we find in our society. While we have work to do in all areas of the 
profession, we have great work to do in law firms. 

As the buyers of legal services, corporations and other types of clients may have the greatest 
impact in increasing diversity in the legal profession. They can use their power to drive change 
through the buying choices they make in their retention of legal services and their decisions 
regarding the continued use of certain legal providers, all based on the diversity of the firms and 
their progress toward improvement. Corporate America is well aware of the value of embracing 
diversity and inclusion and the correlation between its support and corporate results, employee 
engagement, and the need to focus on the broad customer base. With more consistent data 
available, corporates boards, chief executive officers, and general counsels can rationally and 

consistently measure and be held accountable for how tlley are doing. 

1bis resolution calJs for a two-pronged approach by urging law firms to focus on their diversity 
and inclusion practices in a meaningful way, and clients to use their purchasing power to 
increase economic opportunities for diverse attorneys. Working together, law firms and clients 
can have tangible impact in moving the needle on diversity and inclusion in the legal 

profession. 

The Diversity and Inclusion 360 Commission respectfulJyurges the House of Delegates to adopt 
this resolution. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Eileen M. Letts, Co-Chair David B. Wolfe, Co-Chair 
Diversity & Inclusion 360 Commission 
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September 7, 2016 

Re: Requesting Your Assistance in Implementing ABA Resolution 113 to Help Promote 
Diversity in the Legal Profession 

We are writing to you as tlte cllieflegal officers of tIle Fortune 1000 companies to ask you to 
join in an extremely important initiative t1tat we believe will assist significantly in improving the 
diversity witltin tlte legal profession and within many of the law firms witll wltich we interact. 

On August 8 the American Bar Association (ABA) House of Delegates passed the attached 
Resolution I 13 that urges all providers of legal services, including corporations and law firms, to 
expand and create opportunities at all levels of responsibility for diverse attorneys. It further urges us 
to assist in facilitating the creation of opportunities for diverse attorneys and direct a greater percentage 
oflhe legal services we purchase, both currently and in the future., to diverse attorneys. 

This resolution was supported by the Report, also attached, which highlights that the legal 
profession remains the least diverse of comparable professions despite the fact that many of us have 
worked tirelessly to enhance diversity and inclusion in our noble profession. In addition, the Report 
outlines the well-established business case for diversity and inclusion, which demonstrates that our 
businesses, the legal profession and society are best served with diverse teams that reflect the 
community in which legal services are provided. 

We believe that as buyers of legal resources, we are in the best position to drive the changes 
necessary to dramatically improve diversity at all levels in the law finns that provide us with legal 
services. However, as many of you are aware, it is extremely difficult to determine which firms to use, 
or not use, based upon their perfonnance in developing diverse teams at all levels within their finn. 
We can and do obtain data on the actual service we buy and request organization-wide data from the 
finns we use. However, without comparable law firm statistics we are unable to conduct a meaningful 
assessment. With this in mind, the Report includes a link on the ABA website to a standard Model 
Survey (also attached) which all companies can use. This will allow us to easily compare the diversity 
of the finns with which we currently work or those we may choose to retain. 

We assume that you currently request diversity data from many of the law firms you retain. 
And we also know that our teams have all worked hard to develop these requests and each of us prefers 
our forms to any standard form. However, what we may lose in using a standardized approach should 
be greatly outweighed by the benefits of both making it much easier for law firms to respond (they will 
not need to fill out multiple, and oftentimes, very different requests) and, more importantly, by 
allowing us to more easily compare firm perfonnance to make smarter buying decisions. Simply put -
perfonnance transparency wi! I make for more rational and better buying decisions. As Justice 
Brandeis said, "Sunlight is the best disinfectant." But this transparency of data will only be valuable if 
a significant portion of the Fortune 1000 companies request it. 

So, what are we asking? We ask you to join us and supjJOrt tile commitment to tile following 
five items: 

1. You agree that you support ABA resolution 113; 
2. You agree that you will ask tlte firms that provide a significant portion of your legal services 

to complete tlte Model Survey (of course you may continue to ask these firms additional 
questions specific to your business and the actual attorneys that serve you); 

3. You agree that firms you currently do not retain and tllat are competing to handle a 
significant matter for your company will complete tlte Model Survey; 

4. You agree that tile information obtained through tile Model Survey will be used as a factor 
in determining what firms to retain or terminate in providing legal service to your company; 
and 



American Bar Association 
Model Diversity Survey Resolution 113 8,ignatories 

1. Abbvie 47. LPl Financial 

2. Abercrombie & Fitch 48. Macys 

3. ABM Industries 49. Marsh & McLennan 

4. Adobe 50. MassMutual 

5. American Express Company 51. MasterCard 

6. Aon Global Law 52. Mattei 

7. Archer Daniels Midland 53. McDonald's 

Company 54. Mckesson Corporation 
8. Astra Zeneca 55. Meritor 

9. BASF Corp. 56. MetLife 

10. Biogen 57. Microsoft 
11. Bloomberg LP 58. Molson Coors Brewing Company 

12 •. Boise Cascade 59. Nasdaq, Inc. 

13.;',Booz Allen Hamilton 60. New York Ufe Insurance Company 

14,~Bristol'Myers Squibb 61. Northrop Grumman 
15~: 'Capital One Financial 62. Northwestern Mutual 

16. CBRE,lnc. 63. ON" Semiconductor 

17. CBS Corporation 64. One America 

18. CenterPoint Energy, Inc. 65. ORIX Corporation USA 
Oi~' 

19. Cerner Corporation 66. Panda Restaurant Group, Inc. 
20. Cigna 67. Pearson 

21. Citiz.en Financial Group 68. PepsiCo 

22. The Clorox Company 69. Pitney Bowes 

23. Corneast Corporation 70. The Principal Financial Group 

24. CVS Health Company 71. Prudential 

25. Dana Incorporated 72. Public Service Enterprise Group PSEG 

26. Eaton 73. Quest Diagnostics 
27. eBay 74. Royal Bank of Canada 

28. Echo Star 75. Regional Transportation District(Denver) 
29':- Edison International 76. Rockwell Auto matian 
30; Ell Ully and Company 77. Sanofi US 

3~;EMC 78. Securian Financial Group 

32. EnerSys 79. Statefarm 

33. Exelon Corp. 80. Th rivent 
34. Facebook 81. TIAA 

35. Guardian life Insurance 82. TravelzoD 

36. The Hartford 83. U.S. Bancorp 

37. Hess Corporation 84. United Airlines 

38. Honeywell 85. Unum Group 

39. HP Inc. 86. Varian Medical Systems 

40. Inte,public Group 87. Verizon Communications 

41. John Hancock Financial 88. Vertex Pharmaceuticals 

42. JP Morgan Chase & Co. 89. Vlacom 

43. Kimberly-Clark Corporation 90, Visa 

44. Kodak 91. Voya Financial 

45. Uncoln Financial Group 92. Walmart, Inc 

46. Lockheed Martin 93. The Williams Companies, Inc. 
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2018 ABA Model Diversity Survey 

PLEASE NOTE: You will not be able to save your entries. Please see the pdf version of the survey 

on the homepage and plan accordingly. 

PURPOSE: The American Bar Association ("ABA") has designed this Model Diversity Survey to assist law 
firms and clients in analyzing the role of minorities. women, LGBT, and disabled lawyers in law firms and on 
client matters. As firms and clients track information over time, the Model Diversity Survey can become a 
vehicle for benchmarking the diversity of lawyers providing legal services as well as regular discussions 

between clients and their outside counsel on the topic of diversity. 

To provide the broadest possible base of information about diverse lawyers at all levels of practice, we 
have included firms of all sizes in this survey. 

The information you provide will be used for two purposes. First, the ABA will share your law firm's re
sponses with companies who are interested in evaluating law firms for purposes of hiring or retaining them 
as outside counsel. Second, the ABA will use your law firm's responses to analyze the state of diversity 

and inclusion in the legal profession. 

Participating companies will receive your responses to the survey in a manner that will allow them to identi
ty your law firm's name, your law firm's CEO/Managing Partner names, and your law firm's survey respon
dent's name and email. While the names of firms participating in the survey will be listed, all response in
formation will be aggregated and released in a statistical or summary form. In addition, ABA will not report 
results in categories small enough to allow the identity of any participating law firm or individuals to be in

ferred. Thus, the ABA:s research findings will not identify the names of individual attorneys. 

Your submission of a complete questionnaire will be taken by the ABA and an identified research firm en

gaged by the ABA as consent by you to participate in this process. 

For additional information, please review the ABA:s Privacy Policy, which you can find at: https:/Iwww.amer

icanbaLorg/utility/privacy html 

~ 
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Instructions: 

1. Only numerical data may be entered in charts. When completing charts, please enter "0" where the 
number is zero. Please enter "N/A" if the question is not applicable to your firm. 

2. Unless otherwise stated, all answers should reflect full·tlme U.S. lawyers only. Do not include tempo
rary or contract attomeys in your responses. 

3. The information you provide should be correct as of December 31, 2017. 

4. Where a lawyer fits more than one diversity category, that lawyer may be counted in all applicable cate
gories (e.g., an African-American female, disabled lawyer may be counted as a minority lawyer, a female 

lawyer and a disabled lawyer). 

5. All questions are mandatory, and you will be unable to submit without completing the survey. If your 
survey data is incomplete, we will be unable to share your submission with the requesting corporation. 

6. Each firm may submit only 2rut survey annually. There will not be an opportunity to fill out an add~ 
tional surveyor to amend your submission. Should you not have certain data asked for in the survey, there 
is an option of filling in "N/A." At the end of the survey, you have the option of filling in a "comments box" 
where you may provide any information you'd like clients to know generally about your firm. Keep in mind, 
your client(s) may request more specific team data. and you will likely need to provide the client(s) with a 
further explanation outside of the Model Diversity Survey. You will not be able to upload any documents 
to supplement your responses to the Model Diversity Survey. 
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PLEASE USE THE FOLLOWING DEFINITIONS TO ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS: 

1. For purposes of this survey, diversity is limited to ABA Goal 111 categories and is defined as "minorities, 
women, persons with disabilities, and persons of differing sexual orientations and gender identities." If you 
would like more information about Goal 111 categories, please see hltp:llwwwamericanbarorglgroyps/djver

sitvlDiversitvCommission/goaI3.html. 

2. For purposes of this survey, "minorities" are defined as: those whose race is other than White/Caucasian 
and include the following categories designated by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission: 
"African-American/Black (not Hispanic/Latino); Hispanic/Latino; Alaska Native/American Indian; Asian; Na
tive Hawaiian/Other Pacific Islander; and Multiracial (those who identify with two or more of the above 

races)." PLEASE NOTE: no attorney can be counted in more than one minority category. 

3. "Equity partner"/ "Shareholder"/"Prlnclpal" is a lawyer who owns a fraction of their law firm. "Non
equity partner" is a lawyer whose law firm identifies that lawyer as such for marketing or other purposes 

but does not own any portion of said law firm. 

4. "Counsel" means a lawyer known as of counsel, senior counsel, or special counsel, or senior attomey, 
and is neither an associate, nor a partner. That lawyer is a pe~manent salaried employee of the firm and not 

a temporary or contract attomey. 

5. "Other lawyer" means a lawyer who is not a counsel, associate, or partner. That lawyer is a permanent 

salaried employee of the firm and not a temporary or contract attorney. 

6. "Lead lawyer" means having the primary role and responSibility for directing the firm's work for the 

client on a particular matter or matters. 

7. "Reduced Hours Schedule" means the schedule of a lawyer who works less than full-time hours and 

remains eligible for partnership, including equity partnership. 

8. "Mlnority-owned firm" means a firm that is at least 51 percent owned, operated and controlled by mi

nority group members, as described in the above definition of "minorities." 

9. "LGBT -owned firm" means a firm that at least 51 percent owned, operated and controlled by individu

als who are self-identified as LGBT. 

10. "Women-owned firm" means a firm that is at least 51 percent owned, operated and controlled by 

women. 

11. "Dlsabled-owned firm" means a firm that at least 51 percent owned, operated and controlled by one 

or more individuals with disabilities. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE: 

Firm Name: 

Head of Firm/CEO/Firm-wide Managing Partner: 

Date of Survey Completion: 

Survey Respondent Contact Name: 

Survey Respondent Contact Title: 

Survey Respondent Contact Email: 

Total number of lawyers firm-wide, as of December 31, 2017: 
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Total number of U.S. lawyers, as of December 31, 2017: 

Based on your answer to the previous question, please check the size category that fits your firm: 

1 attorney 

2-20 attorneys 

21 to 100 attomeys 

1 01-300 attorneys 

301+ attorneys 

Is your firm women-owned, minority-owned, disabled-owned or LGBT-owned? 

Yes 

No 

If yes, what is the categor(ies) of ownership? 

If yes, is the firm certified? 

Page 6 of 16 
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Please provide your firm's demographic profile for all U.S. offices as of December 31,2017. Please provide 

a response for each box with a number or "N!A" (if you do not have an attorney applicable in a category). 

Overall Firm Demographics 

African-American! 
Black (not Hispanic! 

Latino) 

HispaniclLatino 

Alaska Native! 
American Indian 

Asian 

Native Hawaiian! 
Other Pacific 

Islander 

Multiracial 

White 

LGBT 

Disabled 

Women 

Men 

Equity 
Partners 

Non-
Equity Associates Counsel 

Partners 

Other 
Lawyers Totals 
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Please provide your firm's demographic profile for lawyers in leadership positions in 2017. Please provide a 

response for each box with a number or "N/A" (if you do not have an attomey applicable in a category). 

Firm Leadership/Management Demographic Profile 

Number of 
attomeys who 
serve on the 

highest 
govemance 

committee of 
the firm 

Number of 
lawyers who 
lead offices 

Number of 
lawyers who 

lead firm-wide 
practice 

groups or 
departments 

Number of 
lawyers who 

lead local 
office practice 

groups or 
departments. 

Number of 
lawyers who 

lead firm-wide 
committees 

Number of 
attomeys on 
the Partner 

Review 
Committee or 
the equivalent 

Number of 
lawyers who 
serve on the 

firm-wide 
compensation 

committee 

Number of 
hiring partners 
or equivalent 

Minority Minority White 
Female Male Female Total 

White 
Male 

LGBT Disabled 
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Please provide your firm's demographic profile of "Homegrown Partners" (as defined in instructions) in 
2017. Please provide a response for each box with a number or "N/A" (if you do not have an attorney ap

plicable in a category). 

2017- Number of Promotions from Associate to Partner 

. African
American/Black 
(not Hispanic! 

Latino) 

Hispanic!Latino 

Alaska Nativel 
American Indian 

Asian 

Native Hawaiianl 
Other Pacific 

Islander 

Multiracial 

White 

LGBT 

Disabled 

Women 

Men 

Equity 
Partners 

Non-
Equity Associates Counsel 

Partners 

Other 
Lawyers Totals 
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Please provide the number of lawyers who left the firm in 2017. Please provide a response for each box 

with a number or "N/A" (if you do not have an attomey applicable in a category). 

2017 Attrition -- Lawyers who left the firm (Include voluntary and Involuntary) 

African
American/Black 
(not Hispanic/ 

Latino) 

Hispanic/Latino 

Alaska Native/ 
American Indian 

Asian 

Native Hawaiian/ 
Other Pacific 

Islander 

Multiracial 

White 

LGBT 

Disabled 

Women 

Men 

Equity 
Partners 

Non-
Equity Associates Counsel 

Partners 

Other 
Lawyers Totals 
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Please provide the number of lawyers who joined the firm in 2017. Please provide a response for each box 

with a number or "NIA" (if you do not have an attorney applicable in a category). 

2017 Hires 

African
AmericanlBlack 
(not Hispanicl 

Latino) 

Hispanic/Latino 

Alaska Nativel 
American Indian 

Asian 

Native Hawaiian! 
Other Pacific 

Islander 

Multiracial 

White 

LGBT 

Disabled 

Women 

Men 

Equity 
Partners 

Non-
Equity Associates Counsel 

Partners 

Other 
Lawyers Totals 
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The number of lawyers who worked a reduced hours schedule in 2017. Please provide a response for each 

box with a number or "N!A" (if you do not have an attorney applicable in a category). 

2017 Lawyers Working Reduced Hours Schedule 

African
American!Black 
(not Hispanicl 

Latino) 

HispaniclLatino 

Alaska Native! 
American Indian 

Asian 

Native Hawaiian! 
other Pacific 

Islander 

Multiracial 

White 

LGBT 

Disabled 

Women 

Men 

Equity 
Partners 

Non-
Equity Associates Counsel 

Partners 

other 
Lawyers Totals 
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Please provide your firm's demographic profile for the top 10% highest compensated partners in the firm in 
2017. Please provide a response for each box with a number or "NIA" (if you do not have an attorney ap
plicable in a category). 

African-AmericanlBlack (not 
HlspaniclLatino) 

HispaniclLatino 

Alaska NativelAmerican 
Indian 

Asian 

Native HawaiianlOther Pacific 
Islander 

Multiracial 

White 

Men Women 

Please provide your firm's demographic profile for the top 10% highest compensated partners in the firm in 
2017. Please provide a response for each box with a number or "NIA" (if you do not have an attomey ap-

plicable in a category). 

Men Women 

LGBT 

Disabled 
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Please identify whether your firm has undertaken the following initiatives or actions by clicking the check 
box if your response is "yes." If your response is "no," please write N/A in the comment box below each 
statement. You may also use the comment box to provide additional explanation as needed. 

A. Firm has a written diversity strategy that has been communicated to all firm attorneys. 

B. Firm gives billable credit for work that is directly related to diversity efforts (but is not pro bono 
work). ___________________ _ 

C. Firm ties a component of partner compensation to diversity efforts. 

D. Firm has a diversity committee that includes senior partners and that reports to the firm's highest 
governing body. ____________________ _ 

E. Firm has a full or part-time diversity professional who performs diversity-related tasks. 

F. Firm has affinity or employee resource groups for its diverse/minority (as defined in instructions) 
attorneys, which meet at least quarterly. ____________________ _ 

G. Firm has a succession plan that specifically emphasizes greater inclusion of diverse/minority (as 
defined in instructions) lawyers. _____________________ _ 

H. Firm mandates and monitors that minority and women 'attorneys have equal access to clients, 
quiliity work assignments, committee appointments, marketing efforts and firm events, 

I. Firm requires inclusion of at least one diverse/minority (as defined in instructions) candidate in all 
hiring decisions. _______________ . _______ _ 

J. Firm policy specifically prohibits discrimination based on disability, sexual orientation, gender 
identity, and gender expression. _____________________ _ 

: K. Firm provides opportunity for attorneys to voluntarily disclose their disability and sexual orienta
tion, gender identity, and gender expression through Firm data collection procedures. 

L. Firm policy specifically provides for paid maternity leave. 

, M. Firm policy specifically provides for paid paternity leave . 

. N. Firm has a formal, written part-time policy that permits partners to be part-time. 

o. Firm has a flex-time policy. ____________________ _ 

. P. Firm provides for or mandates diversity training for all lawyers and staff. 

Q. Firm has a supplier diversity program. 
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Comments: 

PLEASE NOTE: Once you click submi~ you will not be able to revise your response. Please ensure your 

entries reflect your final responses. 

ABA Model Diversity Survey - Non-mandatory "Client Matters" Supplement - Download Microsoft Word 

Document 

CLIENT MATTERS: *This template Is Intended to be a model for your firm to use to provide cllent
specific demographic Information to your client. It Is not to be uploaded on the ABA portal or 
shared with the ABA in any way.' 
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XIII. COMPLIANCE AND DIYERSITY 

Your firm is ex.pected to comply with the Sarbanes-Oxley Act requirements on professional conduct 
and reporting and to adhere to~upplier Code of Conduct attached hereto ~which can 
befoundat~ 

Non-US firms are ex.pected to comply with the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act and any other applicable 
anti-bribery and anti-corruption regulations. 

We seek to engage lawyers and support staff from diverse backgrounds that reflect the diversity of the 
bnsiness, the legal department and our customers. The pursuit and recognition of diversity goals will 
be a factor in your firm's continued engagement. 

~upports the promotion of diversity in the legal profession. Specifically,. 
Help Promote Diversity in the Legal Profession passed by the America 

~uires the law firms it retains to complete the ABA Model Diversity Snrvey (attach. 
a condition of the engagement. 

XIV. INSURANCE 

Firms must carry any insurance r~d by local, state or other regulatory authorities at limits no 
less than what is required by law.~eserves the right to request a Certificate of Insurance at any 
time from your firm, and your firm must provide the Certificate within 10 days of the request. 

XV. TERMINATION 

~ay at any time, terminate its retention of your firm, and your flITll shall be entitled to payment for 
any fees earned by your firm for performance of services and reimbursement of eligible expenses 
through the date of termination. Any performance based incentives or fees shall ouly be payable if 
the agreed upon outcome has been reached prior to the tennination date, as set forth in the engagement 
letter. The terms of this, or any then applicable, Outside Counsel Billing Guidelines and Instructions 
shall remain in effect and survive any terminated Engagement Litter indefinitely. 

~"pects that your firm will cooperate wjt~d/or another firm that it has retained in the 
transition of documents, material and any other property pertaining to any matter on which your 
firm was engaged. 
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Introduction 

Women and Black/African-Americans made small gains in representation at major U.s. law firms in 2017 

compared with 2016, according to the latest law firm demographic findings from th~ National Association 

for Law Placement (NALP). However, representation of both these groups remains below 2009 levels. NALP's 

recent analyses of the 2017-2018 NALP Directory of Legal Employers (NDLE) - the annual compendium of 

legal employer data published by NALP - shows that although women and minorities continue to make small 

gains in their representation among law firm partners in 2017, the overall percentage of women associates has 

decreased as often as not since 2009, and the percentage of Black/African-American associates has declined 

most years since 2009, with small increases only in 2016 and 2017-

NALP Executive Director James Leipold commented on the new findings noting, 'The latest NALP diversity 

and inclusion findings mirror recent findings by other national organizations, including the Minority Corporate 

Counsel Association and the National Association of Women Lawyers in showing that women and minority 

partners remain fairly dramatically under-represented at US law firms. The good news is that since the set-backs 

measured in the associate ranks in the aftermath of the Great Recession, the data show that incremental net 

positive changes continue to be measured year-over-year for most groups. Women and minorities are better 

represented among the partnership and associate ranks than they were in 2016, though only incrementally so. 

Nevertheless, at the associate level. women and African-Americans remain less well-represented than they were 

before the recession, a finding that is both discouraging and significant." 

Leipold continued, 'The other important piece of these findings is that the national aggregate numbers tell only 

part of the story. There are Significant differences by law firm size and geography, and there are many jurisdictions 

where the disparities in representation are stark. Consider, for instance" that in Miami 33% of partners are minority 

while in Boston the figure stands at just s%. or that in New York City 27% of associates are minority while in the 

racially diverse city of Charlotte minorities make up just 14% of associates, and that in Northern Virginia there 

were no minority men in the 2017 summer associate class." 

©2017NALP NALP Report on Diversity .3 
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Women & Minorities 

Associates 
Representation of women, minorities, and minority women among 
associates saw small gains in 2017, but representation of women is still 
below pre-recession levels . 

Partners 
In 2017, representation of women, minorities, and minority women 
among partners in law firms across the nation all increased a small 
amount over 2016. 

Lawyers Overall 

Overall, representation of women lawyers as a whole was up, has more 

than recouped losses in 2010, 2011, and 2015, and has exceeded the 

2009 level si nee 2014· 

Summer Associates 
The representation of women and minorities in the summer associate 
ranks compares much more favorably to the population of recent law 
school graduates, though representation of minorities as a whole wao 
unchanged from 2016. 

Lawyers with Disabilities 

Lawyers with disabilities (of any race or gender) are scarce, both at the 

associate and partner levels. 

Openly LGBT Lawyers 

The percentage of LGBT lawyers has genera\ly been trending upward over the 

period since 2002 when NALP first began compiling these figures, and small 

increases from 2016 to 2017 occurred across all lawyer types. 

NALP Report on Diversity ©20l7NALP 
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Significant Findings 

ASSOCIATES; 

Representation of women, minorities, and minority 
women among associates saw small gains in 2017, 
but representation of women is still below pre-re
cession levels. 

NALP's analysis found that representation of minority 
associates has continued to increase since 2010 (from 
19.53% to 23.32%) following widespread layoffs in 2009. 

Over the same period of time, however, representation 
of women has seen a net decrease, despite small upticks 
in 2014 and again in 2016 and 2017. The representation 
of women increased steadily from 38.99% in 1993 to 
its peak of 45.66% in 2009. In 2017, the percentage 
of representation sits at 45.48%, compared with 45% 

in 2016, and below the 2009 figure by not quite 0.2 

percentage points. 

In contrast to the pattern for women as a whole, rep
resentation of minority women among associates has 
increased from about 11% (2009-2012) to 12.86% in 
2017, though some backsliding in 2010 is noted. (See 

Table 1.) 

Much of the increase in minority representation since 
2011 can be attributed to increased representation 
of Asians among associates. While overall minority 
representation fell in 2010, this was not the case for 
Asian associates. Asian associates now make up 11.4% 

of all associates, with representation having risen over 
two percentage points, from 9.28% in 2009 to 11.40% 

in 2017. Hispanic associate representation has also 
risen. After fluctuating between 3.81% and 3.95% of 
associates between 2009 and 2014, Hispanics have 

slightly outnumbered Blackl African-Americans among 
associates since 2015. In 2017, Hispanics accounted for 
4.57% of associates. In contrast to trends among Asian 
associates and even Hispanic associates, representation 
ofBlackl African-Americans among associates fell every 

year from 2010 to 2015. Despite small increases in 
both 2016 and 2017, representation ofBlackl African
American associates remains below its 20091evei of 
4.66% and is now 4.28%. (See Table 2.) 

PARTNERS: 

In 2017. representation of women. minorities, and 
minority women among partners in law firms across 
the nation all increased a small amount over 2016. 

During the 25 years that NALP has been compiling 
this information, law firms have made steady. though 
very slow. incremental progress in increasing the 
presence of women and minorities in the partner 
ranks. In 2017. that slow upward trend continued. 
with minorities accounting for 8.42% of partners in 
the nation's major firms, and women accounting for 
22.70% of the partners in these firms, up from 8.05% 

and 22.13%. respectively. in 2016. 

Nonethele,Ss. over this period. the total change has 
been marginal at best. In 1993 minorities accounted for 
2.55% of partners and women accounted for 12.27% of 
partners. At just 2.90% of partners in 2017. minority 
women continue to be the most dramatically under
represented group at the partnership level, a pattern 
that holds across all firm sizes and most jurisdictions. 
The representation of minority women partners is 

©2017NALP NALP Report on Diversity .5 
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somewhat higher (3.31 %) at the largest firms with more 
than 700 lawyers. Minority men, meanwhile. account for 
just 5.52% of partners this year. compared with 5.29% 
in 2016. This means that the increase in minorities 
among partners was somewhat more than one-tenth 
of one percent for women and somewhat more than 
two-tenths of one percent for men. 

However, most of the increase in minority representa
tion among partners since 2009 can be attributed to an 
increase of Asian and Hispanic male partners in par

ticular. Representation of Blackl African-Americans 
among partners has barely budged over the period 
and was 1.83% in 2017. almost flat compared with 
2016. and not much higher than the 1.71% figure in 
2009. (See Table 2.) 

LAWYERS OVERALL: 

Overall. representation of women lawyers as a 
whole was up. has more than recouped losses in 
2010,2011. and 2015, and has exceeded the 2009 
level since 2014. 

This increase reflects both the increase among partners 
and associates noted above and also among lawyers 
other than partners and associates such as "of counsel" 
and staff attorneys who. in 2017, accounted for almost 
15% of attorneys at these firms. For example, women 
accounted for 40% of these other attorneys in 2017. 
compared with 39.7% in 2016. Although the overall 
figure for women fell in 2010 and 2011, and again in 
2015, the overall percentage for women (34.54% in 
2017) has exceeded the 2009 figure of32.97% since 2014. 

The representation of minorities among lawyers as 
a whole rose some in 2017. to 15.18%. Consistent 
with findings for minority women among partners 

and associates, representation of minority women as 
a whole also increased slightly from 7.23% in 2016 
and minority women now make up 7.54% oflawyers 

at these law firms. (See Table 1.) 

SUMMER ASSOCIATES: 

The representation of women and minorities in 
the summer associate ranks compares much more 
favorably to the population of recent law school 
graduates, though representation of minorities as 
a whole was unchanged from 2016. 

According to the American Bar Association (ABA), 
since 2000, the percentage of minority law school 
graduates has ranged from 20% to 29%. while women 
have accounted for 46% to 49% of graduates with the 
high point coming in the mid-2000s. In 2017. women 
comprised 49.87% of summer associates. minorities 
accounted for 32.33%. and 18.23% of summer associates 
were minority women. Although measures for women 
have improved steadily since 2013. when representation 
of women as a whole and minority women specifically 
edged down, the percentage for minorities as a whole 
remained unchanged in 2017 compared with 2016. 
Whether this represents the start of a stable percentage 
remains to be seen. It also should be kept in mind that 
these percentages are in the context of far fewer summer 
associates overall, with the number of summer asso
ciates off by about 25% compared with 2009. despite 

increases in the numbers after they bottomed out in 
2010 and 2011. The number of summer associates 
accounted for in the Directory held essentially steady 
in 2017 compared with 2016, at about 7.100. 

.6 NALP Report on Diversity ©2017NALP 



LAWYERS WITH DISABILITIES: 

Lawyers with disabilities (oj any race or gender) 
are scarce, both at the associate and partner levels. 

The NALP Directory of Legal Employers also collects 
information about lawyers with disabilities, though 
this information is much less widely reported than 
information on race/ethnicity and gender, making it 
much harder to conclude anything definitive about the 
representation oflawyers with disabilities. About four
tenths of one percent of partners self-reported as having 
a disability in 2017, compared with about one-third of 
one percent from 2012-2016. Similarly, representation 
of associates with disabilities also went up, from 0.33% 
in 2016 to 0.60% in 2017. However, these figures are 
still tiny, and it is not known whether the increases will 
continue at this slightly accelerated pace going forward 
Although the presence of individuals with disabilities 
among law school graduates is not precisely known, 
other NALP research suggests that between 1 and 2% of 
graduates self-identify as having a disability. Disability 
figures for partners, associates, and all attorneys with 
disabilities are reported in Table 7. 

LGBT LAWYERS: 

7he percentage ofLGBT lawyers has generally been 
trending upward over the period since 2002 when 
NALP first began compiling these figures, and small 
increases from 2016 to 2017 occurred across all 
lawyer types. 

The overall percentage of openly lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
and transgender (LGBT) lawyers reported in 2017 
increased to 2.64% compared with 2.48% in 2016. 
Increases were seen across all lawyer types and ranged 
from not quite 0.1 percentage point for partners to 

Report on Diversity ncfl1p 
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about 0.2 percentage points for associates, counsel, and 
non-traditional track attorneys. Over 40% of offices 

reported at least one LGBT lawyer among partners and 
associates. The percentage of offices reporting LGBT 
counts has been relatively stable at about 88-90% of 
offices since 2008. 

The overall count in 2017 of 2,664 LGBT lawyers is 
up hy almost 10% from 2016. Over a longer span of 
time, the number now is almost 2.S times larger than 
IS years ago. In the 2002-2003 NDLE, the number of 
openly gay lawyers reported was just over 1,100 -less 
than 1 % of the total lawyers represented. It took until 
2012 for the overall percentage to exceed 2%. 

The presence ofLGBT lawyers continues to be highest 
among assOciates, at 3.4S% (see Table 8), and is up 
from the figure of 3.24% reported in 2016. Openly 
LGBT associates are also better represented at large 
law firms - with firms of 701+ lawyers reporting 
3.96% openly LGBT associates. In 2017, openly LGBT 
partners are best represented at the smallest firms, at 
2.34%. It should be noted, however, that percentages in 
this category are subject to larger fluctuations because 

of the relatively small number of lawyers accounted 
for. In particular, the overall number ofiawyers in this 

firm size declined from 2016 to 2017, but the number 
of LGBT lawyers did not, and in fact increased, so the 
overall percentages increased from 1.98% to 2.97%; the 
figures for partners increased from 1.88% to 2.34%. 
Firms of 701+ lawyers reported 2.19% openly LGBT 
partners. very close to the 2.15% figure for 2016. Before 
2016 this figure had hovered at about 2% since 2011. 

There are wide geographic disparities in these numbers. 
and in fact about 56% of the reported openly LGBT 
lawyers are accounted for hyjust four cities: New York 
City, Washington. DC. Los Angeles, and San Francisco. 

©2017NALP NALP Report on Diversity .7 
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These same four cities accounted for about 39% of the not 
quite 101.000 lawyers included in these analyses. ThUs. 
the percentage of openly LGBT lawyers in these cities is 
correspondingly higher - about 3.8% overall (and highest 
in San Francisco specifically at 5.9%) compared with the 

2.64% nationwide figure. In these same four cities. the 
percentage of openly LGBT summer associates is also 
higher - about 5.7% compared with 4.66% nationwide. 

However. the percentage of openly LGBT summer 
associates declined by about 0.2 percentage pOints. with 
declines coming in firms of 251-500 and 50 1-700 lawyers. 
Though whether or not the 20 17 figures suggest a longer 
term leveling in these figures is not known. they none
theless continue to suggest that there is still potential 
for some growth of the presence of LGBT associates at 
these firms. The overall figure for summer associates 
was 4.66%. compared with 4.86% in 2016 .. In firms of 
more than 700 lawyers. it has exceeded 5% in the four 
most recent years. 

BREADTH OF LAWYER REPRESENTATION IN THE 
NALP DIRECTORY 

The 2017-2018 NALP Directory of Legal Employers 

(NDLE). which provides the individual firm listings 
on which these aggregate analyses are based. includes 
attorney race/ethnicity and gender information for 
over 112.000 partners. associates, and other lawyers in 

1.064 offices. and for over 7.000 summer associates in 
778 offices nationwide. The NDLE is available online at 
www.nalpdjrectoq.com. 

NALP Report on Diversity @20l7NALP 
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Tables 
Table 1. Women and Minorities at Law Firms - 2009-2017 

% 
Women 

Partners 
% 

% I Minority 
Minority Women 

% 
Women 

Associates 
% 

% I Minority 
Minority Women 

Totel Lawyers 

% 
Women 

% 
% I Minority 

'MInority Women 

Summer Associates 
% 

% I % I Minority 
Woman Minority Women 

2009 19.21% 6.05% 1.88% 45.66% 19.67% 11.02% 32.97% 12.59% 6.33% 46.62% 24.04% 12.90% -----_. -------_.. --_._-.-, .. ----'",--_. --_._-- ---.-~--- --"----"- ----~-.--- ---_.,,----- -_ .. _----- ------ .----~-- --_ .. 
2010 19.43 6.16 1.95 45.41 19.53 10.90 32.69 12.40 6.20 47.35 26.99 14.92 ______ ,, ________ .... ___ ~ _________ . __ . ___ ._ ... _ ... ___ _ ___________ , _____ >_ ... ____ ~ __ " ___________ ... _ ._·, ___ . ___ w. __ .. ____ . _____________ *_._,____ . ______ _ 
2011 19.54 6.56 2.04 45.35 19.90 10.96 32.61 12.70 6.23 47.71 27.11 15.19 .. ----- ._._--_ ..... - ------_._- --,------~--,- -'-----.----- _._----_._. ----_ .. --, --_._-"-_._.- --.. -~.------." ~----- -.--.---~--- -~-.. ---- .. _._. 
2012 19.91 6.71 2.16 45.05 20.32 11.08 32.67 12.91 6.32 46.26 29.55 16.26 ._._-- --------_ .. _._---_ ...• --, .. _--,--.. ,---- --,,----_.,._- --~-.----.- -----.-----~ ... _---.-.--"._._._-.. _,-_._._---- . __ ._----- _._-._---_. ---'-._- ---"---
2013 20.22 7.10 2.26 44.79 20.93 11.29 32.78 13.36 6.49 45.32 29.51 15.78 ---,,--,.,._, .. _ .. _" ... - ...... _,-_. , ... __ .. _ ... - .... _ .. _ .. -,---... _ ... -"-'-""-.. -_ ... _ ........... _+----
2014 21.05 7.33 2.45 44.94 21.63 11.51 33.46 13.83 6.74 46.33 30.27 16.63 ---•. -.- ._---,.- .-.---.. ---••.. - ..... _-_._, •. ,-_... -'--'_._' .. _'-"-"-'.--."-'._ .. - ... ,--_ .... _-_ ...... _-_. 
2015 21.46 7.52 2.55 44.66 22.00 11.78 33.38 13.97 6.81 47.78 31.16 16.99 .. --.- ..•. _-_. ----.- .. _-_.- - .. --.... _--. __ .. _,., .. _- -,--- .,-'_ .•. _--- ......• _._- _ .•. _--_. _ ... _ ..... _. ,.,-._._--
2016 22.13 8.05 2.76 45.00 22.72 12.42 33.89 14.62 7.23 48.71 32.33 18.05 

. ----_._._- -------_.- ---.-- --'- "-'-- -.--.. --- ,-,--_._-_._,--" ._-_._-_.- -.. ,-- ---_. __ ........ -- ------------ .- .. _._._,- ._ .. _- --_._._----- ------_. ---.--
2017 22.70 8.42 2.90 45.48 23.32 12.86 34.54 15.18 7.54 49.87 32.33 18.23 

Source: The NALP Directory of Legal Employers. 

Table 2. Partner and Associate Demographics at Law Firms - 2009-2017 

Asian 

Partners 
BllicklAfilcail· 

America',,, Hispanic Asian 

Associates 
. BllICklAfricari

American Hispanic 

Total % I % Women I Total % I % Women I Total % I % Women I Total % I % Women I Total % I % Women I Total % I % Women 

3.89% 2.00% 
"--'--- - _._---

3.81 1.94 -_._._--_.- ------'~~~ci~=Ei~tl:=O;:(~f=~i;~j:~~r:=I:=i~=:I~~~~j~=:~~~-l~iitl:=~~~i=~~~::, 
2011 2.36 0.82 1.71 0.58 1.92 0.48 9.65 5.31 4.29 2.61 3.83 1.92 ....... _,.,..... . .• , ... __ ., .....• _ ••..... , .. _-- ....• --.... ,_ .......•••.• "._ .. - ._,-_ •..... --,._, .. - .. , .. __ ... __ ._. 

_~~~_ ._~:4~_,.~.89 _ _ 1.73 .•. ,_.E3~._.~:~_, ... 0.48_ ... ~.:.~~ •.. ~:~ •.. ~~~~. __ ~~5 ___ ~~~ __ ~ 
.~~~ .... I--.~.s.~._ .. .E~~ ... .!:~_ .. ...Q:~.<!.. ..... .1..99 . __ 0.5.~ __ ._10.~1!....1--,5.~ .• _~.:.~~ _.,3.4~_. _.~~~_. _!:~~_ 

...3.~~ __ ~~~ ._O~ _~72 __ .. ~~. _~!.s....l--,I!:~O ,.~:~ __ s.~1.... ~.01 .. _ ... 3::l.~.+_~~~._. _..!.:~~ 
2015 2.89 1.07 1.77 0.64 2.19 0.63 10.93 6.00 3.95 2.25 4.28 2.03 

.. _._--._-----_. ------.. -- ._--.. _--_.------- .---.. ----~. -----". ---'-- ._---_. __ .- --------- --------. _. __ ._---,- ._-----,_.-
2016 3.13 1.17 1.81 0.64 2.31 0.68 11.25 6.35 4.11 2.32 4.42 2.15 

2017 3.31 1.23 1.83 0.66 2.40 0.73 11.40 6.52 4.28 2.42 4.57 2.23 

Source: The NALP Directory ofLegal Employers. 
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For purposes of the figures in Tables 1-6, minority attorneys include those whose race or ethnicity is Black, Hispanic, 

American Indian/Alaskan Native, Asian, Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander, and those of multi-racial heritage, 

as reported by the law firms in the NDLE. The partner numbers include both equity and non-equity partners. 

Table 3. Women and Minorities at Law Firms - Partners and Associates - 2017 

Partners Associates 

% % % 
% % % #of Total # Women Minority 

Minority Total # 
Woman Minority 

Minority 
OffiCI. Women Women 

Total 49,885 22.70 8.42 2.90 45,786 45.48 23.32 12.86 1,084 "-----------' -- .. _------ ._---_._- _._--,-_.,...,. ---_ .. _-- -.-.---.~ -.'- ~-~"----.--.. --" ~,-."--"----- -,-----,~--

BY'~"Qf'~.-t!iilllrijl:,wt!lli: ______ ... ~ ________ ~~ __ " __ . _____ ,~~ ___ .. 

,~j::~--t~~~;~:t~~~ 45.29 

9.04 88 

17.22 9.73 151 

100 or fewer I 2,655 J 22.37 

.~~!:3~~__. _____ . __ . _____ . _____ L~,~~._I __ .2.3.:~.ll 
40.69 I 17.95 

:~~t~~~-===:=-==·:=:==:LI1~±~~j_~-I=:~1i=J=f~j::~;.Fsj~~~~J::l1~~:±ii;i-+:1W::: 
__ 7.1l_~"':._ .. ____________ ._. ___ 120,62~J..~~:57 _L~~? __ L~:l.1 __ L~~?~U_~~~~.L 25.29 .J_~~~~ 501 

OIIIe.ml, 
-.--"-"-~-.~---.-.-.-.--,----"-.----.-, .. -----.-~--~.- --_._------ "'------_. __ . _._._._-_. _._----_ .. _---_. --.---.---.-- ._-_._--_.- -----.•.. ---._._---_ .. 

Atlanta 1,233 20.60 7.54 2.19 969 46.03 19.40 11.15 25 
--~-'.-"---'----'-'-"'---'.''''---.'.-'--'-".'-'--'-'---- .. __ ._-_._--- ._ ... _--_._----_. -_._.- "--'-'--'-'-._--'-'--- ---_._----- _ .. _---_. ----_._-_._- ----_ ... -- --_._.-

Austin 340 23.24 10.29 4.12 239 43.93 22.59 11.72 19 
.. ----.. -.---.-----.-~- .. -.-.------------... -.-.- _. --._._--_ ..... - _ .•.. _._-_._--_ ... -_ .•... _._-_... . __ ._-_ .... _.- ----_._--_.. -_._--_. __ . _. __ ._--_._- _ .. _------. -----

Boston 1,526 23.72 5.05 2.03 1,769 46.98 18.49 10.97 35 _._._._---_._--_._._._ .. _._---_._-----._-----_ .. - ---_._--_.- -.----.--.----- -.-._._.- ._---_.- ------_. __ .- -.-.-~- .. ----~.-.-. ---_ .. _- _._------_. ---.-
ChaMotte 488 17.01 6.15 1.84 349 40.11 14.04 6.30 16 -_._._._-----_._--_._._._-------_ .. _------_. __ ._._-----'--- ._._--_._- -----_. ---- --_ ..... _- --_. __ .. _---- ---------- ----_ .. _-_._._- . -_._--- _._- .- -_.-------_._- .. 

__ C~ica~9 ... __ ._._ .. ______ .. ___ . __ ~,~~.~._ . __ .z3::l:4.._. __ J~~0_ . .. _3·~1. ___ 2,585 __ ~.06 __ .2.1:38 __ ,11 c3~ 53 
Cincinnati 302 24.50 3.31 0.99 143 39.86 13.99 6.29 6 -------.---_._-------_ .... ---_._- --'----'.-_. -_._._-_ ... _--- --_._._._._--- _._-_._--- .. _ ... --._----_.- ._-- .... _-------- ._---_._---- ---_._-.. 

Cleveland 410 19.02 2.93 0.73 288 41.32 6.94 4.51 6 
._ .. _--_._-----------_.- .. __ ._-----_._--_._._--- -_._---_._.- ._._------_. __ . -_.---_ .. --.~------ -'---'----'--'- ._--_._-- _._------ -_._-._._----_ .. - _._--- -_ .. -

Columbus 289 20.42 6.57 2.42 155 45.81 14.84 7.74 9 -----_.----_._----_._----._--_ .. -._ ... _._._- --_._------ _._---- -------- ---------_. - ._--_._--- _. __ ._--- ._---_._---_._-- --.-------_. _ .. _-- ---_. 
Dallas 1,030 20.10 8.54 2.91 955 41.05 21.36 9.53 32 ----_.- .. _--------_.- ... ----_._-_._-_._ .• ---_.- ._-------- - .- - -.-._ .. _-- ---------_ .. ----'-'-._-- ----~ _ .. _--- "-'--- .. --- _._----.--_.-.... _---_ ...•.. -
Denver 645 27.91 6.20 2.02 477 45.70 14.05 7.97 25 ------------_._-. __ ._-_._------_._--- ------ --_ .. - ._--------- ---'-'-'-' ---._----._-----_._ .. _--- ---.---'--- -----_._-
Detroit area 543 25.23 7.00 2.58 195 47.18 15.90 8.72 9 

. --_. _ .. ---_ •.... --. ---_._-_._ .. _-_._. __ ._.- ---_._---.. -- ._._._._---_. __ ._- -_. - -_ .... _. '--'--'-'--~ -._'---"- -_._---_. .._--_. __ ._.- _ .. _ .... _-_._-.- .. -~----- .... ---
Fl LauderdaleJW. Palm Beach 159 23.90 5.66 3.14 85 41.18 16.47 8.24 8 .--_._--------------_._-_ .• ---_ .... ----_._--- -_._----_ .. - -_._._-_._--_._-_ .. -._.- ---.--.. _------ --- -_._---- -_._---.- -------_.-

_ Gr~_nd Rapids ___ ._,__ _____ 3.!l~ __ ..2.9.08 ___ 3.c~~ __ ,1.~6__ . .!l~ ____ '!!:4!',. __ ~~1l5_._.6.1.~ __ "'~ 

. ..!'''-~~'!. __ . _____ . ___ .. ____ . __ y51. __ __ ~9:03_ ,:1.:.2.?__~:1l8_ _~~~ __ 40.71 ..3.~,~. __ 12.2~ ______ ~, _ 

__ ~d~a~~!'.o~ _____ . ____ . __ ,. _____ ....3_~ _ _ .l3.~~ __ 2.73 .~:~.1 ..... _~-:5 ___ ~~!l.~ ____ ~.~:41..., ..... !~9 .. __ ... ~ 
Kansas City, MO 491 23.63 3.67 0.81 260 44.23 17.69 10.00 7 ____ ._. _____________ .~ ____ ._. ___ ._ . ___ .~ __ . __ .__ _____ _ ___ . ___ .. L.... ______ •. ___ . __ . ______________ . __ .. _ .. _ •• ________ _ 

__ .':o.~_~ng':'!~ _____ .. _______ . .. 2,0~5_ ._~~~7___._~.5~_. __ ~.49 ___ ~~"_1l.. 48.68 ___~ :39__. _~.8~~~ __ ~ . 
Miami 466 25.54 32.83 10.30 320 45.63 43.75 22.50 15 _._---------_._-----_._- .. ------ ----.---.~---- ------- --_._---- _._._._----- .-----~------- -'---"---
Milwaukee 618 25.24 3.88 1.78 298 40.27 9.73 4.70 7 

Tobie continues on next page 
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Partners Associates 

% I I I % % % Minority % % Minority # of 
Total # I Woman 1 Minority I Women Total # Women Minority Women Office. 

__ ~nne~e.0lls______________ _.1.,09~_ .2_~~~ ____ 3-75__1.:~ _______ ~6!.___ 43-84_!.~:9.! ___ ~~ _____ ~ __ _ 

__ "'~~ Y~"-~Ity_____ _______________ ~.s34 _ __~ 9.3"---_ _~7__ _ __ 2.8~ ___ 12,172 45.28 ___ ~!:_~_ll.___~_~:~2 ______ ~ 02 
Northern NJ/Newark erea 500 19.40 5.00 1.60 367 48.50 18.80 8.99 10 

--.--~--.------.-----.----.-... --.-----,-------.--- _ .. _---". ---'-'.' .. ----_._- ---------- ---,-- -_._----------
__ "'().'!h~~_':"~~_________ ______ ..1_6_~___~~~"___ ____ !::_~ ___ :!.c~~__ __ 14~__ _~~_ __~:~.!l____..?:85 ____ ~ __ 

___ ~ran9!..Co.'__~~ ___________________ ~9..! ____ . __ 1~.?:0_ ~~c'!.~ ___ ~! ____ ~~ __ !C.73 _____ 3():~___.!.5:Q9 __ __ ~ 
__ ~hll~delp.!'~!. ___________________ ~~_ 19~~ ____ ~:~ ___ ___ ~:E~_ _ ___ ~~_~~.86 ___ 1~.33 ___ --":!!l. __ __ -.E __ _ 

Phoenix 534 22.85 5.B1 2.06 226 43.81 13.27 5.31 12 "-_._-,------------_._------"--_ .... ----"-_._-- --_._---_.- -------- -,"--_._--_ ... _---,--- ,._----- ._--- .. _--_._----_ ... _--,._--_.- ---_ .•. _-
__ ~itts_b':'~':'..__________________________ _ __ ~~3 _ _~_1.92 _ ~_2~ __ .!.:~___ 233 __ ~ 1.63 ___ 9_?_1 ___~-86 ___ -----"-___ _ 

Portland, OR 444 25.68 6.53 2_93 194 46_91 13.92 6.70 11 - , ... "-".--.--.---"--.--,------.--"----... -.~'"--.---~---"- _._-_ .. -. . __ ._._ ..... _ .. ---~-.--.. -.-~- .... __ .- _ •.. --_.-. ---~- ., .. -._-,-, --- ._---- ----~.~., .. 

. . ~-"II. Lake __ ~~____________ __________ ~!!:__~:~~.__~~! _____ .1.:ll.~ _____ 126._._._ _~~c~g_~?~ ____ ~:!.7 ___ ____ il__ . 
__ ~':..C?1<:90 _____ ... ___ ..... ________ _ __ .:!~~ ___ ~ll:_~~ ____ 1.1.:~.1. ___ ~_~~ __ ___ ~i. ___ ~ 1.91l. ___ .:!~:!l~ _~~? ___ 1~ 

San Francisco 1.355 26.94 14.32 5.02' 1,626 50.80 31.06 17.84 52 
---~-".-.~----.. ,--~--------.----- ----,-------_.- "-'-~-'-'-"-'-- .. - . '"""-.---.. _-_ .. -. -~, .. -~----- -_ .... _.- ---- .. ""-_._._--- -.------~~- -, .. _----- --- ----_._--- -,-._-----

San Jose area 744 21.37 18.68 5.11 1,247 45.87 41.86 22.05 39 
-.-~--,.,-""------.-~~.---.-.. -.------.'-~-.-.. -.. ----.. _. -----_._--... , ~~---.•.• -,.- , •.•. ,."._--_ ... _-- .•. _"--_ ... " _._,------,- _ .. ,._------" ---- --,-"._- ----~ •.•. ,-",~ ---_.- ',. 

Seattlearea 921 27.69 10.10 3.69 559 45.44 21.47 12.16 25 
-, .. ,,------.--~--,.----... ,.---.,~---~--.•. -- .. -.--~-- ..... ,----~--."' ---.------ -----_... _ .. ,---- ------~- .. ------ _._------

51. Louis 749 23.63 4.41 1.20 371 46.90 15.90 8.63 11 
.-~.-----------~-.-~--.--~-.-- ~------.-----,- _ .•.•.• _---- -~----' -,_._---- .. _---,------_._------,_.,--- -.--~-~- ------,._"-
__ T.m~ ______________ .__ _ 206 ____ 17.4_8 __ 6.31 _ _..1:~.___~_~_. 46.67 .2!.:~~ ____ 2~~ ______ ..!l ___ _ 

Washington, D.C. 4,689 22.82 9.58 3.60 5,011 46.06 22.75 12.73 101 
---------------.~--.--- --_._- _. __ .- ---- ---- -.-~--. -.>- ---.. --- ~-.~---

Wilmington 267 21.72 4.12 1.50 273 42.49 12.09 7.69 12 
Slat... -----. -.. -,,--.. --- --- -------- ---- ----. ..-----

~~;~~~-=m!#ffif2=~mii 
Source: The :1017,,:1018 NALPDJr«toryoflegoJ Employers" Some city Information includes one or more offices in adjacent suburbs. 
Orange County Inetudes offices in Costa Mesa, Irvine, and Newport Beach. The San Jose area includes offices In Menlo Park, Mountain 
View, Palo Alto and E. Palo Alto, Redwood Shores/Redwood City, and San Jose. The Los Angeles area includes offices in Santa Monica 
and long Beach. The Northern New le.'Sey/Newark area Includes offices In Newark, Roseland, Florham Park, Hackensack, Morristown, 
Westfield, and Woodbridge. Northern Virginia Includes offices in McLean/Tyson's Corner, and Reston. State figures exclude cities 
reported separately. For multi·office firms that reported only firm·wlde figures, the Information was attributed to the reporting city If at 
least 60% olthe firms lawyers are in that City. 

Table continues on next page 
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Table 4. Women and Minorities at Law Firms - Total Lawyers and Summer Associates - 2017 

Total Lawyers Summer Associates 

% % % Minority flof % % % Minority 
Total # Women Minority Women OffIce. Total fI Women Minority Women 

Total 112,090 34.54% 15.18% 7.54% 1,084 7,086 49.87% 32.23% 18.23% 
----..,.., . ....,.,------~- ---'-- ._-,---- ....,..~--'.-,-- '-----,."......- ,~---""- --. -- --- ~---.".-- ------
~'#lbfl~ll!Jfflt\WIiJ'.: .' . 

=~~:~~~er---·--:===~·r:~~~!~~::=~:r~-l=:j~~2-~~·--~:~FT=i~::=F:FR~~i--· 22.92 I 9.58 

32.56 I 19.44 

=:~~;~~~~ -~:=:~:±2:~~:~L~t:=t=~~H~-L-1:~j~2r_:=t~~~t±:m::j=11~~_~~~E --: 
_~y!-'lri: ___ . ______ . ___ ._____ __ _________ . ____________ ........ ____ ___. ___________ -'-_ .. ___ .. 

Atlanta 2,675 34.21 12.90 6_58 25 132 50_00 30.30 17.42 -"-.----_._---._----.. __ ._---,-"., ----,._-,----- .. _-_._-_._----- ---,-------_ ... _ .•.. - •... --.•. ---- ---_._- --------" ---_._--- ----_._-_._----
Austin 683 32.36 15.67 7.61 19 55 38.18 14.55 5.45 ---,--,-_._--------------.- _._---,----_ .. - -,. __ ...... _-.. _ .•. _-,_ .... _---- ------"--_ .. ,- _._---_ .. _-- ._----- _. __ ._--------_._---- -_._-_._-----
Boston 3,780 37.22 12.01 6.48 35 258 47.29 25.97 12.79 _. __ ._------_._--_ .. _-_._ .. - _._._----_._._. --_ .. __ ._._-- _._._._-_._---_.- _. __ .. --------- --_. __ ._-_.- .. -----_. -----_. ----_.- ------------- . 
Charlotte 990 29.29 9.49 3.94 16 49 46.94 26.53 14.29 ._ .. _._-_.---_._. __ . __ ._._._--- --------- ._-_ .. _--_._-_.- . __ .... _. __ ._----- _.-._. __ ._----- ----_ ... __ .... ----_._. __ . -- ... _----.-. -_._--_ ... _- ----_. -------

___ ~~""go _ ... ___________ ~ 7 49 ___ .. __ ~.6li _____ ]_~:~____ __!'.:22 __ ~~ _____ ~1~___4_~,~_ 3~.:1!__ ____ ~14 ___ 
Cincinnati 493 30.83 6.29 2.43 6 25 44.00 32.00 16.00 '-_._--... _._._.---_ .. _--. __ .---'--- _. __ .. _.--_ .. __ .. _._--. __ . __ ._.- _._. __ .... _--._._. __ ._- .~---.-.--~ .. ----_ .. --'-_._- --.-._ ... _-- ---_. __ . __ . ----_._-- ------_. 
Cleveland 825 30.18 4.73 2.42 6' 42 52.38 11.90 7.14 

._---_. __ ._----_._-_._._-------_. _. -------_ .. _. . _._-... _--------- ---- -_._-._._---- ---------._ .. __ ._- -_._--- _._._._--_._- ---------.- ._---- _. __ ._._----
Columbus 531 28.25 8.85 3.95 9 31 54.84 41.84 29.03 ---_ ..• _ .. _._------------ -----_._-- _ .. __ ._-----
Dallas 2,297 31.26 14.98 6.14 32 209 47.85 21.53 11.96 ._-_. __ ._------_._----_.- --'-_. -_ .. _--- -'-_._- _. __ .-._---_. -----_.- ------_._- _. __ .-._-... _- ---_ .. __ . ---_._._._- ~--.--- -----_._-

__ ~e".~~ ____________ ~_"_I!.s. ___ ~.:!l.C!_ __~.25 _____ ~~~ ____ 2~ ____ 2 4_. __ .!i~?Il.. ____ ~:~ _____ ~'!:~~ __ 
Detroit area 865 31.91 8.90 4.39 9 49 55.10 30.61 22.45 ._._----_.-._-------._. -_._----_._. ----_._-----.- --_._-_._.--- ---_._-----_._--- -_.-.. _--_ .. _... ---'-' -_. __ ._."--- ------.-.---- _. __ . __ .------
FBI. LahuderdalelW. Palm 271 31.00 9.59 5.17 8 

eac -----.. ------.---- -_ .. _--_._- . __ .. _-_._----- --_._------------._. --_._-------_. _._----- ----- -- .-.---._ .. _-_. ---'---'---'-
~,,-n~ Rap~_,,-______ _~_~_ __~:~~__ __~:_~~ _______ ~:1!.. ____ s._____ _________ ___________________ ______ _ 

_ .J:I_~uslon _____ .. ____ ~,9~ ____ ~~_:~~___ _!!_:~ __ ~:~~ ____ ~~, _______ 32?_. __ . __ ~3.4 ____ ~~c~~ ___ .!!.!~ __ _ 
__ I~~~napolls_________ __ ~_=!? ___ ~~~~_____!'.:4!l_ __~::l.'c. _____ ~ ____ ~~__ __~~_3.~__ _~1.0~_____!!.:~~ __ _ 

__ ~~~3's City, M~___ __~~? ___ .. ___ :J..4:~_?_.__ __?:il!! _______ ~!l_9_ _ ___ 1.___ _~~____ 4~.34_ .!~~1.. _____ ~?a. ___ _ 
__ ':~_~~g91~s __________ 5,042 ____ ~:~~__ ~:~~ ______ 1!~_a... ____ ?~__~~___ ~3.69 _____ ~~:2.5 ____ 2.2:~ 

Miami 892 35.09 38.34 15.92 15 47 59.57 55.32 40.43 .----------------.--.----... ----.. -._- .-.-.-.---..... -.-.--- ------.----- - ... --.------. ---'--'-'--"'-- .------_ .. - '---'--"7--'-- ... _.-----______ -.- .. __ . ___ __ 
Milwaukee 1,052 30.42 5.51 2.57 7 34 52.94 29.41 14.71 --------_._- ._------- ._-_._-- -----_._--_._ ... _ .... _-_._-_ .. _ .. __ ._--_._----- ._-_._-------- ._--_.-_. 

__ ~~,,~apolls ___ ______ 1 ,884_~~:~ __~:~____ __~:34___!9 _______ .'l~_. ~:~_~_ __ .~~c7!.. __ ~:g?.. 
_Ne ... Vork <::.'IL ___ . _____ ~1~?_~_ ... ~~.62 _____ ~~~.!i ____ 1.tl~ __ ]02. ___ 2,222 49.91 36.27 __ 2.!,:,!_ 

Northern NJ/Newark 1,056 32.95 10.51 4.45 10. 46 58.70 23.91 13.04 
area 

Tobie continues on next poge 
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Total Lawyers Summer Associates 

Total" I % % I % Minority I II of I Total II I % % I % Minority 
Women Minority Women Offices Women Minority Women 

~_~.rth_~_~ylrglnh~ _________ ~~~_ _ ___ ~.<>:~ ___ ~3.2~_ __4.49 ____ J ______ __ ~O ___ ~:~ ______ ~.OO ______ ~~O 

__ ~rlI_"~! C02.c::~ _____________ !,03~__~~:~ ___ ~:~~ _____ ~~____1_~__ _!~ _____ 43.~4. ___ ~_:~_~ __ ___ ~~y2_ 

Ph~a_d!lph!!... __________ !:5_~~ _____ .~~~9 ______ ~:~~ _____ ~~2 ______ ~~ _____ ~~___42.~5 _~~-.1.~ ____ .!~.O~ ___ _ 
Phoenix 851 29.14 8.34 3.17 12 43 48.84 20.93 11.63 _._----"----._--.------ ._----_._-- _ .. _-----_ .•. _ .•. _----- ------" .. __ ... ,. __ ... _---- ._---,--- -,------- --------'. 

_Pittsburgh _______ _.!i~____~:~__ __~_~_ _ __ 2.65 ____ ~____ __---'-____ ________ _ _______________ __ 

Portland, OR 726 33.33 8.40 4.13 11 27 37.04 40.74 14.81 --------,--._-,_ .• ""-------- ----_._-- -------- -------". --_. __ ._- ._------------_._-,,-- ._-_.,-_ •. - •. _-.-----
__ ~a~tLak.!.City __________ ~_~__ _ ___ 19.~~ 7.83 __ ~~__ __..!I _____ . ___ ~~ ____ ~~~~9 ____ ....!'..:.~_~c~ __ 

___ ~an£lieg':..__________ ___-"~ _________ ~_:_15 __ 19.21 ___ 8.84 ___ _ ____ 14 ____ . _~~ _______ ~:?~ ________ 33.~!. ______ 2.!l:~ __ 
San Francisco 3,409 40.10 22.50 11.70 52 213 54.93 41.78 22.07 "-----_.- .-----_.' .. _.,.. --_._------- ----,.,'._-_ .. _-., .• ------_._.-_.- ._---_.. --, .. ,--,--.,-- --_. __ ._ .•.•. ,-------- -_._._._--_ ... - ._--------, 
San Jose area 2,218 37.65 32.28 15.33 39 245 42.04 47.76 20.82 

._ .•. ""--_._--_._-_._------- ._-------_. --. -----_._-.. _------" .. __ ._-_. ---.----- -.. _"_ .. __ ._---"."- ~------- -----.---~- ._-_._---------.. 
Seatlle area 1,670 35.21 14.37 7.01 25 77 51.95 42.86 20.78 -."-.---.---.. ----.~----.- -. __ •.•. _. __ ._-- .....•.• ------_. __ . --_ .. _---_.---_.- ~--.-.--- _._----.-_.- .. __ . "-_._-_. __ . -_. __ ._"-- -_._--_._-------------.. 
St. Louis 1,315 32.47 7.98 3.73 11 62 64.52 22.58 16.13 

. ".--.--.-------------.--~-- .-.--~.---.--.. "-...... -.---".---~ -------".,._-- -.---~----~---_ .. ---".-... _- --.-.--~"--.-.--.- ._--_ ... _----- -_._--_._----._. _.- .-_ .. __ .-
_.2,!mpa ___________ 2~~__ __~~:..~~ __ . __~:~ _____ 4.55 ____ ~ .. _ .. _____ ~~ _____ ~.OO__~~~~_ _.~c2!!.. __ 

__ Was.!'ington,_[J..:..C:____ __ 1!~?5_ .. _ ._. __ .~5-,3_~.___ _ __ 1-"}~ _____ ~3 __ ._ .~1 _____ 8?_~ __ . __ 49.41l.... __ ~~55 _______ ~~~ __ _ 
Wilmington 594 33.16 8.08 4.21 12 60 43.33 18.33 10.00 

=Stam;~_=_~::::: __ ~·--_ _=__=__=-=:=-::::::::::_----_:=_ __ . __ ...:..~==::::: _..:.... __ .___.- --=-==_ 
Othar a~as In 801 36.33 9.24 6.37 7 25 84.00 4000 2400 
Connecticut . . _ .. ".----_.""'"'"-----------_ ...... _----- ----_ .. __ . __ ._-_._. _ ..... _-_._-----_. -----_ .. __ . -.--.---... -.-... "-.--~- .... -.- .-.---~.-.-.- ------- -----_._ .. 
Other areas In Flonda 478 31.59 6.90 2.09 13 23 39.13 26.09 8.70 --_._--_._-._---_.----_ .. --_. '- ------_ .... _--- ".--_._------ _ .... _ ..•. _--_._- ---_.-._---_. -_._._ .. __ ._._---" ----_.--_._------ ------- -----,"". 

___ K!."wcky_____ 581 33.22_~~ ___ ~ _____ ..!I._ 34 _...2~~2 ______ ~~ _____ ~~3 __ 
~~~~::s In New 1,110 30.54 6.22 2.16 9 33 63.84 15.15 12.12 

Source: The ZOf;--zof8NALPOIJ1lCtDryo/l.goIEmpJoyelS. Some city Information In dudes one or more offices In adjacent suburbs. 
Orange County includes offices in Costa Mesa, Irvine, and Newport Beach. The San Jose area Includes offices In Menlo Park, Mountain 
View, Palo Alto and E. Palo Alto, Redwood Shores/Redwood City, and San Jose. The Los Angeles area Includes offices In Santa Monica 
and Long Beach. The Northern New Jersev/Newarkarea Includes offices In Newark, Roseland, Florham Park, Hackensack, Morristown, 
Westfield, and Woodbridge. Northern Virginia Includes offices in Mclean/Tyson's Corner, and Reston. State flgures exclude cities 
reported separately. For multi-office firms that reported only firm-wide figures, the Infoonatlon was attributed to the reporting city If at 
least 60% of the firms lawyers are In that City. 

Note: The number of offices reporting one or more summer associates, including demographic Information, was 778. Dashes In the 
summer associates columns indicate that fewer than five offices in that city reported Summer associates, or the total number of summer 
associates reported was less than 10. 
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Table 5. Partner Demographics at Law Firms - 2017 

Total # 

AII'Parlna .. AIolan 

Partners by Race or Ethnlclty 
BlllckiAftlcan' 

American Hispanic 

% 
Min~rIty I Minority I Total % I wo~en I Total % I wo~en I Total % I wo~en 

Women 

#of 
OffIces 

__ ~~ _____________ L~9,8!l5 L 842~_L2.90%_JE_!~_L~23%_1_!:83~Lg:~6% L~~~~L 0_73~L1 ,084 

By,8·qt'JlilwYeli.lF,'ltIiI'WliI.: _________ -___________ .• ".' __ .• ____ -r ___ . ______ ._-___________ -______ ,_--' ____ ...... ___ , __________ , _______ • ___ -__ -- _-... -..,.... __ ..... __ 

~::;"":k':"'''-~~~~H;~=I~:lli:H'H::a~i.i~.·~~ 
=~~~i~:~:;:~-::~-:=~:j·Z~Z:l~:t~t=~~-t;~:=--I--!I~l::-~~l 

701 + lawyers 
---' •. - -.--

0fftC8s11it: 
---.-~------,--.. ---. ----,-- ---'--;-.•. ' ._-'------ .'"'--_.,._- ._--_. __ .. _--._-,,_.----- .-., .. ,_:_- ---_ ... _----~.-

Atlanta 1,233 7.54 2_19 1.78 0.41 3.73 0.97 1.14 0.41 25 
..•.•. ------.,-.-.--•. __ . __ ._--.-•... _--' ..... _- . __ ..• "." ....... -,,- --------- "" -_ .... __ .•. -._--. - -".-.-, .. ,-..... ,,-_ •.•. __ .... _, ...... _.-._.- .~ .. ---.-.•. -. _ ..... _--

Austin 340 10.29 4.12 1.47 0.59 2.35 1.18 5.29 2.06 19 ----------_. __ ._-_.,--- .. ----- _ .. _----- -_ .. _,---.- -,-.---,----.------~.- _. __ . __ ._ .. __ .. _._---_ ... _--_ .. _-, "--"-'--' ---_._.-
Boston 1,526 5.05 2.03 2.36 1.25 0.98 0.33 1.11 0.26 35 --.. -,-.",'-.--.---.--~-.,-... ~--... -'. ._---_.,. __ ._ •... ------.. - .... __ .. _---- _ ... __ .. -._ .. _, "-_ .•. _--- '-"-, .... _.'- --~-... -.-' _._, .•. -_ .. -,-. .~--... -- -----
Charlotte 488 6.15 1.84 1.23 0.20 2.66 1.02 1.64 0.41 16 ----'._-----.. __ . __ .-_ .. _-_._-- ._--_ .... _, .•. _._-.•. __ .- -,._-----._--.- --,.,-_.,,_. -'-'--'--' -.----..• --- _._. __ .-.-_._- ._.,---_._- -----_ ..... 

. . .c:t1i.caJl~________ ______ 3,3_1~ __ ~3.~ ___ _ .l.51 _ ... ~~.s _____ 1~~ ___ 1,7~_O.e.!!..___!:..e.6 __ O.3~ ___ ..s_~ __ 
Cincinnati 302 3.31 0.99 0.99 0.00· 0.66 0.00 0.99 0.99 6 .. _. ________ ~ ___ ,. __ ._o __ . ____ ._._ . ___ ._,. __ "' _______ 0.·__ .______ _ ____ . ___ . ___ ., __________ ._ . _________ ._ . ___ ... _ .. ,. 

Cleveland 410 2.93 0.73 1.22 0.24 1.22 0.49 0.24 0.00 6 
.. _----------,_._---,---_._-- .. _--_ ...• _._- -- --,--- ------ . __ ._---- ._----,---- _ .•. _---"._ .•. - --.---- -'-'-~--- -_._- ----_._ .. _.,_. 

Columbus 289 6.57 2.42 1.73 1.38 2.77 0.69 0.69 0.00 9 --_._,-----_._--_ .•.• _----- ._.-_. __ . __ ._- --.---,-- .-.--- -'--'---'- ".-.-.--.--_ .. - '-'-.--.. --~. ----, .. -~-, ---'-._- ._------_._._---
Oallas 1,030 8.54 2.91 1.75 0.68 1.75 0.68 3.50 0.97 32 _ ..... ,._--,_._--_. __ ._-_ .•. _--.. _. __ .. -... -_. __ .-._- _ .. - .. -,-.-.---~.-.- --.. ----- -_ .. -_ .... _.--. -. __ ._-_._--_._- .. _----- ----_._, .. _- -_. __ .- .,-------- --,-----_. 
Denver 845 6.20 2.02 1.71 0.78 0.62 0.00 2.33 0.31 25 

-.-,--- ... ---.---.. -.- .. ------~--.-.- ----,_._,._._._._ .. --_ .. _,---_._---,---_. __ . ----_. __ . ---~.---.-"--. "-_._'- ._--_._-- _._--.,. ------, --_._ .. _--
Detroit area 543 7.00 2.58 1.66 0.55 3.50 1.84 1.10 0.00 9 

." -" .. _._.-._,._,,---,-,--_._--'-'-- _.- -'-'-' -~.-- ..... _-- ._ .. _--, .. _----_.- -----'-- _. __ .... -._---- .. ---.----.- -- -~--.-.- .. -.. ------- ---,,-- ------.-.--- ,---_._,,- _.-_"". 

B
Ft. Lahuderdaletw. Palm 159 5.66 3.14 0.00 0.00 2.52 1.89 3.14 1.26 8 

eac -_. __ ._-_.,._-_._-_._-_._-------_._._.- .. _----_., .. _. -,.,._--- -----_ ... _-- ----. __ ... ---~----...... __ ._._,,- .--- --.--.--- .--.-.. ,-, ---.--~.-- --'-. __ ._._-
_~!!'n<!..~apid!. ____ .________~~____~:_~ ___ ..!.:~ ____ !.41._ _ __ 0:~ .. _~:7~____0.00 ______ ~_ __~~~~ _____ 2. __ 

Houston 1,251 11.27 3.68 3.28 1.36 2.56 1.12 4.56 1.04 43 
--------~-.-,-, -----_._,_.-. _._------,_._. --_._._-- ----- --------_ ... _-._ ... _,._----- ---_._-,-- -_._- ---.---,,-------.-~ .. 

__ lndlanapol1s___ __ 3~~.. __ ~:~3_ 0.91.CJ.~~ ._.O.30__~:9_1._ _ __ ~,~O'__IJ.:9.! ____ Oc~~ ___ ._._ ... 6_ ..... 
. ___ Kansas City ___ . _______ 491 ___ ~~~? ___ ~8~ __ OC~_~ _____ ~:~.!.. __ ~8~ 0.00 ___ o.~___ o~o.0_ _2 ____ _ 
__ ._~os A':'.geles __ .____ 2,075 14.55 ~.49 ___ !.8~_ ~~ __ ~.07_ _ 0.82__ _~37 ___ -.:t.:.~1 __ . __ ~~._. 

Miami 466 32.83 10.30 0.86 0.84 2.58 1.07 28.33 8.15 15 -----_.--,_. __ ._-- --_ .. - .. _-_.- ,-_._--_.- _._----_._-.. ,._._-- .~----.-,-. -.. ~-.--.---.------- ._--------_.- _._-_._--
Milwaukee 618 3.88 1.78 0.81 0.49 0.49 0.00 2.10 0.97 7 ----.--- _._---_._,--_._--_. -_._--,-._---- _._.--------_._._------- ----- -'_.'-_. ---,---- ,._--_ .. _---

___ Mlnneapoll~_________:E92 _ __~:!.~ __ 1 '-~_ 1~ _ __ .g~~ _!!:~~ ___ !!:.!~ ____ ~:~~ __ ~.:Cl~ __ ..1.!!.. __ _ 

__ Ne_wYork~. __ ._. _____ ~~~ _~? __ ~:~_~ _.!,~~_. ___ ..!:~g __ ___ ~.4~ ___ 3:48 ___ ._~.67 _____ 1~_ 
Northern NJlNewarkarea 500 5.00 1.60 1.80 0.60 1.00 0.20 1.40 0.40 10 

Table continues on next page 
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Partners by Race or Ethnlclty 

~ nalp .... 

AU Partners Alilan 
Black/African

Amllrlcan H_lllpanlc 

% 
Total # I % Minority I Minority I Total % 

Women 

% 
Women Total % % 

Women Total % 
% 

Women 
#01 

OffIces 

__ .i'l~hern Virgl~I!... _____________ 1_~ _____ 7_~ ___ 3.0~ _____ <l:~~. __ 1:22 ___ ---"~~_1._ _ __ 0.00 ____ ~:~~____1.83___Jl __ 
Orange Co., CA 491 12.02 3.67 6.92 2.65 0.81 0.20 2.85 0.41 17 =c=-=''--=-:---------- ------1------ -------- - ---- --------- --------------- ---------------------

_.!!'iladel~_la______ _______ ~_~ ______ 5~~ _____ 2.0_5 __ __ l:()~__'!: 73 __ _1:~ __ __ ~'~___1.1!.__~~____E 
Phoenix 534 5.81 2.06 1.69 0.94 0.19 0.00 1.87 0.75 12 

,--------------.---. ------- ----- ----------- "'-----1------- ---------- ---------------"'--------------
Pittsburgh 333 4.20 1.50 1.80 0.60 0.90 0.30 1.20 0.60 6 

-----------._------------- --------- -------- ----------------------- ------ --------- ------- ------------""-----
Portland, OR 444 6.53 2.93 1.35 0.90 1.35 0.68 2.48 0.90 11 

:::S~tt Lake c~ty~~=_~=:=::==::ii~== -:::~:~=-=!.:.~=::~:Ti3~:_i~ ___ =_:i~O:::: _=o~=--= =:~.e5 -===~~?- =-8-=-: 
_~~n Diego ___________________ .3.~~ ______ ~1:!_1... __ 2_~!l._. ___ ~~~ __ 2£....__~~_1 _ __ Q:~ _____ ~:!3. __ __ O.~~_. ___ !~ __ 

San Francisco 1,355 14.32 5.02 8_63 3_17 2.07 0_44 2_36 1.03 52 
------------------ ------------. - -----1------- ------------~=_ ------ -------- ---------- ----------
___ ~nJo.e area ______________ 7_4~ _____ !8_.6_8 ____ 5_.1:1.. ___ !_~~!.. ~---~~~---~.:!l!!..---~.4~----~~~---~~1...- ___ 39 __ _ 

SeaWe area 921 10.10 3.69 5.54 2.06 1.52 0.54 1.74 0.76 25 
-------------------------- 1--"--- -----:- ------------ ------"-- .-,,------ -------- --------1---------- ------------

51. Louis 749 4.41 1.20 0.53 0.00 2.27 0.67 1.20 0.53 11 
------------------------- ---------1--------- ----- -------- .------------ -------1--:--:-,- ------i---_-c--------

Tampa 206 6.31 1.94 0.97 0.49 0.00 0.00 5.34 1.46 9 --------------"------------------------- -------- -----r--,------ .• -------- --~---------- ------ ------
Washington, D.C. 4,689 9.58 3.60 4.09 1.30 2.77 1.28 2.00 0.70 101 

Wilmington 267 4.12 1.50 1.50 0.75 1.50 0.75 0.75 0.00 12 

Source: The flO.'!-flO.8 NALP Directory of Legal Emp/l1)'ers. The rew Native American, Native Hawaiian and multl·raciallawyers reported 
are Included in the overall minority percentages but are not reported separateLy. Some city information includes one or more offices In 
adjacent suburbs. Orange County Includes offices in Costa Mesa, Irvine, and Newport Beach. The San Jose area includes offices In Menlo 
Park, Mountain View, Palo Alto and E. Palo Alto, Redwood Shores/Redwood City, and San Jose. The Los Angeles area Includes offices in 
Santa Monica and Long Beach. The Northern New Jersey/Newark area Includes offices In Newark, Roseland, Florham Park, Hackensack, 
Morristown, Westffeld, and Woodbridge. Northern Virginia includes offices In McLean/Tyson's Corner, and Reston. 
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Table 6. Associate Demographics at Law Firms - 2017 

Associates by Race or Ethnlcity 

AII·AssoClate. Aslen Black/Afrlcan· Hispallic Am.rlcan 

% % Minority % % % 
Total # Minority Women Total % Women Total % Women Total % Women 

Total 45,786 23.32% 12.88% 11.40% 6.52%' 4.28% 2.42% 4.57% 2.23% 
---_._._-- ---- ---------_. ---_._._--- _._--_._- ----,---_.-.. ------" .. - ---_._--_ .... ---._-- .._---.•. _--- -,-_._"-- -----.-

By'#of.~.lII!l!1rm'WId.' 

#01 
Offices 

1,064 
--.--

._._" ___ . _____ . __ ~_ ... _---. __ ._0. . ______ .~ __ . _____ ._ .. __ ~ ____ " _______ , __ -'--__ , _____ ~~_ ~ __ .___ _. __ . _____ _ 

. __ !Og_<:r fewer I~e.~ __ .. _ .. __ . __ 1,48~_ ....... !!.:.9~ _. ___ ~:04___1Il32 ___ ~6_~_ ... __ ._~2_~ ____ 1~5. ___ ~~ _.2:.~_~8 __ _ 

__ !.o1-2~O la~ers. ___________ !~~!.~ __ . __ !!~_. ___ 9~:'.3_._. __ !:5.5__ ... ":6~_ 3.91 .... ~:11 __ ._~7~_. _._t.: 73 _ __15~_. 

. _2_5~~01~_I'~'N)'e~_. __ . ___ ._. ___ ::1 ~~ ___ .~~:~___1.~2~ ___ .._1~:5 __ :;7~_... __ 474 2:74__ ._4. 72_._~~:.._ .. ~1~ _ 

_ 501-700 la~.~ _________ .... __ ._~~~~ ___ . ___ ~2~~.__ ~~~____9~ ____ ~:5:_._ .. __ 4~7!_. __ .':'6~ __ . __ 4:7~ .. ___ ~~5 _____ ..21_~ 
701+ lawyers 25,763 26.29 14.02 12.96 7.39 4.17 2.40 4.79 2.32 501 -----------._-- -- •.•. -"-.- -"---~ -----:""" -- ._------ '"---"----, -_._--- --.------

.. ?!"~·II': _ .. __ . ____ . __ .... ___ .... ____ . __ .. ___ __._ .. _._. __ ..... . ____ .... ____ .... _ .. _c _._ .• ~._ _. __ . __ ~ _____ _ 

Atlanta 969 19.40 11.16 7.22 3.72 7.96 4.86 2.66 1.76 25 
--~.--"'.,-.-"-- ,----------- ""--'.,,"-_ .•. "---- ---_._--._,- -,--,.--- .•. _-----_. .--- --_._-,.-.. _._--- .-.. _------_.,- ---.. --.-- .. -------~ .---_.-

Austin 239 22.59 11.72 6.69 2.51 2.93 1.67 6.28 2.93 19 
--.. ----.----,--,-.-----,,-~----. -----... _-, ... _------ ._------,- .,---... _._- _._-------.- --,---,.----. -~-----.------. --,-_. __ . --,-------,.--------" .. 

Soston 1,769 16.49 10.97 9.65 5.77 3.22 1.92 3,90 2.26 36 
-,-.. ----~.-,--.--------------.---.--- --,--_._--" ---"-._- '--~---'---'-'- ._--- -- -""-"--'--'. ---_ .. --- ..... __ . -~~-- -.-------~- ----~ .. -.---- --.----

Charlotte 349 14.04 6.30 3.44 1.43 4.30 2.58 3.44 1.15 16 
._",-,----_ .• --_ .. ",,"-_ .•. _-_._-'_ .•. - --,,------ '_._------ ._--- ----._-_._-- ---------_._--.- ,-----,._- --'--._-'-- -"-'-'- ._. __ ._-- -.--
__ C?~i~~o __________ . ______ ~,~~_ .. _~1.2~ ____ .!:~~ __ ._~~:1Il__ __~:~~ __ . __ 4:-'~() __ ... __ 2:~_t..__ .. ::9.!._ . __ ._~.3~ __ ..._~_ 

Cincinnati 143 13.99 6.29 2.60 0.70 6.29 2.80 2.80 2.10 6 
--.-.-.--~.-~-.--~.----... ----------.- --_.--'- -------- ._-------_.-.- -._.--_._.- ----_ .. -._._. __ .- ------_ .. _-----_._- ._ .. __ ._.- ---------_._----

Cleveland 288 6.94 4.61 2.78 2.06 2.43 1.04 0.89 0.69 6 -_._._------_._----_. __ ._---- ---.-.----- _ .. _--_.- _. __ ._----_._------_._-. --_ .. _---_.- -.---- .------ --~-------------

Columbus 165 14.64 7.74 3.23 1.94 4.62 0.65 3.87 2.68 9 --'--'--'" .. __ ..... _ .. -_ .. __ ... _._._._._--_._-_. --_._--_._---- '-"'--'--'-- -_._._---- - -.--.--.---- _._._.---_._---.- -.. _--._._... -_._--- _._-----_.- _._-_._-
Dalla. 955 21.36 9.53 7.85 2,93' 4.08 2.62 5.76 2.41 32 -_._-_ .. __ ._ ... _ .. __ .-.. _._._---_ ... _---_. __ . __ ... __ .. _--_._--_.- . __ ._ .. _---, ----.-... ---------_ ... --'--'--- ._._.- _._--_._-- -------- --.----- ---------
Denver 477 14.06 7.97 3.14 2.31 1.B8 1.05 5.24 2.52 25 ----.-_._--_._ .. _._-_._----- ._--_._---_._-_. _._._._. __ .. _.- .--..... ~----- .. ---.-.-.-.-- ._.-.. _-_._----- ------ ----_._._._---.. - ._- ------- _._--_ .. _.-
Detroit araa 195 15.90 8,72 2.56 0.51 7,69 4.62 3.08 2,05 9 -.------_._----------------_ .... --------- - -------_._ .. - ----._--_._--- "--'.- -- - .. - - ._-_ .. _._-_ .. _._._-_. ._-- '--'-'--_ .• '-.- _._--_._._-- - ---.--- . __ .. - .... -._--- .-

S
Ft. LahuderdalelW. Palm 85 16.47 8.24 4.71 2.35 4.71 1.18 5.88 3.53 8 

eac ._--------_. __ ..... _ .. _--_._-_._.-... _--- .-.-.. -.-.--.---- .. -----_._- ._-----_._---_. __ ._----- .. _---_._-,.- ---- _._-._---_ ... _-_ .... _.- ._._---_._- .-------
Grand Rapids 82 15.85 6.10 1.22 1.22 10,98 3.66 2.44 0.00 5 -_. __ ._-_._-.--------------- ... - .. _-_ .. _--_._ ..... ---.-.. --_.- •.. _._- --"._--- ----_ ... _._-.- ._--_. __ ._-_._.-._. -_. __ ._-- _._._-- ... __ ._-_ .. _._--_._-- -~ --_._-- ------
Houston 1,324 23.94 12.24 9,44 4.46 4.15 2.72 6.80 2.95 43 

_., .. -_._----------_. ---'--'-'-_._-'-- ---'--'---'--'-'.'--'--'- -_ .. _-.-. --._-_._ .... _- ._._._._---- --_. __ ._-----.... __ ._ .. 
.. ~dia~!'olls. ______________ ~~. ____ ._~:~ __ !:5.~_. ____ ~4~. __ . 1:38 . __ ~:.s~ __ ~:8~_ ..... 3.r:El.. .. _1::3.8 ___ . 6 

_~~aa ~ty _____ ._. _ __ .~_6~...!.~:_~ _!.o~!l. __ ~.8~__2:~._ 5,00 2.69 ~.62 ___ .-3:~_ 7 

__ Lo.~~.'!s ___________ ~:~~?_ __33~~_. __ .!~:.~._1_!!:~.~___~~~~ ___ ~:21__ _._~:?:'.... __ ~~?__ ._~:~_. ____ .7~ .. _ 
Miami 320 43.75 22.50 2.50 1.56 4.69 2.19 33.44 17.19 15 ._-_._----------------.,-_._-- ._._--_._.- ---_. __ ._----,-- _._-----_ .. _._----_. -------- ----- ---_ .... _- _._-_._---
Milwaukee 298 9.73 4.70 3.69 2.35 1.68 0,34 2.35 0.67 7 .------_._-_._-_._-_. __ ._------ _._.-... _------ _.-•. _------_ .. _--- -------- ._._--_ .. _----_." -_._-"._---- . __ .... __ ... -._- -.--------.- -_._----- --.-._.-
Minneapolis 568 11,97 6.16 4.23 2.46 2.99 1.94 1.23 0.70 19 

~-:~~~_'(:>~k ~I~:=_=::=~- ~_~1.~.~ 72 : :_~?~28 ___ -=:~5.5~:~_1.~,S.2_: __ ~:7!! --: __ 4 . .49 ~ .~3~i-- :=~!."-~ : __ 3_~_-=_ -102 --
Northern NJ/Newark area 367 18.80 8.99 10.08 6.46 2,72 1.36 3.54 1.36 10 ----.• -~-------------.------.---- -_._._- -----_._---_._--... - ----- ~-- ----_._-- ._----
Northern VIrginia 146 19.18 6.86 12.33 4.11 2.05 1.37 3.42 0.66 9 

Table continues on next page 
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continued 

AII:As.oclale'S 

Assoclatas by Race or Ethnlclty 

Asian Black/African
. American HI.panl~ 

% I%MlnOrltyl I % I I % I 1% I#Of 
Total # I Minority Women Total % Women Total % Women Total % Women Offices 

__ <:!ran!J8 C.r~,,~~ _______ L_~ ___ L!.~8~L 15·D9L2~.6~_L!fl:~~J._~:'.._L~~~_.J 4.31 __ L 1.72 J __ ~ __ 
__ Philade~phla ____ .. ____ .. _. ______ B_5!l. ______ 1~~ ____ ~:!~__ _ 6,53 _ __ ~!~ __ . __ E_~ __ 2.:~!__ 2.73 ___ 1:Cl?_ __~~ __ _ 

Phoenix 226 13,27 5.31 4.42 1.77 2.21 0.44 4,42 1.77 12 -_._------.,-------,--_. _.,--_. __ .. -.-.-- -,----- --._---_. ------" ----.---_.- ._---_._- ----... ---'- _._._--._--_ ... ,,-
__ ~tt.s_"'~~~ ________ . _______ ~~~ ______ 9.02.. _____ 3.8~ _____ 2.:58 ______ 1:_~ ____ 2.56 __ ._0:86 ______ .!:~~ ____ o.~ ______ ~ 
__ Portlan~~~ _______________ ~__!~~~~__ ~!.<J__ _._~1~__ _ __ ~:~~___ 2.06 ____ ..!.:O~___ _..::~ __ ~~__~ __ _ 

___ Salt Lake C:~ _______________ ...1~ ______ ~:!_~ ___ ~!~ _____ ~~~. __ 1._5~ _____ 0.7~ _..<l:'1!l.,__ 3.17 __ 0.7~_ _~ ___ _ 

___ :>~_~ieg,: ________ .. _______ ~24. _____ ~:8~ _____ .!:l~7 _____ ~~~~_. _~~ ____ 2.:..5<1 ____ :~~_ 4,94 ___ .. ~8~ ______ ~ __ _ 

San Francisco 1,626 31,06 17.64 19.07 11.56 2,77 1.54 5.29 2.28 52 
------_ .. ,-----_ .•. _--_.-._---_.,---- --------- ----- ---,---- -,-~------- -.----~, ... ---,.--- ----------.. -.,--- ._--._-'- -------

San Jose area 1,247 41,68 22,05 31.60 16.76 2.09 0.88 3_53 1.64 39 
.--.--." ... - .. "---... --... -, .. - .......... ~. , .. __ .. _-,. __ .. _. "---,-_ ... -_._------- _ .. _--_... _._ .. _ .. -._ ...... _-_.--_._ .. _._ .... -_. ---- ,-_ .... __ .. _. --.'-'.'-". 
Seattle area 559 21.47 12.16 12.16 6,05 1.79 0,69 2.86 1.07 25 _ .•. '"------_._--. __ ._-... __ .. _.". __ . -.---'._'-.""-.•. ------.---- ._--_ .. -_.- _ .•. _-"-,, ... ----,_... _._------ ._"'_ ... - -----.--
5t. Louis 371 15.90 8.63 4,58 2.96 6.20 3,77 2,16 1,08 11 
.-.. --.-----.•.. ~-.-.-.-,.-.-...... --, ....... __ .. _ .. _--,",... '" _._-_ ... _._ .. - --------_._- .•.• _ .. _-_ .. -.---,.,-_ .. - ._---'"-,_._-_ .. ,-_._ .. __ .•.• ,-- . __ ._------ .. _--_ ... -_. --.•. --

_!~,!,pa ___________________ ~~~_ _~_:~~ ____ . ___ ~:62. ___ ~:~ __ . _ .. ..!.:_9~ ____ ._~68__ _ ~_~8! ______ 5~~ ___ ._._3~68___ ~ __ 

Washington, D.C. 5,011 22.75 12,73 10.52 5.87 5.67 3.49 3.71 1,96 101 

Wilmington 273 12.09 7.69 5.13 4.03 2.20 1.10 2.93 1.47 

Source: The ""17":1018 NALPDlrUtoryofl4ga/ Employms. The few Native American, Native Hawaiian and multi-racial lawyers reported 
are included In the overall minority percentages but are oot reported separately. Some city information includes one or more offices In 
adjacent suburbs. Orange County Includes offices in Costa Mesa,lrvine, and Newport Beach. The San Jose area includes offices in Menlo 
Park, Mountain View, Palo Alto and E. Palo Alto, Redwood Shores/Redwood City, and San Jose. The Los Angeles area Includes offices In 
Santa Monica and Long Seach, The Northern New Jersey/Newark area Includes offices In Newark, Roseland, Aorham Park, Hackensack, 
Morristown, Westfield, and Woodbridge. Northern Virginia Includes offices In Mclean/Tyson's Comer, and Reston. 
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Table 7. Lawyers with Disabilities - 2017 

All Finns 
Finns of 250 or Finns of 251·500 Finns of 501·700 Finns of 701 + 
Fewer Lawyers Lawyers Lawyers Lawy ..... 

1/ 'loaf 1/ %of 1/ 'loaf 1/ 'loaf 1/ 'loaf 
Reported Total Reported Total Reported Total Reported Reported R.ported Total 

Partners 143 0.43% 23 0.23% 27 0.44% 17 0.37% 76 0.62% .. _---,----" _ .. --._- -_._--.-_ . . __ .-.- ----. -------------. --_._--.-.,-- -------,-,.,. ' ..• -_._--.• ----- ----------
Associates 169 0.60 12 0.22 26 0.60 13 0.30 118 0.84 -------- -_._------ -._-._-" -~------- ._--- -,-------- ----_._---- ._----_._- ----,--.- -_._. --, .•.•. _--- --_._--.----
Ali lawyers 385 0.54 43 0.24 69 0.56 39 0.38 234 0.76 

Note: Figures for lawyers with disabilities are based on 736 offices/firms reporting counts,lncludlng zero,ln all lawyer categories. 
Counts of Individuals with dlsabHltles. including zero, cover 75,079 lawyers. Because so few summer associates with disabilities were 
reported (18 totaO, they are not Included in the table. 

All Finns 

Table 8. Openly LGBT Lawyers - 2017 

Finns of 100 or 
F.wer Lawyers 

Firms of 101·250 I Finns of 251-500 
Lawyers Lawy.rs 

Finns of 501. 
700 Lawyers 

Finns of 701 + 
Lawyers 

• 10of I 1
100f 

• %of I •. 1
100f 

I 1/ 1 100f I • I %of Reported Total #I Reported Total Reported Total Reported Reported Reported Total Reported Total 

Partners 880 1.99% 51 2.34% 150 1.90% 154 1.72% 106 1.75% 419 2.19% _._._--_._ .. _. -_ .. _. __ .- ---'--'- -----_._ ... -_._ .. _. --.. ---- .• - -_._._ .... _ ... _ ... __ ._._,--._- _ ...... _.-... ------ _._._---- -_. __ . 
Aasocla19s 1,438 3.45 28 2.28 89 2.04 163 2.57 201 3.60 957 3.96 ._-_._-,-" .. ----_.- ----,--,----- ,~-.--~- ._---_._------ -_ .. _-,._._.- .. _---_ .. _-- ------_ ..... ,._-------_ .. - ---'-'--- ---""--'" •.. -_._._---_. --------- -'--"". 

°1 Iher 346 2.32 11 1.48 46 2.35 63 2.30 32 1.59 197 2.56 
..... _ awyers _______________ ... ______ . ___ . ____ .. _. ________ . _______ .. _________ .. _ .. " " ____ .. ___ ". __________ . ____ , ___ " ______ _ 

Alilawyers 2,664 2.84 117 2.97 285 2.01 380 2.11 339 2.48 1,573 3.08 _ ... _---_ .. _-_ .. -... _._-_ ... -. ---'-'-- ._-_ ... __ .. _._- ----_.- ------_ .. __ ... _._._ .. -_._ ... - ------ .. -._--- -"-"-- . __ ._- ----_. 
Summer 
Assoclales 287 4.66 6 2.84 16 2.94 30 3.65 39 4.30 196 5.33 

Note: Figures for open IV LGBT lawyers are based on 936 Offices/firms reporting counts, Including zero, in all lawyer categories; figures 
for openly LGBT summer associates are based on 662 Offices/firms with a summer program and report]ng counts. Including zero. Overall, 
LGBT counts, including zero, cover 98,093 lawyers and 5.990 summer associates. 
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§ 60. Petition for change of name, NY elv RTS § 60 

McKiiiney's9QnsolidatedLiiwS ofNewyork.Annotated 
ci.,uRiih~i.aw (RefS & Annos) •. . .. . 

. Chapter.6, Ofthe Cons~lidat\'~ Laws: .., 
Artic1e6.Change of Name . 

McKinney's Civil Rights Law § 60 

§ 60. Petition for change of name 

Currentness 

A petition for leave to assume another name may be made by a resident of the state to the county court of tbe county 
or the supreme court in the county in which he resides, or, if he resides in the city of New York, either to the supreme 
court or to any branch of the civil court of the city of New York, in any county of the city of New York. The petition 
to change the name of an infant may be made by the infant through his next friend, or by either of his parents, or by 
his general guardian, or by the guardian or hi. person. 

Credits 

(Added L.1920, c. 924, § 2. Amended L.l939, c. 26, § I; L.1944, c. 759, § I; L.1952, c. 426, § I; L.l953, c. 690, § I; L.1962, 
c. 695, § 28.) 

McKinney's Civil Rights Law § 60, NY eIV R TS § 60 
Current through L.2018, chapters 1 to 321. 
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Walter v. Walter, 170 A.D. 870 (1915) 

156 N.Y.S~n3 

Synopsis 

170 A.D. 870 
Supreme Court, Appellate Division, 

First Department, New York. 

WALTER et a!. 

v. 

WALTER. 

December 30, 1915. 

Appeal from Special Term, New York County. 

Action by Moritz Walter and others, individually and 
as committee of the person and property of Herman N. 
Walter, an incompetent person, against Anna Kuethe 
Walter. From judgment dismissing the complaint, and 
from an order upon which the judgment was entered, 
plaintiffs appeal. Affirmed. 

Scott, J", dissenting. 

"715 '871 The following is the opinion of Page, J., in 

the court below: 
This motion was made upon an order for plaintiff to 

show cause, based upon the pleadings and an affidavit, 
why judgment should not be entered herein in favor of 
the defendant and against Moritz Walter. Clarence J. 
Walter, and Edwin Walter, as committee of the person 
and property of Herman N. Walter, an incompetent, upon 
the ground that the said persons, as committee, 'have 
no legal capacity to sue to annul the marriage of said 
Herman N. Walter upon the ground that the said Herman 
N. Walter was at the time of said alleged marriage a 
lunatic, and was incapable of entering into a marriage 
contract, or that the said marriage was caused by force 
and duress of the defendant because the said Herman N. 
Walter was a luuatic and incapable of consenting to the 
marriage for want of understanding, and for such other 
and further relief as the defendant may be entitled to.' 
The inartiflcial use of language unnecessarily complicates . 

the consideration of the motion. Lack of legal capacity to 
sue has reference to some legal disability of the plaintiff, 
such as '872 infancy, idiocy, adjudged insanity, or want 

of title in the plaintiff to the character in which he sues 
which prevents his bringing any action in the courts in 
his own behalf, and not a fact that the complaint fails 
to show a right of action in the plaintiff. Ward v. Petrie, 

157 N. Y. 301, 311, 51 N. E. 1002,68 Am. SI. Rep. 790; 
Ullman v. Cameron, 186 N. Y. 339, 343, 78 N. E. 1074, 

116 Am. St. Rep. 553. The objection that the plaintiff has 
not legal capacity to sue must be taken by demurrer or 
answer (Code Civil Proc. § 488, subd. 3 and section 498), 
and, if not so taken, is deemed to have been waived (Id. 
§ 499). If, therefore, the purpose of this motion is to urge 
the objection that the plaintiff has not legal capacity to 
sue, the objection, even if sound, has been waived by the 
defendant not having demurred on that ground. 

Legal capacity in a committee of an incompetent person 
to sue has been expressly conferred by statute, and there 
is no claim that the appointment was not regular and 
vested them with the title in which the suit was brought. 
Code Civil Proe. § 2340. This would require a denial of 
the motion. The motion has. however, been fully argued 
and briefed as a motion for judgment on the pleadings. I 
shall ignore the words in the order 'have no legal capacity 
to sue/ and treat it as a motion for judgment upon the 
pleadings on the ground that the complaint r.i1s to state 
facts sufficient to show a right of action in the plaintiffs 
as committee, which may properly be done under the 
request for general relief. This was probably the motion 
that defendant's attorney had in mind, but inadequately 
expressed. 

The question to be determined is: May the committee 
of the person and property of an incompetent. as such, 
bring an action to anllul a marriage contracted by the 
incompetent before the adjudication of incompetency 
upon the ground that the incompetent was a lunatic at 
the time of the aUeged marriage and was incapable of 
entering into a marriage contract? This question, so far as 
I have been able to discern, has never been determined. 
The court has no inherent or common-law jurisdiction in 
matrimonial actions. The Legislature has conferred power 
on the court to annul marriages, grant divorces or legal 
separations in certain specified cases, and has prescribed 
the persons who may invoke these powers. In the instant 
case the law applicable is to be found in sections 1747 and 
1748 *873 cfthe Code of Civil Procedure: 'An action to 
annul a marriage, on the ground that one of the parties 
thereto was a lunatic, may be maintained, at any time 
during the continuance of the lunacy, or, after the death 
of the lunatic, in that condition, and during the life of the 

other party to the marriage by any relative of the lunatic, 
who has an interest to avoid the marriage. Such an action 
may also be maintained by the lunatic, at any time after 
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restoration to a sound mind. >I< • >I< Where no relative of 
the >I< • >I< lunatic brings an action to annul the marriage, 
as prescribed in ... >I< "" the last * ... >I< sections, the court may 
allow an action to be maintained for that purpose at any 
time during the lifetime of hath the parties to the marriage, 
by any person as the next friend of the • • * lunatic. 
But this section does not apply. where the marriage might 
**716 have been annulled, at the suit of the lunatic, as 
prescribed in the last section.' It will be seen that the right 
to bring an action is limited to any relative who has an 
interest to avoid the marriage~ a next friend or the lunatic 
after restoration to a sound mind. There is no mention in 
these sections of the conunittee of the incompetent. If tile 
Legislature had intended that the committee should have. 
that power it could very easily have incorporated a few 
words in the section apt to express such intent. The failure 
to mention the committee is significant of the legislative 
intent to exclude him from the right to bring such an 
action. The expression 'next friend' has a definite and 
well-established meaning; i. e., 'one who, without being 
regularly appointed guardian, acts for the benefit of an 
infant, married woman, or other person not sui juris.' 
Bouvier Law Dict. Without express statutory authority 
an action cannot be prosecuted by a guardian ad litem 
or next friend where a committee has been appointed. 
Rankert v. Rankert, 105 App. Div. 37, 39, 93 N. Y. 
Supp. 399. The Code provides for the appointment of a 
committee for the incompetent, and gives him the right to 
prosecute actions on behalf of his ward. There being a well 
known and recognized distinction between a next friend 
of and a committee of a lunatic, the Legislature must have 
had this distinction in view when the Code was enacted. 
The fact that the husband or wife of the incompetent 
is frequently appointed the committee *874 may have 
been in the minds of the legislators, but, whatever their 
reason, it seems clear to me that, having given the power to 
bring such an action to the next friend, and having failed 
to mention the committee, the maxim, 'Expressio unius 
exclusio alterius,' applies, and shows the legislative intent 
to exclude the conunittee of the lunatic from the provisions 
oflhis section of the Code. See Mackey v. Peters, 22 App. 
D. C. 341. 

The learned counsel for the plaintiff argues that the power 
to bring such an action arises by implication from the 
provisions of section 2340 of the Code of Civil Procedure, 
which reads as follows: 'A committee of the property, 
appointed as prescribed in this title, may maintain, in his 
own name, adding his official title, any action or special' 

proceeding, which the person, with respect to whom he 
is appointed might have maintained, if the appointment 
had not been made.' The marriage with a lunatic is not 
void, but voidable. Domestic Relations Law (Consol. 
Laws, c. 14) § 7, subd. 2. As we have seen, the right 
to elect to avoid the marriage vests in the lunatic only 
after restoration to a sound mind, i. e., if he has been 
judicially declared incompetent after he shall be judicially 
declared competent, in which event his committee would 
be discharged. Code Civ. Proc. § 2343. Unless the lunatic 
on recovery of his reason elects to bring an action to annul 
the marriage, it would continue in full force and effect. 
Thus it can only be annulled by an aflinn.tive act on 
his part. The right to make this election does not vest in 
the committee. While it may be said that the provision of 
section 1748 for the maintenance of such an action by a 
next friend shows a right of action in the incompetent, for 
a next friend can only bring an action in the right of the 
person non sui juris, nevertheless, the special provision in 
section 1748, it seems to me, limits the general language 
of section 2340, and excludes the committee from the 
prosecution of an action of this character. 

Nor do I think that the plaintiffs' argument is sound that, 
as the committee would be a necessary party defendant, 
he may become a plaintiff. The incompetent is a necessary 
party. Coddington v. Larner, 75 App. Div. 532, 78 N. 
Y. Supp. 276; Anderson v. Hicks, 150 App. Div. 289, 
134 N. Y. Supp. 1018. He has been made a party in this 
action by order of the court. It is well *875 settled that 
!\te representative and the person whom he represents 
are not both necessary parties. As the same persons are 
the plaintiffs and the committee, if it should appear that 
their interest was inimica1 to the incompetent, the court 
would appoint other persons to represent him; if not, 
they, having been served with process, will be charged 
with the duty of protecting his rights. The motion will 
be granted. and the action. in so far as it purports to be 
brought by plaintiffs as committee of the incompetent, 
is dismissed, with $10 costs. I would suggest that there 
is no necessity of serving an amended complaint. The 
order may provide that the words 'individually and as 
committee of the person and property of Herman N. 
Walter, an incompetent person,' be stricken from the title, 
and that paragraphs I and 2 of the **717 complaint 
be stricken out. This leaves sufficient allegations in the 
complaint to sustain the cause of action of the plaintiffs, 
as relatives of the incompetent having an interest to avoid 
tfie marriage~ and does not in any way prejudice the rights 
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of the defendant under her answer already served. Settle 
order on notice. 

Attorneys and Law Firms 

Emil Goldmark, of New York City, for appellants. 

James A. Gray, of New York City, for respondent. 

Argued before INGRAHAM,P.J., and McLAUGHLIN, 
LAUGHLIN, SCOTT, and DOWLING, JJ. 

Opinion 

PER CURIAM. 

Judgment and order affirmed, with costs, on the opinion 
of Page, J., at Special Term. Order filed. 

SCOTT,J. 

I am unable to concur in the affirmance of this order, 
because I think that it rests upon too technical a 
construction of section 2340 of the Code of Civil 
Procedure. 

It is clear that from the earliest times courts of equity 
have entertained actions to annul marriages upon the 
ground of lunacy of one of the parties when the marriage 
was entered into. or on the ground of fraud, and this 
in pursuance of their general equity powers, and not 
in consequence of any statute. Griffin v. Griffin, 47 N. 
Y. 134. The fundamental error of the court below, as 
I view it~ is the assumption that, as to this class of 
cases, the court has no inherent jurisdiction. While that 
is true of most matrimonial actions, it is not true of an 
action to annul for lunacy. Sections 1747 and 1748 of 
the Code of Civil Procedure did not confer upon the. 
Supreme Court jurisdiction to annul a marriage for such 
cases, but merely provided that certain persons, other 
than the lunatic, might sue for such an annulment. The 
sections did not touch the right of the lunatic himself 

to bring such an action, which he could *876 do only 
through a committee. These sections were imported into 
the Code from the Revised Statutes. Some years after the 
reenactment of those sections in the Code section 2340 was 
adopted, which provides: 
'A committee of the property' of an incompetent 
'appointed as prescribed in tbis title may maintain in his 
own name, adding his official title, any action or special 
proceeding which the person with respect to whom he is 
appointed might have maintained if the appointment had 
not been made.' 

We have the authority of Mr. Throop, one of the revisers, 
for the proposition that the purpose of this latter section 
was, 'to embrace aU cases where a remedy is pursued.' 
Throop's Annotated Code 1880, note to section 2340. And 
obviously I think it should be so construed as to carry 
out that purpose. It cannot be confined to actions which 
a,lunatic could himself have brought after office found, 
but before the appointment ofacommittee; forth.t would 
have deprived it of all meaning and effect, since by the 
fact of his adjudication as a lunatic he ceased to enjoy 
capacity to sue. The true meaning of the section is, as I 
think, that tbe committee of a lunatic may bring any action 
or proceeding which his ward might have brought ifhe had 
not been adjudicated a lunatic. I therefore think that an 
action like the present may be maintained by the persons 
mentioned in sections 1747 and **718 1748, and also by 
a committee under section 2340. If this view is correct, 
section 7 of the Domestic Relations Law, to the effect 
that 'actions to annul a void or voidable marriage may be 
brought only as provided in the Code of Civil Procedure,' 
offers no obstacle to an action by the committee of a 
lunatic. 

I think that the order should be reversed, and the motion 
denied. 

All Citations 

170 A.D. 870, 156N.Y.S. 713 
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